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India largely safe from cyberattack Yuthika Bhargava
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IS sympathiser turns to church to evade arrest



New Delhi



Hundreds pay tribute to slain Army oicer NEW DELHI



Hundreds of people, including Army veterans, took out a candle light march on the India Gate premises on Saturday in memory of slain Lieutenant Ummer Fayaz who was killed by terrorists in Kashmir. CITY 쑺 PAGE 3 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Hizb ‘commander’ quits over diferences SRINAGAR



A major rift within the ranks of Hizbul Mujahideen came to the fore on Saturday when its south Kashmir “commander”, Zakir Rashid Bhat, quit the organisation over ideological diferences. NEWS



쑺 PAGE 10
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Dwindling catch: A traditional isherman mending his net at Thrissur in Kerala. With waterbodies drying up, pesticide levels in waterbodies increasing due to improper cultivation methods and indiscriminate ishing, ish stocks are dwindling at an alarming rate. K. K. MUSTAFAH *



Pak. shelling leaves two dead in Rajouri Four soldiers among seven injured in day-long barrage Peerzada Ashiq Srinagar



SUNDAY MAGAZINE 쑺 8 PAGES LITERARY REVIEW 쑺 4 PAGES CLASSIFIEDS 쑺 PAGES 4, 5 & 6



A 13-year-old girl was among two persons killed on Saturday as Pakistani Rangers resorted to shelling and firing along an extended area near the Line of Control in the Pir Panjal Valley’s Rajouri district. Seven persons, including four soldiers, were injured in the shelling. “Heavy cross-border shelling was reported in the Nowshera sub-division of Rajouri from 7.30 a.m. and continued the entire day,” Deputy Commissioner of Rajouri Shahid Iqbal Choudhary told The Hindu. Following the shelling, authorities decided to close 87 schools along forward areas in Rajouri. The civilian victims were identified as Tufail Hussain (51) and Asiya Bi (13). Among



While no major incident of the worldwide ransomware attack has been reported from India so far, Gulshan Rai, the Cyber Security Chief in the PMO, said a better impact assessment would be possible only on Monday when offices open. The Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT— In), which on Saturday issued an advisory asking organisations to install updates to Windows systems, had, in fact, released a vulnerability note with a “Severity Rating of High” on March 15 for “a possible remote exploitation of this vulnerability.” The agency advised that the patch released by Microsoft be applied. Over 70 countries have been hit by the cyberattack. “We have been checking hundreds of systems since we were alerted to this cyberattack. The attacks seem to be the result of a vulnerability in the Microsoft windows OS, and we released a patch,” Mr. Rai told The Hindu. “We understand that systems in Andhra Pradesh are affected, but so far our assessment is that there isn’t much impact,” he added. (With inputs from Suhasini Haidar) CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10 WANNACRY SPREADS TEARS GLOBALLY 쑺 PAGE 10



Safe and secure: Villagers rest in a bunker near their residence in Bhawani village, Nowshera sector, on Saturday AP *



the three injured, critically wounded Zaitoon Begum was shifted to the Government Medical College in Jammu, officials said. Army spokesman Lt. Col. Manish Mehta said the Pakistan Army opened “indiscriminate” firing on Indian positions. “Our troops are retaliating,” he said.



The worst-affected villages were Sarya, Khamba, Bhawani, Kalsian and Mahanpur, located within 2 km of the LoC. Dr. Choudhary said the shelling hampered rescue operations as the road to Jhangar came under repeated heavy fire. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



Bengaluru tailor switched faiths in bid to leave India Vijaita Singh New Delhi



A radical Islamist, who turned an atheist, and later a Christian, to escape the attention of law enforcement agencies. This is the story of Abid Khan alias Paul, who is now in the custody of the National Investigation Agency for “furthering the illegal activities of the Islamic State in India and Sri Lanka”. The interrogation report of the 24-year-old Bengaluru resident reveals a bizarre tale of how a small-time tailor engaged with a closed group of Islamists before ending up in a seminary attached to a church. Before he took an interest in the activities of the IS, Khan was an active member of Hizb-ut-Tahrir (HuT), a closed Islamic fundamentalist group run by South Asians living in the U.K, with a large following in Pakistan and Bangladesh, but unheard of in India. A school dropout, he told officials he wanted to go to Syria to “know whether they were telling the truth about the Caliphate.” Khan was also in touch with a few members of the Junood-ul-Khilafa-FilHind (a group owing allegiance to the IS, seeking to es-



Abid Khan, a school dropout, had not planned any attacks in India and only wanted to go to Syria. AFP *



tablish Caliphate in India), but he wanted to go to Syria and “not create any problem in India.” The Hindu visited Khan’s house in Bengaluru but found it locked. Neighbours said Khan was a recluse and did not mingle with anybody.



SUNDAY SPECIAL In a countrywide raid in January 2016, NIA arrested 18 men belonging to Junood-ul-Khilafa-Fil-Hind on to recruit Muslim youths to work for the terrorist outfit and commit acts of terrorism in India. After this module was busted, Khan sensed trouble and to escape arrest, he took refuge at a



church in Bengaluru. He told a church employee he was “disturbed and wanted to leave behind his old connections and wanted to follow Jesus Christ.” He trimmed his beard and changed the way he dressed. He told people at the church that “he was being tracked by a radical Muslim organisation, which had hacked his e-mail account and there was a danger to his life.” He thought that if he was baptised, the church would send him abroad. He cooked up a story that he had a dream of “building a church and the place was the world’s largest Muslim country — Indonesia.” Khan allegedly had befriended an Indonesian woman on social media and wanted to travel to that country to be with her. The church sent him to Sri Lanka instead and asked him to learn more about Christianity. In March, he left for Colombo and stayed at a base camp in Madampet with Japanese, Bhutanese nationals and a U.S. Pastor. After his return from Sri Lanka, Khan was sent to a church in Kullu, Himachal Pradesh to study further on Christianity. CONTINUED ON 쑺 PAGE 10



DU admissions to begin on May 22 Registration process for students will be completely online at university website Staff Reporter New Delhi



Delhi University on Saturday announced the admission schedule for its undergraduate, postgraduate, M.Phil and Ph.D programmes for the academic session 2017-2018.



Online registration for undergraduate merit-based programmes will begin on May 22. Similarly, registration for undergraduate entrance-based programmes, postgraduate, M.Phil and Ph.D programmes will begin on May 31.



The registration process for all students, including those applying via sports, extra curricular activities (ECA), Kashmiri migrants, CW (children/widows of officers and men of the armed forces, including paramilitary forces) and PwD (per-



sons with physical disability) categories will be completely online at the university’s website www.du.ac.in. The registrar said details of the application procedure would be available in the information bulletin, which will be uploaded soon.



Woman gang-raped, bludgeoned to death Stray dogs feed on her body in Rohtak Ashok Kumar Gurugram



A 20-year-old woman working with a pharmaceutical company in Sonipat was abducted, gang-raped and bludgeoned to death with boulders in a crime reminiscent of the Nirbhaya incident in the winter of 2012. The assailants later dumped the body on a vacant plot in Rohtak district, where stray dogs fed on parts of her body. Two persons, including her neighbour, have been arrested. The police said the accused hit her repeatedly on the head with boulders and bricks before running over it with a vehicle to obliterate her identity. The victim went missing while she was on her way to her workplace on May 9. Her highly decomposed body was discovered on May 11. Dr. S.K. Dhattarwal, the head of the Department of Forensic Medicine, PostGraduate Institute of Medical Sciences in Rohtak, told The Hindu that the deceased’s private parts had multiple tears and the skull was broken into multiple pieces. He said parts of the body, including her private parts, were partially eaten by the dogs. “The examination of the viscera suggested that she was administered a sedative and there were multiple lacerated wounds on the head,” Dr. Dhattarwal said. Sonipat Superintendent of Police Ashwin Shenvi said CM YK



the accused, Sumit and Vikas, were produced in the court on Saturday and remanded to two days police custody. He ruled out the involvement of more persons. “The victim was known to Sumit and had gone with him on her own volition. When Sumit’s friend Vikas tried to force himself on her she resisted, leading to an altercation.” Mr. Shenvi said. She threatened to approach the police following which the two men raped and murdered her, he added. The family, however, denied that the victim was known to the accused.



‘Savage, bone chilling’ Congress president Sonia Gandhi condemned the rape-cum-murder, calling it “savage and bone-chilling.” “This savage and bonechilling incident has shocked the conscience of the nation, reminding each one of us about the crying need for revisiting the important issue of women’s safety and security,” she said in a statement. “1 more Nirbhaya. 1 more life destroyed. We r failing r daughters. When wil crime against women end? Perpetrators shud b hanged immediately (sic)!” DCW chief Swati Maliwal tweeted. Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar termed the gang-rape as “unfortunate” and said the guilty would not be spared. VICTIM’S FATHER ALLEGES POLICE APATHY 쑺 PAGE 9 A ND-ND
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Jain trying to forcibly break Six PWD stafers join ACB my hunger strike, says Mishra probe into graft claims



IN BRIEF



Irregularities in awarding of contracts under scanner



Alleges Health Minister fudging blood reports; promises another expose today



Jatin Anand



Nurses against hospitals outsourcing their jobs



Jatin Anand



New Delhi



New Delhi



Six engineers from the Public Works Department (PWD) have joined an investigation into alleged graft-related irregularities worth ₹10 crore in the awarding of construction contracts. The development comes on the heels of a complaint from a PWD official alleging deliberate damage to a drain by a relative of Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal surfaced on Saturday. According to officials privy to the investigation being carried out by the AntiCorruption Branch (ACB), which recently lodged three separate FIRs in the case, the engineers have been questioned and their statements will be recorded. Meanwhile, a complaint forwarded by a PWD assistant engineer to the local po-



Sacked Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) Minister Kapil Mishra accused Delhi Health Minister Satyendar Jain of attempting to forcibly break his hunger strike, which entered its fourth day on Saturday, on the basis of “false reports” of his blood sugar levels. The accusation comes on the eve of his expected “expose” regarding public funds spent on foreign tours by AAP Ministers.



NEW DELHI



United Nurses of India (UNI) has condemned what they called the steady introduction of outsourcing of nursing jobs in government hospitals. “It should be known that the majority of nurses across the country are made victims of severe exploitation. It is important to commemorate Nurses Day by protesting against discriminatory government policies,” the UNI said in a release. UNI convener Maya John said: “The nurses’ issues are closely linked to the massive cut in the new health budget by the BJP-led centre.” STAFF REPORTER



RTI query The former Water and Tourism Minister also accused Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal of using AAP MLAs as a “shield” even as Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia retaliated by alleging that Mr. Mishra’s indefinite fast was sponsored by the BJP. Mr. Mishra has demanded that Mr. Kejriwal put in the public domain information about foreign trips undertaken by senior functionaries of the AAP government. A significant chunk of the information related to the matter has surfaced in the form of an RTI query recently. Repeated attempts made to contact Mr. Mishra over the development did not yield a response.



Two arrested for selling hashish NEW DELHI



The Delhi Police have arrested two men involved in the sale of ‘hashish’ in Delhi, Mumbai, Gujarat and West Bengal. Shabir Ahmad Rather (32) and Bilal Ahmad Bhat (39), residents of Kashmir, were arrested from near St Stephen's Cricket Ground. The police have recovered 13.5kg of ‘hashish’ worth ₹1.1 crore and suspect that the duo were involved in supplying drugs worth ₹10 crore in the last six months across the four States. STAFF REPORTER



Mishra’s open letter to CM In an “open letter” to Mr. Kejriwal earlier in the day, Mr. Mishra pressed for divulging the details of foreign tours undertaken by five leaders of the party. “How much drama will you [Mr. Kejriwal] create to hide one truth. You are trying all tactics to divert attention. You made a strategy to use MLAs as a shield. However, only one MLA came



AAP happenings exposes its failures: Javadekar BENGALURU



Union Minister Prakash Javadekar on Saturday said the recent happenings in the AAP government in Delhi had exposed its failure to fulfil the promises its leaders had made to the people. He also suggested the opposition parties to move away from negative politics. PTI



*



‘Evidence against Mishra’ Party sources, meanwhile, told The Hindu it had concrete evidence of water supply-related issues, which a senior party functionary claimed had surfaced multiple times and “got more serious in the run-up to the Delhi municipal polls”, coming up during Mr. Mishra’s tenure as Water Minister that ultimately led to his ouster. Meanwhile, Mr. Mishra alleged that “doctors employed by Mr. [Satyendar]



Jain” were giving false information about his sugar levels to the police, which was preparing to forcibly end his hunger strike. Earlier, AAP legislator Sanjeev Jha announced a hunger strike to counter Mr. Mishra's ongoing fast but was detained and whisked away by the Delhi Police from the scene even as Mr. Jha demanded that the latter divulge details about the alleged meeting between Mr. Kejriwal and Mr. Jain where ₹2 crore are alleged to have changed hands between the two leaders. “On May 7, Mr. Mishra had said that Mr. Kejriwal had met Mr. Jain where he paid
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Saturday sizzler



‘Caller threatened me’ “During an inspection on April 3, 2016, it was seen that a tractor with a compressor and three persons were breaking the RCC box drain constructed by the PWD to drain out rain water. I asked him [Mr. Bansal’s son] not to do so,” the complaint read. “After that a person called me on the phone and introduced himself as Vinay Kumar from Renu Construction and asked me to not disturb these persons and allow them to break the drain. He threatened my life. I lodged a complaint with the SHO Nangloi but till today no action



Khetan claims threat to life



Going strong: AAP rebel leader Kapil Mishra ofers prayers at Hanuman Mandir in Connaught Place during his hunger strike, which entered its fourth day on Saturday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA forward to be that shield,” Mr. Mishra said while announcing that the next “expose” was scheduled for Sunday.



lice has surfaced with the complainant alleging the role of the son of Mr. Kejriwal’s now deceased brother-in-law Surender Bansal in damaging a drain under the jurisdiction of the PWD.



him ₹2 crore. My question to him is at what time did he meet the CM. Which car did he use? I have the entire day’s video footage (of people entering Kejriwal),” Mr. Jha, who represents the Burari Assembly constituency, said.



Jatin Anand Hemani Bhandari New Delhi



Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) leader Ashish Khetan on Saturday alleged danger to his life from “fringe Hindu groups” after receiving a death threat in a letter similar to the one he claimed he had received last year. Demanding that Union Home Minister Rajnath Singh initiate action against the culprits, the head of the Delhi Dialogue Commission (DDC) said he received the letter on May 9. Mr. Khetan said that the letter stated that he had “crossed all levels” in committing “sins



‘BJP backed strike’ Mr. Sisodia attacked Mr. Mishra saying his indefinite fast was “sponsored” by the BJP. “On one hand, Sanjeev Jha is picked up by police, while on the other, a BJPsponsored fast is being held that is being provided police protection and other safeguards,” the Deputy Chief Minister said.



against Hindu saints”. Khetan said he will submit the letter to the Ministry of Home Affairs on Monday. “The way the letter has been framed is indicative of the involvement of fringe Hindu groups. The language, especially the usage of words such as durjan (villain), is strikingly similar to letters that [rationalist Narendra] Dabholkar and [Left politician Govind] Pansare used to receive prior to their murders,” Mr. Khetan told The Hindu. “People like you deserve only death punishment in a Hindu Rashtra,” the letter read.



AAP MLA tries to sit on ‘counter fast’, detained Sanjeev Jha is protesting allegations against Kejriwal Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



Much-needed dip: Boys cool down under a fountain at India Gate. Intensely hot weather conditions prevailed in Delhi on Saturday with the mercury soaring above 43°C in some parts of the city. Palam recorded a maximum of 43.6°C. The MeT oice has forecast overcast conditions for Sunday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA *



The Delhi Police on Saturday detained Aam Admi Party (AAP) MLA Sanjeev Jha when he tried to launch a counter hunger strike outside the residence of sacked AAP Minister Kapil Mishra in protest. The MLA from Burari had gone to Mahatama Gandhi memorial to “seek blessings” before launching the hunger strike to register his protest against Mr. Mishra after the latter accused Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal of bribery.



In his footsteps: AAP MLA Sanjeev Jha at Rajghat prior to his protest against Kapil Mishra on Saturday. V. SUDERSHAN



‘Preventive detention’ Deputy Commissioner of Police (North) Jatin Narwal told The Hindu that Mr. Jha was detained around 11.45a.m. near the barricades that were put up a few metres away from Mr. Mishra’s house in Civil Lines. “Mr. Jha had come with a



few supporters and wanted to launch a counter hunger strike but was detained under preventive detention of the Delhi Police Act,” Mr. Narwal said. The police said that the MLA was released four hours after being detained at Sarai Rohilla police station.



*



Mr. Mishra has been on a hunger strike for the last four days demanding that Mr. Kejriwal reveal the source of money spent on the foreign trips of five AAP leaders, including Ashish Khetan, Satyendar Jain, Sanjay Singh, Raghav Chadhha and Durgesh Pathak.



has been taken,” the complaint said. Renu Construction was being operated by Mr. Bansal and is one of the three companies under the scanner of the ACB on the basis of a complaint filed by Rahul Sharma, founder of Roads Anti-Corruption Organisation (RACO), an NGO. Mr. Sharma has alleged irregularities in the grant of contracts for roads and sewer lines in Delhi in 2015-16. RACO, an organisation that claims to monitor construction projects in Delhi, had alleged that a firm linked to Mr. Bansal was involved in financial irregularities in building a drainage system in northwest Delhi. It had alleged that the bills sent to the PWD for the works, which were not completed, were “false and fabricated”.



BJP seeks Kejriwal’s arrest, probe into scams Staff Reporter New Delhi



Delhi BJP chief Manoj Tiwari on Saturday demanded a criminal probe against Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal in an alleged scam in the Public Works Department (PWD). This comes as the Leader of the Opposition in the Delhi Assembly Vijender Gupta demanded that the AAP leader, along with his predecessor Sheila Dikshit of the Congress, be arrested in connection to the alleged water tanker scam. Mr. Tiwari released the copy of a complaint filed by a PWD official alleging that he received threats after trying to stop a group of workers — attached to a firm being operated by Mr. Kejriwal’s deceased kin Surendra Bansal and his son Vinay — from “trying to damage a drain in Delhi.”



‘CM protecting kin’ “Mr. Kejriwal has given protection to his relatives’ companies that have committed several similar scams by damaging proper drains or roads to obtain reconstruction or repair orders. In many cases no repair was done yet payments were made on forged work completion certificates,” Mr. Tiwari said while demanding that the Anti-Corruption Branch and the CBI probe the matter. Meanwhile, Mr. Gupta demanded the arrest of Mr. Kejriwal and Ms. Dikshit in the alleged water tanker scam. Mr. Gupta argued that former AAP Minister Kapil Mishra had recommended the filing of an FIR against those involved in the alleged ₹400 crore scam, but it was “intentionally delayed at the level of the CM’s office”.



‘Good standing certiicate’ must Museum restores 64-year-old steam locomotive for doctors from abroad: IMA Heritage Transport Museum in Gurugram is irst private institute to have a fully-functional steam locomotive
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Report on ‘banned’ US doc practising in India prompts action



appetite. It operates on a broad gauge and its wheel configuration is 0-6-0. Tarun Thakral, founder and managing trustee of the Heritage Transport Museum, said that the restoration reaffirmed the museum’s philosophy of providing visitors an unparalleled experience.



Ashok Kumar GURUGRAM



Bindu Shajan Perappadan NEW DELHI



The Indian Medical Association (IMA) has written to the Medical Council of India (MCI) seeking a defined policy on doctors who have been barred from practising medicine in their country but are now working in India. The IMA wants the MCI to seek ‘good standing certificate’ from foreign doctors who want to work in India.



Indian-origin doctor This move comes after the Delhi High Court took suo moto cognizance of news reports about an Indian-origin doctor who was barred from practising by a US court but is now treating patients in Delhi and Gurugram. The court has directed Sanjeev Jain, Member Secretary of the Delhi State Legal CM YK



Services Authority, to verify the name and address of the doctor, carry out a probe and file a report. It also issued a notice to the MCI to file a report on the mechanism in place to scrutinise and check such practices. The next date of hearing is on May 15. In his letter to the MCI, IMA chief Dr. K. K. Aggarwal said that any graduate or post graduate from India wishing to practice medicine in a foreign country is required to furnish a ‘good standing certificate’, which is issued by the MCI. “This is to ensure that the practitioner has a good track record and there is nothing against him/her, especially with reference to ethical breech. A similar condition needs to be imposed on Indian doctors registered and



practising in other countries who wish to come back and practice in India.”



Checks and balances The IMA noted that the condition would apply to Indian students getting their MBBS, or equivalent course, outside the country and coming back for registration in India; foreign doctors asking for a temporary licence to practice; and Indian doctors seeking multiple registrations in different States. “Before they are registered or re-registered in India, the doctors will have to furnish a good standing certificate. This will serve a similar purpose to the certificate issued by the MCI for Indian doctors seeking registration to practice medicine in foreign countries,” read the letter.



Recreating the magic of the bygone era of steam railways, the Heritage Transport Museum on Bilaspur-Tauru Road here has restored a 64-year-old steam locomotive. The museum has become the first private institute in India to have a fully-functional steam locomotive. Built in 1953 by Arnold Jung Lokomotivfabrik, the locomotive was procured by the museum as scrap in October last year after persuading the Indian Railways (Heritage Cell).



Awe-inspiring sight A team of engineers led by M. S. Rangaswamy worked on the locomotive for over one month. The engine finally ran on a 100-foot track, specially built on museum premises, on



Raw power: M. S. Rangaswamy led a team of engineers to restore the 1953 Arnold Jung Lokomotivfabrik at Heritage Transport Museum in Gurugram. SHANKER CHAKRAVARTY *



Saturday afternoon. The locomotive took hours to get going and in wondrous display of power and might, let off steam when shut down. The scene was in contrast to the modern day electric or diesel locomotives that start instantly and never make a



fuss. The extraordinary sight, sound and smell were taken in by awestruck spectators. Around 12-feet tall and 31-feet long, the locomotive weighs over 47 tons and can carry 1,320 gallons of water and needs over four tons of coal to feed its voracious



Costly affair The museum has spent over ₹12 lakh in the buying and restoration of the steam locomotive. Mr. Thakral said that the cost of starting the engine each time was around ₹10,000 and the museum was looking for some sponsors so that it could operate the train on special occasions such as Republic Day and Independence Day. Mr. Rangaswamy, a retired senior section engineer, said that the locomotive had not



been operational for over two decades, but was in a fairly good condition. “We faced a major challenge in procuring several parts that needed to be replaced. Though not of good quality, we managed to get most of the parts at Chawri Bazar. The restoration work started in March and was completed in 34 days. The first trial run was conducted on May 7,” said Mr. Rangaswamy, who has resurrected the worlds heaviest and largest locomotive as well. The restoration work on the museum’s other steam locomotive, a 1921 Kerr Stuart, is due to begin in winter this year. The museum, which is home to more than 2,500 curated objects, was opened to the public in 2013 and is India’s first comprehensive transport museum. A ND-ND
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India Gate salutes slain Army oicer Hundreds march with candles to pay tribute to Lt. Fayaz, who was killed by terrorists in Kashmir A soldier of the Engineers Corps, S.A. Jawaid, had come from Dehradun to pay tributes to the slain officer. Referring to the killing of the Lt. Fayaz, a central government officer said that it was a criminal breach of trust. Though the march had been organised by the All India Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya Alumni Association, people from different sections of society joined it. Lt. Fayaz was a student of Navodaya Vidyalaya at Anantnag.



Nirnimesh Kumar New Delhi



Hundreds of people, including Army veterans from the city and outside, took out a candle light march on the India Gate premises on Saturday evening in memory of slain Lieutenant Ummer Fayaz of 2 Rajputana Rifles, who was kidnapped and killed by terrorists in Kashmir earlier this week. The march saw people holding placards and raising slogans hailing Lt. Fayaz’s sacrifice. Chants of 'Bharat Mata ki Jai' rented the air as people from different walks of life came together to pay tribute to the brave soldier.



‘Common man helpless’ A retired colonel, who had come with his wife from Bengaluru to participate in the march, told The Hindu that he had worked in the Valley and felt that the common man there was not “anti-India”. “But they are helpless as the militants are



Woman killed by nephew



In solidarity: During the candlelight march at India Gate on Saturday. holding them to ransom,” he said. He suggested that the government should find out a political solution to the



“Kashmir crisis” as the Army could not solve it. Another retired Army officer who was earlier in 2 Rajputana Rifles said that the



*



SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



soldiers were suffering in Kashmir because they were not allowed to use the weapons they were trained to utilise.
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Lunch party



Coming forward Two young Muslim labourers with candles in their hands were also marching. They told The Hindu that they learnt about the march through news channels. Several government employees also took part in the march. The Army organised a separate march with several jawans marching around the Amar Jawan Jyoti with candles in their hands.



Spurned lover shoots woman in south Delhi Accused, accomplices held; murder weapon recovered Hemani Bhandari NEW DELHI



A 24-year-old woman was shot dead allegedly by her lover and his accomplices in south Delhi’s Panchsheel Vihar on Thursday after she refused to continue her relationship with him. The accused have been arrested. According to the police, the incident happened when the victim, Sonam, was sitting outside her house with her family members. “Suddenly, four people came and shot Sonam in the chest,” said Ajit, the victim’s brother.



Rushed to hospital Sonam was rushed to Akash Hospital, which refused to admit her. She was then taken to Max



3 held for murder during robbery bid Juvenile among those nabbed



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



A 30-year-old woman was murdered by her nephew in the presence of her two children, aged six and eight, in south-east Delhi’s Okhla Industrial Area on Saturday afternoon. The man, Anil, stabbed himself too and is undergoing treatment at a nearby hospital, the police said. According to the police, Anil stabbed the victim, Sita, with the kitchen knife at her residence in Tekhand Village’s Chhuriya Mohalla. The two were allegedly in an illicit relationship and Anil, who stayed on the floor above Sita’s, had come to her house to discuss the future of their relationship when the incident happened. “There was an illicit relationship between the two which lead to this incident,” said DCP (south-east) Romil Baaniya. He added that Anil and Sita allegedly got into an argument as the latter wanted to end their relationship.



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



Three persons, including a juvenile, have been nabbed for allegedly killing a 27year-old man during a robbery bid in north Delhi’s Vivekanandapuri last month. According to the police, the incident happened on April 27, when the victim, Amarchand, was on his way home with two colleagues after collecting ₹3 lakh from a shop in Chandni Chowk. Amarchand worker at a garment shop. When the trio reached



A 19-year-old student of Indira Gandhi National Open University has alleged that her Facebook account was hacked and unwarranted messages posted on it. The police have identified the accused, who is the victim’s friend. According to the police, the incident came to light when the woman, a resident of north Delhi’s Mukundpur, started receiving unknown calls on her phone. When she checked her Facebook account, she found multiple posts stating, “I am a beautiful call girl please call me [sic]”. Her phone number had also been shared on her profile. “All my Facebook friends saw the messages. It was ex-



Ajit Victim’s brother



Hospital in Saket, where she succumbed to injuries. The police later nabbed the lover, Manoj, and his aides— Afroz and two juveniles. A case under sections 307 (attempt to murder) and 302 (punishment for murder) of the IPC was registered and the murder weapon was recovered, said Additional Deputy Commissioner of Police (South) Chinmoy Biswal. Sonam used to work at a beauty parlour near her residence.



‘No mending ways’ “The man was into betting and my sister thought he would eventually change. When he didn’t, Sonam broke up with him. But he kept pursuing her,” he said. Mr. Ajit also alleged that Manoj used to threaten to throw acid on her face if she didn’t stay with him. “Once, he called up Sonam’s boss and spoke rudely to him. We complained to the police, after which Manoj didn’t trouble her for a few weeks,” he said.



IPL betting racket busted Press Trust of India Ghaziabad



The police have busted a cricket betting racket with the arrest of five persons from an abandoned cinema hall in Maharajpur here. During checking of the deserted cinema hall,



Ramesh, Shyam, Rohit, Vikas and Bobby were caught and ₹70,000 cash and eight smart phones were recovered from their possession. During questioning, the accused confessed to have been involved in betting on IPL matches.



Failed attempt The accused then fled with another bag containing Amarchand’s clothes. Amarchand was rushed to NKS Hospital in Gulabi Bagh, where he succumbed to injuries. Acting on a tip-off, the police nabbed the accused on Friday.



*



Bhalaswa Dairy police yet to arrest accused, establish motive NEW DELHI



she realised that he was heavily into gambling



Mr. Ajit told The Hindu that she had been in a relationship with Manoj for the last two years but decided to part ways after she realised he was heavily into gambling.



Trying hard: Monkeys block a woman’s path in hope of more bananas, at a temple in New Delhi on Saturday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA



Friend ‘hacks’ woman’s FB account Hemani Bhandari



Vivekanandapuri, the accused — Kishan alias Handa, Mangal alias Lala and the juvenile— allegedly tried to snatch the cash bag from Amarchand. When he resisted, Kishan shot him, said the police.



sister broke up < > My with Manoj after



tremely humiliating for me,” she said. She then shared the ordeal with one of her friends, who suggested that she approach the police. Subsequently, the woman filed a complaint at the Bhalaswa Dairy police station.



Rude shock The victim told the police that she had asked two of her friends for help for making an online payment, which was when the duo might have learnt her password. The police then summoned the two friends. “While one of them came for questioning, the other switched off his phone after he was called. He then called the victim’s friend and confessed to the crime. He also



threatened to commit suicide out of fear,” said a police officer. A case under sections 66, 66C and 67 of the IT Act has been registered. The officer said the motive behind the crime would be established once the accused was arrested. “It’s the first case under the Information Technology Act for the police station in the last six months. So, we have asked the Cyber Cell for help,” added the officer. Meanwhile, the woman’s parents said they were proud of their daughter. “We got to know about the matter only after the police called us to the station. I am proud of my daughter for not letting her harasser go as it is,” said the woman’s father.



0 DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to verify and make appropriate enquiries to satisfy themselves about the veracity of an advertisement before responding to any published in this newspaper. Kasturi & Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of this newspaper, does not vouch for the authenticity of any advertisement or advertiser or for any of the advertiser’s products and/or services. In no event can the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Director/s, Employees of this newspaper/ company be held responsible/liable in any manner whatsoever for any claims and/or damages for advertisements in this newspaper.



Facebook post helps DCW rescue minor from brothel Man who met 15-year-old at GB Road wrote to Maliwal Press Trust of India NEW DELHI



A man’s Facebook message to Delhi Commission for Women chief Swati Maliwal led to the rescue of a 15-year-old girl from a brothel on G B road in the Capital. In the message, the 25year-old man had provided information about the girl who he had met during his visit to the red light area. He was then called to the DCW office where he provided more details about the girl’s



whereabouts. The commission then contacted the police. A team of Delhi police and DCW officials rescued the victim from brothel number 58 late last night.



Girl from Bihar “The victim said she was a native of Bihar and that both her parents died when she was very young,” the DCW said in a statement. Though she claimed to be aged 20 initially, she later said the brothel owner had instruc-



ted her to misstate her age during police raids. “The girl said she was kidnapped from her aunt's house by an unknown woman who sold her to the brothel owner at G B road at the age of nine. She was asked to entertain her first customer at the age of 11. “When she tried to resist, she was tied to a pole and brutally beaten up. She claimed to have been raped by five men ,” the statement said.
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VACANCIES



TAMIL



MALAYALAM



TAMIL



TAMIL



CHRISTIAN R.C.A.D 25 162CM cognizent (cts) 50000 p.m seeks groom. good decent family. ct; 9443213181



HINDU NADAR 40 yrs MCA/ MBA SWE Project Manager, C.Govt 15 LPA Fair & good looking parents seek qualified employed Groom. Ct: 09717028822



✔ HINDU SC AD 25/163 BE (MBA) pur-



HINDU NADAR 42 yrs PG C.Govt 6 LPA Divorcee very fair parents seek qualified & Employed Groom settled/ to be settled in Delhi Ct:09958876667



suing job, fair & homely frm God fearing fly seeks employed below 29y frm God fearing fly Bridegroom caste no bar CT: 9483542477/ 9444952477



TAMIL VISWAKARMA /31/Magam/BE/SWE, seeks Educated Groom, Caste No Bar, ct: 9840103610



HINDU NADAR 25/ 152 with Master Degree and working in Singapore seeks well educated groom working abroad. Ct: email: cauverytimes@ gmail.com or 09345518853 HINDU SC AD 38/163, Graduate, Divorcee, well settled with own house in Bangalore working in IT Sector, having one 8 Yr old daughter, seeks alliance from Individual/ Widower/ Divorcee. Ct: +91 8861369769/ 09448324625. tulips70@ gmail.com



ANDHRA BASED catholic divorcee, issueless 32/160 M.Sc, B.Ed, MBA. Ph: 08985803289, 08333018065. BANGALORE BASED RCSC girl 30/165 M Phil. Fair employed in RBI invites proposals from Central Govt.,Engineers,IT, Employed boys.09447141001, 09961521848



GENERAL



SENIOR MANAGER 33Y Exp Generics Pharmaceutical, Medical Disposable, Marketing &Selling,Chennai 9840166951



PROPOSALS INVITED for Nair girl 46 years never married 160 cm fair B.Tech MS in computer Science green card holder employed in USA. Write to [email protected] or Box No−BA−108,THE HINDU Bangalore− 560001



BUSINESS



BUSINESS FOR SALE RUNNING SOLAR Power Plant for Sale with PPA Signed with Andhra Govt. 35 Crores & Running Steel Plant Sale in Jharkand. Very Strictly No Brokers. Ct: 9677078768 (Consultant)



FINANCE



COSMOPOLITAN TAMIL / HINDU ,27/160, Pooradam, Dhanusu, IAS,Indian Administrative Service Maharashtra Seeks IAS, IPS, IRS Hindu Bridegroom. Caste nobar. 9445282905, 9941137112



DIVORCEE Legally Divorced Teacher, 34, Fair, Hindu SC Seeks Below 40, independent, Broadminded Divorced/ Widower. 9940379954, FINANCE FOR property foreign [email protected] project & 3rd party Investment 9003092121



DOCTOR



CHRISTIAN, BC−30/163, MBBS working Finance against Properties, in Govt − PHC seeks Groom MBBS / Cheques & abroad projects. Ph− MD / MS / MDS others in Govt. Call− 09840024113 08110094098. MARUTHUVAR 27/168 Anusham, good LOANS FOR Mortgage, Business & For- looking MBBS, MSOG Final Year eign Projects immediate loan . Ct: seeks MD/MS Doctors only. Ct: 09884322633 / +9144−26445544 9444463872 HINDU TAMIL 27/163 Fair MBBS,DO,MS (Final Year) seeks PG/PG Doing Doctor,Good Family 9840669907/ 8939184206 VANNIAR 32/160 MEENAM Uthiratathi MBBS Divorce no issue seeks groom below 36 caste no bar Ct: 9677474169 SEEKING MBBS/MD/MS for 22yrs MBBS wheatish 163cm Gavara Naidu Kettai− 4th Email−[email protected] HINDU SC AD, 36/160, Dr MBBS, MD Wkg Pvt Medical College, Seeks Dr, MD, MS Only in Chennai Surrounding. (Caste No Bar). Ct: 09566265944 PILLAI 29/168cm/ MBBS, MS, good looking seeks MD/MS (Clinical) Doctors Only Contact:8056285255/ 9884369904 KARAD BRAHMIN 28 yrs girl M.D opthal is looking for suitable alliance from PG Doctors. Contact 9449936346



ENGLISH FARMHOUSE / LAND / RESORTS



CHN SETTLED Thiyya Malayali Girl 29/160 Thiruvonam MSW(HR)Event planner. 9840613458 anjuashok87@ 5 ACRE ECR ON Road to Sea Property gmail.com Near Mamalapuram Ct: 09894898735



✔ OOTY− APPRD Plots with construc-



KANNADA



tion approval & Villa. 2km from KurumbaGounder 30/170 M.Tech Slim the Lake/ nice view 8903852025, Fair Pooratathi seeks Engr/Doctor 9543430379 allied Community Groom also CT−[email protected]



RESIDENTIAL LAND



ONE ACRE on ECR western side, Nemmeli Village, clear title. Rs.5.75 Crores. Contact 98410 30587/98401 05170. No brokers.



CM CM YK YK



33/164 GROUP 1 officer Sc AD Uthiradam makaram. Seeks qualified groom Ct:9566344334/9486848384



KURUP NAIR 24/157 Visagam M.Com Working CTS Chennai seeks Profsnly Emplyd SameCaste 9789912539/ 9840984138 MUDALIAR 43 MCA Swathi Veg 160 Wkg MNC Hyd unmarried seeks good qualiNAIR GIRL, DENTIST(BDS)25yrs, fied unmarried match FC caste till 5’5"Anizham,Seeking alliance from 46yr,044−24747337,[email protected] professionally qualified boys from respectable Nair/Menon families from Ernakulam, Malabar.9447170133 HINDU NADAR 25/170, M.Tech, Revathy, Fair, Scientist− Central NAIR GIRL, Age 23/161cm very fair Govt Bangalore Seeks Suitable BE(CSE) Bank Officer Chennai, Na- Groom sameCaste Preferably from Ph:9444534737, tionalized Bank Chennai Call Bangalore. [email protected] 8939617555



WANTED(MITSUBISHI) Wire Edm Programer& Operators 9444279865/ 9840740732



SELLING



HINDU VALLUVAN caste no bar 29/166 M.Tech Revathi Meenam seeks Er /Dr./professor contact : 94431− 38503



Malayalam Ezhava, P.Nisha, 30yrs, H−153Cm Physio, Fair,P.Ltd, Salary:Rs.30000/− Suitable Groom Wanted for Chennai. Ct:9444497151/ 9840386854



TECHNICAL



GENERAL



HINDU,GRAMANI,BE. MS, 26/160CM 45K p/m Seeks Groom caste No Bar Ct: 9380791999/[email protected]



Poosam Nair Good Looking girl 22/ 162/BE. Parents of well educated and employed boys. Subsect no bar. 9841066666, [email protected]



WANTED SECURITY officer with armed forces/paramilitary background for an educational institution. Ct 04442105757 careers@ babajividhyshram.org



GENERAL



YADAVA TAMIL Girl Poosam 27yrs 163cms fair B.E./ 8L pa MNC Chennai Seeks suitable groom from well Educated & employed CT:elangok15@gm ail.com/9444939420



ALLIANCE INVITED from well employed Kannada Madhwa Brahmin Engineer / Doctor / MBA Grooms, for Atreya Krithika, B.Tech, MBA girl 32yrs, 165cms. Contact: 9840949115



VANNIYAKULAKSHTRIYA 36 M.Com divorcee working seeks decent educated groom below 42. Ct: 9840482942



SAIVA VELLALA Pillai (Veg) 36/162 BE Divorcee seeks BE/PG Well Employed Groom Below 41Years Mail:[email protected] / Mob:8903143181



SUITABLE SOUTH Indian Brahmin located at Delhi / Nearby or willing to relocate for Telugu Brahmin Girl, 29, P.G. employed at Delhi. Contact: sanarayana@ rediffmail. com/ 080−65648716/ 09986675915.



HINDU SC AD Doctor Parents 30/157 MARUTHUVAR 28/158 Pooradam MCA MBA Fair good looking. Seeks DR’s Fair Bride, Seeks Suitable Groom. / ER’s/ Officers − Govt/ Bank from Contact: 09444772574 / 09445022574 good educated family. Ct: 09443090423, 09500390801 HINDU NADAR 25/162 Kettai MBBS do- [email protected] ing MS OG,Chn seek Groom SameCaste PG/Doctor. dudayachandran4@ HINDU SC 27/168 MBBS DGO Doctor gmail.com Chennai seeks suitable PG Doctor. Ct:9444565778/ ktsnh.kolathur@ PILLAI, 35/162 Maham Lean Looking gmail.com Fair BE, SWE, TCS Chennai 82000/− pm Seeks ME/BE/MCA/BDS−Professors/ Isaivellalar Subsect NoBar EmSWE employed Groom. Accepts FC/BC ployed @CTS chennai, Age24, wanted Mail: Send BHP. [email protected] BE/B.tech. [email protected] . 9841233711, 9444414042 SC/AD/MBBS,MD/34/165 Govt Doc seeks alliance from MBBS/MD/MS/BE/B .TECH/MTECH/MS/ME/CA boys. Cast No PILLAI (TRICHY) v.fair 25/165 BE Bar Contact Email: punitamd2011@ (CSC) Business Family/Chennai gmail.com, 080−25468640/ seeks India/abroad 9345615251/0422− 2243343 9663868987.



MUDHALIAR SWATHI 28/163 IRS Asst. Commr. Customs &CE,Chennai seeks Groom from Good Family with SimiTHIYYA Girl, CA, Pooram, 31yr/ lar Employment in Civil Service 152cm Sr.Manager Credit PNB, seeks 9840136141 Prof. Qlfd Well placed Boy. 08277480783 SAIVA PILLAI, Moolam 28/168, Beautiful, Fair, BE, MBA, working MARATHI seeks well educated employed groom MUDALIAR ANUSHAM 26/161 writing Govt exams Affluent seeks groom below 33 yrs. Contact : 9444011796 with similar background well educated employed.7639581703/lingams2@ TAMIL,Sengundar Bharani 155/23 BDS gmail.com Dr.girl Thanjavur expects MBBS.M.D. BDS.MDS. Officials same sect. SC/AD 26/157 Kettai ME Working in Contact : 9486655945 CBE 36kpm. Seeks Educated, Working Groom From decent family 09710339436 HINDU SC−AD 30, Working in Govt Chennai, Seeks Suitable Groom: Private / Govt Ct: 9176766688 / HINDU SC −32/163 MA, Ashwini, Good looking, well settled family Chen9025220138 nai, Professional Groom Ct:9380411784 CASTE NO Bar. Working in TCS 60, 000 pm, Ayilyam− Kadakam, DOB 13/ HINDU AD 37,Barani−2nd,Lagnam− 12/1984, seeks IT or Non IT groom. Mithunam B.Tech,MBA State Govt,Sal− Ct:9841227787/ email:dpink2002@ 38000/pm.Seeks Suitable Groom. TAMIL yahoo.com 9791136704 TAMIL MUSLIM 32/ 155, B.Tech. MBA Fair Slim Working in MNC Chennai Religious Educated Family seeks SOZHIA VELLALAR 30/170 Chithirai VANNIYAKULA KSHATRIYA Affluent famProfessionally Employed Groom In- Thula Non−veg MA BEd empld seeks ily 27/156 BE Chithirai Thulam Emdia/ Abroad. 9789055361 drmohd45@ suitable groom−Govt/Bank/Rputd Pvt ployed Chennai seeks same caste Co.Thuluva Vellalar welcome. groom. Send Horoscope vpartha1@ gmail.com 9444952215 gmail.com / 9444058340 / 9710084980 MUSLIM GIRL age 30 MSc., M.Phil seeks educated or well settled I.R.S , 29/ Caste No Bar (Telugu groom.Intercast nobar.9843613515 Naidu) Central Govt Job Assistant HINDU NADAR,CONVERTED Christian, Commissioner (Income tax). 80000p. Divorcee, issueless, 31/161, MBBS, Tamil Muslim Rowther Chennai based m Seeks Bride Chennai :9962445259 wheatish, working at Pvt.Hospital, 28000/− pm seeks Doctor/Engineer/ reputed well settled family seeks any professional from Nadar,Chrissuitable groom for bride 22 yrs, 5’7", B.E, Very Fair. Email: VALLUVAN 29/152 MA B.Ed StateGovt tian Nadar / any BC Groom. 94437 [email protected] Teacher settled Chennai Divorcee 86190 Issueless seek Groom from EducatedTAMIL RC Doctor parents looking Family in/around Chennai CNB SC/AD 36/164 fair emplyd Govt. for affluent Doctor groom PG/ USM- 7397222639 Teacher Chennai seeks qualified LE, completed/ doing, for their settled groom employed Govt/Bank/ fair beautiful daughter 24/160/ IT/ Private below 41 Caste No Bar SAI DEVOTEE Viswakarma Pooratadhi 9245180644 MBBS. Ct: 9945530186. 45/150 +2 Fair Bride seeks emCHRISTIAN PROTESTANT 29/167, plyed, settled CNB 9941009931/ SC ADIDRAVIDA Hindu 28yrs MBBS DocWheatish, God Fearing & Well Edu- 09666546748 tor Govt.Service, working in Chencated Family, PG Medical Socialogy nai Seeks Doctors / Engineers / & PGD in Autism & Behavioural Science from St.Clair College Canada. HINDU MUDALIAR girl 32/5.6 di- Group I Officers. Ct 9444726444 vorcee software employed in ChenHaving Slight Deformity in Right Hand.(Birth Abnormality) seeks Al- nai seeks suitable Mudaliar / Pil- MDR BRIDE BE VRich Fair 20/163 liance from a committed Christian lai groom between 33 to 38yrs Ct− Chennai business seeks MDR/Kamma Groom Contact:9941232693/angelinema 09840171721 Naidu Groom Dr Er Business / [email protected] 09443895200 PILLAI Veg 32/175 MCA/SWE, FEMALE AGE 26 B.E. P/M Salary 50, SAIVA in USA Divorce,issueless, MUDALIAR BRIDE Bsc MBA Rich Fair 000 S.C. ADI− Dravida Pentecostal working seeks Well−educated 40/160 Chennai seeks any Mdr Gr− Chiristian 9742061380, 8073818151. well−settled marriage. below 38,Veg pref, Hindu−Caste No job−Business−imme Bar. Ct− 9600043356/ brideinusa@ 09443895200 TELC SC/AD 25/157 MSc MPhil study- gmail.com ing Phd (Maths) seeks Govt EmMUDALIAR HASTAM 29/154 Fair MCA Upployed groom. Ct:8883962925 / Class seek Profly Qlfd Mu9500952941 HINDU SC PR(KONGU) 1984 Rohini prMidle setld Chennai MBBS (DCH) Govt Doctor seeks suit- daliar/Pillai 8220757159 TAMIL MUSLIM Rowthar parents seek able Bride Groom. CT: 94436 80973 for their only daughter, age 37, B.Com, 5.3cms, very fair, Good SAIVA VELLALAR Ayilyam−2 37/165 looking, innocent divorcee, no is- SC HINDU Poosam Kadagam 32/160 MCA,SWE Chennai seeks Qualified Emsue, bridegroom well placed, edu- slim,fair MA(Eng) seek WellQlfd Em- ployed Settled Veg Groom Ct: cated family age below 43 years re- pld below36 Business/Govt CNB 8754575999 siding in chennai. Ct: 044 9840174244 42144676 / 7299780379 SC HINDU Adhi Dravidar, Smart lookCHRISTIAN PROTESTANT Doctor, 29 SUITABLE ALLIANCE Invited for ing 25/154, B.Tech, Master of Fashyrs, 175 cm, Fair Good looking do- Nagerkoil origin Sambavar girl 24/ ion Management, working at Bangaing DMRD seeks Doctor PG Bride- 163 Fair BE, MBA, HR Asst. Manager lore − both parent doctors. Seeks grooms in good Christian faith. in Corporate Co.− Chennai. Ct: alliance from same caste engineering graduates, preferably from doc09443473239, 09791114244 [email protected], tor parents. 97914 60427 / 94432 9842423522, 9443136224 85905 RC, DKV, 29 BE MBA fair Asst. SC HINDU Uthiram Kanni 30/160 slim, Manager− Bank 40000/ seeks suit- Wheatish BE,ME seeks Well Quali- THANJAVUR Karkatha Vellalar Bride able RC boy Ct:9884467912/ fied Employed below34 CNB 26/158 fair, good looking, well to Ct:9840090029 do, Chartered Accountant, Very [email protected] cently employed in Chennai with exRC/ VELLALAR/ 29/166cm/ Fair/ CASTE NO BAR. SC, AD, 26years Doc- cellent future prospects, Chennai B.A., MS / Seeks Well Settled in tor Bride, MBBS., MS(OG) 2nd year Based groom preferred. ConFrance or USA Groom. Ct: PG. Father−Hindu, Mother−Christian tact:9842322521/9965529665. 8056405017 with own Hospital. Seeks alliance from Doctor Groom MS, MD, DM or HINDU Nadar, 22/163, MBBS, good CSI CHRISTIAN Nadar Girl Fair, Mch. qualified or PG below looking, only child seeks suitable Good Looking, 03−04−1986 born / 30years. Contact No: 9788855756. MBBS / MD Bride Groom. Box No−HB− 152cm / M.Sc M.Phil , working as 3365,THE HINDU Chennai−600002 Assistant Professor in a Reputed Women’s College, Mount Road, Chen- TAMIL, MUDALIAR (VEG), 29/162 nai. Both Parents Doctors (Private) M.Tech IIT working at MNC B’lore HINDU VALLUVAN Age 34/160 BE lT , Suitable Alliance, Employed / seeks suitable Groom prefbly Mu- SWE Chennai 65000/−PM Seeks EducatSettled in Chennai / With Clean daliar from IIT, between 29−33. Ct ed, Well Settled Groom CNB: 09663294760 Habits from Same Community. Con- 8019931835 tact: 9841182514 Hindu AD 27 M.Sc, M.Phil, P.hd, RC CHRISTIAN SC Fair 158 wealth VANIYA CHETTIYAR Bride 23/160 Fair Fair Looking Bharani Mesham Seek Girl 29 Msc Chem. MPhil Phd Asst. MCom Chennai seeks Chettiyar Groom Qld and Well Empld Groom CT− Government/Permnent Job 9094522780 9597756712 Prof ct: 9443809243, 8807752214



MUDALIAR (CASTENOBAR) v.beautiful 24/160 B.Design/Chennai/50Crs 9385599044 / 9385599011 INTERCASTE (CASTENOBAR) 21/155 MBBS/Chennai well to do seeks Drs./Engg. 9385599077 / 9384884888 ARCOT MUDALIAR BDS 26/165 Fair Poosam, Raghu kethu Dosam Upper Middle Class Seeks Dr or Engr. 9444157795 SC, DKV, 37, Divorce, BE, MNC, Chennai 35000, Own House, Suitable Groom. Call: 9445115944. Hindu Sc 36 M.C.A. M.Phil., Govt. Asst. Professor Rs.60,000/− Chennai seeks suitable groom.89394 04698. NANJILNADU VELLALA Kettai Very Fair Beautiful young looking 49/ 165 B.Sc, B.Ed, Divorcee without issue seeks well qualified Chennai based Veg. Groom About 50Yrs,. Sub caste accepted. Box No. PM−155015, THE HINDU Chennai−600002 HINDU THOOTHUKUDI Nadar, slim, attractive, 1994, 157 cms. Meenam / Revathi, B.com., MBA, employed at Chennai, seeks PG, non IT groom, from effluent family. Ct : 9443221242 / 9442521242 Caste no Bar,Valluvan Pooradam Nov82 Central Govt 8LPA Seeks Educated Decent Groom Email:Shyamala. [email protected] 8610972376 IYER Girl /MSc biotech/27/163/ Bhardwaj/Pooram Handling family business in Bangalore seeking alliance. Call Gowrishankar 9845005033 / malashankar1@ gmail.com ADIDRAVIDAR, FAIR, 24/168, B.Tech, SWE, Wipro, B.lore, 30000PM, Seeks India/Abd, 9003281596, 9500085718 PILLAI, FAIR, 22/162, B.Tech, Transpt.Busi,Rich,40Cr prop,Settled,Sks Dr/Eng/Busi, 9677086774, 8754415378 VANNIAR, 25/170, FAIR, SLIM, B.E, MNC, SWE, Chennai, 35000PM, Seeks Dr/Eng/Busi, 8754415378, 9003077746



✔ WANTED SMART educated (Engg or Mgmt Post Graduates) well settled match aged upto 34 yrs preferably in Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Mumbai, Ahmedabad or Pune for a Tamil Iyer Vadama Magam Kasyapa, 30 yrs / 163 cms, BTech, PGDM (Opers Mgmt) Hyderabad working Girl from a decent family settled in Hyderabad for over a century. Contact : [email protected], 9000882501 INDEPENDENT TRUST Worthy Brahmin or Forward Caste 36−40 Yrs, Healthy and Handsome, Reasonable Salary,for a Brahmin Girl of 36Yrs, Self Employed. Recent Photo & Details to soundar1963@Yahoo. in
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Govt wages war against dengue



Commuters protest hike in metro fares



Kejriwal chairs meet to review preparedness; writes to Nadda to reserve hospital beds for patients



Activists submit memo to DMRC



Bindu Shajan Perappadan Jatin Anand



Final inspection of Heritage Line soon NEW DELHI



The safety inspection of Delhi Metro’s upcoming ITOKashmere Gate ‘Heritage Line’, the last step before its launch, will be undertaken on May 22-23, DMRC authorities said on Saturday. The DMRC had approached the Commissioner for Railway Safety (CMRS), for the inspection of the line in March. The section, an extension of the FaridabadITO corridor (Violet Line), can be thrown open only after the CMRS declares it fit for commercial operations. PTI



Minor brother-sister duo run over by train GHAZIABAD



Two children were run over by a train in Link Road area of the district, the police said on Saturday. The deceased were identified as Sudhir (12) and Himanshi (10). The children were playing near the rail tracks, said SP City Aakash Tomar. Their bodies have been sent for post-mortem examination. PTI



New Delhi



Following a high-level meeting on Saturday on issues related to outbreak of vectorborne diseases, Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal has written to Union Health Minister J.P. Nadda requesting him to reserve 10% of beds in central government-run hospitals for the treatment of dengue and chikungunya patients. In his letter to Mr. Nadda, the Chief Minister has also requested him to conduct research to find some measures to get rid of the diseasespreading mosquitoes and ensure effective treatment of the patients.



Presentation to CM Announcing that Delhi would be made mosquitofree, Mr. Kejriwal presided over a presentation on steps to contain and combat the diseases. This was the first meeting called by the Chief Minister to review preparedness to deal with dengue and chikungunya, and more such meeting will be called at regular intervals, sources said. The presentation touched



No two ways about it: Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia addresses the media on dengue, chikungunya preparedness, in New Delhi on Saturday. V_SUDERSHAN *



upon household visits to check possible mosquitoes breeding points, desilting of drains to prevent waterlogging during Monsoon, comprehensive citizen awareness campaigns, observance of “dry days” once a week by all residents, during which water coolers and flower pots would be thoroughly



checked to ensure there is no possibility of mosquitoes breeding. The Chief Minister has directed that beds in all government hospitals be increased by up to 20% for the treatment of fever patients, an online database of beds in government hospitals be created and an inter-State meet-



ing be convened with officials of NCR to ensure coordinated efforts for prevention of mosquito breeding during and after Monsoon.



Comprehensive proposal The directions were issued at a meeting of officials from the three municipal corpora-



tions and the Delhi government, chaired by Mr. Kejriwal. “Delhi has to be made mosquito-free. We have to get rid of mosquito-borne diseases. It will have to be a people’s movement. It is only possible with people's participation,’’Mr. Kejriwal tweeted later. “One of the most significant directions given by the Chief Minister today to all agencies concerned, including government departments and the civic bodies, is related to the need for a comprehensive proposal to tackle vector-borne diseases in which everyone, including officials from neighbouring States, need to be made stakeholders,” Deputy Chief Minister Manish Sisodia said at a press briefing after the meeting. “The control room will help fever patients get beds in government hospitals. Like last year, the maximum fee for fever tests will be fixed. Once there is a spurt in dengue and chikungunya cases, we will put a ban on the sale of Brufen group of medicines whose consumption leads to complications,” he added.



Staff Reporter NEW DELHI



Several commuters joined the appeal of Delhi Metro Commuters’ Association and boycotted the transport service on Saturday in protest against the recent decision to increase metro fares. The protesters claimed that the hike is disastrous for Delhi residents who are already struggling to make ends meet amid the increasing inflationary pressure. A group of DMCA activists, along with student-activists of Krantikari Yuva Sangathan (KYS), assembled outside the DMRC Office at Barakhamba Road and staged a protest. The activists also submitted a memorandum to the DMRC, warning that if it doesn’t accept their demand for immediate fare reduction, other drastic measures will be taken in the coming days. Later, another group of activists gathered at Jantar Mantar and burnt an effigy of Union Urban Development Minister M. Venkaiah Naidu. The Association members also distributed leaflets



The protesters burnt eigies of the UD Minister. *



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



to passengers at more than 50 metro stations. “The government continues to give tax rebates to business houses, even as it cites inefficiency and losses as reasons to increase metro fare,” noted a release issued by the group.



‘Late decision’ They said that the argument of the Urban Development Ministry and DMRC that the decision to raise metro prices has been taken very late despite incurring losses is utterly false since the fares are very high already.



Crawling Rani Jhansi project gets L-G push Baijal directs oicials to clear pending issues; inspects Kamla Nagar multi-level car parking system those from Raj Niwas. North Delhi civic body commissioner apprised the L-G that the construction of the grade separator, with a length of 1,619 metres from the St. Stephen Hospital to Filmistan Cinema, will be completed by October 15, 2017.



Staff Reporter New Delhi



Lieutenant-Governor Anil Baijal on Saturday took stock of the progress of the grade separator at Rani Jhansi Road and directed all officers concerned to resolve pending issues related to the project at the earliest. Mr. Baijal later inspected the multi-level automatic car parking system at Kamla Nagar and issued directions for its optimum utilisation.



Completion by October The L-G was accompanied by



CM YK



Bottlenecks: The project has been delayed mainly due to problems in land acquisition. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



Commissioner, North Delhi Municipal Corporation; CEO, DJB; Divisional Commis-



sioner; Special Commissioner of Police (traffic) and other officials, including



Easy connectivity The separator, which was started in 2008, once complete will facilitate traffic connectivity from east to central Delhi. After the inspection of the



flyover, the L-G chaired a meeting with all stakeholders and further enquired about the bottlenecks due to which the project has seen a huge delay. According to a senior government official, Mr. Baijal was informed that work related to the construction was held up mainly due to delay in land acquisition, exchange of land with Railways and DUSIB and subsequent shifting of services pertaining to various agencies such as DJB, TPDD and BSES, among others.



A ND-ND
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39 Great Indian bustards sighted in Rajasthan



May provide security to separatists if they ask: CM



CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



In the Himalayas



Mehbooba Mufti reacts to Hizbul Mujahideen commander’s threat Press Trust of India



JAISALMER



Around 39 Great Indian bustards have been sighted on Buddha Purnima in the Desert National Park area in Rajasthan, an official said on Saturday. The counting was held under the moon light in Sudasari, Pokaran, Ramdevra, Chauhani areas on Wednesday during which 39 Great Indian bustards, popularly known as Godawan, were sighted, the official said. PTI



Two killed after truck rams bike in UP BAREILLY



Two youths were killed after their motorcycle was hit by a truck, police said on Saturday. The incident took place late last night when Seetu Sharma and Viraj, both aged 18, were travelling on the BareillyBadaun road. Following the accident, locals called up the police, which then took them to a hospital, where they were declared dead. PTI



Married woman, lover commit suicide JAIPUR



A married woman and her lover allegedly committed suicide by hanging themselves from a tree in a village near Amer town here, police said on Saturday. The bodies of Laxmi Meena and Phoolchand Meena were spotted last night, SHO Amer Narendra Kumar said. PTI



Two UP Power Corp employees attacked MUZAFFARNAGAR



Two officers of UP Power Corporation were allegedly attacked with rods when they went to disconnect connection at a defaulter’s house, police said. Junior engineer Irfan Amil and lineman Vinod Kumar were seriously injured and their vehicle allegedly damaged by defaulter Shital, his two sons and some villagers. PTI



Srinagar



The Jammu and Kashmir government will consider any request for security from separatist leaders if they approach the Mehbooba Mufti dispensation following a threat by Hizbul Mujahideen (HM) commander Zakir Musa. “When somebody will seek security from us, we will think over it,” Mehbooba Mufti told reporters on Saturday on the sidelines of a function when asked about the threat given to separatist leaders by Musa. The HM commander, in a video message yesterday, had threatened to kill separatist leadership for terming Kashmir a political issue instead of Islamic struggle meant to enforce ‘Sharia’ (Islamic law) in the State.



Special children Earlier, Ms Mehbooba interacted with differently-abled children from across the State who had gathered at the astro-turf TRC ground at a special camp organised by the Jammu and Kashmir Sports Council. She said that her government will provide necessary facilities to such children. Stressing that there was a need for schools for differ-



Picturesque: Tourists enjoying the scenery at Gulaba in Manali on Saturday.



BJP urges Guv to call Shimla civic polls Kick-of: Diferently-abled girls in action at a sports function at the Football Ground in Srinagar on Saturday. NISSAR AHMAD *



ently-abled children, she said “we have not been able to provide the required facilities to them so far. They need specially trained teachers”. Lauding the Sports Council for organising the programme, she said that there was a need to hold more such activities in future.



Better facilities On her interaction with other children at the camp,



Ms Mehbooba said football players demanded shoes and better infrastructure which the government will provide. “Our children have a lot of potential which needs proper grooming. My government will try to tap their potential so that they can excel in the field of sports and bring laurels to the State,” the Chief Minister said. Nazir Ahmad, a member of sports council, said over 400 differently-abled chil-



dren of various age groups took part in the week-long sports event. Nasir Javid, a therapist working with Life Help Centre for child care at Chanapora locality of uptown Srinagar, said it was a good move on the part of the Sports Council. He said although sports activities are part of their curriculum at the centre, the event allows them to interact with other differently-abled children.



Sena accuses Modi of going soft on Pak Party planning march to Attari border to protest Pakistan-sponsored terrorism Press Trust of India Phagwara



The Punjab unit of the Shiv Sena on Saturday accused the BJP-led NDA government of “going the Congress way” as regards its Pakistan policy vis-a-vis the situation in Jammu and Kashmir. The Shiv Sena, a coalition



partner in the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), also reminded Prime Minister Narendra Modi that he himself was “following” the same “soft” policy on Pakistan, which he used to criticise during the Congress-led UPA regime. Talking to reporters here, Punjab Sena president Sanjiv



Ghanauli and senior vicepresident Rajesh Palta said it appeared that Jammu and Kashmir Chief Minister Mehbooba Mufti was dearer to the Modi government than its professed patriotic love for the country. The Sena will hold an emergency meeting in Amritsar on May 21 to finalise



the details of a march from Amritsar to Chandigarh to protest the killing of Hindu leaders in the State and the accused roaming freely. There will be another march to the Attari border to protest Pakistan-sponsored terrorists vitiating the atmosphere in Jammu and Kashmir.



‘SEC working under govt diktat’



PTI



HCS cadre strength to be increased Press Trust of India Panchkula



Staff Correspondent Shimla



The Bharatiya Janata Party leaders, led by former Chief Minister Prem Kumar Dhumal, on Saturday submitted a memorandum to Governor Acharya Dev Vrat on the postponement of the Shimla Municipal Corporation elections. Seeking his intervention, the BJP strongly condemned the Virbhadra Singh government and the State Election Commission (SEC) and alleged that the SEC was working under the diktat of the government. The party alleged that the Congress, fearing a defeat, before the Assembly elections, had got the municipal elections postponed. The Congress had recently lost the Bhoranj byelection to the BJP, giving the BJP a huge boost. The civic polls were deferred on the grounds that the revision of electoral rolls had not been completed. The BJP alleged the revision, which was to be com-



*



Acharya Dev Vrat.



*



pleted by May 5, had been deliberately delayed. Now after the special revision it will be over by June 23 and the elections might take place in July, the BJP said. Earlier, the High Court had directed the government to file a reply within two weeks on the delay in completing the election process and its failure to conduct elections before the end of the present civic body’s term. BJP activists had challenged the matter in the court, calling it “highly undemocratic, unconstitutional and in violation of Article 243.”



Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar on Saturday said that his government will increase the number of Haryana Civil Services (HCS) cadre officials to 300 from 212 at present. He said that he had accorded approval to utilise the services of educated youth under the Saksham Yuva Scheme at the help desks set up at sub-divisional level so as to assist the citizens. Addressing the the HCS (Ex) Officers’ Association’s general body meeting here, Mr Khattar said his government was actively considering the matter of providing peons at the HCS officers’ homes. He also unveiled the Associsation’s logo ‘Satyanishtha, Utkrishtta and Pratishtha’. He said that in a democratic system, it is the responsibility of the officers to ensure effective implementation of various welfare schemes.



Punjab Class XII pass percentage down Ludhiana students bag top two positions with 98.44 and 98.22 % respectively Press Trust of India Chandigarh



The Punjab School Education Board (PSEB) Class XII results, which were declared on Saturday, saw a dip of 14 per cent in pass percentage as compared to last year. The overall pass percentage this year stood at 62.36 as compared to 76.77 in 2016. Moreover, the merit list of students in 14 districts out of the total 22 districts in the State remained less than the double-digit figure. A total of 3.14 lakh students had appeared in the exams, out of which 36,376



students failed as against over 16,000 last year. While 62,916 and 18,822 students got compartment and re-appear respectively, the cases of 380 students were withheld by the PSEB.



Girls’ pass percentage The girls’ pass percentage stood at 72.59 as against boys’ 54.42, dropping sharply from 71.12 from last year’s result. Similarly, the girls’ pass percentage also saw a drop of 7.44 as against 84.03 recorded last year. About 37 per cent of students, who appeared for the examination, either failed or got reappear or



30 held as curfew stays in Banswara Press Trust of India Jaipur



More than 30 people have been arrested in the curfewbound Kotwali police station area of Rajasthan’s Banswara district where communal violence broke out on Thursday. “We have taken three dozen people of both the sides into custody on Saturday following tension in the city. Several incidents of arson were reported in the



region since Thursday night,” Banswara SP Kaluram Rawat said. The situation is under control but the curfew has not been relaxed, he said. According to sources, the groups have been at loggerheads over a disputed religious site in Kalika Mata area. The groups had clashed with each other when ‘Shab-e-Baraat’ procession was passing by the locality on Thursday.



compartment. Ashima Arora, student of RS Model Senior Secondary School, Ludhiana, topped the exams by scoring 98.44% marks. The second position was bagged by Prabhjot Joshi, student of BCM Senior Secondary school, Ludhiana with 98.22%. Riya, student of Tagore Centenary secondary school, Gurdaspur, with 98% secured the third position, an official said. Of the total 350 students in the merit list, the maximum -- 139 -- were from Ludhiana district. Many schools in 14 districts, including Muktsar, Fazilka, Mansa, Moga, Pathankot,



Leadership workshop to inculcate skills Bid to stop violence against women



Youth learning sports skills at a leadership workshop for gender equality at Umang school in Jaipur. ROHIT JAIN PARAS *



Special Correspondent JAIPUR



OBITUARY & REMEMBRANCE DEATH Smt. Geetha Manian, Wife of . Shri.S.G.S Manian and Mother of Mrs. Gayathri Manian and Mrs. Kiruthika Manian expired on 08.05.2017 at Pondicherry. Dasasthu on 17.05.2017. Ct:0413− 2248483



CM YK



Barnala, whose students were in the merit list, could not even cross the double digit pass percentage. The highest pass percentage of students in the State was in Gurdaspur at 76.14, followed by Amritsar district at 71.08. The lowest pass percentage was in Rup Nagar district at 53.53. Incidentally, Rup Nagar was the Assembly constituency of former Education Minister Daljit Singh Cheema in the SAD-BJP government. Notably, the overall pass percentage in 2014 and 2015 stood at 81.09 and 76.24, respectively.



A leadership workshop organised here earlier this week has helped the youths inculcate skills which may be utilised for spreading awareness about gender equality and violence against women. The intervention, mainly through sports activities, has been made in the second phase of the ongoing Kadam Badhate Chalo (Let us march ahead) project here aimed at training the groups of youngsters with the requisite skills to undertake public events. The Pro Sport Develop-



ment collaborated with the Society for Participatory Research in Asia (PRIA) and Martha Farrell Foundation to organise the workshop in which about three dozen youths participated. The two-day workshop was held at Umang School for the differently-abled. The young boys and girls, divided into several groups with a good gender balance, were introduced to new concepts in planning and organising the parameters of space, time, equipment and players while delivering any sports activity. Each team learnt the skills through separate planning sheets. A ND-ND
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Odisha heatwave toll rises to ive



Bengal civic polls a test for TMC, BJP Special Correspondent



The heat toll in Odisha this summer mounted to five on Saturday with a person succumbing in Angul district. This is the third heatstroke death reported from Angul. Two others had died in Balangir and Bargarh districts, Special Relief Commissioner’s office said.



Kolkata



Man beaten to death after he opens fire GAYA



A man was beaten to death by people belonging to a rival group after he opened fire in which a girl was injured at Mandar village in Bihar’s Gaya district, police said on Saturday. SP Avkash Kumar said that the deceased has been identified Vikas Singh (50). - PTI



Lightning kills three, injures two



The elections to seven civic bodies in West Bengal on Sunday will be a litmus test for all major political contenders, more so for the ruling Trinamool Congress (TMC) and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). There are 148 wards in the seven municipalities. Polls will be held in four municipalities in the northern Bengal hills -- Darjeeling, Kurseong and Mirik Notified Area Authority in Darjeeling district and Kalimpong in the newly formed Kalimpong district. Other than the four hill civic bodies, Raiganj municipality in North Dinajpur district, Domkal in Murshidabad district and Pujali in South 24 Parganas district will also go for hustings on Sunday. The battle for the civic



bodies in the hills is primarily between the Gorkha Janmukti Morcha (GJM) and the Trinamool Congress. In an attempt to break the GJM hegemony, the TMC has tied up with the Gorkha National Liberation Front. Former GJM MLA Harka Bahadur Chetri’s Jan Andolan Party is also a contender in the hills. The GJM has accused the state government of not providing necessary funds for the development of the hills and the campaign by the hill party has touched on the issue of Gorkhaland. The TMC, on the other hand, is confident that Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee repeated visit to the hills will be able to swing votes in its favour. The elections are also an opportunity for the Left Front and the Congress to revive their fortunes. Polls



held earlier have shown that they are losing ground to the BJP.



TMC challenge The TMC will pose a challenge to the Left and the Congress in civic bodies in central Bengal such as Domkal in Murshidabad. Murshidabad is one of the last few strongholds of the Congress. State Congress chief Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury accused the TMC of using the administration to slap false cases and arrest his party leaders. The LF and the Congress have come together with an unofficial seat understanding in Raiganj and Pujali. The BJP, keen on replacing the Left and the Congress as the main Opposition party in the State, has fielded several Muslim candidates in Domkal and Pujali, that has Muslim majority population.



BERHAMPUR



Three persons were killed and two others critically injured when lightning struck them at Bhatakhali hill in Ganjam district. The incident took place while the victims were returning from work at a stone quarry. - PTI



BJP, TMC trade charges over Dinhata clash KOLKATA



The BJP on Saturday alleged that Trinamool Congress had attacked its workers at Dinhata in West Bengal’s Cooch Behar district, which was dismissed by TMC. Dismissing the charge, TMC secretary general Partha Chatterjee said that BJP did not have the people’s support and was trying to resort to communal politics and violence. - PTI



For a big catch



Polling today for 148 wards in the seven municipalities



BHUBANESWAR



PTI
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Game of patience: Anglers participating in a ishing competition at a lake in Agartala on Saturday.



He had refused to remove red beacon, threatened jihad Staff reporter Kolkata



Days after his controversial comments regarding the use of red beacon on his vehicle, the influential cleric of Kolkata, Moulana Syed Noorur Rahman Barkati, the Shahi Imam of the Tipu Sultan Mosque here, was removed from his post by the mosques’ Board of Trustees. Speaking to The Hindu on Saturday, the head of the Board, Shahezada Anwar Ali Shah said Mr Barkati was removed “from the post of the Imam of Tipu Sultan Mosque for his anti-national comments.”



Moulana Syed Noorur Rahman Barkati *



Mr. Barkati could not be reached for his response. The development comes on a day when Mr. Barkati was asked to remove the red beacon from his vehicle by the civil administration. However, he claimed that he has done so “voluntarily”.



Observers termed Mr Barkati’s removal “a kind of a coup” by the State administration to oust the most powerful cleric of the city, who was often seen in public with the Chief Minister. The Moulana’s removal follows a series of confrontations with the administration. On Tuesday, Mr. Barkati had refused to abide by the Centre’s direction prohibiting the use of red beacon on non-emergency vehicles. He also threatened to launch “jihad if one tries to make the country a Hindu Rashtra.”



PTI



Panda ‘welcomes’ his removal as spokesman Sacking seen as Naveen’s message not to bring party’s internal matters in public Prafulla Das



Mosque board sacks Imam Barkati



*



Bhubaneswar



Even though Lok Sabha MP from Kendrapara Baijayant Panda has “welcomed” his removal as spokesperson of the Biju Janata Dal Parliamentary Party, trouble seems to be far from over in Odisha’s ruling party. Feigning ignorance about the reasons behind his removal, Mr. Panda told a news agency on Saturday that if his removal benefits the party he would certainly welcome it. Attempts to talk to him over the phone



proved futile. Sources in the BJD said by removing Mr. Panda as the spokesperson, Chief Minister and BJD president Naveen Patnaik had given out a message that he was not happy about the MP going public about party’s internal matters.



‘Attempt to provoke CM’ Political analysts are of the view that Mr Panda’s comments about his removal were an attempt to provoke Mr. Patnaik to take action against Cuttack MP



Bhartruhari Mahtab, who also had written articles about the party. However, BJD sources said that no action is likely against Mr Mahtab. Mr. Panda had been removed as the spokesperson for going beyond the party line, said Food Supplies & Consumer Welfare Minister and party spokesperson, Surjya Narayan Patro. Responding to queries from the media, the Chief Minister had recently asked party leaders to approach him directly if they any con-



cerns instead of going to the media. What has disturbed the BJD leadership is that both Mr. Panda and Mr. Mahtab wrote about party’s internal problems after the panchayat elections in which the Bharatiya Janata Party did exceedingly well, replacing the Congress as the BJD’s main rival. The exact nature of Mr. Patnaik’s approach to strengthen the party organisation will become evident after the Presidential elections in July, political analysts said.



PMUY launched in Assam Press Trust of India Guwahati



The Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana was launched in Assam by Union Minister of State for Petroleum and Natural Gas Dharmendra Pradhan on Saturday. The launch of PMUY was delayed in Assam due to certain technical reasons and though Aadhar Card was mandatory to avail the benefit of this scheme, it was relaxed in the State following a request from the Chief Minister, Mr Pradhan said. Under this scheme, five crore LPG connections will be provided to BPL families in the country.



CM YK



A ND-ND
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Hawala racket unearthed in A.P. Invoke AFSPA in Kannur: BJP ₹569 crore sent out of the country using fake documents, say police



13 Sangh Parivar workers killed by CPI(M), it tells Governor Special Correspondent



Special Correspondent VISAKHAPATNAM



Venkaiah Naidu felicitated in Hyderabad HYDERABAD



Union Minister for Urban Development M. Venkaiah Naidu was felicitated in Hyderabad on being elected president of the Governing Council of United NationsHabitat. Mr. Naidu said his election as head of the Governing Council was a recognition of India’s importance on the global platform.



Abuse of minor: Kerala pastor gets RI for life THRISSUR



A POCSO court has sentenced Sanil K. James, a pastor with the Salvation Army Church in Peechi, Kerala, to rigorous imprisonment till death for the sexual abuse of a minor Dalit girl. The court also imposed a fine of ₹50,000 on the pastor who hails from Kottayam.



In a significant development, the Visakhapatnam police have unearthed a huge hawala racket and registered a case against the prime accused, Vaddi Mahesh, and eight others for siphoning off over ₹569 crore. Sources say the quantum of the scandal may go beyond ₹1,000 crore. The scamsters have been accused of opening bank accounts in the name of fake companies and indulging in foreign remittance fraud. Cases have been booked under Sections 420 (cheating), 120 b (criminal conspiracy), 465 (punishment for forgery), 468 (forgery) and 471 (using a forged document) of the Indian Penal Code.



Fake companies “We have discovered that the hawala racket received a sum of ₹680 crore from abroad, of which ₹569 crore was sent outside the country using fake documents. We



Unravelling the scam: Police oicer Navin Gulati addressing the media in Visakhapatnam on Saturday. C.V. SUBRAHMANYAM *



have also discovered that 30 fake companies were created and several fake bank accounts opened in many cities for these transactions,” Deputy Commissioner of Police Navin Gulati told reporters here on Saturday. An FIR had been filed against nine persons in the case, but no arrests had been made so far. The father-son duo, Vaddi



Bandh in Adilabad peaceful It was called by VHP to protest vandalising of cars on Friday



Srinivasa Rao and Vaddi Mahesh, hailing from Srikakulam, had settled in Kolkata in the mid-1980s, the DCP said. “Two employees of the fake companies, two Chartered Accountants of Kolkata, and three other investors have also been named as accused in the case. The three investors appeared to be the kingpin of the racket. We have des-



patched search teams to different places to nab the accused,” Mr. Gulati said. “We have registered an FIR and the IT department is co-operating with us. A detailed investigation into the case is needed. A clearer picture may emerge on Monday or Tuesday,” the DCP said. The other seven accused were: Achanta Harish, Achanta Rajesh, Prasanta Kumar Roy Barman, Praveen Kumar Jha, Ayush Goel, Vineet Goenka and Vikas Gupta. At present, bankers were being seen only as ‘victims.’ Only further investigations would reveal whether they had colluded with the accused. To another query, the officer said the case could be transferred to the CID or the CBI. “It was only on May 11 that we received a complaint from the IT Department”. The case was under investigation, he added. (With inputs from PTI)



THIRUVANANTHAPURAM



The Kerala unit of the Bharatiya Janata Party has once again made a bid to flag the political violence in Kannur at the national level. It has demanded that the Armed Forces (Special Powers) Act be invoked in the strife-torn areas of the district. A party delegation, led by lone party MLA and national executive member O. Rajagopal, met Governor P. Sathasivam on Saturday and urged him to declare the violence-affected zones of Kannur ‘disturbed’ and invoke AFSPA to contain such incidents in the district. The memorandum said the Sangh Parivar had lost 14 core workers in the State since Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan assumed office in May last. As many as 13 BJP and RSS workers were killed by the CPI(M) workers, the memorandum said. “More than 500 attacks were carried out and hundreds of our karyakarthas (office-bearers)



Frayed tempers: Sangh Parivar cadre taking out a protest march in Kannur on Saturday. S.K. MOHAN *



were critically injured and their property worth lakhs destroyed,” it said.



‘Workers targeted’ The BJP alleged that its workers were targeted in Kottayam on May 11 and the attack on Biju at Payyannur in Kannur on Friday was the latest in the “series.” A Raj Bhavan communique said Mr. Sathasivam had forwarded the memorandum to the Chief Minister



asking him to take immediate action to contain violence. Following a spate of violent incidents involving the BJP and the CPI(M) in Kannur, a peace meeting was held at the behest of the government, and leaders of rival sides resolved to take steps to end such incidents. The latest incident is being seen as a setback to the accord made at the peace meeting.



Blackbuck at benefactor’s beck and call Antelope Munna remembers Kasim, its saviour, even after being released into the forest



Special Correspondent ADILABAD



K. Umashanker



The bandh called by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad in Adilabad on Saturday, to protest Friday’s incident in which cars were vandalised, remained partial and peaceful but for a couple of skirmishes between protesters and shopkeepers. While the main market remained closed, shops in most of the areas were open. A group of activists of right-wing organisations went around the town in the morning enforcing the bandh.



CHITTOOR



Police pickets Adilabad Superintendent of Police M. Sreenivas monitored the situation. The po-



Deserted street: Shops in the main market remained closed in Adilabad on Saturday. S. HARPAL SINGH *



lice placed pickets at strategic locations to control any untoward incident. The Hanuman Shobha Yatra passed off peacefully. So did a motorbike rally by protesters. The police arrested 17



youths and sent them to remand. One accused was said to be absconding. The police are in search of the “absconder” who is suspected to have masterminded the destruction of cars.



Many enthusiastic youth try to get the attention of one year-old blackbuck Munna. They call out to it at its habitat in the Nalgonda reserve forest, abutting the Dussanapalle hamlet of the Mulakalacheruvu mandal in Madanapalle. The young antelope makes an appearance atop a hill or behind a bush but disappears if the caller is not Kasim, its saviour. In May last year, a justborn blackbuck was separated from its mother when it was chased by a pack of stray dogs. The youngling was trying to cross the
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Safety matters



Forging bonds: Blackbuck Munna at the Nalgonda reserve forest. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



Kadiri road. Kasim (45), who was negotiating a bend with his herd of sheep, darted to the scene and took the newborn into his arms. For about a week, Kasim searched frantically for the blackbuck’s mother. Calling



the animal “my son”, the shepherd named the antelope Munna. Basheer Ahmed, Forest Beat Officer (Vepurikota) reported the matter to the higher authorities. Considering the hot climate and the fact that Mun-



na’s mother was untraceable, Kasim was allowed to groom the young one for the next two months. The youngling was served green shoots, sheep’s milk and vegetables. It joined the sheep and started sprinting energetically. But Munna’s happiness did not last long. The forest personnel took it away and released it into the deep forests. On one September morning, as Kasim lay relaxing under a rock, a bunch of blackbuck crossed him. The youngest among them caught his attention. He called out: “Munna.” In a few seconds, it ran towards



him and patted him gently him with its legs. It soon disappeared into the wild and joined its herd. From that day, Kasim has had the rare privilege of meeting Munna at the forest fringes. If the blackbuck is not seen for many days, he criss-crosses the jungle, calling out to it. It comes sprinting and Kasim feeds it. But Munna follows the jungle law: after sundown, it merges with the golden grass. The blackbuck never appears if Kasim is accompanied by anyone. “Munna’s gratitude defies human imagination. It is the pride of our forests,” says Mr. Basheer Ahmed.



‘We have given scam-free governance’ BJP has no moral right to talk about corruption: Karnataka CM Siddaramaiah Pradeepkumar Kadkol CHITRADURGA



Time to act: The National Institute of Engineering, which conducted a ire-load study of the Mysuru Palace, is yet to be consulted on installing the ire-ighting mechanism at the heritage site. A ire broke out near an entrance of the palace on Friday. M.A. SRIRAM *



Taking a series of digs at some of the leaders of the Bharatiya Janata Party, Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah said the BJP had no moral right to comment on a State government that had administered “scam-free governance” in the last four years, and had fulfilled a majority of the promises made in its election manifesto. He was addressing a convention organised to mark the completion of four years of the Congress government in the State here on Saturday, during which beneficiaries of various government schemes were given certificates. The Chief Minister took the names of BJP State president B.S. Yeddyurappa, Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council K.S. Eshwarappa, and Union Minister Ananth Kumar and said they should remember that



Pact with Tesla, Google major breakthrough: Naidu No State has so far moved in the direction that Andhra Pradesh has, says Chief Minister gional smart grids by initially converting all agricultural pump sets into solar energypowered ones and eventually export any surplus power into the grid. The existing power lines would be used only for grid management. This experiment was to be replicated in other sectors in the later stages.



Staff Reporter VELAGAPUDI



Chief Minister N. Chandrababu Naidu has cited the agreements with Tesla Inc. and Iowa State University in the fields of renewable energy storage, the Internet and seed production and food technology as major breakthroughs achieved by him during his week-long tour of the United States. Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla, had promised to extend technological expertise for the establishment of two solar energy storage units of 4 MW capacity each in Rayalaseema in response to Mr. Naidu’s plea for cooperating in ushering in the next phase of reforms in the energy sector. Another significant accomplishment was Google Inc.’s consent to bring all its technologies to Andhra Pradesh., including the offer to CM YK



Success story: N. Chandrababu Naidu addressing a press conference at Velagapudi on Saturday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



roll out its cutting-edge free space optical communication technology for A.P.’s fibre grid project, for which the California-based Internet giant has already come forward to provide 2000 nodes by the end of December 2017. Addressing the media at



the Interim Government Complex at Velagapudi on Saturday, Mr. Naidu said he had promised to provide business to Tesla and help it in commercialising its innovations. With Tesla, the Government of Andhra Pradesh (GoAP) intended to set up re-



‘A revolution’ “The collaboration with Tesla is going to herald a revolution in the Indian energy sector as no State has so far moved in the direction in which A.P. has”, Mr. Naidu asserted, stating that it was his target to reduce the power tariffs. As far as Andhra Pradesh’s collaboration in the field of seed production and research and facility in seed science was concerned, Mr. Naidu said the MoU with



Iowa State University for the establishment of a mega seed park in Kurnool district was a major achievement. Besides, the State government was tying up with the Netherlands-based Wageningen University for promoting new technologies across the agricultural and horticultural spectrum. Mr. Naidu said Apple CEO Jeff Williams had raised some issues related to incentives and making of spare parts. These were being discussed with the Union government. Aruna Sundararajan, Secretary of the Union Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, had offered to talk to the Union government to take the initiative forward. The Chief Minister said 28 MoUs had been signed with several companies and universities during his visit to the U.S.



they themselves were facing corruption charges. “They don’t have any moral right to comment on the Congress which has had a scam-free governance,” he said.



Baseless allegations Mr. Siddaramaiah said the people who were aware of these facts had been supporting the Congress continuously. “During the by-polls, there was a misinformation campaign by the BJP, with its leaders making baseless allegations against Congress candidates. The Congress, on the other hand, focussed on emphasising its development works. Finally the people favoured the Congress,” he said. Listing out the achievements of the Congress government, he said of the 165 promises made in its election manifesto, it had already fulfilled 155.



Reaching the needy: Karnataka Chief Minister Siddaramaiah distributing aid to beneiciaries in Chitradurga district on Saturday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



Stif contest for college seats awaits Bengaluru students With many scoring high marks, cut-of is expected to soar Special Correspondent Bengaluru



Cut-off marks in some of the most sought after pre-university colleges of Bengaluru are set to increase for the academic year 2017-18. Despite the SSLC pass percentage declining this year, college managements which have already received applications, say more students have secured higher ranks this year. M. Prakash, Director of Studies, Seshadripuram Group of Institutions, said the cut-off marks were likely to increase by one or two per cent. “We have given out nearly 700 applications for PU colleges and many of the students who have bought the forms have bagged above 90%,” he said. The



Frenzied rush: People waiting to get admission forms in Mysuru. M.A. SRIRAM *



first lists across science and commerce would stop between 92% and 93%. “However, students need not worry as even those with around 88% in commerce and 86% may get seats later,” he said.



Last year, the college had an 87% cut-off for commerce and 85% for science. A.V. Chandrashekar, principal, PES PU College, said he expected science cut-off to increase by 2% and commerce by 5%. A ND-ND
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Actor donates 25 lats to kin of slain CRPF men



Pneumonia vaccine to be part of immunisation drive
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Going green



Nearly 20% of global under-ive pneumonia deaths occur in India Special Correspondent



NEW DELHI



Actor Vivek Oberoi has donated 25 flats to the families of CRPF jawans killed in the line of duty. The flats are located in a residential project owned by the actor in Thane, Maharashtra. The CRPF thanked the actor on its official Twitter handle.



NCERT to replace map showing ‘disputed area’ NEW DELHI



The NCERT has decided to replace a map of east and southeast Asia in a Class 12 political science textbook, which depicted Aksai Chin as a disputed area. Aksai Chin has been under the unlawful occupation of China. PTI



Snake found in noon meal; schools raided FARIDABAD



The Haryana Chief Minister’s flying squad inspected six schools in the district after a snake was allegedly found in the midday meal served to children in a government school. The squad has sent a report to Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar. PTI



New Delhi



India on Saturday rolled out the long-awaited anti-pneumonia vaccine as part of the government’s Universal Immunisation Programme (UIP). The vaccine will protect children against severe forms of pneumococcal disease, such as pneumonia and meningitis. The vaccine programme aims to protect nearly 270 lakh newborns against 12 preventable diseases every year.



Major stride: Health Minister J.P. Nadda launches the anti-pneumonia vaccine in New Delhi on Saturday. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



Access to all “Our goal is to ensure that no child dies in the country from vaccine preventable diseases. We stand committed to reducing child deaths and providing a healthier future to our children. While these vaccines in the private sector were accessible to only those who could afford them, by making them available under the UIP, the government is ensuring equitable access to those who need them the most, the underprivileged



and underserved,” Union Health Minister J.P. Nadda said while launching the vaccine. Pneumococcal disease is the leading cause of vaccine-preventable deaths in children under five years of age globally and in India. India accounts for nearly 20% of global pneumonia deaths in this age group. The three-dose pneumococcal conjugate vaccine (PCV) will be rolled out in Mandi, Himachal Pradesh, six districts of Uttar Pradesh



12 from M.P. end lives over results Brother-sister duo among deceased Press Trust of India Bhopal



At least 12 students, including six girls, allegedly committed suicide in several parts of Madhya Pradesh on Friday night as they were depressed over their Class X and XII results, the police said on Saturday. A brother-sister duo from Satna district was among the deceased. While the boy studied in Class X, his sister was a student of Class XII, the police said. All the suicides were reported till late Friday night, hours after the exam results were announced by the Madhya Pradesh Board of Secondary Education (MPBSE). The police said the suicides were reported from different places, including Satna, Chhatarpur, Guna, Indore, Balaghat, Gwalior, Tikamgarh, Bhind, Jabalpur and Bhopal districts. “Three students, including the brother-sister duo, committed suicide in Satna after they failed in the exams,” police spokesperson and forensic officer J. S. Yadav



said. “Rashmi Pandey (18), and her brother Dipendra Pandey (15) ended their lives by hanging themselves in their rooms in Khamriya Paysiyan village under the Kolgwan police station area. Both had failed in the exam,” he said.



Toxic injection “Similarly, Reena Singh of class XII ended her life after getting ‘supplementary’ [not passing] in one subject, in Purva village under the Singhpur police station area in Satna district,” he said. Naman Kadve, a class X student of Excellence School in Bhopal, allegedly committed suicide by injecting himself with a toxic substance at his home as he could not score 90% in the exam, Ravindra Yadav, incharge of Bhopal’s Habibganj police station, said. “Naman got 74.4% marks and hence he was disappointed,” the officer added. A report from Indore said that Class X student Sumit Bagora committed suicide by hanging himself after he failed in the board exam.



*



and 17 districts of Bihar as a part of the first phase. The vaccine will give protection against 13 types of pneumococcal bacteria which cause pneumonia disease.



India’s burden Every year, 59 lakh children die worldwide before their fifth birthday, of them 9% die due to diarrhoea, 16% due to pneumonia. India shoulders the highest burden of child pneumonia and diarrhoea deaths with Nigeria, Pakistan, Democratic



Republic of Congo and Angola taking up the next four spots. Currently, the vaccine is being rolled out to approximately 21 lakh children in Himachal Pradesh and parts of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh in the first phase. This will be followed by introduction in Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan next year, and eventually across the country. There are over 90 different types of pneumococcal bacteria which cause a range of problems.



HRD Ministry will now help teachers learn They can take courses, look for jobs on national platform Staff Reporter Bengaluru



To help teachers access an array of resources that will aid in their classroom preparation and help augment professional development, the Ministry of Human Resource Development, on Saturday, released a strategy document to build a national teacher platform. The platform will also work as national teacher education registry. It can be used by teachers to showcase their resume to prospective employers. People looking to clear the teacher eligibility test can take courses on the platform. Santosh Mathew, Chairperson of the National Council for Teacher Education, said the platform would be a space where teachers can curate plans from the vast digital resources, prepare for classes and test their students.



No expansion Union Human Resource Minister Prakash Javadekar said the government had



Hand in hand: Prakash Javadekar with Karnataka Minister Tanveer Sait, left, in Bengaluru on Saturday. K. MURALI KUMAR *



decided that no B.Ed or D.Ed college would be granted permission to start institutions. The government would first take stock of the existing teacher training institutes before taking a call on expansion. “We do not want teaching shops,” he said, pointing to the poor quality of teacher training



Waiting for customers: A dry waste collection kiosk installed by the CPWD, Ministry of Urban Development, at India Gate in New Delhi on Saturday. SUSHIL KUMAR VERMA *



Ramamohan Rao passes away



Rape victim’s family alleges police apathy Ashok Kumar



Asian News International



Gurugram



NEW DELHI



The Sonipat gang-rape victim’s father said they learnt about her death through a newspaper on Friday. “She usually walked to her office and did not carry a mobile phone as it is not permitted. On May 9, she was on her way to work when the accused abducted her in a car and gave her some sedatives. They then took turns to rape her,” he told The Hindu over the phone. The father, a hawker, said as he was in Himachal Pradesh at the time of incident, his wife reported the matter



Former Principal Information Officer to the Government of India I. Ramamohan Rao passed away on Saturday. He was 83. Union Information and Broadcasting Minister M.Venkaiah Naidu condoled the passing of Mr. Rao and described it as a huge loss to the Indian Information Service fraternity. Mr. Naidu said he would always be remembered as a fine human being and an excellent professional who gave a new vision to government communication. Mr. Rao, who served as a journalist and communicator for over six decades, was also media adviser to four former Prime Ministers — Rajiv Gandhi, V.P. Singh, Chandrashekhar and P.V. Narasimha Rao.



to the police on May 10 when their daughter did not return home from work. “We identified her body from her clothes. Her head was crushed beyond recognition,” the father said, adding that they were not satisfied with the investigation into the matter. “We suspect that more than two persons could be involved, but the police are trying to cover it up. When we approached the police after reading the newspaper report, they did not help us. It was only after senior officers intervened that they arranged a vehicle for us to go to Rohtak,” he said.



institutes in the country. The Ministry will crowdsource suggestions for changes to be made in NCERT textbooks. A Bill to amend the nodetention clause in the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Act would be placed before Parliament, he said.



Gujarat’s onion growers in tears as prices crash 1.5 lakh farmers are in distress after a bumper crop



Farmers dump onions on the road in Amreli, Gujarat, after prices crashed. Mahesh Langa AHMEDABAD



Thousands of onion farmers in Gujarat’s Amreli and Bhavnagar districts are in distress due to a crash in prices, with onions being sold at just ₹25-30 for a bag of 20 kg, way below the production costs. In the last few days, angered by the government’s apathy, hundreds of farmers have thrown truck loads of onions onto the roads. In the Saurashtra region of Gujarat, acreage under onion has increased with new areas being added. As a CM YK



result, the State is witnessing a bumper crop which in turn led to a crash in prices. “More than 500 farmers of 10 village of my area threw their entire produce on the roads because of low prices. To produce 20 kg onion, a farmer invests more than ₹75-85 that includes inputs like fertilisers, water, seed and labour costs. Now, he gets only ₹25-30 per 20 kg,” Paresh Dhanani, the Congress MLA of Amreli told The Hindu. According to him, more than 1.5 lakh farmers in Amreli and Bhavnagar districts have been affected by the



*



SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT



fall in prices. “I had planted onion on eight acres. This year, we have bumper yield but no price. I will not recover even a third of my investment. Same is the situation of thousands of farmers across this oniongrowing belt of Bhavnagar,” said Punjabhai Ahir, a farmer. He added that the government must fix a remunerative price of onion at ₹100 per 20 kg. Mr. Dhanani agreed and said, “Neither the State nor the Central government has done anything to help the farmers in distress.” A ND-ND
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Two killed in Pakistan shelling in Rajouri “Overall 26 villages in Nowshera and Qila Darhal tehsils have been affected. Nine villages in Majakote tehsil of district Rajouri also remained in the line of fire for around three hours,” said Dr. Choudhary. The widespread ceasefire violation has forced the migration of around 300 villagers living close to the LoC. “Following evacuation of people from the vulnerable areas, three relief camps have been made operational and 28 others notified to cope with fresh migration from the affected villages in case of continued shelling,”



said the Deputy Commissioner. Dr. Shahid said heavy shelling also hampered the rescue and evacuation process as the road leading to Jhangar came under repeated heavy fire.



NC condemnation National Conference president Dr. Farooq Abdullah and working president Omar Abdullah condemned the continued shelling from across the border. Expressing anguish over civilian deaths, Dr. Abdullah called for measures to ensure safety of the border villagers.



IS sympathiser turns to church to evade arrest Students at this church were told not to have any love relationship, talk to women only in groups, and were not allowed a mobile phone or an electronic device. Once he completed his course, Khan was asked to go back to Bengaluru but he insisted that he wanted to stay in the mountains. He also got a mobile phone connection and contacted his elder brother through Signal, an encrypted messaging service, in October. The brother told him that a few people had come to enquire about him. This made Khan determined not to return. But he was arrested in December by the Himachal Pradesh police. After his arrest he told interrogators that for six years he had closely followed the speeches of prominent cleric and member of All India Muslim Personal Law Board (AIMPLB)- Sajjad Nomani, but gave up on him as he didn’t find his preaching Islamic enough. He then enrolled himself in a madrassa (Islamic seminary) and then in 2014, he came in contact with HuT. An official said they were



more concerned about his close association with HuT, which creates “radical fodder for terrorist groups” and the outfit had no active presence in India. As per Khan’s interrogation, in 2014, he came in contact with “dedicated members of HuT,” which included a software engineer and a person who ran a school in Bengaluru. “He attended meetings where they discussed various issues in the Middle East and Gaza. They also discussed the re-establishment of an Islamic Caliphate and enforcement of Sharia in India. Over time, Khan became one of the most trustworthy members of HuT and also became a recruiter for them. In 2015, the HuT members realised that he was in touch with IS operatives, so they distanced themselves from Khan,” the interrogation report says. Khan said that he got inclined towards the IS by watching news channels. He said he watched Islamic preacher Zakir Naik’s videos as well as those of Mufti Abdus Sami Qasmi , Anjer Shah those of among others.



India largely safe from cyberattack Referring to the malware that entered the police cyber networks in Andhra Pradesh, Mr Rai said, “Since this has happened here on the weekend, we are expecting a better impact assessment on Monday.” “Microsoft had released a patch against this flaw in March but many system administrators failed to patch all computers and the ones which were unpatched became vulnerable to this attack,” Pradipto Chakrabarty, Regional Director, CompTIA India told The Hindu. Mr. Chakrabarty added that the police system in Andhra Pradesh was impacted which may be “because they were using an older version of Microsoft operating system and poor patch maintenance”. Kaspersky also added that their visibility “may be limited and incomplete and



the range of targets and victims is likely much, much higher”. Tarun Kaura, Director, Product Management – Asia Pacific Japan for Symantec said, “WannaCry has the ability to spread itself within corporate networks, without user interaction, by exploiting a known vulnerability in Microsoft Windows.” He added, “Computers which do not have the latest Windows security updates applied are at risk of infection.” Once the ransomware encrypts data files on the affected computer, it asks users to pay the ransom in bitcoins. While the initial payment demanded is of $300, the ransom note indicates that the payment amount will be doubled after three days. If payment is not made after seven days, the encrypted files will be deleted.



NDA inds springboards for President polls With YSR Congress and Telangana Rashtra Samithi promising support, the ruling alliance may breast the tape Nistula Hebbar NEW DELHI



The National Democratic Alliance appears to have strengthened the prospects of getting its choice of candidate for the presidential polls elected, with the YSR Congress and the Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) offering support. YSR Congress president Y.S. Jaganmohan Reddy met Prime Minister Narendra Modi last week, and pledged his support to “any candidate” fielded by the NDA. But the Telugu Desam Party (TDP), a partner of the ruling alliance, is upset with his act of handing over Mr. Modi the copy of a book with details of various alleged acts of omission and commission by the Andhra Pradesh government, led by party chief N.



Chandrababu Naidu. The BJP is now treading a non-committal line. The TRS, yet another party opposed to the TDP, indicated that it would back the NDA in the presidential polls. Jithendra Reddy, a Lok Sabha member of the party, said last week that the “TRS has always engaged with the NDA government at the Centre with reference to issues that would be beneficial to the State of Telangana” and that it would take a call on the alliance’s candidate when it would be asked.



Extending support: YSR Congress leader Y.S. Jagan Mohan Reddy with PM Narendra Modi in New Delhi. FILE PHOTO



Buying peace Sources in the party confirmed that the TRS was inclined to buy peace with the NDA as not just the TDP but the BJP too was getting aggressive in the State. “This



would buy us some goodwill,” a source said. This puts the NDA in a position of strength in the presidential polls, the electoral college of which consists of 4,120 MLAs from all the
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States as well as Union Territories with Assemblies and 776 Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha members. Going by the election arithmetic, the votes of the NDA, with 410 MPs and 1,691



Pranab recalls how Indira rebuilt Cong. The message was clear, as he was addressing a gathering dominated by leaders of the party how she took on the challenge of two years of failed monsoon to make India selfreliant in food.



Special Correspondent NEW DELHI



President Pranab Mukherjee, recalling the life and times of Indira Gandhi, whose birth centenary is currently being celebrated, said here on Saturday, “I was a junior minister in 1977 when the Congress was defeated. She called me and told me: ‘Don’t get unnerved by defeat. Now is the time to act’.” Mr. Mukherjee pointed out how swiftly she had reorganised and galvanised the Congress while she was left in political wilderness. The President was speaking on the occasion of the release of India’s Indira: A Centennial Tribute, edited by senior Congress leader Anand Sharma. The message, coming as it does three years after the worst defeat the Congress has faced in its long years of existence, was clear, especially as he was addressing a



Remembering Indira: President Pranab Mukherjee with Vice-President Hamid Ansari, former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh and Congress leaders Rahul Gandhi and Anand Sharma launching a commemorative volume on Indira Gandhi, in New Delhi on Saturday. PTI *



gathering dominated by Congress leaders, though there were a large number of diplomats, retired civil servants and others who had known Indira Gandhi as well. And while Congress President Sonia Gandhi — who returned home after hospitalisation for food poisoning on Friday stayed away — son



and party vice-president Rahul Gandhi, who was on the dais, said that the doctors had advised her rest. Ms. Gandhi’s speech, read out by Mr. Gandhi, was a personal tribute in which she said she would leave it to historians and political analysts to assess Indira Gandhi’s “courage and tenacity”; for



Ms Gandhi, she was a beloved mother-in-law with whom she spent 16 years, learning a great deal. Former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, who had also worked closely with Indira Gandhi, dwelt at some length on her development priorities, her commitment to the underprivileged and



A major rift within the ranks of the militant outfit Hizbul Mujahideen came to the fore on Saturday when its south Kashmir “commander”, Zakir Rashid Bhat, alias Zakir Musa, quit the organisation over ideological differences with the United Jehad Council (UJC) based in Pakistanoccupied Kashmir. Musa, an engineering student in his 20s, took over as a Hizb commander after Burhan Wani was killed in July 2016. He joined Wani’s group in 2013. Hizb supremo Syed Salahuddin head the UJC, whose spokesman, Saleem Hashmi, showed open resentment over an audio message of Musa threatening to “decapitate and hang Hurriyat leaders” for calling “Kashmir a political dispute



P.J. George Chennai



Virulent computer malware spreading across the globe since Friday has hit government departments, universities and companies in nearly 100 countries. The WannaCryptor 2.0 ‘ransomware’, aka WannaCry, spreads using a flaw in older Microsoft Windows systems, which was made public when documents and cyber tools of the U.S. National Security Agency were leaked online.



Biggest hit The biggest hit has been the U.K.’s National Health Service, which has been forced to halt treatments and surgeries. There are reports that Spain’s major telephone company Telefonica, Germany’s biggest transport company Deutsche Bahn,



CM YK



rather than an Islamic one”. Musa’s 5.40-minute audio message calling for “establishing an Islamic Sharia” in Jammu and Kashmir went viral online on Friday. Hashmi said, “Such a statement is unacceptable. It reflects the personal opinion of Musa. After Burhan Wani’s martyrdom, the entire leadership is united at every front for freedom and Islam.” Syed Salahuddin



‘Assessing statement’ The UJC said it was “assessing Musa’s statement”. “We won’t hesitate to take steps for the betterment of the freedom movement. At this juncture, any such statement or step will strengthen the occupying and imperialistic forces,” Mr. Hashmi said. Hours after the UJC’s statement, Musa, a resident of the Noorpora area in Tral, released an audio message an-



‘Ready for challenge’ The Opposition Congress, along with Janata Dal (U) leader Sharad Yadav and Communist Party of India (Marxist) general secretary Sitaram Yechury, has been trying for a consensus candidate. BJP sources, when asked whether they could arrive at a consensus with the Opposition, ruled it out. “The Opposition is showing no signs of giving consideration to the numbers situation as it exists, where we are in a position to get our man elected. Since they have already decided to contest, we will be meeting that challenge,” said a senior BJP office-bearer.



Bengal Cong. writes to Sonia Gandhi Special Correspondent Kolkata



West Bengal Congress president Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury wrote to Congress president Sonia Gandhi on Saturday flagging the “systematic and persistent attack” on State Congress by the Trinamool Congress. The letter comes ahead of the meeting between Ms. Gandhi and West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee. “I understand that the Chief Minister shall be meeting you soon for discussion on a strategy with regard to the office of the President of India. It is important to rope in support of all political parties to oppose a RSS-BJP nominee at the national level. At the same time, it is necessary to emphasise our abiding commitment to democracy and transparency,” the letter states.



Malware makes use of a law in older Microsoft Windows systems



Taken over: A screenshot of the warning screen from a purported ransomware attack in Taiwan on Saturday.



*



AP



Several cyber security firms have identified this as the biggest cyberattack in over a decade, after the Conficker worm infected millions of computers. What is ransomware? It is malware that encrypts the files on an infected system and then demands a ransom to decrypt them, with escalation in the demand over time. The ransom demand is in Bit-



and universities in China have been severely affected. Japan, Indonesia, South Korea have all reported infections. Several plants of carmakers Renault and Nissan have stopped production in France and England due to the malware, according to agency reports. The Russian Interior Ministry has reported about 1,000 computers as infected, according to the Guardian.



coins, the cyber cryptocurrency that is hard to trace. The WannaCryptor 2.0 has been asking a ransom of the Bitcoin equivalent of $300. It often reaches victims as mail attachment. Once opened, it spreads to other computers in the network exploiting the Windows vulnerability. It originates from a tool called EternalBlue that was among the NSA-related tools dumped online in April by an anonymous group, Shadow Brokers. It was first spotted active online by security experts in the U.K. on Friday, and within hours it had managed to spread exponentially. Microsoft had earlier made available an update to eliminate the vulnerability. But a whole lot of systems had not been updated. (With inputs from agencies)



Zakir Musa was heading the terror outit in south Kashmir after Burhan Wani’s death Srinagar



‘For younger generation’ Vice-President Hamid Ansari, who had also known Indira Gandhi personally in his years as a diplomat, provided a more nuanced picture. He pointed out that just as she was a “much loved and revered” figure, “at times she was also disliked”, and that while she succeeded in great measure, she faltered sometimes. But “controversy did not deter her,” he stressed. He described the volume released on Saturday as “an offering to understand the life of Indira Gandhi, particularly for the younger generation.” Mr. Sharma, the editor of the book, thanked the President for the help and advice he had given him on the book.



Kazhagam, which has a weighted strength of 59,224 votes.



WannaCry spreads tears globally



Hizb ‘commander’ quits over ideological diferences Peerzada Ashiq



MLAs, have a value of 5,32,019 out of the total 10,98,882. The coalition is thus around 18,000 short of a majority. The YSR Congress has 16,848 votes and the TRS 22,048. Thus, the significance of their overtures cannot be overstated. BJP sources say the Prime Minister may not opt for a candidate from outside the political realm as Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the first Prime Minister from the BJP, did during his term. “The numbers situation assures us that we can, for the first time, get someone with allegiance to the BJP ideology elected President,” a source said. The other crucial set of votes that the NDA desires is that of the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra



nouncing his decision to quit the Hizb. “Hizb disassociated itself from my statement so I am disassociating myself from it. I stand by my earlier statement that my struggle is for Islam and establishing Sharia,” Musa said. However, Musa clarified he did not mean to harm Hurriyat chairman Syed Ali Geelani.



“I did not mean to chop the heads of every Hurriyat leader, but only those who work and support a secular state,” he said, without naming any separatist leader. “I know I have to first fight the occupational forces. I am not a RAW agent. I have nothing to do with IS or alQaeda. I have not done enough research either to reject or accept these groups. I know for sure Allah is with me. I ask my supporters to remember me in their prayers. I don’t know how long will I live but I am telling the truth and many people do understand it,” Musa said. Several Hurriyat leaders refused to comment on the remarks of Musa. “We stand by our position that Kashmir is essentially a political problem,” said one Hurriyat leader on the condition of anonymity.



Harkat-ul-Mujahideen and Kashmiri Taliban has already supported Musa. “People working for India will not be spared even if they are part of the Hurriyat,” said Kashmiri Taliban chief Muhammad bin Qasim.



Growing factionalism Top security officials told The Hindu that factionalism, driven by how central Islam should be to the militant group’s ideology in Kashmir, had been brewing in the Hizb for quite some time now. Differences came to the fore on April 7 when, on the first death anniversary of slain Hizb militant Naseer Pandit, a group of militants offered a gun salute at the grave in Pulwama and asked people to stop unfurling “unIslamic Pakistan flag”, while calling for a “jihad against



Pakistan as well as India to establish Ummah (Muslim brotherhood)”. The UJC described the speech as the “handiwork of security agencies”. This was followed by posters in south Kashmir, calling for jihad. “There is indeed an element of radicalism within the militant ranks, where extreme interpretation of Islam is seeing takers in the Valley. It remains to be seen how much sway Musa holds among the ranks in south Kashmir,” said a counter-insurgency official. According to a police assessment, there are 224 militants active in Kashmir, of which 130 militants are locals and “trained within the Valley”. South Kashmir has the highest number of active militants at 140, mainly from Hizb and Lashkar-e-Taiba.



Eternal lame: A tribute organised for slain Army oicer Lt. Ummer Fayaz at the India Gate on Saturday. PTI *



Army renames school after slain soldier ‘Lt. Ummer’s death will not go in vain’ Special Correspondent Srinagar



The Army on Saturday renamed the Army Goodwill School, Behibagh, as ‘Shaheed Lt Ummer Fayaz Goodwill School’ as a mark of tribute to the deceased soldier abducted and killed by militants on May 10. An Army spokesman said Major General B.S. Raju, the General Officer Commanding of the Victor Force along with the deputy commissioner and Superintendent of Police, Kulgam, visited the house of Fayaz to attend the ‘Chahrrum’.



Grants solatium Maj. Gen. Raju met the family and presented a cheque of ₹75 lakh on behalf of the Army. “To honour the martyr, it has been decided to rename the Army Goodwill School Behibagh as ‘Shaheed Lt Ummer Fayaz Goodwill School’,” said the spokesman. The deputy commissioner also presented a cheque of ex-gratia and announced a government job to the family members. Condemning this dastardly act, Maj. Gen. Raju called upon all sections of the society “to join hands in



putting an end to the bloodshed in Kashmir”. He also urged the elders to sensitise the “misguided youth” to shun the path of violence and join the mainstream and contribute towards the nation building. Fayaz, 22, who belonged to 2 Rajput Rifles, was killed as he had come on a vacation to native district of Kulgam. He was picked up by gunmen from a wedding function in nearby Shopian district on Tuesday. His bullet-ridden body was found from a road on Wednesday. He was a brilliant young man who performed in a spectacular manner in the Indian Army, the GOC said after meeting his family here. “His death will not go in vain. Strict actions will be taken over this militant attack. We want to ensure that our operation will not affect the civil population,” he asserted.



Family inconsolable Meanwhile, Fayaz’s family remains inconsolable as they continue to mourn the loss of their son. “We have lost everything. He was a good human being,” Fayaz’s father Faiz Ahmed said. (With ANI inputs) A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



India to skip B&R Forum Major snub to China, with not even Embassy oicials attending the event Suhasini Haidar NEW DELHI



Nor’wester claims eight lives in West Bengal KOLKATA



Eight persons were killed and 14 injured in a nor’wester that hit a number of south Bengal districts onn Saturday evening. Lightning claimed seven lives in East and West Burdwan districts. Four were killed at Mongolkot, Galsi, Ausgram and Purbasthali in East Burdwan, while the toll was three in West Burdwan district — one in Jamuria and two in Salanpur. Another person was killed when an uprooted tree fell on him at Para in Purulia district, while ten were injured, official sources from the three districts said. PTI



Tulip chit fund scam: jail term for MD, 4 directors BHUBANESWAR



The CBI court here sentenced the managing director of Real Tulip India Ltd and Real Tulip Industries Ltd, Maloy Kumar Guha, to four years of rigorous imprisonment in a chit fund case on Saturday. Special judge P.K. Mishra also sentenced four directors of Real Tulip India Ltd — Tirtha Halder, Malay Halder, Dipankar Ghosh and Prosenjit Sil — to three years of rigorous imprisonment in the case. All the five, who were convicted on Friday, were also handed fines of ₹15,000 each. PTI



India will be absent from China’s Belt and Road Initiative (B&RI) Forum beginning Sunday, the government said on Saturday. The External Affairs Ministry explained that while the government supported connectivity projects, they “must be pursued in a manner that respects sovereignty and territorial integrity”. India has objected to the $46-billion ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor part of the B&RI, as it includes projects in Pakistanoccupied Kashmir (PoK). “The international community is well aware of India’s position. No country can accept a project that ignores its core concerns on sovereignty and territorial integrity,” the Ministry spokesperson said on Saturday night, just hours ahead of the Forum’s inauguration. All neighbours of India, except Bhutan, will have senior-level participation at the forum. UN SecretaryGeneral Antonio Guterres, International Monetary



Xi Jinping Fund chief Christine Lagarde and World Bank President Kim Yong will be present as China unveils plans for infrastructure projects estimated at $500 billion across Asia and Europe.



Debt trap In a dig at China’s high-interest project loans in the region, which India believes will lead to a “debt trap” in countries such as Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, the spokesperson added that the B&RI must pursue “principles of financial responsibility to avoid projects that would create unsustainable debt



burden for communities; balanced ecological and environmental protection and preservation standards; transparent assessment of project costs”. According to experts, India’s absence from the forum will be seen as a major snub to China, that is pitching it as a “prestige event” to which it has confirmed 110 official delegations and 29 heads of state and government. “Attendance doesn’t mean endorsement,” said expert Ravi Bhoothalingam at the Institute for China Studies, “But absence is a rebuff. Sending a representative at an appropriate level is what both the U.S. and Japan have chosen as their response,” he added. Both the U.S. and Japan are not signatories to the Belt and Road initiative, but will be represented by senior advisers to President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Shinzo Abe respectively.



Market demands Hailing the decision by India not to participate unless China took its territorial con-



cerns over PoK seriously, former Foreign Secretary Kanwal Sibal said India didn’t need to worry about losing out. “China needs the Indian market more than India needs Chinese investment. The Chinese should stop preening about their economic success which is real but not take it to mean that the world will fall at their feet,” Mr. Sibal said. The Chinese government had doubled efforts to convince India to join. In a speech last week, the Chinese Ambassador to India Luo Zhaohui suggested a four-step initiative to repair ties damaged over differences on the CPEC, entry to the Nuclear Suppliers Group and UN designation for JeM chief Masood Azhar, and even suggesting that China could consider changing the name of the corridor through Pakistan. However, subsequently, the reference in the Ambassador’s speech was deleted online after Pakistan protested. CHINA TO INVEST $800 BILLION 쑺 SECTION 2, PAGE 03
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On the draw Keshav



U.P. meat traders to seek relief from court Want mosques to be excluded from the distance norm Omar Rashid LUCKNOW



The Allahabad High Court’s order directing the Uttar Pradesh government to issue new licences for meat shops and slaughterhouses and renew old ones has come as a “relief” for those involved in the meat business in the State. Meat traders are now preparing to go to court to demand relaxation of norms in the Food Safety Act under which they are to be issued licences. They want mosques to be excluded from the list of religious places less than 50 metres of which meat shops are prohibited from functioning. Apart from the clause of “minimum distance” of 50 metres, the FSA guidelines prevent meat shops from running within 100 metres of the main gate of religious places. The norms are as per clause 8 (1) of the Food Safety & Standard Administration India Act, 2011. Meat traders say the specific clause is hindering them from getting their licences renewed. Their licences expired on March 31. Saleem Qureshi, the Bareilly district president of the All India Jamiatul Quresh (AIJQ), would soon file a petition in the Allahabad High Court making this demand.



Denied licence As hundreds of meat traders across U.P. are facing the issue, the AIJQ would raise in court the predicament of Bareilly resident Sharif Qureshi, who despite completing all formalities, was denied licence for his meat shop as it was situated near the Ansariyan Masjid Zakhira Qila mosque. Shakeel Quresh, UP vicepresident of the All India Jamiatul Quresh, said “since most of the meat shops in U.P. are located in dense Muslim areas with mosques in proximity,” meat traders are being denied licences for this reason. “Our religion



3 charred to death as bus catches fire in Punjab BATHINDA



Three passengers were charred to death and five others received serious injuries in a fire that broke out in an air—conditioned bus at Rampura Phul here on Saturday, police said. Nineteen other passengers too were injured in the fire in the vehicle on way from Bathinda to Ludhiana, police said. SSP Naveen Singla said the injured had been taken to the civil hospital here where the condition of five of the passengers is ‘serious’. - PTI



Big relief: The Allahabad HC directed the State government to issue fresh licences and NOC to meat traders. RAJEEV BHATT *



does not prohibit us from selling meat near mosques or eating it there. Many shops are located in mosques complexes. We will fully abide by the sanctity of other religious sites like temples, churches, gurudwaras but only demand a relaxation for mosques,” Mr. Shakeel Qureshi told The Hindu. He further said that meat shops had also obtained no objection letters from the trustees of the mosques. “The High Court order is a relief measure for us. But we would be filing a separate petition praying for the exclusion of mosques from the prohibited places,” he said.



Ramzan approaching The AIJQ, a representative body of the Qureshis, the Muslim community traditionally associated with the meat trade, also hopes that State officials will start issuing licences to slaughterhouses and meat shops soon as the Muslim holy month of Ramzan is approaching. “The demand will shoot up and it could even lead to a law and order problem,” Mr. Shakeel Qureshi said. He also expressed disappointment with the “hotchpotch” functioning of local bodies in U.P. and said it was posing a hurdle for meat traders to obtain licences. “The CM had promised us



that he would get our licences done soon but the officials have hardly cared. They push us from one door to another. So far, not a single licence has been issued for meat shops in Lucknow. There have been only ten in Kanpur, and only 50 out of 550 in Bareilly,” Mr. Shakeel Qureshi said. He added that the officials rejected meat sellers requesting licences citing the pending case in the court, whereas the case had no bearing on the issuance of licences if meat traders followed norms. AIJQ national president Siraj Qureshi is also expected to call on Prime Minister Narendra Modi and UP chief minister Yogi Adityanath to put forward the inconveniences and livelihood crisis faced by the State’s meat traders since March. The Lucknow Bench of the Allahabad High Court on Friday directed the State government to start issuing fresh licences and no-objection certificates (NOC) to meat traders while also renewing their old licences. The court also rejected the government’s contention that slaughterhouses were not the responsibility of the State and said that the responsibility of constructing slaughter houses was that of the local municipal corporations.



Extradition hearing of Vijay Mallya deferred Crown Prosecution Service to argue India’s case on June 13 Press Trust of India London



The hearing on the issue of embattled Indian tycoon Vijay Mallya’s extradition from the U.K. has been deferred to June 13, Britain’s Crown Prosecution Service has said. The CPS will be arguing on behalf of the Indian authorities when the fugitive businessman’s extradition case comes up for hearing at Westminster Magistrates’ Court in London on June 13. The hearing was earlier scheduled for May 17. “The next hearing is June 13 for a case management hearing,” a CPS spokesperson said yesterday. A four-member joint CBI and Enforcement Directorate team had arrived in Lon-



Vijay Mallya



don earlier this month. “Our aim is to build a strong, infallible case and these meetings will help resolve issues across the table. The CPS will be arguing based on documents provided by the CBI and the ED, therefore a joint team is here to address queries they may have,” official sources had said.



Mr. Mallya, the 61-year-old chief of the erstwhile Kingfisher Airlines who owes over ₹9,000 crore to various Indian banks, has been living in self-imposed exile in Britain since March last year. He was arrested by Scotland Yard last month on fraud allegations, triggering an official extradition process in the British courts. He attended a central London police station for his arrest and was released on conditional bail a few hours later after providing a bail bond worth 650,000 pounds, assuring the court of abiding by all conditions associated with extradition proceedings, such as the surrender of his passport and a ban on him possessing any travel documents.



Three Suresh Pujari aides arrested for extortion The trio targeted business establishments Special Correspondent Mumbai



The Anti Extortion Cell (AEC) of the Mumbai Police Crime Branch on Friday evening arrested three persons who allegedly intimidated businessmen in Thane district. The accused allegedly at the behest of wanted fugitive Suresh Pujari fired shots outside business establishments and demanded money from owners. With the arrest of the trio, the police have claimed to have solved two recent cases of extortion. Crime Branch officials said, the arrests were made following a tip-off that a few members of the Suresh PuCM YK



jari gang would be in Kurla. A team of AEC personnel laid a trap in Kurla (West) and arrested the trio, identified as Rajesh Chauhan (25), Ali Khan (27) and Sudhakar Khristopriya (52). Officers said Chauhan and Khan arrived on two bikes to meet Khritopriya when they were intercepted. The police said they recovered a 7.65 mm pistol, two magazines, eight live rounds and ₹2.5 lakh in cash from the trio. They were taken to the AEC office for questioning. A Crime Branch officer said, “The trio revealed that they worked for Pujari and targeted businessmen in Thane district.



Last month, they entered a wine shop in Ulhasnagar and left a note in Pujari’s name demanding extortion money. They fired a round outside the shop before leaving. On May 7, the trio threatened a hotel owner in Nallasopara in a similar manner.” The bikes used in the offences, a Karizma and a Yamaha, were stolen from Kalyan and Borivali respectively, the police said. The officer said, “Pujari gave orders to Khristopriya and he executed them through Chauhan and Khan. They were arrested in Kurla when they had met to identify new targets”. A ND-ND
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Ravi Venkatesan bridging the gap at Infosys



On April 13, amid a bitter public row between the management and the founders, Infosys appointed independent director Ravi Venkatesan as cochairman. The company’s founders, led by N.R. Narayana Murthy, had questioned certain decisions taken by the board, including CEO Vishal Sikka’s salary hike to $11 million a year from $7 million, severance package to former employees and other corporate governance issues.



Why him? In a move to end the spat, the second largest IT company in India, for the first time in its history, appointed a co-chairman. Mr. Venkatesan was an obvious choice, because he had been on the Infosys board since April 2011 and had made valuable contributions, including charting a strategic path for the growth of the organisation. As a board member, he had also overseen the transformation of Infosys from a founder-led organisation to a professionally run entity. Mr. Venkatesan was on the board of the company before Mr. Sikka was ap-



pointed the first non-founder CEO of Infosys in June 2014. He played a significant role in reducing the friction between the management and the founders. “This is an exciting time for the technology industry and I am delighted to have the opportunity to work more closely with Sesh [Infosys chairman R. Seshasayee] and Vishal and his leadership team in their transformational journey,” Mr. Venkatesan had said earlier.



What is his role? Though there is no specific role defined for a co-chairman in the Companies Act, Mr. Venkatesan is expected to work in a supporting role to Mr. Seshasayee. Mr. Venkatesan will also of-



fer his expertise and insights to help Mr. Sikka in executing the company’s strategy. According to insiders, the cochairman will help enhance board engagement in supporting the management. Since his appointment as CEO, Mr. Sikka has been trying to transform Infosys into a next-generation IT services major with a focus on new technologies, such as artificial intelligence and automation. Mr. Sikka has said his aim is to double Infosys’ revenues to $20 billion by 2020. At a recent press conference, Mr. Sikka admitted that “unanticipated execution challenges and distractions” are partly affecting the company’s performance.



What has been the reaction? The elevation of Mr. Ven-



katesan has not elicited any negative reaction from Mr. Murthy. This indicates the founders welcome the move. With Mr. Venkatesan getting a new role, industry-watchers and investors believe the tussle between the founders and the management will end.



How will he help Infosys? With his experience in corporate leadership, innovation and a deep understanding of the economy, he is expected to bring in several strategic transformations within the organisation. Mr. Venkatesan, who helped global brands Cummins and Microsoft spread their wings in the country, is expected to contribute significantly to help Infosys’ growth strategy. His quick adaptability to the roles offered to him is well-known in the industry. As chairman of Cummins India, he led the transformation of the company into India’s leading provider of engines and power solutions. Soon after his stint in the manufacturing sector, he shifted to the IT industry. As the India chairman of Mi-



crosoft till 2011, he was instrumental in making Microsoft India the secondlargest centre in the world. His book, Conquering the Chaos: Win in India, Win Everywhere, published by Harvard Business Review, gives a ringside view of how companies can do business in India. Through personal experience and indepth interviews with CEOs and senior leaders at dozens of companies, the book tells us how one can tackle political changes, policy uncertainty and corruption, and thrive in India. He spearheaded Microsoft India’s Project Shiksha, a computer literacy programme which has so far trained over 40 million schoolchildren in India. Mr. Venkatesan also helped to set up the Cummins College of Engineering, India’s first engineering college for women, in Pune. With his varied experience, Mr. Venkatesan is expected to act as a bridge between the founders and the board going forward. PRADEESH CHANDRAN
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The lowdown on the directive to RBI on bad loans



WHAT IS IT The Central government has amended the Banking Regulation Act to give more powers to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to fast-track resolution of stressed assets in a time-bound manner. Section 35A of the Act was amended for the purpose, and two Sections were inserted: 35 AA authorises the RBI to issue directions to banks to initiate the insolvency process in case a party has defaulted under the provisions of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016, and 35 AB allows the RBI to issue directions to banks for resolution of stressed assets. The banking regulator has also been allowed to specify one or more authorities or committees to handle bad loans. Stressed assets in the HOW DID IT COME ABOUT banking system, or non-performing assets (NPAs), have reached unacceptably high levels and need urgent attention, the government ordinance to amend the BR Act noted. According to industry estimates, bad loans in the banking sector could be as



high as ₹14 lakh crore. The NPAs in the banking system have gone up sharply in the last couple of years, particularly after the Asset Quality Review of the RBI in December 2015. Following the review, the RBI handed out a list of borrowers to the banks and asked them to classify which of the loans could be termed NPAs. Many public sector banks like Bank of India and IDBI Bank, to name a few, suffered huge losses owing to the exercise. According to RBI data, gross NPA as a percentage of gross advances went up to 9.1% in September 2016 from 5.1% in September 2015. During the same period, stressed assets, which are gross NPA plus standard restructured advances and write-offs, moved up from 11.3% to 12.3% and some estimates suggested it had doubled since 2013. Public sector banks share a disproportionate burden of this stress. Stressed assets in some of the public sector banks have approached or exceeded 20%.



The RBI had announced several schemes in the last two years to resolve the bad loans crisis such as Strategic Debt Restructuring and Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets. However, owing to lack of consensus among bankers in the Joint Lenders’ Forum ( JLF), the schemes could not be implemented. The WHY DOES IT MATTER lenders’ committee or the JLF under a convener was set up to formulate a joint corrective action plan (CAP) for early resolution of the stress in accounts. The banks have always been wary of the deep ‘haircuts’ they may have to take during restructuring of bad loans. When a bank takes a ‘haircut,’ it gives up a part of its claims on a borrower. Bankers were worried that in case a



deep haircut was taken, investigating agencies like the Central Bureau of Investigation would harass them, especially if the borrower could not repay the dues even after restructuring. Now, the RBI and the government are expected to give banks some assurance that they will not be hounded by investigating agencies if something goes wrong, as business decisions do not always yield the desired results. Following the amendment of the Banking Regulation Act, the RBI issued a notification about the lenders (both in number and value) required in the JLF to approve a resolution proposal — to 60% from 75% of lenders by value, and to 50% from 60% of lenders by number.



The move was aimed at reaching consensus quickly. The amendment to the Banking Regulation Act is expected to force banks to take a decision under a strict time frame. However, the devil will be in the detail as the RBI is expected to issue detailed guidelines under what circumstances a loan can be restructured. It is highly unlikely — contrary to what is speculated — that the RBI will take a call on specific accounts on the amount of haircut a bank will take while recasting the debt. In all probability, the RBI will prepare a broad framework, which the banks have to follow. At the same time, it is expected provide some comfort to the banks that bona fide decisions will not be questioned and both the central bank and the government are on board for such a decision. But, at the end of the day, it will be the bankers who will take the final call.



WHAT NEXT



MANOJIT SAHA
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does the Indian Ocean rise and fall?



How is global warming affecting oceans? * There are two broad mechanisms at work. Heat trapped in the atmosphere due to rising sea levels makes water expand and separately, melting ice sheets begin to add water to the world’s oceans. Were you to peruse NASA’s satellite data on the average rise and fall in sea levels, it shows that the seas on average have risen 85 mm since 1993, adding about 3.5 mm annually.



lantic Ocean, the North Indian Ocean is hemmed in on all sides, except an outlet on the southern side. This influences the rate at which heat is absorbed and flushed out from within the system. According to their calculations, heat was moving out slower after 2004 than during the 1990s. Moreover, wind flows, which led to warm water welling up on the Indian Ocean surface, changed directions every decade and probably influenced sea level patterns.



Why is the Indian Ocean peculiar? Since 2004, it has been known that the Indian Ocean has been rising particularly rapidly. However, it turned out that this was specific to a smaller stretch called the North Indian Ocean, which consists of the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and a large part of the Indian Ocean until the 5 degree S latitude. This is an imaginary line cutting through Indonesia, central Africa and Peru. More surprisingly, as a team of oceanographers observed in a report published in the March edition of the peer-reviewed



What does this imply? * This means a rise in average global temperature doesn’t mean a concurrent rise in sea levels everywhere. Every year in the last decade has broken temperature records that have held for over a century but researchers associated with this study are willing to wager that North Indian Ocean levels may see a fall over the next decade (like seen between 1993 and 2004). This points to a need for more research to understand the inherent variability of the Indian Ocean. This could help sharpen monsoon fore-



*



Climate Dynamics, the North Indian Ocean sea levels actually dipped between 1993 and 2004, at about 0.3 mm per year, but after 2004, the rise was 6 mm annually. Such a fluctuating



trend hasn’t been observed for the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean. Why did this happen? * Unlike the Pacific Ocean and the At-



casts and predicting coastal erosion patterns. Better understanding of sea level undulations could also inform future reports by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Does this challenge conventional science? * It doesn’t challenge it but certainly complicates it. Researchers use various models to extrapolate future trends on sea level rise and quantify the risk it poses to coastal populations. Several of these model, however, lack the resolution power to capture the vagaries of local climate and it is assumed that what is true for one sea will broadly apply to the others too. For this study the scientists relied on new data sources--from argo floats and satellite-based measurements — and it indicated numbers at variance from previous measurements, from tide gauges. More micro-level data with improved computing power would mean better local-level forecasts. JACOB KOSHY
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A day in the life: Umbrellas are placed over the statues of the Beatles — Paul McCartney, George Harrison, Ringo Starr and John Lennon — on the waterfront as Liverpool prepares to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the local heroes' iconic album, Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, voted No. 1 on all best-of lists. The Sgt Pepper at 50: Heading for Home festival is on from May 25 to June 16, with 13 events being planned around the album's 13 songs, including the eponymous Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, A Day in the Life, Being for the Beneit of Mr Kite and Strawberry Fields Forever. The Beatles will reissue the groundbreaking album, which was released on June 1, 1967, on May 26 which will include previously unreleased takes of all the songs. On May 20, John Lennon’s black and white drawing of the album cover will be auctioned by Julien's Auctions. The drawing was discovered by owners of the Weybridge house in England where Lennon lived from 1964 to 1968. AP *
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In a Bengal village, 50 years of a movement



CM YK



Posters, leaflets, graffiti — Naxalbari, a nondescript village in north Bengal, is gearing up to celebrate 50 years of a movement, a peasants’ uprising, that inspired other resistance movements in the country. What happened On May 25, 1967, the police opened fire on a farmers’ rally at the tiny hamlet of Prasadujyot in Naxalbari, triggering an armed revolt. Eleven persons, including two children, were killed. Trouble had been brewing from a day earlier when the police entered the village to break a farmers’ protest. In the commotion that followed, a farmer shot an arrow, killing a police officer. Then Home Minister Jyoti Basu ordered police action. The next day, under a giant banyan tree in Prasadujyot, not far from where BJP president Amit Shah recently shared a controversial meal with a tribal family, the police opened fire on a peaceful demonstration. As news of the police firing spread, the peasants, armed with bows and arrows, launched a spontan-



eous agitation culminating in a full-scale armed struggle. What did the protest mean? The peasants refused to hand over the majority of the farm produce to landowners; they not only seized the crop and distributed it but also acquired land by sticking red flags. The movement may have been put down by the administration, but it inspired other movements against wrongs and injustice and forced the government to improve the lot of the agricultural labourers and peasants. The Naxalbari movement split the Communist Party, with the Maoist factions teaming up to launch an armed struggle to overthrow landowners and the State. While the movement could not achieve what it intended to do — a democratic revolution — a process to democratise society was initiated. How did it end? Charu Majumdar was rigid in his view that only a military line would help the



peasants achieve their goals, refusing to adopt the politics of mass lines. This stand isolated the movement from the people in power, as also the masses who were not convinced about the sustainability of such an armed struggle against



the state. However, the movement that was begun by peasants, landless agricultural workers, Dalits, tribals and Nepalis — and attracted the Bengali upper class — was given a theoretical grounding by Charu Majumdar, who later launched the CPI-ML in 1969. On the ground, the movement was led by Jangal Santhal, Kanu Sanyal, Khokon Majumdar, Nimu Singh and Mujibur Rehman to name a few. Women leaders Galeswari Debi, Sabitri Das, Krishnamaya Surgeon and Shanti Munda played a major role too. The movement ended within a few years of the death of Charu Majumdar in police custody in 1972. But Naxalbari merged in spirit with the peasant struggles in Bihar and Telangana in the 1980s and 1990s. In districts in south Chhattisgarh, the military movement has survived till date much on Majumdar’s lines. Security forces are told to be on high alert on May 25 every year. What is the situation today? Nothing much has changed in Naxalbari. It’s still a one-road village. The



biggest recent story — Amit Shah launching the expansion of the BJP in West Bengal at Naxalbari — is on its walls. The rest of the walls are taken up by various Naxalite parties with slogans and graffiti to celebrate Naxalbari Day. Party members are a busy lot. Gaur Baidya, a leader of the CPI Marxist-Leninist-Red Star, supervises what has to be written on the walls. Abhijit Majumdar, a top CPI-ML (Liberation) leader and son of Charu Majumdar, campaigns round the clock, asking people to join in the celebrations. The offices of the various CPI-ML factions are abuzz with members distributing leaflets, setting up social media platforms, painting posters in an effort to re-engage the peasants and the working class with the anniversary celebration. Scholars, civil society groups and activists from across the country are expected to participate in the event, alongside the families of those who died in the uprising. SUVOJIT BAGCHI A ND-ND
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Don’t criminalise the minorities generic suspicion. This much is common knowledge. What we Indians usually do not know is that all the tribes and castes listed as ‘criminal’ by the British shared some definitive non-criminal characteristics. Of these, two were predominant: these were nomadic tribes and they had a strong internal social structure. Hence, the brunt of this colonial legislative definition fell on gypsies and aboriginal tribes which had traditionally moved around as part of their lifestyle, and which had independent laws and rules administered by their own panchayats (or their equivalents). Once this is realised, the nature of these ‘criminal tribes’ is exposed. Their main ‘crime’ was an inability or refusal to accept the settled, propertied order and the supremacy of (Indo-British) civil and criminal codes being imposed on India. This is not to deny the fact that socio-economic pressure might have driven some members of such tribes to break laws — but even there most of the laws being broken seem related to property (pilferage, poaching, trespassing, etc) or the imposed omnipotence of British authority (for instance, when a panchayat imposed its own tribal codes



Tabish Khair is an Indian novelist and academic who teaches in Denmark



I have a beef with unnecessary laws and bans. It has to do with our colonial history. We Indians know of the so-called ‘criminal tribes of India’, legislatively defined and hence effectively created by the British. These were groups that, according to colonial policymakers, practised ‘hereditary’ crime. Therefore, they had to be policed in particularly oppressive ways.



The colonial variant Though they are now called the ‘denotified tribes,’ the legacy of criminality bestowed on them by the British has been difficult to erase and police officers are still known to view them with
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Our governments seem bent upon creating a new crop of ‘criminal tribes’, by imposing laws that are alien to group lifestyles



of conduct on its members). In short, these ‘criminal tribes’ did not simply exist; they were created by legislation that failed to take their socioeconomic lifestyle into account. In cases where there were genuine problems — for instance, something like ‘honour killing’ — the British failed to work with educational and social reforms. Instead, they legislated from a position of power — calling for violent policing — and in



the process turned ordinary tribes into criminal ones. It is almost two centuries now, and we are yet to erase this violent legacy. Worse, various Indian governments — mostly, but not only Bharatiya Janata Party ones — seem bent upon creating a new crop of ‘criminal tribes.’ The easiest way to do so is to impose laws that are alien to group lifestyles and have nothing much to do with maintaining



law and order. Attempts to impose food restrictions on Indians are among this kind of prohibition, as is the ban against alcohol in Bihar (and other States). State-sanctioned vegetarianism, especially in its stronger beef-ban versions, is aimed at Muslims, Christians and the lower castes and aboriginal tribes in particular, all of whom have been and are meat-eating peoples. The alcohol ban in Bihar, justified on the flimsy grounds that it is pro-women, is going to lead to what alcohol bans have always led to, not just in India but also in the U.S. and parts of Europe: distillation of illicit liquor (and deaths as a consequence), the creation of a liquor underworld (remember Al Capone, the most famous of American mafia dons), and the criminalisation of those whose lifestyle includes consumption of alcohol. The beef ban is just as complex. I empathise with the feeling, among many upper-caste Hindus, that the cow, venerated by them, should be protected. Let’s protect the cow, I say too. Let us not worry about the economic consequences of millions of cows shredding the sparse vegetation of our land, and millions of people being denied a



source of nutrition — after all, human starvation is nothing unusual, is it? Let us talk Indians into not eating beef because the cow is our mother, for it gives us milk — as do the goat, the buffalo and the camel, but why split logical hairs? Let’s go for it: let’s convince Indians to not eat beef. But let us not go about it with punitive bans, which criminalise entire groups and allow hoodlums to take the law into their hands and kill people on the mere suspicion of hankering after beef. At least, the British did not have bands of colonials going about and bashing up gypsies for not staying in one place. We have bands of youth doing exactly that: going around and bashing up people on the mere suspicion of harbouring evil intentions towards cows. Not only are we witnessing a forced criminalisation of sections of the minorities with a different socio-economic lifestyle, we are also encouraging the criminal activities of hoodlums who feel that it is fine to take the law into your own hands. Nothing can bode worse for a country than hasty laws that create criminals on both sides of the order/ crime divide.



Let a billion ‘uttam santatis’ bloom



A May day spent in Red Fort



The govt. should scrap MGNREGA and invest the money in ‘garbh sanskar’



Reliving scenes from the tumultuous summer of 1857



is a historian, author and blogger documenting India’s syncretic culture



Last week, on the very day a new entertainment channel was being launched, I was trying to feed my baby. I dipped his baby spoon in the baby bowl and shovelled into his mouth a spoonful of the amorphous white goop that babies eat. He chewed on it for a bit, made a face, and said, “farrago”. When I didn’t react, he shook his head, and looked at me sadly. As I moved closer to wipe his dripping chin, he ejected the entire contents of his mouth into my face, saying once more, “farrago”. I had assumed it was baby talk. But, thanks to the great Shashi Tharoor’s tweeted description of a programme on the aforementioned entertainment channel, I realised, belatedly, that my infant son had been trying to tell me not to feed him “a confused mixture” of banana, dosa, potato and Cerelac.



Anyone who has been on Delhi’s M.G. Road, which runs behind the Red Fort, would have seen a yellowing marble tower set in the fort wall between the Diwan e Khas and Rang Mahal. Once upon a time it had a copper-plated dome and was called the Burj e Tilai, or Golden Tower.



Speaking ‘farrago’ Normal babies start speaking simple words when they are 18-24 months old. This little fellow is all of ten months old. And his first-ever spoken word was not ‘amma’ or ‘appa’ or ‘poda’ but ‘farrago’. A word I didn’t even recognise, despite being a selfproclaimed man of letters. A word no one in our extended family or clan or neighbourhood had ever heard of. So how come his vocabulary is so advanced? You probably know the answer: garbh sanskar. Frankly, I’m appalled at the recent brouhaha over efforts to revive the ancient Indian tradition of garbh sanskar. Some have even branded it as some sort of racist quackery inspired by Nazi Germany. But garbh sanskar, as the website of the organisation promoting it states, “is a scientifically proven fact” and “an amazing way of teaching/educating and bonding with unborn baby in



womb during pregnancy”. Its objective is to produce uttam santati who would help build aSamarth Bharat. The benefits of garbh sanskar are well-documented in the Vedas. To mention just a few: Your uttam santati super-baby would cross development milestones such as crawling, speaking, and opening a Facebook account much sooner than ordinary babies. It would be more creative, less stubborn, and do potty at regular intervals between 9.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. only on weekdays and alternate Saturdays. And, it would fall asleep the minute you want it to. I promise to transfer ₹15 lakh to the savings account of anyone who can point to one thing that’s objectionable in any of this. The science behind garbh sanskar is quite simple. The ether is full of jobless divine souls who are like venture capitalists (or angels) looking for investment opportunities. If you, as a couple, are planning to engage in conjugal activity with some kind of tangible output in mind, you must convince these investor souls to invest in your combined gene pool.



Do your math Trust me, this isn’t as difficult as it sounds. All you need to do is spend three months purifying your sperm (or egg) by eating the right ayurvedic herbs, doing surya namaskar and restricting your carnal engagements to the time prescribed by planetary configurations. In addition, if you can demonstrate sustainable growth in your good



karma at a CAGR of 18%-20% or above, not only would your bursts of coition turn more productive, they would also be more likely to entrap a divine soul, which would, in due course, materialise as a high-performing super-baby.



Eyewitness account I don’t know how many have given it a second glance or ever stopped to wonder at the stories these stones could tell! There was a time when the River Yamuna flowed on the spot where you are driving today. Between the river and the wall of the fort was a sandy bank known as the ‘reti’. I reconstruct the scene on May 11, 1857, with the help of Zahir Dehlvi , a young courtier in the court of the last Mughal emperor, Bahadur Shah Zafar, whose book Dastan-e-Ghadar, Tale of the Mutiny, I have translated into English: “As the day broke the alarm sounded and the rooster crowed/ And in every garden the birds chirped away their lovely songs/ And from the mosque and the monastery sounds of the benedictions emerged/ And the Brahmins went to the temple to invoke the Lord ‘Hari, Hari!’ “Birds with sweet voices are chirping praises of God on the treetops. The parterre gardens are so full of the chirping that one can’t hear oneself speak. The birds are all swaying as if in a state of ecstasy induced by their thoughts of God — it is a strange atmosphere. The redness of dawn is spreading and the Moon is disappearing from the horizon while the colour blue unfurls itself across the sky. “The Ganga Jamuni rays of the Sun are falling on the domes and pinnacles of the Qila-e-Moalla, showing off their bright gold. The golden burj of the



Fine-tuning needed To my mind, there is only one flaw in the super-babies programme. Take my own case, for instance. I am counting on my son to pay off my home loan, sponsor my post-retirement world tour, and finance the publication of my controversial autobiography. Thanks to garbh sanskar, I am certain that he will grow up to be taller, fairer, and, unlike me, intelligent enough to clear IIT-JEE by the age of 13 and become Director (Global Operations) at Goldman Sachs by 21. But there is no guarantee that he won’t quit his job to become a human rights activist, or worse, live in sin with an anti-national. In other words, the baby customisation process needs fine-tuning. I therefore urge the government of India to scrap the MGNREGA and invest the money saved in modernising India’s ‘super-babies’ programme. As for the deluded souls who can’t stop criticising garbh sanskar, I’m sure they either don’t have kids or don’t plan to have them or are such terrible parents that their offspring, once they grow up, would waste no time in despatching them to a geriatric home after diddling them out of their gold, property, and biometrics.
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This tower played a crucial role in the First War of Indian Independence. At dawn on May 11, Bahadur Shah Zafar was sitting in the Musamman Burj, praying when he heard a noise and saw smoke. He was told that some ‘rebel cavalrymen’ (soldiers of the East India Company) from Meerut had rebelled against their officers and come to Delhi. Soon they were under the Musamman Burj. As Dehlvi narrates: “Huzoor Jahanpanah! May you have a long life! You are the emperor of faith and the world, and God Almighty has given you suzerainty over twenty-two provinces. The whole of India is under you and subservient to you. The people of Hindustan are counted as your subjects. This is what has been announced in proclamations till today — Khilqat Khuda ki, Mulk Badshah ka, Hukm Company ka (The Lord’s creation, the emperor’s country, the company’s command). “But now, the British have been empowered to rule us on your orders. So we have come to you as petitioners, hopeful of justice.” baithak is gleaming in the sun. This is Saman Burj, the exclusive sitting room of the Timurid emperor. From the east, it looks like a sun itself when the sun is rising. This burj is octagonal in shape and quite spacious from inside. That’s why it is called Musamman Burj, popularly known as Saman Burj. Badshah Shah Jahan would sit in this jharokha after the dawn prayers and give darshan in this place—that tradition continues till today.”



King’s darshan Early every morning, devotees would come out of the walled city of Shahjahanabad to worship the river goddess and perform a ceremonial bath. Once they were done they would go for jharokha darshan. Prof. Ali Nadeem Rezavi says, “Said to be of ‘Hindu’ origin, jharokha darshan was taken up in right earnest from at least Akbar’s reign. It suited the Mughal theory of sovereignty, which stressed on divine origins of kings. From a number of indigenous sources, one comes to know that a large number of contemporaries considered Akbar as an avatar of Vishnu.” The subjects also had direct access to their ruler and could present petitions to him which were redressed.



Rallying around the emperor The sepoys described their refusal to use cartridges for the new Enfield rifle which was said to be greased with the fat of pig and cow, their subsequent arrest by the British and their breakout from jail. They called out to the emperor to lead them against the British as the Emperor of Hindustan. Bahadur Shah Zafar called the British officers whose writ ran in Delhi in those days and asked, writes Dehlvi: “How has a religious fight reared its head? This is a case of faith and principles. Religious persecution and bigotry is a very bad thing. Many kingdoms have been destroyed by it, and innumerable people have been killed by it. It’s essential that this be sorted out immediately.” The rest is history. The sepoys refused to listen to any amount of reason by the British and despite efforts by the latter to secure the walled city of Shahjahanabad, they swarmed in and captured it, leading to the siege of Delhi, which ended on September 14, with the British forces entering and recapturing Shahjahanabad. In 1858, the rule of East India Company was formally transferred to the British Crown.



Taking pride in our culture The right way of doing so is to show how we contribute to worldwide, historically connected, cultures of humanity



Rajeev Bhargava is a political theorist with the Centre for the Study of Developing societies, New Delhi



Who must have legitimate cultural pride and why? Should humans take pride in their respective cultures? Yes! Why not? All Indians must be proud of the absence of major wars of religion in India, of no significant instance of religious persecution and, at least until the 19th century, no large-scale communal violence. Should we all have pride in each and every aspect of our past and present culture? Of course, not! How can Hindus take pride in socially sanctioned untouchability or the confinement of women to household chores? So there must be a distinction between legitimate and illegitimate cultural pride. And how assertive must we be about CM YK



Appropriate and inappropriate After all, assertive cultural pride is understandable, even justified only when a group is breaking away from prolonged cultural subjugation and humiliation, as was the case in mid-19th century India, when profound distortions were introduced by cultural imperialism in our self-understandings. But already by early 20th century, in the expressions of Vivekananda, Tagore and Gandhi, we see an articulation of legitimate cultural pride that behoves a confident cultural community. What then is the need for such vociferous assertion now? And why invent originality or greatness in the face of all evidence to the contrary, when there is much else to be legitimately proud about? Why have false pride in Pushpak Vimaans or plastic surgery when there are real things, ideas and values in our own cul-



ture to give us profound self-satisfaction? The great Indian epics, Buddha’s and Upanishadic teachings, Panini’s grammar, Aryabhatta, the magnificent Kalidasa, Kabir’s poetry, to take just a few examples. Finally, what precise form must cultural pride assume, particularly in a religiously and culturally plural world? I would put it like this: we are all proud participants in a historically connected, worldwide flow of cultural resources; we too contribute in our own distinctive way to the rich, large, complex and variegated cultures of humanity. Cultural communities must mutually recognise their historically grounded and validated contribution. This collective achievement is not an illusion or exaggeration but very real. Allow me to illustrate. We know that Leo Tolstoy had a profound impact on Mahatma Gandhi. Now Tolstoy, a Russian aristocrat at birth, an army officer in his youth and later, a great writer and thinker, underwent a radical spiritual conversion, culminating in a dramatic renunciation of worldly success, to an ascetic life of non-violence and social service.



power, life in itself is meaningless. His response was to turn away from the material world of pomp and power. The fable was part of Christian hagiography on the lives of saints Barlaam and Josaphat. It spread from Damascus, Baghdad, Greece and Rome throughout western Europe and became a part of medieval Christian consciousness. Its dominant motif was the renunciation of worldly power and wealth by a young prince, Josaphat, who, coming under the influence of a hermit from the Sinai desert, Barlaam, abdicated his throne in order to seek moral and spiritual truth.
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cultural pride? Should we shout from the rooftops that ‘we are the greatest’, always wear our pride on our sleeve, or instead, with humility and calm selfconfidence, allow it to shine through in our actions and achievements?



Apparently, the catalyst for this change was his reading of a Georgian fable which captures human predicament as that of a man running away from a maniacal beast and falling into a well, but who escapes instant death by somehow clinging to a creeper. But alas, the creeper itself is being persistently nibbled at by white (day) and black (night) mice. The man’s death is overdetermined. This story made Tolstoy realise that in the end, despite wealth, fame and



The narrative loop But here is the interesting twist in this Christian story. The prince in the tale woven by Georgian monks from Greek, Latin and Arabic sources was Indian! Georgian Christians received it from Arab Muslims, who had taken it from the Manichees in central Asia, who in turn obtained it from Buddhist sources, for this is the story of none other than Prince Siddhartha Gautama, the Bodhisattva, the future Buddha! In Manichean versions, Bodhisattva became Bodisaf, in Arabic, Yudasaf, in



Georgian, Iodasaph, in Greek, Ioasaph and in Latin, Josaphat! But the story of origins does not stop here. Wilfred Cantwell Smith, a great admirer of India’s religious diversity and founder of the department of world religions at Harvard University, from whom I get this account, goes on to say that the Buddhist story itself may have Jain and ancient Hindu roots. So, a story that originated in India returned to it via Greece, Rome, Baghdad, Georgia and Kiev, through the vehicle of Buddha, Tolstoy and Gandhi. Millions such stories can be found originating in the West Asia, China, Europe or Africa and finding their way to different parts of the world. If this is how things, ideas and values circulate, virtually nothing belongs wholly to any one group. This is why the only right way of expressing cultural pride must be to not claim greatness for oneself but rather for each cultural community to show that it too contributes to worldwide, historically connected cultures of humanity. Deep down, the real subject of cultural pride is invariably a host of interconnected cultural communities! A ND-ND
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CAPSULE



Chennai team unravels a ‘key’ to microbial-resistant infections Study reveals the structures of surface proteins that help the bacteria bind to human host cells



Twins and stem cells Induced pluripotent stem cells made from identical twins studied by researchers were found to have some significant differences. This implies that not all the variation seen in such stem cells has a genetic origin, as identical twins have identical genes. The findings are published in Cell Stem Cell.



People can smell People’s sense of smell could be just as good as dogs, a report in the journal Science states. While the longstanding belief is that humans are capable of detecting about 10,000 different odours, the actual number is closer to one trillion. The main differences may be in sensitivities to different odours.



Threat to African lion A new study, published in Ecography, finds that the seven big cats, such as the sabre toothed tigers, that went extinct during the Little Ice Age did so because of prey species loss. Now the African lion and Sunda clouded leopard are facing a similar threat – prey species loss mainly die to human pressure.



Shubashree Desikan



Bacteria have specific surface proteins which are used for binding to host cells. Scientists at the Centre of Advanced Study in Crystallography and Biophysics, at the University of Madras, have succeeded in characterising such surface proteins of some pathogenic bacteria including Streptococcus agalactiae and Enterococcus faecium. Infection by both of these bacteria can have deadly effects on humans. The studies by the group have also shown that the structure of the surface protein of E. faecium has a special fold which sets it apart from all known categories of protein structure known so far. These results have been published in journals Royal Society of Chemistry Advances and Federation of European Biochemical Society Journal, respectively. The findings can be used to develop drugs to target bacteria that are resistant to treatment with antibiotics.



Lock and key In order to colonise a host cell, bacteria need to attach themselves to the surface of the host using certain surface proteins. The surface protein on the bacterial cell functions as a “key” to the protein on the host cell membrane which acts as a “lock” — that is to say, the former fits snugly into the latter. This linking up by means of the lock and key mechanism is crucial for the infection to proceed. Therefore, drugs may be developed to hinder this process of formation of the link. The crucial thing to know in this case is the structure of the surface proteins of the bacteria, which is what the group works at. The strain S. agalacticae is a



Aquatic animal diseases revisited More new pathogens have been detected K.S. Sudhi



Surprise element: The group has shown that SgrA, the surface protein of E. faecium, has a special fold that ihas so far not been catalogued. TK. PICHUMANI *



Gram positive bacterium that causes life-threatening diseases such as bacterial sepsis and meningitis in newborn babies and several diseases including pneumonia in non-pregnant adults. The group has characterised the structure and binding properties of its surface proteins. But the more exciting discovery is the structure of the SgrA protein of E. faecium. This antibiotic-resistant bacterium causes urinary tract infection and surgical site infections. Catheter-induced infections could also be caused by this strain as its surface protein SgrA is known



to be able to bind to abiotic surfaces, such as polystyrene. “In E. faecium we determined the crystal structure of surface protein SgrA. This protein is one of those critical for bacterial colonisation and biofilm formation on inserted medical devices,” says Prof. Karthe Ponnuraj, who is head of the department and a coauthor.



X-ray diffraction The process involved first cloning and purifying the protein and crystallising it. The structure was discovered by X-ray diffraction. “We had to go to Italy multiple times to



do this as the facility is not available in India. The third time we were able to get the crystal structure,” says Prof. Karthe, referring to the Elettra Sincrotrone facility at Trieste in Italy. To their surprise the team discovered that the structure of SgrA contained a fold that did not fit into the known catalogues of protein structures in the Protein Structure Database. The discovery can be used by drug developers to target these unique surface adhesins and thereby tackle, among others, catheter-related infections.



Traic pollution reaches the Himalayas



The national surveillance programme for aquatic animal diseases in India, one of the largest fish disease surveillance programme implemented in the country, is all set to begin a new phase. A road map proposed for taking the surveillance programme to the next level includes developing disease-free zones and targeted active surveillance for fish pathogens in India. The programme is led by the ICARNational Bureau of Fish Genetic Resources (ICAR-NBFGR), Lucknow; J. K. Jena is the national coordinator. The programme is currently being implemented in 16 States and three Union Territories. There has been significant improvement in the reporting of aquatic animal diseases, the researchers say. As a result, more new pathogens are being detected from the Indian waters. The mass mortality of goldfish in West Bengal in 2014 was confirmed to have been caused by cyprinid herpesvirus-2. The presence of another important pathogen, Enterocytozoon hep-
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Protecting sparrows



Study inds high levels of sulphur in soil along Manali-Leh highway Divya Gandhi



Ice crystal shape Researchers have solved a longstanding puzzle of why ice crystals have a six-sided shape. They find that an ice crystal’s flat side is formed from a slightly larger hexagon consisting of a central water molecule and six others surrounding it. The study is published in Proceedings of National Academy of Sciences.



Whale fossil clue A baleen whale fossil dating 36.4 million years has been found which gives clues about their origin which has not yet been understood fully. The group of baleen whales includes humpbacks and blue whales. This skeleton belongs to the first specimens that emerged after whale ancestors split into two: toothed whales and baleen whales.



India’s notorious traffic pollution is no longer an urban malaise, its impact is now being felt 4,000 metres above sea level, in the Himalayas. Geologists have found high levels of sulphur from diesel emissions along the Manali-Leh highway that snakes through the northwestern Himalayas. Soil samples from four sites along the 480 km highway were tested for 10 heavy metals and sulphur among other chemicals. While the good news is that heavy metal contamination was found to be low, the soil had significantly high levels of sulphur (490–2033 ppm), which the scientists attribute to diesel exhaust from heavy traffic on this mountainous road. Indian diesel contains some of the highest concentrations of sulphur in the world and an estimated 70% of automobiles running on Indian roads use diesel, “and the Himalaya are no exception,” says the paper published in the latest issue of science journal Archives of Environmental Contamination and Toxic-



Keep fit for young cells It appears that exercise can achieve what anti-ageing creams cannot – rejuvenate your cells. A study published in Preventive Medicine finds that those who exercise regularly have longer telomeres – caps that cover the ends of the chromosomes. Everytime a cell replicates, a little bit of the telomeres are lost: The older the cell, the shorter the telomeres. Telomeres have a direct correlation with age and are like our biological clocks. Brigham Young University professor Larry Tucker, author of the paper, found that adults who exercise regularly have telomeres with a biological advantage of nine years over those who lead sedentary lives and an advantage of seven years over those who exercised moderately. The study classified 30 to 40 minutes of running five days a week as highly active.
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ology. Approximately 50,000 vehicles run on this highway every year, most of which use diesel. While the majority of these vehicles transport fuel and supplies to Indian army outposts, an increasing proportion ferries tourists, the paper says. “The remote Himalaya of north-



NASA not taking humans on irst light of new rocket Feasibility studies rule out the idea Indo-Asian News Service



ODD & END



In peril: Diesel emissions from vehicles driving along the Manali-Leh highway that snakes through the northwestern Himalayas are high in sulphur content. PTI



NASA has dropped the idea of putting astronauts aboard the first integrated flight of the Space Launch System rocket and Orion spacecraft - Exploration Mission-1 (EM-1). This is the first in a broad series of exploration missions that plans to take humans to deep space, and eventually to Mars. NASA’s original plan was to launch the test flight without crew, but in February, reportedly at the request of the Donald Trump administration, NASA began an effort looking at the feasibility of putting crew aboard EM-1. “After weighing the data and assessing all implications, the agency will continue pursuing the original plan for the first launch, as a rigorous flight test of the integrated systems without crew,” NASA said in a statement on Saturday. However, engineers will apply insights gained from the effort to the first flight test and the integrated sys-



tems to strengthen the longterm push to extend human presence deeper into the solar system. NASA determined it is technically capable of launching crew on EM-1, but after evaluating cost, risk and technical factors in a project of this magnitude, it would be difficult to accommodate changes needed to add crew at this point in mission planning. The effort confirmed that the baseline plan to fly EM-1 without crew is still the best approach to enable humans to move sustainably beyond a low-Earth orbit. “We appreciate the opportunity to evaluate the possibility of this crewed flight,” NASA acting Administrator Robert Lightfoot said. “The bipartisan support of Congress and the President for our efforts to send astronauts deeper into the solar system than we have ever gone before is valued and does not go unnoticed. Presidential support for space has been strong,” Lightfoot added.



western India is not pristine,” and diesel-run vehicles “have started to have a measurable impact” on soils along the highway, it adds. The authors caution that the accumulation of sulphur can cause soil acidification, “that would render the already small amounts of arable lands in the area unpro-



ductive.” Excessive sulphur can, besides, be toxic to humans and animals. “We measured incredibly high amounts of sulfur close to the highway. Some of those values are the highest ever reported in the literature and were likely connected to truck traffic,” said co-author Brooke Crowley, an assistant professor of geology and anthropology, University of Cincinnati. “At first glance, it’s easy to consider the region to be a pretty pristine place. But there are environmental impacts from humans.” With the likely increase of exhaust and sulphur in this region in the future, the paper recommends periodic monitoring of contaminant accumulation and human health along the Manali-Leh Highway and similarly remote areas around the world. “There is no doubt that increasing economic development will put more stress on environments all over the world, remote or not,” said lead author, Rajarshi Dasgupta, graduate student at the Department of Geology, University of Cincinnati.



atopenaei, was reported for the first time from the shrimp species Litopenaeus vannamei and infection caused by Perkinsus olseni were reported in Asian Green Mussel, a new host. The information gathered from the ground is being compiled in a national aquatic animal disease database, which is maintained by the National Institute of Veterinary Epidemiology and Disease Informatics, Bengaluru. The focus of the programme is on strengthening the “passive surveillance system in the country,” and to improve disease reporting by farmers and state fisheries officers, explained Kuldeep K. Lal, Director of NBFGR. Around 1,100 farms in as many as 110 districts across the country are being monitored regularly. Diagnostic capabilities for major OIE (World Organisation for Animal Health)-listed diseases of finfish, crustaceans and molluscs were developed under the surveillance programme and capability for diagnosis of emerging pathogens is also being continuously upgraded in the 16 States and three Union Territories.



How will a reducing sparrow population affect ecological balance? ■ T.S. Karthik, Chennai



Each and every organism in this universe has its own role to play in the ecosystem. Each one of them is a part of the food chain and the ecosystem balance is disturbed when any link in a food chain is broken, that is, when a species in the chain becomes extinct. House sparrow (Passer domesticus) is no exception as these form an important component of natural food chain and food webs. These are also considered indicators of environmental health. Sparrows feed on seeds of grains and weeds and help in maintaining nature’s balance. They feed on insects as well which are pests to plants and keep their population under check. Otherwise, these insects would have driven the plants to extinction. They do take part in disbursement of seeds to far-off places and help in survival of the producers of the ecosystem. They also feed on leftover foods of humans and help in



maintaining cleanliness. As food for secondary consumers such as eagles, they play a role in maintaining the ecosystem. But, the pathetic situation is that their declining trend led them to be categorised under ‘Least Concern’ in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. ■ Dr. Murugan Annappan, V.O. Chidambaram College, Thoothukudi



This week’s questions Does the electric motor in a fan or air-conditioner produce ozone. Is it categorised as good or bad ozone ? ■ Sunil Thomas



We have heard about messenger pigeons. Did these really exist and how did the system work? ■ Ankyyta Sarda, Nagaur, Rajasthan



Can a wall containing a spider (in its web), lizards and other insects which are attracted towards the light be called an ecosystem? ■ Diwakar Soni Readers can send their questions/ answers to [email protected]



Dogs are biggest predators of livestock in Trans-Himalayan regions Free-ranging dogs caused 64% of the livestock deaths, much more than even snow leopards R. Prasad



Dogs might be man’s best friends but they also turn out to be livestock’s biggest predators, at least in the Trans Himalayas. In the Upper Spiti landscape of the Trans-Himalayan region of India, of the 340 animals killed by predators in 2013 across 25 villages, free-ranging dogs (which move about freely in the landscape) were responsible for nearly 64% of livestock deaths, much more than snow leopards (that killed about 29%). Even the livestock deaths attrib- Prime targets: The dogs predominantly kill small-bodied livestock such as uted to wolves might indeed be at- sheep, goat and sometimes, medium sized ones such as donkeys. KESANG CHUNIT tributed to dogs as there are very few wolves in the area. vironment (ATREE), Bengaluru, and out to be bigger predators than snow While dogs predominantly killed Nature Conservation Foundation. leopard could partly be explained by small-bodied livestock (sheep and the naivety exhibited by livestock goats) and a few medium-sized anim- Livestock size and familiarity of the predators als such as donkeys, snow leopards Chandrima Home from ATREE and (dogs). As a result, the sheep and killed larger animals such as horses the first author of the paper wanted goats did not display the same kind and yaks. Even from the financial to test if livestock depredation was of anti-predator response towards point of view, dogs caused more eco- due to abundance of dogs in a place dogs as they would do to wild predatnomic loss per year to people than or if it was livestock population that ory animals. That explains why snow leopards. determined predation. “We found sheep and goats accounted for 80% The results of a study based on an dogs responded strongly to livestock of the kills by dogs. interview survey were published in abundance and support the prey “The small-bodied livestock numthe journal Ambio. The study was abundance hypothesis,” says Ms. bers are reducing and the large-bodied livestock is showing an increasing jointly carried out by Ashoka Trust Home. for Research in Ecology and the EnThe main reason why dogs turned trend,” she says. With continued *



predation of livestock, there has also been a decline in the population of sheep and goat during the last five years. One village has stopped keeping small-bodied livestock since 2013 due to increased frequency of depredation by dogs. There have also been instances when dogs have killed calves of larger-bodies animals. Such attacks may increase in future as the number of sheep and goats keep reducing.



Compensation According to the paper, compensation is paid only for livestock killed by wild animals and not by dogs. Of the 25 villages studied, two villages generated a huge volume of daily organic waste leading to an increase in the number of dogs. Totally, the researchers identified about 570 dogs in the 25 villages. “But only a subset of dogs predate on livestock and these dogs move from one village to another,” Ms. Home clarifies. According to a 2017 paper in the journal Biological Conservation, domestic dogs have contributed to 11 vertebrate extinctions and are a known or potential threat to at least 188 threatened species worldwide. A ND-ND
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Can doctors judge quality of medicines? Doctors’ objections to prescribing medicines by generic names ly in the face of a recent report on substandard drugs



jyotsna singh



I



Insights into HIV infection Scientists report that directly targeting a protein under investigation as an HIV-1 therapy can help prevent the virus from “hijacking” the immune system. This insight may help achieve better longGetty Images/ISTOCK PHOTO term control of the virus, allowing researchers to improve standard-of-care HIV antiretroviral treatment (ART) approaches, which are required for life. Although HIV-1 is a chronic illness, early events of infection are critical to understanding the disease’s progression. A key site for viral pathogenesis during infection is gut-associated tissue, which is believed to provide the largest pool of CD4+ T cells in the body — primary targets of HIV-1 replication. Previous studies have shown that combining ART with antibodies directed towards alpha 4beta7 (a cell surface marker expressed by resident intestinal CD4+ T cells) in macaque models of simian immunodeiciency virus (SIV) drastically reduced HIV-1 levels, an efect that was sustained even after ART withdrawal.



Air temperature linked to gestational diabetes Outdoor air temperature has a direct link to the risk of gestational diabetes, with a 6% to 9% relative increase in the risk of diabetes for every 10°C Getty Images/iStockphoto increase in temperature, according to a study published in the Canadian Medical Association Journal. The Canada-centric study looked at 5,55,911 births among 3,96,828 women living in the Greater Toronto area over a 12-year period (2002 to 2014). The average age of mothers when giving birth was 31 years, and almost half of all births were to women born outside of Canada. Researchers said that emerging science, about how humans make diferent kinds of fat, holds a clue to understanding the indings.



Survey on substandard drugs As the debate about affordable medicines gets upstaged by drug safety, it is instructive to look at the



A prescription: “A one-time drug survey might not be enough. India needs regular surveys and longitudinal studies to weed out substandard medicines from government and retail shops.” GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO *



findings of a recent report on substandard and spurious drugs by the National Institute of Biologicals for the Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation. Released in late February, the report established that branded medicines are in no way assurance of quality. The report, based on a one-of-akind drug survey conducted from 2014-2016 and in which 47,954 samples of drugs were collected from across the country and put to test, revealed that while only 13 samples (0.024%) were spurious, as many as 1,850 samples (3.16%) were substandard. It also showed



that while in retail outlets 3% of the medicines were substandard, in government pharmacies the figure was a staggering 10%. As many as 26 out of 46 samples (56.52%) from the Maharashtra facility of pharmaceutical giant Pfizer Limited were found to be substandard in the survey. “Pfizer is a big name in the industry. If so many of their medicines are substandard, then it shows that big brands are no guarantee of good quality,” says S. Srinivasan of All India Drug Action Network. Moved by the evidence from this report, the Health Ministry has



Need for constant monitoring Experts maintain that the government, along with the World Health Organization (WHO), must push drug companies to comply with the latter’s good manufacturing practices. “The survey is timely



The heroes of drug development



Ebola resurfaces



ach year, May 20 is celebrated as International Clinical Trials Day to mark the day when the world’s first controlled clinical trial was conducted. This year, the Indian Society for Clinchirag trivedi ical Research (ISCR) has retained its theme of ‘Patients First’ for International Clinical Trials Day 2017. The theme acknowledges the selfless contribution of clinical trial patients in bringing new drugs and new treatment to the market and is also a dedication to patients who are still waiting in hope of a better quality of life made possible through new treatment. No drug that we consume today would have been possible without a clinical trial and patients who participated in them, and it is imperative that we acknowledge the invaluable role these patients have played for over 200 years.



E



Chest pain patients in the emergency department whose attending emergency physicians received lab results delivered direct to their smartphones, spent about 26 minutes Getty Images/iStockphoto less waiting to be discharged than patients whose lab results were delivered to the electronic patient record on the hospital computer system. The results of a randomised, controlled trial of a quality improvement initiative were published online in the Annals of Emergency Medicine. Patients who come to the emergency department with chest pain had blood drawn to test for troponin levels, which, if elevated, indicate a heart attack. In this study, the overall median interval from inal troponin results to discharge decision was 79.7 minutes. For the control group (no smartphone), it was 94.3 minutes and for the intervention group (smartphone) it was 68.5 minutes. The diference of 25.8 minutes is “statistically signiicant.” The total emergency department length of stay was 345 minutes in the control group and 328 minutes in the intervention group.



3-D printed lung mimics the real thing



According to a meta-analysis of three randomised controlled trials, zinc acetate lozenges may increase the rate of recovery from the common cold threefold. On the ifth day, 70% of the Getty Images/iStockphoto zinc lozenge patients had recovered compared with 27% of the placebo patients. The efect of zinc acetate lozenges was not modiied by age, sex, race, allergy, smoking, or baseline common cold severity. Therefore the threefold increase in the recovery rate from common cold may be widely applicable. The dose of zinc in the three studies was between 80 to 92 mg/day.



DEMYSTIFYING SCIENCE What are fire streaks? At very high energies, the collision of massive atomic nuclei in an accelerator generates hundreds or even thousands of particles that undergo numerous interactions. At the Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences in Kraków, Poland, it has been shown that the course of this complex process can be represented by a surprisingly simple model: extremely hot matter moves away from the impact point, stretching along the original light path in streaks. The further the streak is from the plane of the collision, the greater its velocity. When two massive atomic nuclei collide at high energies, the most exotic form of matter is formed: the quark-gluon plasma behaving like a perfect luid. The theoretical considerations of physicists from the Polish institute show that after impact, the plasma forms into streaks along the direction of impact, moving faster the further away it moves from the collision axis. Collisions of atomic nuclei occur extremely rapidly and at distances of merely hundreds of femtometres (i.e. hundreds of millionths of one-billionth of a metre). The physical conditions are exceptionally sophisticated and direct observation of the phenomenon is not currently possible. The Kraków ire streak model provides new information on the expansion of quarkgluon plasma in high-energy collisions of massive atomic nuclei. — Eurekalert



CM YK



Lab-conirmed: The World Health Organization has declared an Ebola outbreak in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Africa. Of the nine people suspected to have contracted the deadly virus, three have died, with one case conirmed through tests at the national laboratory in the capital Kinshasa. More than 11,000 people died in the Ebola outbreak in West Africa in 2014-2015, mainly in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia. The last outbreak in the DRC was in 2014 and killed more than 40 people. The region afected lies 1,300 km north-east of Kinshasa, close to the border with the Central African Republic. While this outbreak will be worrying for communities in this remote part of the DRC, health workers say the country is experienced in ighting the virus. Experts say an experimental vaccine could be used if needed. A ile picture of an Ebola treatment centre, in Macenta, Guinea. AFP *



The future of white gold Gene tweaking in local cattle breeds can improve milk quality in India “A key development has been our ability to introduce the necessary genes into the local breeds, without the necessity to cross-breed, which is relatively more uncontrolled,” Dr. Kumar told Research Matters.



Jacob Koshy



ast October, the government announced a major initiative to improve the milk productivity of Indian cows. The Department of Biotechnology (DBT) said it would embark on a yearlong project to map and analyse the genomes of at least 40 local breeds of cattle. India is the world’s largest producer of milk, partly due to importing European cows and crossbreeding them with local varieties as well as having a successful decades-long programme to source milk from small farmers through cooperatives. However, milk productivity in India, which ranges from 2-4 kg a day, is much lower than the 25-38 kg a day yielded by cattle in the United States, Europe or Israel. DBT officials told The Hindu that the National Institute of Animal Biotechnology in Hyderabad — a DBTfunded organisation — would sequence the genetic structure of several strains of cattle and then take steps to ensure that these cattle were bred and popularised.



L



Focus on local breeds One reason for heightened interest in the milk of local breeds is a raft of research



GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO



Zinc acetate quickens cold recovery



Jyotsna Singh is a Delhi-based freelance journalist, writing on public health and policy
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Smartphones speed up hospital discharge



New lung “organoids”— tiny 3-D structures that mimic features of a full-sized lung — have been created from human pluripotent stem cells by Getty Images/iStockphoto researchers at Columbia University Medical Center, New York, U.S. The team used the organoids to generate models of human lung diseases in a lab dish, which could be used to advance understanding of a variety of respiratory diseases. A paper detailing the discovery was published in the April 24 online issue of Nature Cell Biology. By reproducing an organ in a dish, researchers hope to develop better models of human diseases, and ind new ways of testing drugs and regenerating damaged tissue. To demonstrate their functionality, the researchers showed that the organoids reacted in much the same way as a real lung does when infected with respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), which has no vaccine or efective antiviral therapy.



and is in line with the experience of treatment providers suggesting that substandard medicines — genuine drugs that fail to meet standards for quality, strength, purity or packaging — are a much bigger problem in the developing world including India and that measures to address substandard drugs are important to protect public health and patients. The capacity of the State FDAs [Food and Drug Authorities] to start performing technical evaluation before new manufacturers of older medicines are licensed, and actively identify and remove substandard drugs from the supply chain,” says Leena Menghaney, a lawyer working on access to medicines. A one-time drug survey might not be enough. The country needs regular surveys and longitudinal studies to weed out substandard medicines from government as well as retail shops. “Regular and periodic sampling of these drugs is a must with provision for urgent analysis and follow-up action within a prescribed time limit. Periodic inspection of the suppliers is also necessary,” says M. Bhaskaran, former Drugs Controller of Tamil Nadu. While the debate about drug safety and generic prescription of drugs is polarised, all stakeholders admit that the Prime Minister’s announcement has opened a discussion about affordable medicines that was the need of the hour.



that implicates a protein — called A1 beta-casein and found in the milk of several European breeds — being linked to a risk of diabetes, ischemic disease and heart disease. Cattle that lack the A1 gene are categorised as A2. A1 and A2 beta-casein are genetic variants of the betacasein milk protein that differ by a single amino acid. The A1 beta-casein type is the most common type found in cow’s milk in Europe (excluding France), the U.S., Australia and New Zealand. A controversial company, called the A2 Corporation (and now renamed the A2 Milk Company), patented and marketed a test that purportedly checked if a cow was likely to give A2 or A1-laced milk.



While commercial breeds in India are dominantly A1, there are several indigenous breeds that may have the safer A2 genes that lead to milk free of A1 proteins. However, scientists now say that techniques are round the corner that can potentially ‘silence’ A1 genes. Genome editing software such as CRISPR-Cas9 can be used to achieve this. Dr. Bruce Whitelaw’s group from the Roslin Institute (University of Edinburgh), and Dr. Satish Kumar, chief scientist at the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad, have recently published a review on some of the solutions that researchers have developed over the years using tools of genetic engineering.



Improving milk Another instance where genes could be tweaked to improve milk, according to Dr. Kumar, is to remove sources of allergies from milk. Beta-lactoglobulin is a protein in cow’s milk that triggers an allergic reaction in many infants. However, in 2014, a group of researchers at the University of Vienna discovered that it was the absence of iron in betalactoglobulin which led to allergies. That means that if there were ways to set off another set of genes to produce iron, cow’s milk would be palatable to many more children. Genes could also be tweaked to increase the protein content of milk and tinker with their structure to make them last longer without spoiling and be more resistant to bacterial degradation.



Misconceptions Unfortunately, while there has been a positive shift in people’s attitudes and perceptions about clinical trials, there is still some unsubstantiated negativism and misconceptions related to them. It is a misnomer that many patients die in clinical trials. Much of the data reported on adverse events in a clinical trial does not make a clear distinction between the death of a patient in a clinical trial and the death of a patient due to a clinical trial. The death of a patient in a clinical trial could be because of a natural progression of the disease he or she is suffering from, a new illness he or she may develop, age-related disorders, or a complication totally unrelated such as an accident. All deaths occurring during a clinical trial, whether related or not to the clinical trial, are reported to the regulatory authorities and are thoroughly analysed by a government-appointed medical expert committee. For clinical trial-related injuries/deaths, regulations mandate providing free It must be medical management for highlighted that such injury and compenscontrary to ation to the patient/relatcommon ive as per the defined forperception, there mula. is no money to be It must also be highlighted that contrary to made in clinical common perception, trials. there is no money to be made in clinical trials. In Phase II-IV studies, participants are reimbursed for expenses incurred in participating in a trial and provided free medical care and treatment but the Indian Good Clinical Practice Guidelines clearly state that payments should not be so large or the medical services so extensive so as to act as an inducement for a patient to take part in a study against their better judgement. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCK



AROUND THE WORLD



n a surprise move on April 17, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced that his government will soon make it mandatory for doctors to prescribe medicines by generic names. The decision was to ensure drug prices remain affordable and patients get a wider bouquet of options instead of being forced to purchase a particular brand. Within days, the Medical Council of India (MCI), apex regulator of the sector, issued a notice reminding doctors that according to a 2016 amendment to the Indian Medical Council (Professional Conduct, Etiquette and Ethics) Regulations, 2002, they are supposed to prescribe drugs with generic names. Doctors reacted sharply, insisting that branding of drugs assured them on quality. The Indian Medical Association (IMA) issued a statement: “The judgment to choose a rational drug and its format vests only with the Registered Medical Practitioners. This right of the medical profession is sacrosanct."



initiated action against defaulting pharmaceutical companies. “We have sent notices to drug manufacturers whose products have been found substandard. Some companies have already surrendered licences,” says K.L. Sharma, Joint Secretary, Health Ministry. The ministry refused to give details of companies which have been issued notices or have surrendered licences. Apart from Pfizer, several other famous brands might receive flak from the ministry. Twenty-three samples of Cipla Limited from different manufacturing units across India were found to be substandard in the survey. Dr. Reddy’s Laboratories Ltd. had nine substandard samples, while Zydus Healthcare Limited had six. All six out of six samples of generics major Mercury Laboratories Limited from Gujarat were substandard. Pfizer’s spokesperson maintains only two of their samples were found substandard and that upon independent analysis, both were found to be of standard quality. “We are engaging with the government on this report to better understand the details of the alleged NSQ [substandard] samples, testing protocols and methodologies while also responding with these facts.”



< >



Guidelines on safety Patient safety is of utmost importance in any clinical trial and efforts have been on over the past few years to make the guidelines more stringent so that patient safety, rights and well-being are protected. For instance, the Informed Consent Process is now required to be recorded on video. There are clear guidelines and processes for reporting adverse events as also for determining compensation which was much needed as there was a lot of ambiguity around compensation. India has 17% of the world’s population, 20% of the global disease burden and, yet, less than 1.4% of global trials take place in India. If anything we need more clinical trials in India to develop drugs for the huge unmet medical needs of our Indian patients…so we can bring the focus back to patients for whom they matter most. Chirag Trivedi is President of The Indian Society for Clinical Research



[email protected] A ND-ND
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A clash of cultures and a history of ideas



BOOK SHELF



A philosopher leans on two greats to ofer an inclusive and spiritual view of civilisation to stop its descent into a ‘thoughtless existence’ clearly aware, “that in spite of its boasted love of freedom, it has produced worse forms of slavery than ever was current in earlier societies.”



Uday Balakrishnan



R



amin Jahanbegloo is a philosopher of Iranian origin, a pacifist Gandhi would have approved of, and a free thinker Tagore would have embraced. He endured a short but unnerving spell of solitary confinement, as an enemy of the state, in an Iranian prison in 2006, before returning to peripatetic security outside his country of birth. Jahanbegloo now heads the Mahatma Gandhi Centre for Peace Studies at the Jindal Global Law School in India. I met him briefly nearly a decade back in Budapest, following his spirited defence of ‘Democracy and Non-violence,’ in a talk at the Central European University in September 2007, delivered with high passion and deep feeling. In the years since, I had lost track of him until now, when his small and profound, yet dense-as-rye-bread work, The Decline of Civilization, landed on my desk. Jahanbegloo’s book is a short but very detailed account of how the term civilisation emerged and evolved from early Greek times. He gives us a grand tour of the term and the intellectual effort that went into refining it, deploying Eliot and Pound as well as Kant, Hegel, Gramsci and Freud among several others, to buttress his points. He also devotes a full chapter to decivilising – which he defines as a state of ‘thoughtless existence,’ degrading humanity by robbing it of its self-esteem, and divesting individuals of their capacity for empathy as a tool for the recognition of the 'Other'.



The West against the Rest Civilisation as it evolved in the



■



The Decline of Civilization Ramin Jahanbegloo Aleph Rs 399



West, Jahanbegloo tells us, innocuously referred to “advancements in comfort, increased material possessions and personal luxuries, improved educational techniques, cultivation of the arts and sciences, and the expansion of commerce and industry.” But it also was from the start “employed as a normative concept to compare the greatness of one nation or one continent with the failure and backwardness of others.” It is of particular relevance that the West, which came to dominate the modern world, economically and politically, considered itself ‘superiorly’ civilised compared to the rest. An assumed air of preeminence backed by overwhelming force, gave it the heft as well as the audacity to attempt to ‘civilise’ the rest of the world which it considered savage and primitive. This contributed greatly to generating the specious moral justification for the West’s violent imperial ways across the world. Surprisingly, the duplicity that went with imperialism was widely recognised early on in the West itself, thanks to the likes of Edmund Burke who took on Warren Hast-



Idea of India: Tagore’s words and Gandhi’s Hind Swaraj must be revisited.



ings and General John Burgoyne who went after Clive, for gross abuse of authority and spectacular corruption in India. There were the writers too. The protagonist in Mario Vargas Llosa’s Storyteller, Saul Zuratas, is indignant at the ethnologists, accusing them of taking off from where the missionaries had left off, spearheading the efforts to “wipe out the Indians”. Then there is Joseph Conrad who exposed the West’s “imperial mission” in all its ugliness in Heart of Darkness.: “The conquest of the earth, which mostly means the taking it away from those who have a different complexion or slightly flatter noses than ourselves, is not a pretty thing when you look into it too much.” Jahanbegloo would have done well to also highlight that civilisations can reform and become



U



The return of nature “It cannot be denied that the non-human world has begun to assert its equal rights as visible recently in the landmark judgment by the Uttrakhand High Court declaring the rivers Ganga and Yamuna as ‘legal persons’.” Picture shows a ragpicker rowing on the Yamuna river in New Delhi as migatory birds ly. AFP *



animals, humans do not consider themselves as members of a particular species. It is for this reason that the ‘I’ and ‘you’separation brings about conflict or mutuality: "We understand ourselves in the first person, and because of this we address our remarks, actions and emotions not to the bodies of other people but to the words and looks that originate on the subjective horizon where they alone can stand." Self-consciousness becomes the prime factor dictating to humans how they should live. The I-You confrontation points to the presence of a dialogue through which we become proficient at asking questions and giving answers. Scruton goes on to underscore the existence of a world where all is organised by language through which we deal with one another. And if this is a reality, "then there is something left for philosophy to do, by way of making sense of the human condition." Scruton, a believer in conservatism, opposes liberalism as a philosophy of the self-possessed free to choose their ideological or material affiliations. Conservatives, on the other hand, are creatures with social roots that enforce responsibilities and duties. Within liberal thinking Scruton says the scientific approach is fallible on the ground and that it does not examine the emotional aspect of humans. Moreover, he holds libertarianism as



The Fate of the West: The Battle to Save the World's Most Successful Political Idea Bill Emmott Economist Rs 1,245



Former Economist editor lays out the changes the West must make to revive itself in the moment and avoid a deathly rigid future. He argues that while upholding their prosperity and security, States in the West need to be porous, open and lexible.



■



Witness Tree Lynda V Mapes Bloomsbury Rs 1,899



This is an intimate look at the life of a majestic 100-yearold oak tree through four seasons, and the reality of global climate change it reveals. For instance, it's leaing out earlier, and dropping its leaves later as the climate warms.



A celebration of Test cricket in the time of IPL K.C. Vijaya Kumar



he nation’s leading cricketers besotted with their annual summer fix, the Indian Premier League, are tumbling around the country. In this age of instant joy, a book on Tests that shaped India’s progress as a cricketing nation, may seem to be an anachronism. However, writers S. Giridhar and V.J. Raghunath, both 'cricket-tragics' obsessed with the sport, have picked the gauntlet and penned a lovely tome From Mumbai to Durban: India’s Greatest Tests. Their narrative aptly reflects how India gradually emerged as the number one team over the years, from baby steps after Independence to the assured gait now. The book isn’t only a chronology of triumphs, it also sheds light on draws that reflected steel, showcasing the nerve-shredding tie between Kapil Dev’s men and Allan Border’s troops in Madras (now Chennai) in 1986. The essay on that epochal contest starts with a nugget: “Kapil announced after this match, ‘I felt like going to the beach, stand on



T



Shelley Walia



CM YK



ures, Gandhi and Tagore. He feels that their more inclusive and spiritual understanding of civilisation distinguishes it from its western variant. As he elaborates, “from the Gandhian philosophical standpoint, civilisation is not only a matter of economic or technological progress or a process towards the creation of a modern state, but an opportunity to enter a bigger dimension that transcends the predominant characteristics of modern civilisation like power, ego, greed and authority.” Tagore believed that India needed the West as much as the West required India and asserted that, “we must accept truth when it comes from the West and not hesitate to render it our tribute of admiration.” However, as Jahanbegloo brings out, Tagore was no uncritical admirer of the West,



■



Romancing the willow



In defense of our uniqueness, a writer argues that the distinctiveness of human nature lies in the fact that it is not merely biological



Embedded qualities If this is the case, humans possess the capacity to take cooperative non-violent action and resolve issues that bring conflict, disparity and suffering in the world. Humans are therefore accomplished in "adjusting to the demands that assail us from every side." However, unlike



THE HINDU ARCHIVES



more humane and more inclusive. Across western societies, there were movements that sought to eliminate the most egregious wrongs that were perpetrated on unfortunate people unable to resist western resolve and power. Here it is useful to recall Burke’s fervent plea to the British, to be “the refuge of afflicted nations,” and to “stand a sacred temple, for the perpetual residence of an inviolable justice.” The abolition of the slave trade was the result of deep disquiet of an obvious cruelty practised on a mass scale and the U.S. civil war, as we all know, was famously fought on Lincoln’s stand that “this government cannot endure permanently half slave and half free.” Jahanbegloo’s short work doubles up as a tribute to two of modern India’s most famous fig-



Not a blank slate Human nature is complex. Even if we do have inclinations toward violence, we also have inclination to empathy, to cooperation, to self-control. Steven Pinker nlike animals, humans do not tread the same path. We are animals and not quite so. Roger Scruton maintains “that quite clearly, although we are animals, bound in the web of causality that joins us to the zoosphere, we are not just animals.” It is clear that killing an innocent man is legally and morally culpable whereas killing a tapeworm is not. Surely a tapeworm is neither innocent nor guilty. Such characteristics do not apply to the non-human. The distinctiveness of human nature lies in the fact that it is not merely biological; the very foundations of our moral, legal, artistic and spiritual traditions bestow on us rights over the sovereignty of our beings and the option to enslave other fellows.Concluding from this argument that humans are not mere things but persons distinct from nature, Scruton believes that this could be the prime question that all philosophy seeks to answer but surely not in religious terms. Fundamentally, the secular view can be seen in the philosophy of Sartre and Merleau-Ponty and Emmanuel Levin who take up the face of man as a sign of human distinctness as apparent in the very intentions and interrogative gestures or in changing facial expressions. The face becomes the soul of the body as argued by Wittgenstein: “Human beings live in mutual accountability, each answerable to the other and each the object of judgment.” The eyes of others address us with an unavoidable question, the question “why?” On this fact is built the edifice of rights and duties. And this, in the end, is what our freedom consists of — the “responsibility to account for what we do.”



*



‘The threatening Other’ Jahanbegloo is particularly scathing in criticising the ‘us /them binary,’ stating that, in The Clash of Civilisations Samuel Huntington talks about how Islam is shown ‘as the threatening Other.’ This a point that Romila Thapar concurs with in her introduction: “The Islamic world has been described as the source of international terror, forgetting the terror that has been created by other agencies of superior civilisations both in the past and the present.” On this, we can agree with Thapar and Jahanbegloo, but only up to a point. We do need to take a much more forthright stand on the kind of terrorism that is blighting the world in the name of Islam, destroying the very ‘capacity for empathy’ which Jahanbegloo correctly insists is, “one of the fundamental pillars of human civilisation characterised by its aptitude for rational thought.” Jahanbegloo’s failure to bring the greatest contemporary Indian philosopher, Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, into the discussion sticks out. While standing for an inclusive definition of civilisation, Radhakrishnan was no less critical of the direction western civilisation had taken, “acting on the maxim, spare the slave and smash the rebel.” As a work of original enquiry and deep scholarship the book is worth reading. That it even has one of the best takes on Gandhi’s Hind Swaraj, makes it well worth owning too.



■



On Human Nature Roger Scruton Princeton University Press Rs 1,598



another culpability as it ignores unchosen social ties that impose duties and define who we are.



Conservative leanings He has taken up the concept of human nature to explain his leanings towards conservatism. This paradoxically takes a more socialist turn thereby clashing with the left theories that he seeks to dismantle. The arrogance of humans to consider them the centre of the universe rejects the human qualities of love, depression or anger in animals or in nature where the river or the winds or the larger world of the country and the city has begun to attain a ‘personhood’ demanding full legal rights to assert their equal status in the world. Moral strength. Though Scruton emphasises the



moral equipment of humans including rights and duties, personal obligations, justice, resentment, judgment, forgiveness which has the genealogy of thousands of years of conflict and mutual interest as the basis of evolution, it cannot be denied that the non-human world has begun to assert its equal rights as visible recently in the landmark judgment by the Uttrakhand High Court declaring the rivers Ganga and Yamuna as ‘legal persons’. This is apparently based on the impact the rivers have on human nature as “they support and assist both the life and natural resources and health and wellbeing of the entire community.” Similarly, rivers elsewhere in the world have also been attributed with human qualities such as the Wanganui River in New Zealand. Environment and animals too have free will and legal duties. Scruton may well be advised to read Christopher Stone’s Should Trees have Standing to further expand his argument and this time more polemical than philosophical to grasp the overlapping of the human and the animal as well as the left and right-wing ideologies which cultural conservatives like him have ignored till now. Faith and morality will indeed remain in conflict with politics, and a reconciliation has to be derived by overcoming narrow political leanings.



From Mumbai to Durban: India’s Greatest Tests S. Giridhar and V.J. Raghunath Juggernaut Rs 799 the sand facing the sea and scream and scream till I got it out of the system’.” Split into 28 chapters on individual games that are milestones in India’s cricketing evolution, the book has many such anecdotes reflecting the obsession that drives the nation’s cricket. It starts with the fifth Test between India and the West Indies at Bombay’s Brabourne Stadium in 1949 (a gripping draw) and winds to a close with India’s 87-run ■



victory over South Africa at Durban’s Kingsmead in 2010. Giridhar and Raghunath paint word-pictures of the principal cast involved in India’s growth as a Test-playing nation besides lauding the fans. The beauty of this book lies not just in the writers’ meticulous retelling of critical Tests, it also offers excerpts of fine cricket literature. Right from The Hindu’s S.K. Gurunathan and R. Mohan to the modern masters, the reader has enough written-magic to preserve. Sample this, Sharda Ugra on V.V.S. Laxman in Cricinfo: “When Laxman takes the stage in his moment, he can conjure up the illusion that the crisis is not being tackled, it is being ignored.” The romance of Tests may not be eternal and Giridhar and Raghunath briefly shed their nostalgia, and sound an alarm bell: “We are less sure now. Unless Test cricket survives and thrives in India, it will not have a future.” Grounded in the past but honestly looking ahead, this book is an essential read for the diehard fan.



Casebook of adventure How a failed surgeon invented his most famous character Ramakrishnan M.



t was 130 years ago that the world was introduced to a lanky, sharp-eyed sleuth by the name of Sherlock Holmes and his sidekick, John Watson. He certainly was not the first of his kind to appear in literature. So what makes him — with his distinctive pipe and deerstalker cap — the default image of the very word ‘detective’? Michael Sims’ Arthur & Sherlock — Conan Doyle and the creation of Holmes narrates the fascinating tale behind the conception of the most portrayed literary human character in film and TV. Vigorously researched, the book contains a good deal about Arthur Conan Doyle’s childhood and upbringing in Edinburgh, his natural affinity for storytelling and most important, how his time period coincided with the growth of scientific reasoning and the shift from poetry to fiction as a respectable form of literature, all of which were essential to his work’s success. Sims divides his book into



I



■



Arthur & Sherlock: Conan Doyle and the creation of Holmes Michael Sims Bloomsbury Rs 499



three parts: Conan Doyle’s early years and entry into medicine, his literary influences and eventual rise to fame with Sherlock Holmes. Conan Doyle’s portrayal, his rise from abject poverty to a not-so-successful physician to famous author, is most empathetic. He lives on a shoestring budget in Portsmouth, subsists on canned beef and bread, stocks up basic furniture on credit and struggles to find patients. Yet, he refuses financial help from his mother. One can almost relate to the plight of a



bachelor, fresh out of college, trying to find his own feet in another city. But what a leap of faith it must have been, in the 1870s, to pause studies and take up an unpaid internship as a doctor onboard a ship sailing in the Arctic or along the western African coastline. He slowly realises he can make more money through these experiences than slogging it out to become a surgeon of repute. That too turns out to be easier said than done; his first attempts at short stories face rejection or return a pittance. The storyteller in Sims seems to be a trivia aficionado, embedding gems of information that some might find inconsequential: how the surname Doyle derived from the Anglo Norman d'oïl, for instance. The tales, especially of Conan Doyle’s mentor, the legendary Dr. Joseph Bell whom he acknowledges as the primary inspiration for Holmes, are unputdownable. In all fairness, Sims’ work is nothing less than a labour of love: an extraordinary resource for fans of crime fiction.



■



‘Tribal’ Heritage: An Overlooked Chapter of Indian History Promode Kumar Misra IngramSpark



This anthropological work by P.K. Misra is the product of lifelong research. It provides a critique of the concept of tribe and shows that there was never a distinct category of tribe in India. Traditional ethnographic focus on single communities ignoring the larger community has proved thoroughly inadequate, he argues.



Eclipse: Journeys to the Dark Side of the Moon Frank Close Oxford University Press Rs 490 On August 21, over 100 million people will gather in a narrow belt across the U.S. to witness the most watched total solar eclipse in history. In a personal travelogue, science writer Frank Close describes the allure of this natural phenomenon. He follows eclipse chasers who travel to some of the most inaccessible places to be present at that moment. ■



Language of the Spirit: An Introduction to Classical Music Jan Swaford Hachette Rs 1,295 A music scholar and composer argues that classical music has something for everyone and is accessible to all. From composers Handel to Vivaldi, he explains the underlying structure and logic of their music. ■
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Sunrisers seal spot in the playofs



Tiwary takes blame for loss



Siraj spells doom for Lions; Warner and Vijay Shankar see the visitors through Uthra Ganesan KANPUR



Eight balls, four wickets and three runs — Gujarat Lions went from 118 for one to 123 for five for a spectacular collapse in its final IPL match here that had value for only one team. Sunrisers Hyderabad made sure it made the opportunity count, cantering to an eight-wicket win on Saturday and, with it, confirming a spot for itself in the playoffs. Chasing a below-par 155 was always going to be easy and Sunrisers, riding on an unbeaten and relaxed 133run partnership between skipper David Warner and Vijay Shankar for the third wicket, crossed the finish line in 18.1 overs. The win also kept Sunrisers’s unbeaten record against Lions intact in five face-offs, all won chasing. It was also the first time this season that a team won without hitting a single six. Lions had its chances. Warner, whose patient innings was more about placement than power, was not given out caught behind on 29 off leg-spinner Ankit Soni



IPL-10 despite the replays later showing a thick edge. Shankar was dropped on seven by Dinesh Karthik. Praveen Kumar, coming in for Basil Thampi, dismissed a dangerous-looking Shikhar Dhawan and Moises Henriques in his second over — with variations in pace and angle that proved he still had the swing in him. But it wasn’t enough. Lack of energy in the Lions fielders meant misfields cost the host at least 20 runs. After a point, it looked like Lions had simply given up and was going through the motions. Earlier, folding up for 154 in 19.2 overs wasn’t the end the host would have envisaged when openers Ishan Kishan and Dwayne Smith were smashing all around, racing to 105 in the first ten overs. As long as the duo was batting, Lions looked set to go past 200 with ease. Kishan (61) got his highest IPL score, Smith got his own half-century and together they plundered the Sunrisers bowling.



was a special < > Itinnings for me and I was ready for such a situation Vijay Shankar



A boundary each from both in the very first over of Bhuvneshwar Kumar set the tone before Kishan took charge. Siddarth Kaul was welcomed with a nonchalant six over fine leg and Rashid Khan was received with another imperious one over midwicket that also brought



SCOREBOARD



Gujarat Lions: Dwayne Smith lbw b Rashid 54 (33b, 7x4, 2x6), Ishan Kishan c Naman b Siraj 61 (40b, 5x4, 4x6), Suresh Raina c Dhawan b Siraj 2 (5b), Dinesh Karthik c Hooda b Rashid 0 (1b), Aaron Finch b Rashid 2 (3b), Ravindra Jadeja (not out) 20 (14b, 2x4), James Faulkner b Siraj 8 (10b, 1x4), Pradeep Sangwan b Siraj 0 (1b), Ankit Soni b Kaul 0 (6b), Praveen Kumar b Bhuvneshwar 1 (2b), Munaf Patel b Bhuvneshwar 0 (1b); Extras (b-1, lb-3, w-2): 6; Total (in 19.2 overs): 154. Fall of wickets: 1-111 (Smith, 10.5 overs), 2-120 (Kishan,



Rashid got two of his own in the 14th, sending back Dinesh Karthik and Aaron



B



The victory kept Sunrisers’ unbeaten record against Lions intact in ive faceofs, all successful chases



B



It was also the irst time this season that a team won without hitting a six



A new partnership: Indian dairy major Amul announced it would sponsor the New Zealand team in the ICC Champions Trophy. PTI *



and team in the ICC Champions Trophy. Boult did not wish to pick any favourites for the tournament, saying it is the matter of the team playing better cricket. “It is very hard to determine a favourite in the whole tournament where eight good sides are involved. It is a matter of who is playing better cricket,” he said. “But the challenge for the players will be moving from Twenty20 to longer format. The guys here (in the IPL) are exposed to some good



Pune, Punjab in virtual knock-out



NEW DELHI



Rising Pune Supergiant top-scorer Manoj Tiwary took the responsibility for his team’s loss to Delhi Daredevils at the Ferozeshah Kotla here on Friday night. Tiwary scored 60 but failed to finish the contest as Pune lost by seven runs. “I want to take the complete blame for that because I was the batsman who was set. “Before the last over we couldn’t get any boundaries at that point of time and I was the man who was on strike. I was not able to connect,” said a dejected Tiwary. At one stage, Pune needed 52 from the final five overs with seven wickets in hand.
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Finch. And just like that, Lions had lost the core of its batting. Ravindra Jadeja kept chipping away but had no support. In the end, even the world’s best all-rounder could not save his team from bowing out on a losing note.



12.4), 3-120 (Raina, 12.6), 4-120 (Karthik, 13.1), 5-123 (Finch, 13.5), 6-142 (Faulkner, 16.5), 7142 (Sangwan, 16.6), 8-153 (Soni, 18.5), 9-154 (Praveen, 19.1). Sunrisers Hyderabad bowling: Bhuvneshwar Kumar 3.2-025-2, Mohammed Siraj 4-032-4, Siddarth Kaul 4-0-30-1, Mohammad Nabi 3-0-17-0, Rashid Khan 4-0-34-3, Moises Henriques 1-0-12-0. Sunrisers Hyderabad: David Warner (not out) 69 (52b, 9x4), Shikhar Dhawan c Faulkner b Praveen 18 (11b, 4x4), Moises Henriques c Karthik b Praveen 4



(2b, 1x4), Vijay Shankar (not out) 63 (44b, 9x4); Extras (lb-3, w-1): 4; Total (for two wkts. in 18.1 overs): 158. Fall of wickets: 1-20 (Dhawan, 2.1), 2-25 (Henriques, 2.6). Gujarat Lions bowling: Praveen Kumar 4-0-22-2, Pradeep Sangwan 4-0-37-0, James Faulkner 2-0-24-0, Munaf Patel 3-022-0, Ravindra Jadeja 3-0-19-0, Ankit Soni 2.1-0-31-0. Toss: Sunrisers. Man-of-the-match: Mohammed Siraj. Sunrisers won by eight wickets with 11 balls to spare.



Setting the record straight



Can Kohli’s men sign of with a win?



Amol Karhadkar



NEW DELHI



Pune



Can Virat Kohli sink Delhi Daredevils? As he steps into a far too familiar ambience all eyes will be trained on him. Of course, the brightest icon of modern cricket is accustomed to being put under intense scrutiny. So, what’s new? Of late, the young man from Delhi has found himself in a situation quite alien. Runs have deserted him and the greatest of efforts from his mates at Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB) can’t alter the team’s ultimate evaluation in this edition. RCB is going to finish at the bottom of the league even if it wins the last league match against Delhi Daredevils. Three half-centuries in nine innings is not in keeping with Kohli’s awesome potential. Last season, he plundered 973 innings from 16 innings at an astonishing strike rate of 152.03. Four



cricket so the transition will be relatively easy,” the leftarm pacer, who is a part of the Kolkata Knight Riders bowling attack, said. Tim Southee, Boult’s compatriot playing for Mumbai Indians, came in support of Indian captain Virat Kohli, who has had a poor run in the IPL, saying a batsman of his quality will be able to haul himself up on the big occasion. “There is a reason behind being called a good player, and players like him do not stay out of form for too long.”



Wrecker-in-chief: Mohammed Siraj of Sunrisers Hyderabad returned with four wickets — two in the 13th and two in the 17th over. RAJEEV BHATT *



The scores: Delhi Daredevils 168 for eight in 20 overs (Karun Nair 64, Rishabh Pant 36, Marlon Samuels 27, Jaydev Unadkat two for 29, Ben Stokes two for 31) bt Rising Pune Supergiant 161 for seven in 20 overs (Steve Smith 38, Manoj Tiwary 60, Ben Stokes 33, Zaheer Khan two for 25, Mohammed Shami two for 37).



DD higher than RCB on points table, but both have had a disappointing season Vijay Lokapally



Amitabha Das Sharma Kolkata



Amul to sponsor Kiwis “At this time in England, the wickets will turn. It will also be good for swing and seam bowling. There are eight quality sides having experience in all conditions. They have the class in them to produce quality cricket irrespective of the conditions,” Boult said, as Indian dairy major Amul announced sponsorship of the New Zeal-



Kishan and Suresh Raina fell two balls apart to give Mohammed Siraj his first of the four wickets in the 13th over. The other two would again come in a single over, the 17th, when he accounted for James Faulkner and Pradeep Sangwan.



Vijay Lokapally
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GUJARAT LIONS VS SUNRISERS HYDERABAD



The challenge will be moving to 50 overs from T20: Boult The ensuing ICC Champions Trophy will test the balance of a team’s bowling attack as the conditions in England will favour both spin and swing, feels New Zealand pacer Trent Boult. When asked if the teams from the Indian subcontinent, which have better spinners in their ranks, would benefit from the conditions in venues like The Oval and Edgbaston, Boult said the quality of the top-eight sides of the world cannot be distinguished on that yardstick.



up his 50. Smith was equally effective at the other end before Rashid broke the partnership, snaring him leg-before. And then, it stopped.



Rising Pune Supergiant is still not assured of a place in the playoffs. Yet, M.S. Dhoni has revealed that the team has attained one of its primary objectives — of achieving results at home. “One of the primary objectives of the team was to improve our home record. Somehow, the record in Pune has been really bad, whether it’s Pune Warriors or Rising Pune Supergiant last year or the Indian team in Tests,” Dhoni said on Saturday, while releasing Kangaroo —The Australian Experience, a book authored by cricket writer Sunandan Lele. The Pune team, led by Steve Smith, has won four of its six games this year, with its last game to be played against Kings XI Punjab. “Our sole motto this year was to win matches here because the crowd turns up in large numbers to support us.”



centuries and seven half-centuries adorned his majestic batting show. The spectators hailed and the bowlers wailed as Kohli strode the 2016 edition with a thunderous display of his batting might. It is a distant dream now. Kohli has not met his benchmarks and the team has languished under the burden of 10 defeats. Finalist last season, RCB has looked abysmally short of confidence and motivation. No RCB batsman has cracked a century and the



bowlers, especially the seamers, have proved an embarrassment. The team has relied a lot on the slow bowlers but favourable results have proved elusive. The challenge for Kohli and RCB would be to charge up their batteries and sign off this most forgettable edition of the IPL on a pleasant note. The opposition is betterplaced in the points table but also out of the race for a PlayOff spot. For Daredevils, the goal of a title win has remained a dream.



POINTS TABLE



TEAM Mumbai Indians Sunrisers Hyderabad Kolkata Knight Riders Rising Pune Supergiant Kings XI Punjab Delhi Daredevils Gujarat Lions Royal Challengers Bangalore *After the GL-SRH match



M 13 14 13 13 13 13 14 13



W 9 8 8 8 7 6 4 2



L 4 5 5 5 6 7 10 10



NR 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1



PTS 18 17 16 16 14 12 8 5



NRR +0.810 +0.599 +0.729 -0.083 +0.296 -0.514 -0.412 -1.454



Daredevils may pat themselves on two hard-earned back-to-back victories but the improvement has come too late in the league. For a team that relies on Shreyas Iyer, Sanju Samson and Rishabh Pant to give their bowlers a good target the current position in the table is not hard to understand. Daredevils have lacked the collective muscle to pulverise the opponents and suffered from inconsistency in all departments of the game, including strategic planning. Expect the Ferozeshah Kotla to fill up on Sunday much before the first ball is bowled in the last IPL match of the season at this venue. For the audience, all that would count is a cracker from their cherished hero, Kohli, and a counter from Pant, the rising star of Indian cricket. There is little competitive flavour to look forward to in this otherwise inconsequential contest.



Rayudu, Tiwary back with a bang Already-qualiied Mumbai posts a strong 173 against KKR



Smith banks on home support Amol Karhadkar Pune



It didn’t come as a surprise that Kings XI Punjab cancelled its optional training on Saturday, the eve of its last — and the most crucial given the stakes involved – league game of IPL-10. Not because the players would have been following the Sunrisers’ tie against Lions, but due to the workload of the squad over the last 10 days. Despite having played five games with virtually no break, Kings XI Punjab will be as much pumped up as the home team Rising Pune Supergiant going into the penultimate game of the league stage. Thanks to the standings, the game has been become a virtual knock-out tie. The equation is quite simple: the winner of the match will join Mumbai Indians, Kolkata Knight Riders and Sunrisers in the Play-offs. Glenn Maxwell’s Kings will have plenty of reasons to feel confident going into the game. After all, their last two games were also virtual knock-out ties and they have overcome the odds in style. Maxwell would be hoping that he, along with the overseas specialists Martin Guptill and Shaun Marsh will continue to wield the long handle and then hope for the all-Indian pace attack, led by the two Sharmas — Sandeep and Mohit — to restrict the opposition batsmen in crunch situations. The fact that Wriddhiman Saha has joined the party CM YK
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RPS v KXIP, 4 p.m. DD v RCB, 8 p.m. Sony Six, Sony ESPN, Sony Max (SD & HD)
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with the willow augurs well going, as it reduces the pressure on Axar Patel to come good in all departments consistently. On the other hand, Smith’s Supergiant will have little time to recover from a heart-breaking defeat in Delhi on Friday night, which has left it in a spot of bother. Coming off a five-day break, Supergiant stuttered at the death despite cruising towards a moderate chase. However, the team would be hoping to ride on the support of a boisterous home crowd to act as the 12th man and help it cross the line. Besides the support in stands, Smith’s men will realise that the reliable allrounder Ben Stokes and surprise package of the season Rahul Tripathi will need to be provided with valuable support in both the departments for making the cut. The locals would be hoping that the pre-monsoon showers — which have greeted the city for two days in succession — will take a breather on Sunday evening to help them end the IPL season on a high. And more than the spectators, it is the visiting team that will be hoping for a full game that will give it optimum opportunity to avoid “so-near-yet-so-far” feeling.



Dying by the sword: Mumbai Indians’ Ambati Rayudu falls after a quickire 37-ball 63, stumped by Robin Uthappa of Kuldeep Yadav. K.R. DEEPAK *



Amitabha Das Sharma Kolkata



Mumbai Indians posted a strong 173 for five against Kolkata Knight Riders in an IPL-10 match here at the Eden Gardens on Saturday. The returning Ambati Rayudu (63) and Saurabh Tiwary (52) displayed admirable stroke-making after thunder-showers delayed the start by half an hour. Opener Lendl Simmons struggled to tackle the swing and the pace of the KKR opening bowler Trent Boult, who dismissed him in his second over. Trying to clear the infield, Simmons mistimed his drive and saw it land at the hands of Sunil Narine at mid-off. Rohit Sharma, in the absence of regular No. 3 Nitish Rana, promoted himself up to continue his love affair with the Eden Gardens. Rohit let the runs fly with a flurry of boundaries and a six, helping MI cross 50 by the end of PowerPlay. Play-



CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC KKR 131 for six 앫 In pursuit of 174, Kolkata Knight Riders was 131 for six in 15 overs. Manish Pandey (24) and Kuldeep Yadav (2) were manning the chase. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



ing his first match of the season, Saurabh Tiwary kept pace with the skipper in a 57run partnership (in 36 balls) for the second wicket. Rohit (27) was adjudged leg before to Ankit Rajpoot, but MI continued to score at



SCOREBOARD



brisk pace as Rayudu joined Tiwary in the middle. Tiwary and Rayudu put on a 61-run stand for the third wicket as Mumbai Indians appeared to be coasting towards 200. But a mix-up in the middle saw Tiwary (52, 43b, 9x4) falling short of the crease at the end of the 16th over. Rayudu, who suffered a groin injury in the first match, made 63, which contained six boundaries and three sixes off 37 balls.



KNIGHT RIDERS VS MUMBAI INDIANS



Mumbai Indians: Saurabh Tiwary run out 52 (43b, 9x4), Lendl Simmons c Narine b Boult 0 (5b), Rohit Sharma lbw b Rajpoot 27 (21b, 4x4, 1x6), Ambati Rayudu st. Uthappa b Kuldeep 63 (37b, 6x4, 3x6), Kieron Pollard c Yusuf b Boult 13 (11b, 1x6), Hardik Pandya (not out) 1 (2b), Krunal Pandya (not out) 0 (1b); Extras (lb-11, w-6): 17; Total (for five wkts. in 20 overs): 173.



Fall of wickets: 1-12 (Simmons, 2.2 overs), 2-69 (Rohit, 8.2), 3130 (Tiwary, 15.6), 4-168 (Rayudu, 18.5), 5-170 (Pollard, 19.4). Kolkata Knight Riders bowling: Trent Boult 4-0-30-2, Colin de Grandhomme 2-016-0, Umesh Yadav 4-0-40-0, Sunil Narine 4-0-37-0, Kuldeep Yadav 3-0-25-1, Ankit Rajpoot 3-0-14-1. Toss: Kolkata Knight Riders. A ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Bajrang claims elusive gold Sarita does well to reach the inal, but fails to take a point in the title clash Kamesh Srinivasan NEW DELHI



Harinder Pal wins irst overseas PSA title CHENNAI



Former Indian National champion Harinder Pal Sandhu made short work of Henry Leung of Hong Kong 11-0, 11-6, 11-7 in the final of the Malaysian Tour Leg 9 2017 in Kuala Lumpur on Saturday. It is Sandhu’s first overseas PSA title and sixth overall, said a press release here. After the initial struggle in the tournament and then showing fixity of purpose, the young Indian, who was the second seed, played to his potential and needed just half an hour to stop Leung, for whom this was the second successive PSA event final in the space of a month. PTI



Melo banned for punching opponent RIO DE JANEIRO



Former Brazil midfielder Felipe Melo has been banned for six matches for violent conduct during a Copa Libertadores football match between Brazilian side Palmeiras and Uruguay’s Penarol. South American football governing body Conmebol had already given the former Juventus and Inter Milan player a provisional three-game ban for his part in a post-match brawl during their group match at Campeon del Siglo stadium in Montevideo, reports Xinhua news agency. IANS



Harika drops her irst point MALMO



Indian Grandmaster D. Harika dropped her first point in the TePe Sigrman & Co. chess tournament after going down to Swedish GM Erik Blomqvist in the third round here. Harika who was playing with white pieces started off well but succumbed to the persistent pressure applied by Erik to eventually lose the game on Friday. With two draws and one loss so far in the campaign, Harika is in the sixth place on the leaderboard. PTI



Harikrishna holds Hammer MOSCOW



P. Harikrishna began his Grand Prix Chess Series campaign with a hard fought draw against Jon Ludvig Hammer of Norway here. Playing white, the World No. 16 Indian started off aggressively against his lower-rated opponent, but found himself on the backfoot with a miscalculated move. PTI



TV PICKS West Indies v Pakistan, 3rd Test, TEN 1 HD & TEN 3, 7.30 p.m.



Bajrang Punia pinned the elusive gold for the host as he won the men’s 65kg final 6-2 against Seongchul Lee of Korea in the Asian wrestling championship here on Saturday. Cheered by his mentor and Olympic medallist Yogeshwar Dutt, Bajrang came up with a gutsy fare after having trailed 0-2 at the end of the first session of three minutes. Having gauged the opponent, Bajrang was more purposeful in the second session as he quickly picked up three points to be ahead after a minute and a half. He got two more points as the referee warned the Korean. With less than 30 seconds to go for the hooter, the Korean’s protest was dismissed, which fetched another point for Bajrang. For the vociferous crowd, which cheered heartily, it was a fitting reward, as the host had won only four silver and four bronze medals thus far in the competition.



Relief for India On a day when the only gold medallist of the last edition, Sandeep Tomar, twisted his ankle in the first bout of the morning session in the 57 kg category, and got pinned by Ulukbek Zholdoshbekov of Kyrgyzstan, it was a relief for India to get that gold. Sarita, who had to interchange her place with Olympic medallist Sakshi Malik in the women’s 58kg section, did well to reach the fi-



QUASAR PLATE (Div. II), (1,400m), rated 00 to 20, 1.30 p.m.: 1. Ocean Park (10) A. Ramu 60, 2. Rock Steady (8) Rayan Ahmed 59, 3. Emancipation (5) S.A. Amit 58.5, 4. Arziki (2) P. Trevor 57.5, 5. Goddess Of Love (1) Deepak Singh 57, 6. Midnight Sky (7) Mark 57, 7. Slightly Blonde (6) Darshan 56.5, 8. Splendid Brave (9) D. Patel 56, 9. Tic Tac Toe (3) Irvan Singh 54.5 and 10. New Mallet (4) I. Chisty 54. 1. ARZIKI, 2. NEW MALLET, 3. EMANCIPATION
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SIR BRUCE PLATE (1,100m), maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms), 2.00: 1. Dunamis (2) S. John 56, 2. Outrider (7) Nikhil Naidu 56, 3. Star Lord (11) Kiran Naidu 56, 4. Torsoro (6) Neeraj 56, 5. Aine (4) R. Manjunath 54.5, 6. Bora Bora (5) P. Trevor 54.5, 7. Capstone (3) Deepak Singh 54.5, 8. Country’s Pearl (8) Bhawani Singh 54.5, 9. Miniver Rose (12) A. Ramu 54.5, 10. Scarlet Princess (9) R. Marshall 54.5, 11. Symphonica (1) M. Prabhakaran 54.5 and 12. Zedclass (10) Arshad Alam 54.5. 1. BORA BORA, 2. DUNAMIS, 3. TORSORO
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QUASAR PLATE (Div. I), (1,400m), rated 00 to 20, 2.30: 1. Astrild (8) Srinath 60, 2. Florencia (7) Raja Rao 60, 3. High Admiral (9) Ashhad Asbar 60, 4. Kings Kid (3) Janardhan P 60, 5. High Voltage (6) Adarsh 59.5, 6. Jack Of Hearts (1) Neeraj 59.5, 7. Fioroloco (4) J. Chinoy 59, 8. Mystical Shadow (2) Rajesh Kumar 58.5, 9. Granada (10) K. Mukesh 58 and 10. Bellerophon (5) Suraj Narredu 57.5.
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\ DELHI ROUND-UP \



Ashish scores century Ashish Sehrawat scored an unbeaten 101 and Saurabh Passi made 74 as Turf Academy beat PMG by six wickets in the first Admiral Cricket League. The scores: PMG 261 for nine in 40 overs (Akhilesh Semwal 82, Akash Singhal 67, Kurban Ali three for 30, Tishant Dabla two 35) lost to Turf Academy 263 for four in 26.5 overs (Ashish Sehrawat 101, Saurabh Passi 74, Gagan Vats 41).



Five-wicket haul by Tokas Ashish Tokas’s five-wicket haul saw Mount Club beat Indo Club by 10 wickets in the Sardar Singh cricket tournament. The scores: Indo Club 80 in 16



Moment to cherish: A proud Bajrang Punia holds aloft the Indian tricolour after securing victory in the 65kg category. SANDEEP SAXENA



Press Trust of India



nal even though she could not fetch any point or make an impact against Aisuluu Tynybekova of Kyrgyzstan, going down 6-0. Sarita did not have the right kind of opposition, en route, to prepare for the final against a quality opponent. She won her quarterfinal by a technical fall 10-0 against Asem Seydametova of Uzbekistan, and won the semifinal as well, also similarly at 12-0, against Thi Huong Dao of Vietnam. After not being tested, Sarita could not win a point against the defending champion. Bajrang, who has a World Championship medal to show for his calibre, fought



ASIAN WRESTLING like a lion through the day, even though he had a shaky start against Sirojiddin Hasanov of Uzbekistan in the first bout, when he edged ahead 4-3. In the quarterfinals, Bajrang won 7-5 against Meisam Abolfazl Nasiri of Iran, and pipped Kukgwang Kim of DPR Korea 3-2 in the semifinals. It was a fitting finale when he could actually dominate against the strongly-built Korean, to ensure the Indian national anthem at the medal ceremony. Among the other three In-



1. BELLEROPHON, 2. JACK OF HEARTS, 3. ASTRILD ALLAIRE PLATE (1,400m), rated 15 to 35, 3.00: 1. Rum Runner (7) S. John 60, 2. Dynamism (-) (-) 57, 3. Track Striker (3) K. Mukesh 57, 4. Winsome (6) Vivek 56.5, 5. Coraggio (4) R. Manjunath 56, 6. Nyssa (2) Vishal 56, 7. Kanthaka (1) Chetan Kalay 54.5 and 8. Secret Prayer (8) Rajesh Kumar 53.5. 1. RUM RUNNER, 2. TRACK STRIKER, 3. SECRET PRAYER
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M.N. PRAKASH MEMORIAL TROPHY (Div. I), (1,200m), rated 30 to 50, 4-y-o & over, 3.30: 1. Antananarivo (8) S. John 60, 2. Colour Of Gold (11) M. Kumar 58.5, 3. Blues Legend (12) Arshad Alam 58, 4. Wise Guy (7) Vivek 58, 5. Zafran (1) P. Trevor 58, 6. Mariko (5) R. Ajinkya 57.5, 7. Blue Blazer (3) K. Mukesh 57, 8. Soviet Union (4) Chetan Kalay 56, 9. Admiral One (9) Suraj Narredu 55.5, 10. Day Flower (6) Sai Kiran 54.5, 11. Alvarez (10) Rayan Ahmed 54 and 12. Tarini (2) Kiran Naidu 54. 1. ANTANANARIVO, 2. ADMIRAL ONE, 3. ZAFRAN
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JAYACHAMARAJA WADIYAR CUP (1,400m), 4-y-o & over, (Terms), 4.00: 1. Serjeant At Arms (6) A. Sandesh 60, 2. Bold Command (1) Srinath 58.5, 3. Shivalik Star (4) S. John 56, 4. Smile Stone (2) I. Chisty 56, 5. Auriga (8) Suraj Narredu 55, 6. Airco (5) S.A. Amit 54, 7. Baracchus (3) Sai Kiran 54, 8. Booker Jones (7) Neeraj 54, 9. Magical Dancer (-) (-) 54 and 10. Fire Glow (9) P. Trevor 52.5. 1. SERJEANT AT ARMS, 2. BOLD COMMAND, 3. FIRE GLOW
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DR. T. THIMMAIAH MEMORIAL CUP (1,400m), rated 45 to 65, 4.35: 1. Bonfire (9) K. Mukesh 60, 2. Mystic Music (12) S. John 59.5, 3. Shan Ben Aari (7) Rajesh Kumar 58, 4. Tzar (4) Srinath 57, 5. Lord Darlington (1) A. Sandesh



56.5, 6. Attorney General (6) Suraj Narredu 56, 7. Splendid Splasher (10) Raja Rao 56, 8. Tax Free (3) B. Paswan 56, 9. Tronada (2) R. Manish 55.5, 10. Arvak (8) P. Trevor 54.5, 11. Shining Magic (5) Ramesh Kumar 54 and 12. Royal Rein (11) S.A. Amit 52. 1. ATTORNEY GENERAL, 2. ARVAK, 3. MYSTIC MUSIC AUREOLE TIME PLATE (1,200m), rated 15 to 35, 5-y-o & over, 5.10: 1. Celestial Storm (10) Chetan Kalay 60, 2. Rain Kissed (4) Arshad Alam 59, 3. Breaking Away (9) M. Prabhakaran 58, 4. Able Master (8) Kuldeep Singh 57, 5. All Thats Nice (12) Bhawani Singh 56, 6. Artorius (7) Raja Rao 56, 7. Boysterous (11) Vinod Shinde 56, 8. Carducci (5) R. Pradeep 56, 9. Flame’s Fury (3) Rajesh Kumar 54.5, 10. Rare And Famous (1) A. Ramu 54, 11. Romantic Haven (6) S.A. Amit 54 and 12. Goat (2) Irvan Singh 50.5. 1. RAIN KISSED, 2. GOAT, 3. CELESTIAL STORM M.N. PRAKASH MEMORIAL TROPHY (Div. II), (1,200m), rated 30 to 50, 4-y-o & over, 5.45: 1. Duke Of Clarence (9) P. Trevor 60, 2. Romantic Helen (4) Syed Imran 58.5, 3. Wings Of Fortune (12) Rajesh Kumar 58.5, 4. Diamond Green (10) R. Anand 58, 5. Grecian Light (3) Neeraj 58, 6. I Smile (5) M. Naveen 58, 7. Leon (1) R. Pradeep 58, 8. Sterling Role (6) A. Sandesh 56.5, 9. Indian Legend (8) Irvan Singh 56, 10. Wild Wild Angels (2) Praveen Shinde 56, 11. Lunar Storm (7) Darshan 55.5 and 12. Strong Conviction (11) Kiran Naidu 54.5. 1. STERLING ROLE, 2. GRECIAN LIGHT, 3. DUKE OF CLARENCE Day’s best: RUM RUNNER Double: ATTORNEY GENERAL STERLING ROLE Jkt: 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; Tr (i): 1, 2 and 3; (ii): 4, 5 and 6; (iii): 7, 8 and 9.
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dians in action on the day, Sakshi Malik’s husband Satyawart Kadian was beaten 2-2 by Magomed Idrisovitch Ibragimov of Uzbekistan, who won the last point to move ahead after the tie, in the 97kg bout. Kadian did get a chance in the repechage and was, in fact, leading 5-4 with barely half a minute left for the hooter, but conceded four more points to lose 5-8 to Batzul Ulzisakhan of Mongolia. In the 74kg class, Jitender won the first bout 7-0 against Sahergeldi Saparmyradov of Turkmenistan, but was edged out 8-7 by Tsubasa Asai of Japan in the quarterfinals.



Rodrigues inishes in top-10 Sports Bureau



overs (Lakshay Madaan 24, Ashish Tokas five for 30,Harsh Kumar two for four) lost to Mount Club 83 for no loss in 13 overs (Nitin Lamba 40 not out, Pranav Rajvanshi 36 not out).



Vijay, Sarthak shine Vijay Chamoli picked up four wickets and Sarthak Passi got three as Master Juglar Academy beat Delhi Sunrisers Academy by 39 runs in the 12th Ghevra Cup cricket tournament. The scores: MJA 149 in 36.3 overs (Rohan Jamnik 48, Shubham Hanjhontra 44; Akash Sharma three for 31) bt Delhi Sunrisers 110 in 34.1 overs (Akash Kalra 42; Vijay Chamoli four for 24, Sarthak Passi three for 17).



CA threatens players in wages row: report



*



Serjeant At Arms vs Bold Command BENGALURU: Serjeant At Arms and Bold Command may fight out the finish of the Jayachamaraja Wadiyar Cup (1,400m), the chief event of the races to be held here on Sunday (May 14). There will be no false rails.
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Sydney



Cricket Australia (CA) has threatened its contracted players they will not be paid beyond June 30 unless they accept the governing body’s proposed overhaul of player remuneration, a report said on Saturday. The escalating tension between CA and players reached new heights after chief executive James Sutherland told them in a blunt email to accept its offer. Fairfax Media reported that Sutherland sent the email on Friday to Australian Cricketers’ Association (ACA) chief Alistair Nicholson, who then forwarded it to players around Australia. The email casts doubt on what team Australia could field after June 30, with a two-Test series scheduled in August in Bangladesh, ahead of a home Ashes showdown with England later in the year, Fairfax Media said.



The email read: “CA is not contemplating alternative contracting arrangements to pay players beyond 30 June if their contracts have expired. “In the absence of the ACA negotiating a new MOU (memorandum of understanding), players with contracts expiring in 2016-17 will not have contracts for 2017-18... if a new pay deal is not struck“. The ACA had moved on Friday to enter mediation with CA over the pay negotiations, which show no sign of resolution. In the email, Sutherland told Nicholson: “The ACA is fast running out of time to engage with CA’s proposal and optimise the outcome for players. “In the coming weeks, CA and states will be making contract offers to players. “The terms of these contracts will be consistent with CA’s proposal, and contracts will be conditional on a new MOU being in place.”



Erfoud (Morocco)



Hero MotoSports Team Rally put up another splendid show in an international rally raid event with its star rider Joaquim Rodrigues finishing ninth overall in the Afriquia Merzouga Rally, which concluded near here on Saturday. Rodrigues lost a few positions in the third stage. Rodrigues’ teammate C.S. Santosh turned in a steady performance as well, finishing 17th overall. Meanwhile, riding for Sherco-TVS, Spaniard Joan Pedrero finished in fourth position. The Indian drivers in K.P. Aravind and Abdul Wahid Tanveer — making his debut — finished 21st and 27th respectively. Provisional results (Stage 6): 1. Xavier De Soultrait (Yamaha); 2. Joaquim Rodrigues (Hero MotoSports); 3. Ivan Cervantes (KTM); 24. C.S. Santosh (Hero MotoSports). Provisional results (overall): 1. de Soultrait; 2. Gerard Farres Guell (KTM); 3. Franco Caimi (Yamaha); 9. Rodrigues; 17. Santosh.



Vishnu eases past Lomakin SPORTS BUREAU SAMARKAND (UZBEKISTAN)



Vishnu Vardhan cruised past wild card Grigoriy Lomakin of Kazakhstan 6-1, 6-2 in the first qualifying round of the $75,000 Challenger tennis tournament on Saturday. The results: $75,000 Challenger men, Samarkand, Uzbekistan: Qualifying singles (first round): Vishnu Vardhan bt Grigoriy Lomakin (Kaz) 6-1, 6-2. $25,000 ITF men, Wuhan, China: Qualifying singles (first round): Sora Fukuda (Jpn) bt



Ramakrishnan Rangaraju 6-1, 6-2; Halong Xia (Chn) bt Shahbaaz Khan 6-4, 6-7(6), 6-3. $25,000 ITF men, Abuja, Nigeria: Qualifying singles (first round): Mohit Jain bt Sagar Ahuja 5-7, 7-6(8), 1-0, retd. $15,000 ITF men, Vic, Spain: Qualifying singles (first round): Nuno Deus (Por) bt Adil Kalyanpur 6-3, 3-0, retd.; Vasisht Cheruku bt Harrison Lombe (Aus) 6-3, 6-3. $25,000 ITF women, Qujing, China: Qualifying singles (second round): Sri Vaishnavi Peddi Reddy bt Yue Yu (Chn) 6-2, 6-0.



Wizards pip Celtics Wall does the star turn in the victory



Karnataka keeps hopes alive SPORTS BUREAU BENGALURU



Hockey Karnataka drew 1-1 with Hockey Jharkhand in a Pool D match of the Hockey-India sub-junior men’s National championship at the KSHA Stadium here on Saturday. The results: Pool B: Uttar Pradesh Hockey 6 (Akhtar Ali 13, Suraj Singh 21, Ahad Abdul 29, Saurabh Anand 63, 67, Sahabaz Khan 65) bt Manipur Hockey 3 (Dingku Sharma Gurumayum 24, 40, Stelin Singh Irengbam 42); Hockey Bihar 4 (Martin Tuti 11, Soma Dhan 25, Turtan Minz 50, Johnson Purty 57) bt Hockey Unit of Tamil Nadu 0. Pool C: Hockey Chandigarh 13 (Sanjay 12, Vishal Rana 14, Hashim 20, 26, 43, 48, Sahibjeet Singh 31, 45, 69, Amandeep 55, 68, Maninder Singh 56, 59) bt Hockey Maharashtra 0; Hockey Patiala 3 (Manpreet Singh 10, Bikramjit Singh 62, Aman Thakur 64) bt Hockey Bhopal 2 (Sameer Ahmed 4, Yasir Jafri 68). Pool D: Hockey Jharkhand 1 (Asim Tirkey 47) drew with Hockey Karnataka 1 (Subal Kerketta 58); Chhattisgarh Hockey 2 (Khilesh Pandya 43, Sonu Nishad 53) bt Delhi Hockey 1 (Lokesh Vats 68).



Arjun seventh SPORTS BUREAU BARCELONA



India’s Arjun Maini finished seventh in the first round of the GP3 season on Saturday. The Indian who was recently signed up by Haas F1 as a development driver, qualified sixth for race one in the morning. Arjun could have qualified higher after he did a personal best in sector one in qualifying but couldn’t get his act together in the remaining two sectors. The 19-year-old was furious with himself after that lap. In the race, Arjun had a good start and moved up one place on the opening lap but couldn’t keep pace with the leaders. He was first passed by Italian teammate Alessio Lorandi on lap nine and by George Russell a couple of laps later. The Indian improved his pace and tried to get back the place from Russell, but couldn’t. On lap 19, he was passed Anthoine Hubert. Japanese driver Nirei Fukuzumi won the race after pole-sitter Jack Aitken, who was running second, retired with a problem to his car on lap 16. Leonardo Pulcini and Lorandi completed the podium. For the reverse grid second race, Arjun will start second.



Eight u-22 players get call-up Press Trust of India New Delhi
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SUDOKU



Super Success wins feature event BENGALURU: Super Success (A. Sandesh up) won the Mayor’s Cup, the feature event of the races held here on Saturday (May 13). The winner is owned by Mr. N. Venkataswamy and trained by V. Dheeraj. THE RESULTS: WELCOME PLATE (1,200m), maiden 3-y-o only, (Terms): GRAND EMPIRE (Srinath) 1, As Time Goes By (Suraj Narredu) 2, Habanero (K. Mukesh) 3 and Afrikaner (P. Trevor) 4. Not run: Indian Rocket. 5-1/2, Nk and 1-1/4. 1m 15.16s. Rs. 55 (w), 19, 43 and 40 (p), SHP: Rs. 131, FP: Rs. 572, Q: Rs. 258, Trinella: Rs. 3,409 and Rs. 1,779, Exacta: Rs. 16,011 and Rs. 3,431. Favourite: Afrikaner. Owner: M.A.M. Ramaswamy Chettiar of Chettinad Charitable Trust rep by. Mr. A.C. Muthiah. Trainer: S. Ganapathy. MALENAHALLI PLATE (Div. II), (1,200m), rated 00 to 20, 4-y-o & over: BRAVE GIRL (R. Pradeep) 1, Kudla Punch (I. Chisty) 2, Celtic Mist (S.A. Amit) 3 and Divino (Suraj Narredu) 4. Not run: Scorching. 1, 3-1/4 and Nk. 1m 15.66s. Rs. 380 (w), 76, 19 and 43 (p), SHP: Rs. 44, FP: Rs. 8,506, Q: Rs. 2,059, Trinella: Rs. 1,06,803, Exacta: Rs. 1,09,530 (carried over). Favourite: Divino. Owner: Mr. K.L. Gangadhar. Trainer: Azhar Ali. HIS MAJESTY PLATE (1,400m), maiden 3-y-o only (Terms): OLYMPIA FIELDS (S. John) 1, Implicit Trust (A. Sandesh) 2, Ultimate Magic (P. Trevor) 3 and Automatic (Neeraj) 4. 3-1/4, 2-1/4
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Solution to yesterday’s Sudoku
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CM YK



Rewarding their good show in the recently concluded ILeague, national football coach Stephen Constantine has called up eight talented under-22 players in a 35strong probables list for the AFC Asian Cup qualifying round encounter against Kyrgyzstan in Bengaluru on June 13. The India camp will commence at the Andheri Sports Complex from May 20.



and 1. 1m 26.56s. Rs. 22 (w), 13, 37 and 14 (p), SHP: Rs. 108, FP: Rs. 426, Q: Rs. 129, Trinella: Rs. 494 and Rs. 159, Exacta: Rs. 2,631 and Rs. 1,410. Favourite: Olympia Fields. Owners: Rajagiri Rubber & Produce Co. Ltd rep by. Mr. Dilip Thomas & Vinayaka Breeders Pvt Ltd rep by. Mr. D. Pritam Basapa. Trainer: Arjun Mangalorkar.
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ROYAL COMMAND PLATE (1,100m), rated 15 to 35: QUEENOFGOODTIMES (Syed Imran) 1, Chemical Romance (Suraj Narredu) 2, Santorini Secret (P. Surya) 3 and Tanishka (A. Merchant) 4. 6-1/2, 2-3/4 and 1-1/4. 1m 07.41s. Rs. 148 (w), 21, 12 and 20 (p), SHP: Rs. 66, FP: Rs. 330, Q: Rs. 73, Trinella: Rs. 818 and Rs. 504, Exacta: Rs. 6,780 and Rs. 3,148. Favourite: Chemical Romance. Owners: Mr. Samar Singh, Mr. Varaprasad M & Mr. T. Srinivas. Trainer: Samar Singh. MAYOR’S CUP (1,200m), rated 60 & above: SUPER SUCCESS (A. Sandesh) 1, Side Winder (Kuldeep Singh) 2, Taqdeer Ka Badshah (Rajesh Kumar) 3 and Ace Badraan (Anjar Alam) 4. Not run: Lightning Strikes. 1-1/4, 1-3/4 and Hd. 1m 14.66s. Rs. 46 (w), 14, 15 and 68 (p), SHP: Rs. 38, FP: Rs. 192, Q: Rs. 80, Trinella: Rs. 2,555 and Rs. 1,902, Exacta: Rs. 8,728 and Rs. 3,429. Favourite: Goldberg. Owner: Mr. N. Venkataswamy. Trainer: V. Dheeraj.
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MAJ. NEWTON DAVIS MEMORIAL CUP (1,400m), rated 30 to 50: KANGRA (P. Trevor) 1, Eternal Angel (I. Chisty) 2, Lady



Barrington (A. Sandesh) 3 and Amber Crown (Srinath) 4. Not run: Montenegro. 2-3/4, Nose and Shd. 1m 27.50s. Rs. 35 (w), 15, 33 and 17 (p), SHP: Rs. 105, FP: Rs. 370, Q: Rs. 356, Trinella: Rs. 900 and Rs. 247, Exacta: Rs. 6,133 and Rs. 2,831. Favourite: Lady Barrington. Owners: Mr. Marthand Singh Mahindra, Mrs. Rina Mahindra & Mr. P. Prabhakar Reddy. Trainer: S. Attaollahi. MALENAHALLI PLATE (Div. I), (1,200m), rated 00 to 20, 4-y-o & over: REGENCY GIRL (Suraj Narredu) 1, Love For Life (Nikhil Naidu) 2, Rocket Punch (Ashhad Asbar) 3 and A Crown (S. John) 4. Not run: Brunesco. 3-1/4, 1 and 3/4. 1m 15.98s. Rs. 27 (w), 14, 60 and 19 (p), SHP: Rs. 218, FP: Rs. 471, Q: Rs. 427, Trinella: Rs. 1,373 and Rs. 456, Exacta: Rs. 7,720 and Rs. 2,291. Favourite: Regency Girl. Owner: Mr. Vikram Singh. Trainer: Neil Darashah. LITTLEOVER PLATE (1.400m), rated 15 to 35, 4-y-o & over: CAROLINA (P. Trevor) 1, Flirting Eyes (Srinath) 2, Times Time (Nazerul Alam) 3 and Freestyle (Neeraj) 4. 2-1/4, Hd and Lnk. 1m 28.36s. Rs. 29 (w), 15, 16 and 118 (p), SHP: Rs. 44, FP: Rs. 66, Q: Rs. 29, Trinella: Rs. 559 and Rs. 467, Exacta: Rs. 2,483 and Rs. 676. Favourite: Carolina. Owners: United Racing & Bloodstock Breeders Ltd rep by. Mr & Mrs. Vijay Mallya. Trainer: S. Attaollahi. Jackpot: Rs. 9,184 (54 tkts.); Runner up: Rs. 1,389 (153 tkts.); Treble (i): Rs. 761 (25 tkts.); (ii): Rs. 294 (165 tkts.).
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In good touch: Washington Wizards’ John Wall, right, was in ominous form against Boston Celtics on Friday. AP *



Associated Press WASHINGTON



John Wall stood atop the scorer’s table, popping his jersey, yelling and celebrating his 3-pointer with 3.5 seconds left for the goahead basket that put his Washington Wizards into a Game 7 against Boston Celtics in the NBA on Friday. After Wizards’ 92-91 victory extended the Eastern Conference semifinal, Wall offered his thoughts on Celtics’ failure to back up their fashion statement of wearing all black clothing to the arena.



NBA “It was just funny to me. It was kind of copy-catting what we did,” said Wall, whose Wizards donned dark outfits before a regular-season game between these teams that are building a rivalry. “It was in my mind throughout the game that I didn’t want them to come here, wear all black, and basically call it a funeral.” The result: Eastern Conference: Washington Wizards 92 bt Boston Celtics 91 (series tied 3-3).



The squad: Goalkeepers: Gurpreet Singh Sandhu, Subrata Paul, Debjit Majumdar, Amrinder Singh, Albino Gomes, Vishal Kaith (u-22). Defenders: Pritatm Kotal, Nishu Kumar (u-22), Arnab Mondal, Sandesh Jhingan, Anas Edathodika, Chinglensana Singh (u-22), Lalruatthara (u-22), Fulganco Cardozo, Subhasish Bose (u-22), Narayan Das, Jerry Lalrinzuala (u-22). Midfielders: Jackichand Singh, Udanta Singh, Laldanmawia Ralte (u-22), Seityasen Singh, Eugeneson Lyngdoh, Rowllin Borges, Cavin Lobo, Md. Rafique, Dhanapal Ganesh, Milan Singh, Issac Vanmalsawma (u-22), Halicharan Narzary, Bikash Jairu. Forwards: Sunil Chhetri, Jeje Lalpekhlua, Daniel Lahlimpuia, Robin Singh, C.K. Vineeth. A ND-ND
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Chelsea crowned champion Batshuayi scores a late winner



Hamilton back on pole Vettel takes second spot; Bottas to start third 3: 5. Max Verstappen (Red Bull), 6. Daniel Ricciardo (Red Bull); Row 4: 7. Fernando Alonso (McLaren), 8. Sergio Perez (Force India).



Reuters Reuters London



Substitute Michy Batshuayi’s late goal clinched the Premier League title for Chelsea as it beat West Bromwich Albion 1-0 on Friday but it was made to fight all the way for the victory it craved at The Hawthorns. Chelsea was suffering late nerves as a dogged West Brom threatened to prolong the title race but Belgian international Batshuayi prodded home the winner after 82 minutes to spark manic celebrations from manager Antonio Conte. The victory, Chelsea’s 28th of the season, put the long-time league leader 10 points clear of secondplaced Tottenham Hotspur, which has only three games left to play. It was not vintage Chelsea on Friday but it got the job done on a tense night in the Midlands. West Brom offered the odd counter-attack but the one-way traffic continued after the break as Victor Moses was denied by a splendid low save by Ben Foster. Eden Hazard had another effort blocked on the line but as Chelsea strained for the winner it began to look a little vulnerable at the back as West Brom gained in confidence. The visitors had a huge scare when Salomon Rondon burst clear past David Luiz on the halfway line but his effort was superbly blocked by Cahill. In the end, Chelsea owed it to misfit Batshuayi, a peripheral figure for most of the season, to win the match and the title with only his second league goal.



Man City beats Leicester Meanwhile, Leicester City had a late penalty ruled out in bizarre circumstances as Manchester City held on for a 2-1 win on Saturday to move into third place and close in on the Champions League qualification. Riyad Mahrez was adjudged to have kicked the



CM YK



ball against his standing foot as he slipped while taking the 77th-minute penalty, which spun high into the top corner. The referee disallowed the goal and awarded City a free kick, holding up two fingers to show that Mahrez had taken two consecutive touches. Goals by David Silva in the 29th minute and Gabriel Jesus, from the penalty spot, in the 36th gave City a 2-0 lead at Etihad Stadium. Leicester had been outplayed up to that point, but replied through Japan striker Shinji Okazaki’s acrobatic volley in the 42nd and caused City problems in the closing stages. The results: Premier League: Manchester City 2 (David Silva 29, Gabriel Jesus 36) bt Leicester City 1 (Shinji Okazaki 42); Bournemouth 2 (Stanislas 25, King 85) bt Burnley 1 (Vokes 83); Middlesbrough 1 (Bamford 72) lost to Southampton 2 (Rodriguez 42, Redmond 57); Sunderland 0 lost to Swansea 2 (Llorente 9, Naughton 45). On Friday: West Bromwich 0 lost to Chelsea 1 (Michy Batshuayi 82). La Liga: Espanyol 0 lost to Valencia 1 (Jose Luis Gaya 75). Bundesliga: FC Augsburg 1 (Finnbogason 28) drew with Borussia Dortmund 1 (Aubameyang 32); Werder Bremen 3 (Gebre Selassie 59, Bargfrede 86, Bauer 90) lost to Hoffenheim 5 (Szalai 7, Kramaric 11 & 49, Zuber 40, Bicakcic 52); RB Leipzig 4 (Sabitzer 2, Werner 29-pen & 65, Poulsen 47) lost to Bayern Munich 5 (Lewandowski 17-pen & 84, Thiago 60, Alaba 90+1, Arjen Robben 90+5); SV Darmstadt 0 lost to Hertha Berlin 2 (Kalou 14, Torunarigha 28); Mainz 4 (Cordoba 60, Bell 62, Muto 76, De Blasis 90+3-pen) bt Eintracht Frankfurt 2 (Hrgota 42, Seferovic 50); Freiburg 1 (Philipp 31) drew with FC Ingolstadt 1 (Lezcano 43); Schalke 1 (Burgstaller 25) drew with Hamburg 1 (Lasogga 90+2); Bayer Leverkusen 2 (Kiessling 58, Pohjanpalo 70) drew with Cologne 2 (Jojic 14, Kluenter 48).



BARCELONA



Lewis Hamilton took pole position at the Spanish Grand Prix for the second year in a row on Saturday with Ferrari’s championship leader Sebastian Vettel alongside the Mercedes driver on the front row. The pole was the 64th of the Briton’s career, one short of his late Brazilian boyhood idol Ayrton Senna on the all-time list. Hamilton’s teammate Valtteri Bottas qualified third and Raikkonen fourth.



Abbas restricts Windies



Lewis Hamilton



*



MARK



THOMPSON/GETTY IMAGES



Starting grid: Row 1: 1. Lewis Hamilton (Mercedes), 2. Sebastian Vettel (Ferrari); Row 2: 3. Valtteri Bottas (Mercedes), 4. Kimi Raikkonen (Ferrari); Row



Row 5: 9. Felipe Massa (Williams), 10. Esteban Ocon (Force India); Row 6: 11. Kevin Magnussen (Haas), 12. Carlos Sainz Jr (Toro Rosso); Row 7: 13. Nico Huelkenberg (Renault), 14. Romain Grosjean (Haas); Row 8: 15. Pascal Wehrlein (Sauber), 16. Marcus Ericsson (Sauber); Row 9: 17. Jolyon Palmer (Renault), 18. Lance Stroll (Williams); Row 10: 19. Stoffel Vandoorne (McLaren), 20. Daniil Kvyat (Toro Rosso).



Nadal makes inal The Spaniard snaps a seven-match losing streak against Djokovic



Agence France-Presse Roseau (Dominica)



West Indies was all out for 247 in reply to Pakistan’s first innings total of 376 on the fourth morning of the third and final Test at Windsor Park in Dominica on Saturday. Pakistan pace bowler Mohammad Abbas was the wrecker-in-chief with five for 46.



SCOREBOARD Pakistan —1st innings: 376. West Indies — 1st innings: K. Brathwaite c Sarfraz Ahmed b Yasir 29, K. Powell c Azhar Ali b Yasir 31, S. Hetmyer c Sarfraz Ahmed b Yasir 17, S. Hope c Misbah b Azhar Ali 29, R. Chase b Mohd. Abbas 69, Vishaul Singh lbw b Mohd. Abbas 8, S. Dowrich b Amir 20, J. Holder (not out) 30, D. Bishoo c Younis b Mohd. Abbas 0, A. Joseph b Mohd. Abbas 0, S. Gabriel c Babar Azam b Mohd. Abbas 0; Extras (b-4, lb-2, w-5, nb-3): 14; Total (in 115 overs): 247. Fall of wickets: 1-43, 2-69, 397, 4-152, 5-189, 6-218, 7-239, 8-239, 9-241. Pakistan bowling: Amir 27-1232-1, Mohd. Abbas 25-7-46-5, Yasir 40-4-126-3, Hasan Ali 174-22-0, Azhar Ali 6-1-15-1.



In cruise mode: Rafael Nadal is in line for a ifth Madrid Masters title. JULIAN FINNEY/GETTY IMAGES *



Reuters Madrid



Rafael Nadal ended a sevenmatch losing streak against Novak Djokovic in emphatic fashion by thrashing the World No. 2 6-2, 6-4 on Saturday to reach the final of the Madrid Open and move within a step of a third consecutive clay-court title. The Spaniard and fourtime winner in Madrid got off to a dream start in the 50th meeting between the two great rivals, winning every point in the first game to break Djokovic, with the home crowd wildly celebrating his first point — a potent



MADRID OPEN return which the Serbian could only hit into the ground. The Spaniard finished off the first set in 40 minutes and again broke the struggling Djokovic in the opening game of the second. The World No. 2 broke back in the fourth to tie the set at 2-2 and celebrated by punching the air. It proved to be just a brief respite for the Serbian, however, as Nadal broke him again in the next game and held to restore his two-game lead.



A ND-ND
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Wrist spinners touch century mark Lahiri makes early exit Breach 100 wickets in a season for the irst time; Rising Pune Supergiant’s Imran Tahir leads the pack



Three trips to the water put paid to his chances



G. Viswanath



Press Trust of India
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Mumbai



The wrist spinners — rightarm orthodox and left-arm chinaman — always bring a lot of charm and intrigue to a cricket match. They are supposed to hoodwink batsmen by sheer guile and dispatch them to the pavilion. Generally batsmen tend to believe there is a big-scoring opportunity against the wrist spinners, but the fielding team’s captain deploys him as a weapon even on the most placid pitch. Rajasthan Royals captain Shane Warne believed that there was a definite role for the leg-spinner. He took 19 wickets followed by Piyush Chawla’s 17 for Kings XI Punjab in the inaugural season. “Leg-break is artificial rather than natural, and is much more difficult to produce than off-break. Hence it is not surprising that exponents of it are rare, at least successful exponents,” wrote K.S. Ranjitsinhji, in ‘The Jubilee Book of Cricket’, 1897.



IPL wrist spinners’ log book (39 bowlers, 747 wickets at 26.13) 앫 Amit Mishra (124 matches/134 wkts.), Piyush Chawla (127/123), Y. Chahal (55/70), Shane Warne (55/57), Imran Tahir (32/47), Anil Kumble (42/45), Karn Sharma (52/43), Rahul Sharma (44/40).



Imran Tahir.



IPL-10 In comparison with finger spinners and bowlers of other ilk, there have been far fewer successful practitioners of wrist spin and it has taken 10 long seasons for wrist spinners to make a big impact in the IPL. For the first time they touched the 100-wicket mark, when KXIP leg- spinner Rahul Tewatia



Rashid Khan.



Yuzvendra Chahal.



dismissed Mumbai Indians captain Rohit Sharma. The 99th wicket was taken by MI’s Karn Sharma. Out of the 15 wrist spinners seen in action in the VIVO IPL-10, only Gujarat Lions’ Shivil Kaushik went wicketless. He was ruled out of the competition with an injury after playing three matches. The other 14 are led by Rising Pune Supergiant’s Im-



ran Tahir (18 at 20.50); after playing 12 matches the South African has gone home. Tahir is followed by Sunrisers Hyderabad’s Rashid Khan (14 at 22.36), Royal Challengers Bangalore’s Yuzvendra Chahal (14 at 22.07), Kolkata Knight Riders’ Kuldeep Yadav (11 at 28.64), Delhi Daredevils’ Amit Mishra (10 at 29.10). Others who have taken wicket/s are RCB’s Samuel



‘It will be an India-Australia CT inal’ Clarke hopes that his country wins the encounter by a narrow one-run margin IANS



there is swing and < > Ifseam in the pitch I



Kolkata



Former Australia captain Michael Clarke on Saturday said he expects India and Australia to reach the ICC Champions Trophy final, and hoped the latter would win by one run. “I am backing India and Australia to play the final and hope Australia win by one run,” Clarke told reporters on the sidelines of an event in the city here. The 2007 World Cup winning skipper said that the conditions in England would be the key. “The actual conditions in the UK are going to play a big part. So I think about the Australian team for example, if there is swing and seam in the pitch I think the Australian fast bowlers are going to be really tough to face. “That will hold Australia in good stead. (Mitchell) Starc, ( James) Pattinson, ( Josh) Hazlewood, (Pat) Cummins... those four fast bowlers bowl 140-150kmh so if there is any swing or seam they will be tough to face. “As will the likes of South Africa who have got good fast bowlers,” the 36-year-old said.



think the Australian fast bowlers are going to be really tough to face



Punditspeak: Michael Clarke feels that if it’s hot and the pitch spins, there are no better men to exploit it than R. Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja. PTI *



If it’s hot and there is spin in the wickets, Clarke said the Indian spin pair of R. Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja will wreak havoc. “If it’s hot and the pitch spins, you think of no better exponents of that than Ashwin and Jadeja. So I think that will play into India’s favour. “He ( Jadeja) is as good a spinner as anybody in the world. India have got two very, very good frontline spinners and if conditions turn in the UK those two spinners can do a lot of damage to all the teams,” Clarke added.



Asked if Indian batsmen not being at their best in the ongoing Indian Premier League (IPL) is a cause of worry going into the eightteam tournament starting June 1, Clarke said it’s a different format to T20 and the likes of skipper Virat Kohli and Rohit Sharma should not be perturbed. “It’s a different format, one day cricket to T20. There are similarities but with regards to batting you got to give yourself a chance to get into your innings. I don’t think the Indian batsmen will be too concerned whether they have per-



formed during the IPL or not. “They will have enough time to be ready for the tournament. They will be confident. They won the Champions Trophy last time and have had success in the shorter format in the UK. So they will be confident they can give their best,” he said. Clarke added that the blend of youth and experience in the Indian ranks should work to their advantage. “They have got a good mix of youth and experience. I think that’s really important in major tournaments.” India has the likes of seasoned campaigners M.S. Dhoni and Yuvraj Singh in its squad along with youngsters like Manish Pandey and Hardik Pandya. The defending champion begins its journey on June 4 against Pakistan in Group B.



앫 2008: 9 bowlers/65 wickets; 2009: 8/63; 2010: 8/67; 2011: 9/66; 2012: 8/49; 2013: 11/ 56; 2014: 12/94; 2015: 11/88; 2016: 17/99; 2017: 15/100. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



Badree (9 at 20.89), MI’s Karn Sharma (7 at 17.71), KXIP’s K.C. Cariappa (4 at 31.75), KKR’s Chawla (3 at 39.33), KXIP’s Tewatia (3 at 11.67), RPS’s Adam Zampa (2 at 35.50), GL’s Ankit Soni (2 at 56.50), RPS’s Rahul Chahar (2 at 29.00), KXIP’s Swapnil Singh (1 at 55.00).



Ponte Vedra Beach (USA)



Anirban Lahiri was comfortably inside the cut line before he exited in a horrific manner with a six-over 10 on a single hole at The Players Championship here. At three-under after 17 holes, following his threeover 75 in the first round, Lahiri was even par for 35 holes and the cut seemed to be coming at one-over. It finally fell at two-over. That’s when the horror story began for Lahiri, who had made eight cuts in 10 starts before this week. He hooked his first drive left into the water. Then he hit another one into the lake. And then another. Six shots on, he was still at the tee. He finally landed on the fairway in his fourth try and from 125 yards his eighth shot saw him get to the green. He two-putted for a 10 and was at that point in time six-over to miss the cut by four shots.



Meltdown: Despite being in the reckoning for the cut, Anirban Lahiri fell by the wayside. FILE PHOTO *



Yet, Lahiri, showed remarkable mental strength and tweeted, “That did not end well!! @THEPLAYERSChamp. Fought hard the other 17 holes today. Will try and snowball the positives going forward!!”



A good start Earlier, Lahiri birdied three times in the first six holes and seemed to be on way to a low round. He bogeyed the eighth, birdied the 12th, and



again dropped a shot on the 14th only to make up with a birdie on the 16th. He was still three-under for the day and even for the tournament. A par on 17th and then disaster struck. At the top, Louis Oosthuizen and Kyle Stanley posted a six-under 66 to share the lead and open a two-shot lead over J.B. Holmes, who fell out of a tie with bogeys on his last two holes for a 69.



GENERAL



IOC to examine Paris 2024 Games bid Agence France-Presse Paris



After three days in Los Angeles, International Olympic Committee (IOC) delegates head for Paris to inspect the city’s bid for the 2024 Games against a backdrop of a handover of power to French president-elect Emmanuel Macron. With just four months to go until the vote in Lima, the 11-member IOC Evaluation Commission will on Sunday begin its three-day inspection of the French capital on the day Macron takes over from Francois Hollande. Macron has reaffirmed his backing for the Paris bid in talks with IOC chief Thomas Bach. He spoke to Bach by



phone and expressed his “attachment to the Paris 2024 project and emphasised France’s longstanding commitment to the Olympic movement”, the bid committee said in a statement. “We are delighted that even before his inauguration as new president of France he has already found time to speak to the IOC president to reaffirm his full and complete support for Paris 2024,” the co-chairman of the committee Tony Estanguet said. On the ground, the Paris bid committee will have to showcase the city to the IOC delegates without the head of state. During Sunday’s opening presentation, Paris officials



will highlight the virtues of a project which, from its inception, has focused on legacy. With just one swimming pool and an Olympic Village to build, the renovation of the transport system being planned for 2022, Paris 2024 claim they are 95 per cent equipped to host a third Games after 1900 and 1924. The IOC will also be looking at the environmental and social impact and how a Paris Games would promote sport to a wider audience, such as women, senior citizens and the disabled. The Games are also been touted as a golden opportunity to shape Greater Paris through the regeneration of numerous sites including



Seine-Saint-Denis, one of the poorest regions of France with high youth unemployment. The Paris Games would be centred in this area situated to the north-east of the city with the Olympic Village there to be transformed afterwards into social housing. The French bid is also being presented as one of sustainable development receiving the backing of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and Nobel Peace Prize winner Mohammad Yunus, a champion of social and economic development. Organisers promise to reduce the carbon footprint by 55 per cent compared to the 2012 London Olympics.



Mourinho to keep United fresh for inal The Manchester club has three league games to go before its date with Ajax Agence France-Presse Manchester



Jose Mourinho will unapologetically seek to preserve the freshness of his Manchester United players over their final three Premier League games, he said after they reached the Europa League final. United will play Ajax in Stockholm on May 24 after a nervy 1-1 draw at home to Celta Vigo on Thursday, in which centre-back Eric Bailly was sent off, gave it a 2-1 aggregate semifinal win. Whereas Ajax’s season finishes on Sunday, United still has three league games to play and Mourinho said he would have no qualms about making sure his players are



Target Champions League: Having put all his eggs in the Europa League basket, Jose Mourinho will rest his irst team regulars for the remainder of the league season. REUTERS *



in top shape for the trip to Sweden. “Obviously now Ajax think about the final,” the United manager told journalists at Old Trafford.



“Their league finishes on Sunday and they will have 12 days to prepare for the final and we have three Premier League matches to play.



“Hopefully Crystal Palace (United’s final league opponents) don’t need the last game, because in the last game I’m going to make a lot of changes and nobody can blame us because we have a final two days later.” For United, winning the Europa League is its last hope of reaching the Champions League. But Mourinho said it would be wrong purely to view the final as a means to an end, particularly as United has never previously won the competition. “It means an opportunity to win a trophy, the opportunity to be back in the Champions League,” said the Portuguese.



Fed Cup semis: Expect high-intensity clashes Aizawl faces BFC in the afternoon; mouth-watering Kolkata derby under lights Y.B. Sarangi CUTTACK



Even as the scheduling of matches in hot and humid conditions has drawn sharp criticism, the top four teams of the I-League are ready to tussle in the semifinals of the Federation Cup football tournament at the Barabati Stadium here on Sunday. The coaches’ man management skills have been put through a stern test due to the harsh weather as the semifinalists, who will play their fourth match in a week, are facing the challenge of preserving their players. I-League champion Aizawl FC will take on Bengaluru FC in the afternoon, while deCM YK



fending champion Mohun Bagan will meet East Bengal in a mouthwatering Kolkata derby under the lights.



Crucial clash It will be the fourth derby of the season and perhaps the most crucial one. Incidentally, the last derby in the tournament was played at the same venue in 2010, when East Bengal had beaten Bagan 1-0 in the final. A well-balanced Mohun Bagan, which had struggled against smaller sides in the League, sent a strong message by winning against DSK Shivajians and Shillong Lajong FC and drawing against Bengaluru FC in the group



stage. East Bengal, which had a tumultuous season with coach Trevor Morgan resigning due to a slump in performance, will be equally hungry to prove a point. East Bengal, which drew with Churchill Brothers and Aizawl and won against Chennai City FC, will have to take a call on the injured defender Ivan Bukenya before finalising the XI.



Injured Chhetri out BFC suffered a huge setback as its captain and main attacker Sunil Chhetri picked up a leg muscle injury midway through the match against Bagan on Friday. He will miss the semifinal.



BFC coach Albert Roca was furious with the scheduling, as it could affect other players as well. His team, which managed a win over Shillong, would like to stop Aizawl’s dream journey and try to book a berth in the AFC Cup by winning the title. It has to cope with the heat while playing its first day match. The only worry for Aizawl, which had an extra day’s break like East Bengal, is the fitness of defender Ashutosh Mehta. Since the final is some days away, the last-four stage should present high-intensity clashes. A ND-ND
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How an experiment in an abandoned factory ground turned into an art association



‘The cremation saw no logs of wood; it was coconut husks they piled up’



Underfunded, underloved, underwatched: that’s Indian children’s cinema for you
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COVER STORY



Gateway By 9.30 a.m. every Wednesday, dozens of push carts make their way through kachcha mountain roads to the Baliamari-Kalaichar border haat. Ritu Raj Konwar



At the haat of a border Everything from wood apple to cosmetics and plastic buckets are traded at border markets near Bangladesh BY SHIV SAHAY SINGH



A



long one of the curves of Gingiram river, which follows the contours of the IndiaBangladesh border in Meghalaya, a small patch of nondescript



CM YK



land comes alive. It is Wednesday morning. Beyond the barbed wire fence, heavily guarded by the Border Security Force (BSF) in Indian territory and by Border Guards Bangladesh (BGB) across the border, lies a collection of tin sheds



with raised platforms, each supported by bamboo poles. By 9.30 a.m., dozens of push carts make their way through kachcha mountain roads and queue up at this picturesque spot in South West Garo Hills district. Sacks full of betel nut, tamarind



and vegetables come tumbling out from the Indian side of the border while Bangladeshi vendors bring in large plastic drums and containers, buckets, mugs and garments. Inaugurated in July 2011, the Baliamari-Kalaichar border haat is one



of the first markets set up between the two countries. A memorandum of understanding between India and Bangladesh in 2010 says that such border haats aim at “promoting the well-being of people in remote areas across the borders” through



a traditional system to market local produce. People who live within five kilometres of the border haat are given licences as vendors and buyers.



Continued on page 2
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‘Before the market came about here, there were



< > instances when people would breach the fence and get shot at by the BSF’ short of a blessing, he says. “A few years ago, I had no permanent source of income. Now I make a profit of ₹3,000 to ₹4,000 every week. I am able to send my five-year-son Ibrahim to an Englishmedium school.” In a few hours, the resident of upper Kalaichar sells tamarind, cumin seeds and wood apple worth ₹14,300. Sometimes transactions at the haat involve no cash, just barter. Traders contact each other over the phone and discuss what they are looking for. So sacks of betel nut and tamarind are exchanged for garments. Kalaichar is one of four border haats along the India-Bangladesh border—the others are Kamalasagar and Srinagar in Tripura, and Balat in Meghalaya. Held once a week, trade in these markets happens in Indian rupees or Bangladesh taka or on a barter basis. According to government data, cash trade equivalent to ₹1,686.62 lakh took place at these four haats between 2010 and 2016. Six more border haats have been approved along the IndoBangladesh border, two in Tripura, at Palbasti and Kamalpur, and four in Meghalaya, at Bholaganj, Nalikata, Shibbari and Ryngku. Not only is the Kalaichar market a means of livelihood for 25 vendors on either side, it is a boon for customers. On the Indian side of the border are 200 buyers and the number is higher in Bangladesh. Even for those driving carts and vans, the market has been a steady source of income at least once at week. Atabul Sheikh, a van driver, who was a daily wage worker earning between ₹200 and ₹250 a day, now earns ₹1,000 every Wednesday, he says. However, only a handful of items can be sold at the haat, because of the restrictions imposed by the MoU between the two countries. But ask the vendors what they would like to sell and the list is endless. Bangladesh traders would like to sell dried fish and pulses while Indians wish that the restriction on garlic and ginger be lifted. But despite these restrictions, the Kalaichar border haat supports at least 300 families from India and about 500 families from Bangladesh.



At the haat of a border



Brisk business (Clockwise from top left) Garments, hilsa and household goods at the Kamalasagar-Tripura border haat; Bangladeshis cross the Gingiram river to Kalaichar Border Haat. Ritu Raj Konwar



Continued from page 1 Suruzz Zamman, from Baliamari village in Bangladesh’s Kurigram district, is among the 25 vendors from across the border who comes to the haat every week. The 59-year-old is surrounded by plastic containers, folding tables and a variety of melamine ware. Most of his goods—worth ₹90,000—are sold within the first couple of hours. “Before the market came about here, there were instances when people breached the fence and got shot at by the BSF. This market now keeps people away from cross-border crime and



smuggling,” Zamman says. Md. Fazrul Haque is from Kurigram. He has sold articles worth ₹10,000 today and is pleased with his profits today. Commodities that originally had no value on this side of the border in South West Garo Hills have become sought after thanks to the border haat. Indian sellers say wood apple (bel ), a natural forest produce from the hills, is popular with customers in Bangladesh, much like tamarind is. Farukh Mian, an Indian vendor, is making the most of the opportunity. The market has been nothing



Traders contact each other over the phone and



< > discuss what they are looking for. So sacks of betel nut and tamarind are exchanged for garments



Currency and camaraderie But not everyone in the market is buying and selling. The border haat has also generated much curiosity among people on both sides. Amirul Islam, a police officer from Bangladesh, has travelled 60 km to come here. For a couple of hours, the police officer greets people at the haat, shaking hands and talking to vendors about everything from infrastructure to the quality of betel nut. But while he wants to buy something for his family, he has to give up the idea as the market is meant only for registered buyers and sellers. It is also a natural meeting point for people from both countries; there’s a camaraderie between the BSF and BGB personnel. BSF company commander P.C. Yogi speaks to his counterpart Murshed from the BGB about where the next meeting of the market regulatory committees will take place. What better place than the market, they decide. Two officers of State Bank of India from Tura, more than 50 km away, are busy exchanging currency notes. By the end of the day, they collect 1,58,700



Bangladeshi taka and hand over ₹1,04,742 to Indian traders. By 1.30 p.m., unsold ware returns to its place of origin on small boats across the narrow river.



A higher fence In Sipahijala district, about 30 km southwest of Agartala in Tripura, another border market comes alive on Sundays. Here, the barbed wire fence separating the two countries is higher, possibly twice as high as the one on the South West Garo Hills border. Cosmetics from India are in great demand at this market while dried fish, locally baked goods, plasticware and garments from Bangladesh draw Indian customers. People have lined up at the gate to collect their visitor passes. The officials check photo identification documents and for a fee of ₹20, the visitor is handed a yellow slip. On an average, about 700 visitors from India and a similar number from Bangladesh visit the market every week. Tazmul Islam and Shamshul Nahar have arrived in a group of 50 from Narsingdi district in Bangladesh. Nahar has bought polythene bags full of fairness creams, shampoos, face wash and soap. “We do not get cosmetics of such quality in Bangladesh,” she says. But for Mary, Dipta, Manju and Mousumi, all members of a family from Agartala, the visit to the haat is not about buying cosmetics, but just a Sunday morning outing. They go stall to stall, clicking photographs, before heading to their next destination, a temple a few hundred metres away. Haats mean different things to different people. For Biswajit Das, who lives in Brahmanbaria, a district along the border fence in Bangladesh, the market is his means of livelihood. He introduces customers to different varieties of dried fish—hilsa, tangra and local dried fish, puti—and stresses the need to allow sale of fresh fish in the market. “It would really help us make better profits.” Like Das, every vendor has a ready wishlist for the market. Jumman Aziz Ema believes that a separate ladies corner should be built for women buyers and sellers. Occasionally, we encounter people who have slipped past the border guard and barbed wire. They come in to sell pickle and cucumber and are visibly frightened when asked about their identity cards. Nepal Debnath, who works at a restaurant in Brahmanbaria, and his friend Tasli Ahmed meet a few young men from India and they exchange numbers. “Can I come and visit India? I want to see the temple. I promise to take you to Bangladesh,” Debnath tells his new friends. However, they soon give up the idea. It is 2.20 p.m., and the last train is about to leave Kasba Railway station for Brahmanbaria. From the border haat, Debnath and Ahmed can see the train on the other side of the fence. They hear the whistle and rush towards the station. The crowd at the market has started thinning. In another hour, the traders will collect their unsold wares and return to the custom offices on either side of the border. The gates of the market close and the border guards return to base. Until next Sunday.



INSIDE INDIA



The museum man of Munsiyari As Bhotiya culture unravelled, a history professor began collecting everything the community was throwing away



Bhotiya legacy Hookahs, a collection of horse bells and wooden wine bottles are among the objects displayed at the Tribal Heritage Museum of Munsiyari; (below) Sher Singh Pangti. Arpita Chakrabarty BY ARPITA CHAKRABARTY



T



he soaring snow-capped peaks of Panchachuli are everywhere you look in Munsiyari. At this strange and sublime place that feels like the edge of the earth, is located a delightful museum dedicated to a Himalayan society that no longer exists. “The artefacts in my museum are not found in Bhotiya homes today,” says Sher Singh Pangti, an octogenarian, as he hands out entrance tickets to a group of Bengali tourists for ₹10 each. “The younger generation wasn’t made aware of its cultural heritage, and there’s no emotional connect with our roots. So we have lost our legacy as a true Bhotiya society.”



Trade bonds Munsiyari in Johar valley in Uttarakhand’s Pithoragarh district is home to the Bhotiya tribe, also known as Shaukas. For centuries they moved between Munsiyari and upper HimCM YK



alayan villages, trading grains, jaggery and mishri for salt, borax and wool from Tibet. The trade fed and nurtured generations of Bhotiya families. “There was no money involved; it ran on a barter system. The trade bonded the Bhotiya and Tibetan communities into a family,” says Pangti, who is a Bhotiya himself, from Milam village. Trade, however, came to a sudden end as borders closed in 1962 after the India-China War. “The death of trade disrupted the economy. The Bhotiya people saw no need for seasonal migration and looked for other means of livelihood in the lower Himalayas. The government notified Bhotiya as a Scheduled Tribe (ST) community



in 1967 to help the distressed tribe achieve education and employment,” adds Pangti. Several of the hill State’s Indian Administrative Service officers belong to the Bhotiya tribe. It was then that Pangti began his journey to record, document and archive the community’s history. He was then a professor of history at a government college in Munsiyari. He travelled to all 14 upper-Himalayan migratory villages of the Johar valley on foot and collected objects that would later be showcased in the Tribal Heritage Museum of Munsiyari. “I collected everything that people were disposing—wooden wine bottles, cooking pots, Tibetan butter tea leaves, horses’ bells, bags made



< >



Trade came to a sudden end as borders closed in 1962 after the India-China War



of yak skin, jewellery made of leopard and bear nails, and musk deer tooth, wooden pens and ink made of natural dye, woollen clothes, medicinal herbs, handmade paper, musical instruments and stones inscribed with Buddhist sermons. They threw everything out of their house—everything that identified our culture. Bhotiya people slowly imbibed the traditions and language of Kumaoni Hindus.” Pangti’s museum also has different shapes and sizes of hookahs, which were served to guests along with homemade wine. The development of the road to Munsiyari in the 1960s also impacted



the Johari culture, feels Pangti. “With cars, the road brought a lot of major changes to the lifestyle of the community.”



New lamps for old “By that time feriwalas too arrived from the plains and knocked on every Bhotiya door to swap steel utensils for wooden ones. Steel was followed by plastic. Today in a Bhotiya kitchen everything is made of either plastic or steel. Even the traditional long wooden vessels with brass designs used for brewing Tibetan butter tea are replaced by plastic brewing jugs.” It’s past noon now. The large wooden windows of the museum offer a magnificent view of Panchachuli emerging from the clouds. The museum now looks more like a Kumaoni house with intricate woodwork. The vernacular architecture of Kumaon is known for such designs with flowers, birds and images of gods. Pangti says these ornate, wooden doors and windows were also brought from high alti-



tude villages. Many of the old houses fell apart; bushes and shrubs claimed them. “The craftsmen of Almora were known for woodcarving. The more well-to-do Bhotiya would hire them for ek anna (25 paisa); and woodcarvers would take months to chisel a piece of wood into life with floral patterns.” A few tourists request him to show them the ingenious traditional door locking technique, done with no lock or key or bolt. Pagti obliges: Two parts of a wooden door are fastened with a long piece of wood, with the help of a sickle. Every house had its own shape of sickle and locking wood,” he says. But the museum man of Kumaon is worried about its future. Pangti’s museum receives grants, but a small one every two years from the cultural department of Uttarakhand. “But no officer from the department has ever visited the museum.” A freelance journalist, the writer is merriest in the mountains.
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FROM THE FIELD



Tree spotting in Tiruppur How Tiruppur, India’s knitwear hub, is now weaving a green cover for the entire district BY PANKAJA SRINIVASAN



About 3.5 lakh trees



< > have been planted in



W



e moved this tree 15 km on a truck along the stretch between Avinashi and Avinashipalayam.” V. Mahendran points to a hulking tree trunk. “The operation took us nine hours. Even with its branches and most of its canopy chopped off, it weighed more than 40 tonnes.” We are at the Tiruppur Collectorate, and Mahendran, who works at a leading Tiruppur apparel company, is telling me about the massive tree planting drive across Tiruppur district that he is part of. “Four hundred trees were to be cut for a highways project. And 150 trees of them were transplanted— three of them at the Collectorate.” This particular tree, a rare variety of banyan, is around 150 years old. He points to a sprig of leaves on a bare branch. “The tree lives.” Mahendran comes from a long line of farmers in Dharapuram “and I know about native trees and the soil.” Fourteen years ago, he joined the administrative department of an apparel manufacturing and exporting company. But when his managing director, T.R. Sivaram, spearheaded the Vanathukul Tiruppur (Tiruppur within a forest) in 2015, a movement to green the city, Mahendran’s job description changed. He became the initiative’s project manager. As we drive along, Mahendran identifies the trees that have been planted as part of the project. He says with considerable pride that 3.5 lakh trees have been planted in the last two years in the district and 90% are flourishing. “Nothing gives me greater satisfaction than knowing that we have put trees on almost every street of Tiruppur,” he says.



A.P.J. effect Sivaram, who started an NGO called Vetry to tackle environmental problems of the region, found the right people to fulfil a promise he made to himself; one that gathered strength when his hero A.P.J. Abdul Kalam passed away. “Dr. Kalam had said every human must plant and nurture at least five trees in their lifetime. When he died, a few of us thought the best way to honour his memory was to plant and look after saplings. In 2015, 8,000 people from all walks of life assembled and pledged to plant one lakh trees in four months.” That was the first phase of Vanathukul Tiruppur. In just under 100 days, 1.35 lakh saplings were planted. That was the first milestone and the response was overwhelming. Sivaram approached the frontrunners of business in the wealthy knitwear town of Tiruppur. Almost all the garment industrialists threw their weight behind his



the last two years in the district and 90% are lourishing



Green thumbs Banyan, badam, teak, pomegranate, rosewood and neem are among the species planted as part of the Vanathukul Tiruppur project. Special Arrangement project. When I tell Sivaram that I always thought of Tiruppur as a plastic-infected, hot and dusty mess, he is not very pleased. “We are clothing the world and the city is one of the busiest industrial hubs in the country raking in over ₹25,000 crore per annum in export revenue and doing equally well in the domestic market. Over 11 lakh workers are employed in the industries and, with that volume,



the city is not going to smell sweet.” D.M. Kumar, CEO of another apparel company and project director of Vanathukul Tiruppur, makes a candid admission. “We have caused grievous harm to the environment and we must make amends.” He says that while the industry’s growth has been exponential, no one paid any attention to the environmental fallout. Water bodies paid the



price with effluents being discharged into them and trees suffered too. But not any more.



The new ‘VIPs’ The trees in Tiruppur are now VIPs, says Sivaram. “We brainstormed and came up with a sustainable plan. Too many tree planting drives are coming to nought. In order to save time, energy and resources, we decided to plant in



enclosed private lands.” He explains how people offered vacant lands to plant saplings. Nearly 4,000 acres have been planted. I see 6,000 trees growing on 60 acres belonging to a major industrialist. Farmers with uncultivable land were persuaded to plant teak, malai vembu and sandalwood. Before the saplings find a home, Mahendran and his team find out what tree will grow best in that particular soil.



SOFT FOCUS



Treated sewage water is used to water the saplings. Industrialists have provided tractors fitted with GPS to the Vanathukul Tiruppur team. These follow a meticulously drawn up schedule to crisscross the district carrying 6,000 litres of water a trip. The tractors make five trips a day. In some farms, drip irrigation is used. But it isn’t all smooth sailing. There have been some setbacks, reveals Kumar. “When we planted saplings in public spaces, miscreants set fire to them, poured acid on them or hammered nails into them. But plantations on private lands get proper care and the trees get a fair chance of survival.” Kumar says they would gladly help housing complexes to start greening drives too. “You don’t need that much space. We have also adopted the Miyawaki forestry method (a form of ecological engineering) and now several places have densely planted trees.” In the lush outdoors of yet another apparel exporting company, 4,000 assorted saplings grow in a Miyawaki forest. They include banyan, badam, teak, pomegranate, rosewood, cherry, neem, silver oak, mandarai, guava and mango. Children from nearby schools planted them and they return every now and then to check on their progress. Mahendran says the planting drive has helped bring back rare indigenous species that would have otherwise disappeared. “The Vanathukul movement has spread its roots. Dindigul, Erode, Namakkal have all begun similar projects,” says Kumar. Both Sivaram and Kumar reiterate that the greening effort has been successful because it is a people’s movement, wholeheartedly supported by the government. District Forest Officer A. Periasamy seconds that. “In the first two years of the scheme, the forest department supplied nearly two lakh saplings. Meanwhile, the organisers themselves established nurseries and identified sources for saplings. But the forest department will continue to offer technical expertise in terms of saplings and soil conditions.” Sivaram hopes to see positive results in about three years. “More rainfall, more birds, less pollution and less heat.” And their next project on restoring water bodies is already underway.



CREDITS



Baisakhi in Britain This spectacular event could well mark a shift in relations between India and Britain’s Sikhs BY VIDYA RAM



O



n a sunny, windy day in a large sports field in northwest London a troupe of Gatka artists from the Akal Sahai school in South London—young and old, male and female—came together for a striking performance whirling swords, sticks, shields and spiked iron balls. This was part of the Baisakhi celebrations, organised by the Indian High Commission to mark the 350th birth anniversary of Guru Gobind Singh. While large Baisakhi celebrations are nothing new to Britain, this event, which drew an estimated crowd of 18,000, and included performances by Jasbir Jassi, and bhangra musician Channi Singh, brought together 13 gurudwaras from across London as well as community organisations. It marked a potentially significant shift in relations between India and Britain’s Sikh community.



Reaching out Relations have not always been easy since the army operation that cleared the Golden Temple complex in Amritsar of Sikh militants more than 30 years ago and in 2015 a ‘Sikh Lives Matter’ demonstration outside the High Commission turned violent. Since then efforts have been made to normalise relations, with Prime Minister Narendra Modi meeting with some leaders of the Sikh community later that year during his visit to London. High Commissioner Y.K. Sinha wore a saffron turban and told the crowd the event would become an annual event. The High Commission’s decision to reach out to gurudwaras across the political spectrum seems to have been welcomed by those within the community who have, to date, had limited contact with it. Inderpal Singh Malhi of the Singh Sabha in Barking, East London—which helped organise many of the events, including kabaddi matches and langar at the event—said that it had been the first time that the High Commission had reached out to its community in the way that it had. “This is a very positive step, a CM YK



Documentary on Princess Diana By HBO To be released in August HBO has announced plans for a documentary on the 20th anniversary of Princess Diana’s fatal car accident. According to a Vogue report, the film will be narrated largely through the viewpoint of her sons, Prince William, the Duke of Cambridge, and Prince Harry. It will also pay tributes to the humanitarian work she undertook—her fight against homelessness and HIV/ AIDS—and also feature interviews with several of her friends and family members. A similar documentary will also be screened by ABC, which will include archival footage of Diana, among other things.



Heroic Gatka artists from Akal Sahai School come together for a striking performance, whirling swords, sticks and shields. Vidya Ram good effort…we hope it can help unite the community,” he said. The event also included gurudwaras from other communities, including the influential Guru Nanak Darbar from Southall, set up by Afghani Sikhs, whose pavilion attracted a steady stream of visitors for hot pakoras. Standing by was one of its leaders, Rajinder Singh Soni, who said he was hopeful that the initiative would continue to help build relations within the community that had been fragmented to date.



‘Invisible’ Britain’s Sikh community is around 4,32,000 strong (or around 0.7% of the



British population) according to the most recent census, but continues to face discrimination, with a U.K. Sikh Survey last year warning that the community was “invisible” to decision makers and politicians, despite the fact that one in seven had faced workplace discrimination and an even higher percentage had faced discrimination in public places.



A large community “It’s very significant bringing all the communities together—this can help it address issues of confidence and the myths some people have about certain professions… We hope we can build confidence and improve numbers in different profes-



sions and that we can get the message out there that there are people willing to address concerns,” said Inspector Surinderjit Mahal of the Metropolitan Police, which also participated in the event, along with the Army. “Our community has sometimes been fragmented along the lines of ethnicity, religion or state so we’ve not always been able to reap the benefits of being such a large community,” said Dinesh Patnaik, Deputy High Commissioner in London. “We may have different issues that we take up but there will always be a number of fundamental issues—trade, immigration—that affect all of us and if we can get together that will be a big thing.”



Death in the Terminal 52 minutes By Tali Shemesh and Asaf Sudry This documentary recaps a 2015 terrorist attack in Israel. Executive produced by Megan Ellison and Mark Boal, who previously teamed on Hollywood thriller Zero Dark Thirty, the film won prizes at the International Documentary Film Festival Amsterdam and Israel’s Academy Awards. The Hebrew documentary recaps the events of October 18, 2015, when a terrorist armed with a gun and a knife entered a bus terminal in the Southern Israeli city of Beersheba. The film recently won the Audience Award and Best Mid-Length Documentary Award at the HotDocs festival in Toronto. A U.S studio, First Look Media’s Topic recently acquired broadcast rights to it.



A curation of some of the most interesting news films and videos from around the world.
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SPOTLIGHT BY GEORGINA MADDOX



I



t began as an experiment in an abandoned factory ground at Modi Mills in New Delhi. Twenty years later, KHOJ, International Artists’ Association has become synonymous with Indian arts; its members having worked with perishable materials, temporary structures, erasable signs and the artist’s own body. While to sum up this large range of artistic work produced over two decades is difficult, one can only attempt to understand the vast ground it has covered. The organisation brought out a large book on its 10th anniversary that acts as a guide. Founder-member and curator Pooja Sood stands proud and tall to tell the tale of the organisation, along with other artist members—Subodh Gupta, Bharti Kher, Anita Dube, Manisha Parekh, Ajay Desai and Prithpal Ladi. The collective was founded with the help of Robert Loder, founder of the U.K.-based Triangle Arts Trust. A small newspaper clipping of the time when the founding artists came together for the first workshop in 1997 still exists and is part of the KHOJ memorabilia. The image is redolent with nostalgia and one tries to pick out the ant-sized figures of a just-out-of-art-school Subodh Gupta and an almost unrecognisable Anita Dube, clad in a pink kurta and with long black hair. Anyone who has met Dube recently will notice the change of ideology and dress in short salt and pepper hair, kurtis and jeans. Parekh has remained her stately self though Gupta and Kher look quite different from this old newspaper clipping. “KHOJ for me represents my entire journey and career as an artist in a capsule. We started meeting when KHOJ was not even born and it gives me great pleasure to be a part of its history as one of its trustees,” says renowned installation artist Subodh Gupta. KHOJ appeared on the arts scene when the contemporary art world looked very ‘gloomy’, says Gupta. Apart from the art galleries, there was nothing exciting happening at that time and art production only tread the beaten path.



Space for experiments It was a time before the existence of plush galleries and a seemingly networked art world, when artists and gallerists raced between Basel and Shanghai, and international curators, once a rarity, were ubiquitously present in the Indian subcontinent. KHOJ provided a space for artists to experiment and create work that was free of the gallery system and free of sales. One will never forget Gupta’s iconic performance piece that came out of a KHOJ artist’s residency in Modi Mills. Pure , was a video recording of his performance piece, where the artist bathed with cow dung as a symbol of identity, looking at various issues of class, caste and even gender through the transformative cow dung bath. What started off as an event then be-



Questing the alternative KHOJ has worked with perishable material, temporary structures and artists’ own bodies came the alternative space for art, KHOJ has mapped many a milestone on its way. “I think having its own physical space here in Khirki is paramount,” says Pooja Sood. The whitewash over bricks building in Khirki village is hard-won, because for many years KHOJ was operating out of various experimental spaces. Sood’s office was (and arguably still is) her laptop, and artists came together to create artwork in spaces like demolished buildings. Now the café, the archive centre, and what is often used as a gallery space, offers KHOJ a physical presence on the map. Opposite the glitzy Select City Walk mall in Saket, it is an interesting contrast to the blatant consumerism encountered at the mall.



Artists’ network The second most important factor, according to Sood, is the supportive network of artists. “I have been supported



SCANNER Sri Lankan latitude A Colombo-based artist, Pala Pothupitiye takes on maps in his ongoing exhibition ‘Until this Moment’ in New Delhi. His works confront military intervention, colonialism, religious extremism and probes the stringent laws that hinder the free movement of humans, trade and culture across the world. Pothupitiye, who works on government maps and old colonial maps treats them as two-dimensional surfaces that can be used to bring attention to lived experiences. These alternative cartographic exercises talk about memory and its erasure, identities and their discomfiture, the 30-year war Sri Lanka experienced and its postwar complexities. The exhibition, is on at Exhibit 320, till May 27.



Plunge into the world of Pink Floyd An exhibition dedicated to Pink Floyd at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London takes you into the world of the legendary rock band by recreating the psychedelic world of the 1960s. It also pays tributes to the nature of the band and its music. A reviewer for The Guardian observes how among the first things one notices is a quote from the late John Peel about Pink Floyd’s legendary anonymity. A video attempts to throw some light into the inner lives and struggles of artistes such as Syd Barrett, who according to testimonies from bandmates and friends, was much affected by stardom and the vast quantities of LSD he consumed. Therefore, much of the art displayed at the exhibition is an effort to document how the group largely sought to distract attention away from its members, such as with the use of the refracting prism image that donned the cover of their album The Dark Side of the Moon. ‘The Pink Floyd Exhibition: Their Mortal Remains’ is on until October 1.



Dying Indian art forms Shankar Lal Bhopa, Phad painting artist from Rajasthan will be among several artists and academics who will be speaking about the dying art forms in India at a panel discussion in Anti-Social, Hauz Khas Village, on Monday. Phad paintings consist of stories that are painted on phad, a long piece of cloth, which can be rolled up. Gautam Chatterjee of the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts and Raghvi Khurana, co-founder of Nazariya will discuss ways to preserve and revive such traditions and cultures. The discussion will be followed by a small screening of a film on Bali Yatra, an Odisha-based cultural festival to mark the day when ancient mariners from the state set sail to distant lands of Bali and Sri Lanka for trade and cultural expansion.



CM YK
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‘KHOJ for me represents my entire journey and career as an artist in a capsule.’



by artists since they have always thought of KHOJ as their space,” says the founder, who must have seen over a thousand artists come and go during the time that KHOJ has been operational. The third milestone would be the contemporary issues that KHOJ workshops and seminars have engaged with. “We are perhaps the only arts organisation that has dealt with issues of ecology over a period of ten years. We were the first-ever organisation to host a performance art festival. We have especially spent time working with local communities and have been examining methodology and ways of looking at art,



Two decades The studio is an interesting contrast to the blatant consumerism around it. Sushil Kumar Verma re-thinking ways of knowledge production,” says Sood. From reinventing spaces to creating channels of reciprocity with Southeast Asia, mainland China, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Indonesia and Japan, KHOJ became, as critic Geeta Kapur puts it: “part laboratory, part academy and part community centre…KHOJ is something that is by and for artists; where art is an act, a gift…not just a commodity to be bartered up at galleries and auction houses.” Anita Dube wrote the first manifesto of KHOJ back in 1997. She was part of the Kerala Radical group, a short-lived artist-driven collective fuelled by leftwing political activism in the late 1980s. “The Radical collapsed because of its own contradictions. It is not possible to have a revolutionary ideology without some ground-level affiliation to a political outfit. KHOJ happened be-



cause we wanted a much more open space for art and other discursive intellectual activities — if it’s not available you have to set it up,” comments the next curator of the Kochi Biennale. For an artist like Bharti Kher, KHOJ was a ‘catalyst’ for artists living and working in Delhi at that particular time. Kher was then seen as a Diaspora artist, a so-called outsider, an Indian born in the UK, and her bringing new readings to the everyday objects of our lives, was seen as highly critical and conscious. “I sometimes feel the bindis in my work are scars or markings. You can also see them as skin: a covering for your body that marks time; the witness to the marks of aggression on your body the accidents,” says Kher. Parekh, an abstractionist recalls what KHOJ has meant for her: “KHOJ has always been about people performing within the paradigms of an alternative



practice. Even though I do not directly work with performance or sound, being part of KHOJ provides triggers and stimulations that are refreshing and different,” says Parekh, who was part of the art and fashion residency. KHOJ has also worked on a number of collaborations aimed at integrating the collective into their surroundings. These range from the Nukkad Natak group, comprised of children who have grown up around Khirki village, to the hip-hop Delhi graffiti group that has tapped into the trend of open studios and art on the street. The future lies in going digital and KHOJ’s next project is to develop and make accessible all their material as part of an international online archive. The writer is a critic-curator by day, and a creative writer and visual artist by night. When in the mood, she likes to serenade life with a guitar and a plate of Khao Suey.



ANDANTE



Ella’s songs and a love story He was young, smoked too much weed; she was looking for a shepherd to watch over her got a scholarship, left for New York City and stopped all communication with Ovi. We used to wonder about her, much to Ovi’s chagrin, mostly about the possibility of a colourful love life. Did she ‘win some handsome guy over’? Did she ‘blossom out’ after being with him? Or was she all dressed up every evening with no place to go? Was she all alone in a big city, ‘a lonesome babe in the woods’? Fitzgerald’s ‘Oh! Lady, Be Good’ plays in the background.



Sudipta Bhattacharya designs big data systems to earn money, writes to make sense, and plays the classical guitar to escape drudgery



C



hristmas came early that day. Sujit finally gave in to my incessant pestering and let me borrow his tape recorder and a couple of jazz cassette tapes. I ran home, put the cassette tape ‘Best of Ella Fitzgerald’ into the Phillips boom box, pressed the play button and waited in eager anticipation. Ella Fitzgerald’s ‘A-Tisket, A-Tasket’ poured into our 800-sq. ft. apartment out of the cheap boom box with its African poly-rhythm that made me want to jump up and start moving my body and shaking my limbs. That was my first experience of the beat in Ella Fitzerald’s feet that travelled up her body into her songs! She made people want to get up and dance. The clear diction, broad range, youthful energy and infectious happiness in her songs made her the most popular female jazz singer over half a century, the queen of jazz. Fitzerald’s was a true rags-toriches story, from dancing lindy hop on the streets of Harlem in the 1930s to becoming America’s ‘First Lady of Song’. She was the first African American woman to win the Grammy for best jazz performance in 1958, and then went on to win 13 more, including a lifetime achievement Grammy in 1967. She would have turned 100 on April 25, 2017.



Do I love you? Ella’s songs always conjure up images of dark lonely nights in a high-rise apartment with a view of the bustling city beneath, rolling and green English countryside with picture postcard cottages, or bright sunny days with clear blue skies and large white fluffy cloud floating around. They also remind me of the love story of Ovi and Kitchku, a couple I used to be very close to. Ovi was a few years younger than Kitchku, was into Pink Floyd and loved to smoke weed. I am



Jazz queen Ella Fitzgerald performs in New York, 1947. Wiki Commons
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Ella’s songs always conjure up images of dark lonely nights in a high-rise apartment



lonely/ Among the monkeys/ I am the only man is his famous (I am perhaps the only person who even remembers it) poem written on a lazy, hot afternoon sweating in Indian Coffee House under the influence of some serious weed. On another similar afternoon, after a fair amount of back and forth on what this ‘love’ thing is all about, he had pronounced that love is ‘shared growth’, nothing more, nothing less. Everything else that comes with it is just a sideshow! At that point, he was madly in love with Kichku, could not stop talking about her



and was in vehement denial of his own feelings. When I hear Fitzerald sing ‘Do I love you?’ it is as if Ovi was asking himself over and over again: Do I love you... Would I miss you, would I/ If you ever should go away?



All alone in the big city Kitchku’s side of the story was a little unclear. Ovi had a very special place in Kitchku heart for sure. But the million dollar question remained unanswered. Ovi was young, somewhat unreliable, still a possibility, a tantalising one at that, but just a possibility. And he smoked a lot of weed! She was perhaps in the ‘seek and ye shall find’ mode, looking for a shepherd for the lost lamb that she was, someone to watch over her. Maybe the shepherd looked a lot like Ovi from time to time but we did not know for sure, neither did Ovi. And before we could blink, Kitchku



Cry me a river We had no way of knowing, sitting 10,000 miles away, what was going on in Kitchku’s life. Those were dark, dark days for Ovi. He was deeply hurt by the apparent rejection. He was helpless and resentful. After moping for a while, he cleaned up his act, turned serious about college and got himself a scholarship and a passage to the promised land. I don’t know all the details but at one point I found out that 10,000 miles, eight years of no communication, a string of men for Kitchku, and a similar parade of serious relations for Ovi could not keep them apart. They came together and got married. They probably could have channelled Fitzgerald and sung to each other: Cry me a river/ Cause I cried, I cried, I cried a river over you/ You drove me, nearly drove me out of my head . Let’s call the whole thing off Kitchku and Ovi are married for over 20 years now, living the American dream: a big house in the suburbs, imported cars and lives revolving around an adorable and multi-talented daughter. But one thing has not changed. Fitzgerald still has a song for them. Things probably ‘come to a pretty pass’ fairly frequently in the morning, their romance feeble and flat. They start their day telling each other ‘let’s call the whole thing off ’. But as the day progresses, the real world bares its fangs and snaps at their heels all the way up and down Times Square. Back home in the evening, they end up singing to each other: For we know we need each other so we/ Better call the calling off off . ND-X
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BIG SCREEN



No child’s play



BY SHUBHODEEP PAL



S



ometime in the 1960s, Satyajit Ray began toying with the idea of filming Goopy Gyne Bagha Byne . The story had originally been written and illustrated for Sandesh magazine almost 50 years back by his grandfather, the renowned writer, Upendrakishore Ray Chowdhury. According to Ray’s biographer, Andrew Robinson, the auteur was compelled by both his existing desire to make a film for children, as well as his son’s insistence that he make something less “grim and adult”. When the “fantasy adventure” finally released in 1969—after a production schedule plagued by financial difficulties—the film was not just a smash hit but also won the best picture award at the National Film Awards in 1970. It took more than three decades for another child-focused film—Shwaas (2004), about a boy suffering from retinal cancer— to win the coveted award. This, when the film to win the award on its inception in 1953 was Shyamchi Aai , a poignant tale about the relationship between a poor child and his mother. The jury is still out on whether Shwaas and Shyamchi Aai should be called children’s films or films with children as central characters. However, what is indisputable is that children’s cinema in India doesn’t just remain underfunded but is also underloved and underwatched. Film directors claim a lack of funding; producers bemoan poor distribution and exhibition systems; and both lament the indifference of audiences—largely parents—towards children’s cinema.



Success abroad As a result, even institutions set up specifically to produce, promote, and distribute children’s cinema struggle to get them released in theatres. For instance, the Children’s Film Society of India (CFSI), which receives a government subsidy to produce and champion children’s cinema, has had only one theatrical release in recent years—Rajan Khosa’s much-appreciated, but little-known film, Gattu (2012), about a child’s obsession with kites. Many other films, such as Shilpa Ranade’s Goopy Gawaiya Bagha Bajaiya —an animated take on Ray’s Goopy Gyne Bagha Byne —have visited numerous international festivals



The odds may be stacked against Indian children’s ilmmakers but is there good intent to begin with?



without seeing a theatrical release in the domestic market. No wonder, filmmaker-poet-author Gulzar, the auteur behind the landmark coming-of-age film, Kitaab (1977), says that making them has always been a difficult task: “Cinema has been in the control of commercial houses for whom it was never feasible to make films (targeted) primarily at children.” What is inescapable is the fact that the children’s film market is non-existent not just in Bollywood but in Indian cinema at large. “The collective contribution of all children’s films to the Indian box office is less than 0.2%,” says Shailesh Kapoor, chief executive of Ormax Media, a media consulting firm. A lot of the time, “family” films fill in for children’s films, at others you find them watching U/A shows replete with item numbers and violence. “Who cares about an I am Kalam which made only ₹67 lakh at the box office? Parents think that ‘if we take our children to such a film what will happen to our (own) entertainment’,” says Amole Gupte, one of the best contemporary children’s filmmakers in the country. “In Scandinavia, a children’s film earns more than a regular feature. Here it’s the opposite,” Gupte pauses, and then adds: “We need a renaissance in the Indian mind.” It’s a typical chicken-and-egg situation where filmmakers point a finger at the lack of support from the market,



GANDHI CLASS



Forever young (Clockwise from top left) Stills from Gattu, Shyamchi Aai and Kaaka Muttai. and the market blames lack of quality content for its own growth. What’s worse is the competition from abroad, the quality content from the West that today’s children have access to. “They expect an international quality output that requires a lot of money and expertise. We don’t have the foundation for that, to support the research and hard work,” says Santosh Sivan, the director of award-winning children’s films



like Halo (1996) and Malli (1998). Kapoor concurs and points out how the odds are stacked against Indian filmmakers: “Animation of international quality is expensive. Hollywood films can afford it because they have a worldwide market and box office recoveries can be huge.” So you have a The Jungle Book (2016), made on a budget of USD 175 million (approx. ₹1,200 crore), doing a business of over ₹180 crore in India



alone. “A Hindi animation film cannot be made at even 5% of the cost of Hollywood films,” he says. But it can’t just be about commerce. Recalling Ray’s contributions, especially in the realm of children’s literature, Gulzar says: “This kind of work requires a certain consciousness, an involvement with children. Are today’s filmmakers indulging in this?” Very few filmmakers have the ability to communicate as equals with children. Most end up sermonising, giving life lessons to them in the name of telling stories. Even fewer are aware of children’s issues which, anyhow, keep changing rapidly with time. A good children’s film, like Kaaka Muttai (Tamil), has the ability to transcend age barriers and reach out to adults and children alike. However, we are saddled with filmmakers delivering “kiddish” content, even for adults.



Where’s the fun? Ruchi Narain, whose animation film Hanuman Da’ Damdaar is up for release in June, says: “We pretend that movies such as Housefull count as children’s films and then wonder about the state of our cinema. And frankly, as far as animation films are concerned, looking at what has been made, I think people who have made films so far are not in love with animation and haven’t grown up with it,” she says. “Arre yaar , you’re missing the main point. It has to be fun!” There are not many committed to children’s cause. Most like to play it safe. “We don’t take enough risks and stick with tested genres—comedy, action, love story,” says Ajit Thakur, chief executive of Trinity Pictures, a division of Eros International, which is backing Gupte’s upcoming Sniff —about the adventures of a Sikh boy who has an evolved sense of smell. Thakur perceives children and teenagers as a demographic that can drive consumption if given good content. So they are building Sniff as a film franchise model creating an entire universe of merchandise, comic books and a game around it. On the other hand, Monica Wahi, founder-director of South Asian Children’s Cinema Forum would rather not treat children as consumers. “Instead, we are looking at them as independent, thinking beings with minds and tastes of their own,” she says. Wahi, who has worked as a consultant and curator for Tata Sky on their newly-launched Tata Sky Kids Cinema channel, says that the popular assumption that children like a particular kind of action-adventure film is not entirely true. Children are much more likely to adore films that they can connect with emotionally, those that make them laugh, and most of all, those that surprise and enlighten them in some way. “Given how much discord



there is in the world, it’s important to expose our children to a variety of content—especially thought-provoking cinema that makes them think and look inside themselves, as well as at the world in a different way.” So over 150 films are expected to be screened over the next year on the channel—right from little-seen Studio Ghibli features to the Oscar-nominated The Secret of Kells (2009), Santosh Sivan’s Halo (1996) and Batul Mukhtiar’s Kaphal (2013). Gulzar’s immovable thesis, passionately and repeatedly expressed, is that we, as a society, have failed children by shirking our responsibility of being involved in their lives. He adds that one of the best predictors of good children’s cinema is good children’s literature: “There’s barely any children’s literature in Hindi, as compared to say Bengali or Marathi.” Further, we have thrust upon



The Children’s Film



< > Society of India, which receives a government subsidy, has had only one theatrical release in recent years our children the burden of our expectations—heavy bags, insurmountable examinations, and pre-defined career paths. “The problem is society’s,” he says. “Not of the cinema alone.” According to him, fine arts are a reflection of the society—they can never change it. “We neither respect, nor care about kids. Have you seen any parks or playgrounds or means of entertainment devoted to children? The change has to come (from) within the society. This is beyond cinema. Why should cinema (alone) bear this responsibility?” Both Gulzar and Gupte emphasis the need for a radical overhaul of our present thinking that refuses to consider children as human beings with needs and issues of their own. “Our words and actions are wildly divergent. We say children are the future yet our actions betray the duplicity of our words,” says Gulzar. An uncaring society is the reason why Gupte emphasises the need for making more children’s cinema. “The issues of children need to be tabled,” he says. “Otherwise they are disenfranchised, they are nobodies, and nobody cares about them. After all, they don’t have voting rights, do they?” The writer is a photographer and founder of The Indiestani Project, a poetography collaboration.
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The bali of cinema



Unshackling Sultana



Merely showing spectacular visuals does not a ilm make...



By shifting focus to the macro, Kali Salwar ceases to be a sex worker’s story



to do the job, any job. I too was caught up in the flowing tide and walked into a theatre full of families posing for Sundar Sarukkai selfies, grabbing popcorn by the tubs is a professor of philosophy at the and justifiably proud that this was a National Institute of Advanced Studies, Bengaluru Telugu phenomenon. They were not watching a movie or standing up for onverting a story into a visual the national anthem; they were doing narrative is the essence of film- it for the Telugu nation, a synthesis making. This translation is that went beyond the AP-Telangana also arguably the most difficult split. Baahubali was not a mythical part of making a film. In the case of sci- king with shimmering six packs but ence fiction (SF) or fantasy films, this merely a man who could well be the process is both more difficult as well as CM of a unified Andhra in the future. easier. It is easier because many times Baahubali 2 is perhaps the worst films literally show what is said in a thing to have happened to Indian films. story. In the case of SF or fantasy, a At a time when we were seeing a small filmmaker might think that showing but growing renaissance of cinema in visuals of odd-looking things or many languages, along comes a film creatures, places or events would be that has cynically played on the gullibenough. ility of spectators, myself included, Merely showing spectacular visuals proving once and for all that in India a does not make a film. If we want to see film is nothing but an advertising camsuch striking visuals then we may as paign. Those who support such films in well watch National Geographic or the name of the non-urban, or of the Travel TV channels. There is some- ‘local’, do a great disfavour to these thing else that good constituencies. The film SF and fantasy can panders to feudal worBaahubali 2 is do. They bring the fuship, a topic that continperhaps the ture into the present ues to have a horrible in a stark way. They history in Andhra. With worst thing to underline the univerfake expressions of have happened equality between the sality of human questions and actions king and his subjects, to Indian across time. They are with a mediocre and as much an exploraclichéd story line of the cinema tion of the unknown queen mother or the deworld as of the unknown individual. formed scheming uncle, the film only When fantasy works, it does not have reinforces many terrible aspects of a to look completely alien but more like cruel present that can draw sustenance something which can and perhaps from the success of this film. But this is does happen around us. This is the good stuff for those who are not in the power of good science fiction or middle of this social world — like the fantasy — to show how a new possibil- NRIs who flocked to the movie on its ity could actually be happening right release. Nostalgia for them translates now or right around the corner. into a disastrous future for Indian films but who really cares? Good fantasy and Sign of the times SF films make us ask deep questions. I was driven to these reflections after Solaris is about significant questions, seeing Baahubali 2 . It is a film that as is Gravity , Interstellar or fantasy could have done what good films of films like the LOTR series. All of these fantasy or even historical films have raise fundamental questions of human done. Instead… existence. Baahubali 2 does not have Baahubali 2 is not just another film; the strength to sustain any of these it is a sign of the times. It is a movie of possibilities. The film itself is in a the Trump and Putin era. It is full of fantasy land of its own with supporters bluster, with little care for many cine- using it to speak of the glory of Indian matic virtues and seems to believe that films that can match or outdo overvisual and dramatic loudness is enough sized Hollywood productions.
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BY FATEMA KAGALWALA



“Men act and women appear. Men look at women. Women watch themselves being looked at… The surveyor of woman in herself is male: the surveyed female. Thus she turns herself into an object—and most particularly an object of vision: a sight.” —John Berger, Ways of Seeing , Episode 2



T



his gaze, the internal and external, of both the man and woman, informs our daily interactions and defines the narratives we build. It shapes the work we do and the art we make; the art throwing a new light on the narratives we have built for ourselves, forcing us to shift our perspective by tilting the camera angle, hoping, in the process, we all end up making more sense of the world. Saadat Hasan Manto made sense of the world through a sharp observation of social interactions, examining power structures from the perspective of the marginalised, especially the sex worker. He humanised her and empowered her in his stories. Fareeda Mehta, in Kali Salwar (2002), her adaptation of Manto’s short story, takes this compassion and adds a poetic lyricism, sculpting and lensing her characters such that imperceptible shifts open up a completely new stratum of exploring, of looking.



Ways of seeing What are the various ways we are accustomed to seeing a sex worker and courtesan? First, she is an object. Second, she is a sexual object who uses her guile and coquetry to survive a male-dominated world. Third, she is a victim, of circumstances, of society, of birth, fate, or herself. Our most memorable cinematic impressions come from these broad classifications that include her perceived victimhood, courage and goldenheartedness as favourite tropes. Be it Chandramukhi, Pakeezah, Umrao Jaan or Begum Jaan, we objectify her as we watch her being objectified, we victimise her as we watch her being victimised. We think we are cheering her courage and purity but by viewing her in this light, we empathise with her victimhood, not her, thus



Her izzat Sadiya Siddiqui and Irrfan Khan in a still from Kali Salwar. managing to maintain a safe distance. But we watch Sultana in Kali Salwar with the same empathy and warmth with which we watch Charulata. The compassionate gaze of Ray on a housewife finds a strikingly similar note in a sex worker’s world as the film opens with Sultana at her window, just like Charulata, looking out into the urban landscape seemingly caught between the chaos of the criss-crossing railway lines in the background and the unseemly noises filling up the foreground.



Interiority We see so much more of her in her home life when we see her alone. Her aloneness is intimate, silence and speech both signalling an interiority she herself doesn’t feel accustomed to—or ready for—in this strange, urban land (she has migrated from Muzaffarpur to Mumbai). Very soon, she transforms from a coquettish sex worker looking for her next ‘passenger’ (as she calls them) to a vulnerable, small town person displaced in Mumbai: she realises that in this city of dreams she is but one in a million. This particular shift is unique to the film. In the original story, Sultana moves to Delhi and is a symbol of the condition of marginalised women. Kali Salwar broadens this compass first by setting it in Mumbai, a landscape of complexity, and then by incorporating other Manto stories (‘Hatak’, ‘Mohammad Bhai’, ‘Babu



Gopinath’), giving it a broader canvas and comprehensive vision, examining the woman condition within the human condition. It universalises her situation, appropriately positioning her displacement as a bigger dilemma than the shame of her profession, unshackling Sultana from the needless narrative burden of having to redeem herself from a sex worker to woman, for a fitting end. By shifting focus to the macro it stops being a sex worker’s story and becomes everyone’s, she is suddenly a part of a group rather than an individual standing alone to be examined. Within this larger identification we see her multiple facets; in her disappointments with her lover and pimp Khudabaksh, her friendship with the self-aware Anwari and the wise but withering Sugandhi (from Manto’s ‘Hatak’). The knowing smile on Sultana’s face when Sugandhi says, with noticeable ease, she agreed to ‘keep’ her lover (while letting him believe he keeps her), is a silent acknowledgement of who really calls the shots. It is not often we see disempowered women so quietly aware of their own victimisation but with enough gumption to run their own life anyway.



Silent dignity Perhaps, it is this silent dignity accorded to the portrayal of the sex worker that makes its lyrical sensuality uniquely aesthetic, easy to divest from the squalor of its setting



and relish for its own sake. In popular imagination, the sensualised portrayal has well-suited the courtesan and nautch girl (Umrao Jaan, Devdas ) with the sex worker receiving the raw end of the stick. While Umrao and Chandramukhi must play the role of the sensuous tease, Kajli in Mausam and Rekha in Salaam Bombay must be abusespitting and edgy. Their passions and expressions must have the abandon of having gone over the edge, never of enjoying herself playing this game. Not Sultana though. She does not question her work or her authority over her own self. Her archaic, layered clothing of rich texture and vibrant colours not only makes her look like the object of desire she dreams herself to be but also declares her spirited and abundant sensuality without sexualising her. She is lit as a character and captured like a human being not an object. It is poverty that distresses her, not her profession. The film ends in as much ambivalence as Charulata did and with as much compassion. When Sultana meets Mukhtar in the end their empowerment has dissolved, and all they can do is partake in a moment of silent piety together because their loss is shared too. The sex worker may have been shorn of her ‘izzat ’ in popular terms; here her dignity is restored, simply by giving back her agency while taking back our own gaze. In his time, Manto was largely vilified for his choice of subject, the sex worker who he portrayed with her integrity intact. Since then, in what seems like a certain selfabsolution of the male gaze, popular art forms continue to be drawn to her, trying to redefine her but with the same chauvinism that created her. Mehta, just like Manto does not redefine her but simply shifts the gaze with which we see her, redefining the older narratives instead, with an artful play of exaggeration and abbreviation, forcing us to question what we look at in a sex worker. And , maybe, understand where we all exist on this great gender giant wheel. A moonlighter in fiction and non-fiction for a decade, the writer is currently enrolled in an adventure sports course called film editing at the Film and Television Institute of India, Pune. ND-X
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RED EARTH



Lost in the woods The history of colonial forest protection begins with the control of ire, which the British saw as a primitive local practice. (Below) Tribals clear weeds at BRT. K. MURALI KUMAR & Special Arrangement BY NITIN D. RAI & C. MADEGOWDA



B



angi Range Gowda is an elderly Soliga man whose lungs, after years of smoking, will only allow him to speak a few words before a bout of violent coughing cuts him short. Although in great discomfort, he speaks to us animatedly about how as a young man he and other Soligas burnt the forest every year. The burning, he said , nurtured the forest and grassland so people could harvest tubers, animals had enough fodder, and the rulers of Mysore could hunt game. “Booloka ne sutogtaa ithu (the entire earth would burn),” says Madegowda an adivasi from Hiriambala village on the border of the Biligiri Rangaswamy Temple Tiger Reserve (BRT). Such was the ubiquity of fire here. But everything changed in 1974 when the government notified this forest as a wildlife sanctuary. Soligas, adivasis who used to practice shifting cultivation until they were banned from doing so, now eke out a living collecting forest produce and farming. We have been collecting oral accounts of the historical use of fire to understand the current hostility in official and public discourse towards forest fires and why setting a fire in a forest is today considered a criminal activity. Karnataka has taken particular pride in the increase in tiger numbers. Such a successful wildlife conservation cam-



Once there was ire Soligas can no longer recognise the forest they have lived in for generations. It is now colonised by an invasive weed. colonised the understory. This weed has taken over the forest to such an extent that ecologists are warning that the forest will change significantly if something is not done soon.



paign has had its costs and this has been almost entirely borne by local people who live within and around sanctuaries, national parks and tiger reserves. But the impact of a changing land-



scape on the lives of Soliga adivasis in BRT has been severe—it is a forest they no longer recognise. Much of the BRT landscape today has trees in the upper layer and a weed called lantana that has



Impenetrable Lantana—a flowering shrub native to South and Central America, introduced by the British in India as an ornamental plant—grows so thick that it does not allow tree seedlings to grow through the understory to become adult trees. Other consequences include the lack of fodder for animals and loss of access to humans and animals due to its impenetrable growth. The intense distrust of burning has had another consequences on local people who live in forests: they now live in constant fear of being accused of setting fire should a fire occur in their forest. In 2007 a fire in BRT resulted in the arrest of 27 Soligas and the beating and eventual hospitalisation of a 60year-old man. More recently the forest



department has put up cameras in the forest to record the movement of people and this has acted as a deterrent to Soligas from walking in the forest, despite the fact that they have received legal rights under the Forest Rights Act to live in and use this forest. In the early ‘70s, before BRT was declared a wildlife sanctuary it was an open forest with sparse tree growth and grass that ecologists refer to as woodland savanna. This is the kind of vegetation we see in many parts of Africa and that has now largely disappeared from India due to the exclusion of fire. These ecosystems are maintained by fires and have species adapted to frequent fires. A few decades ago Soligas burnt the forest using flint and stone, which they called chaka muki , until matches became more easily available. “The fires were never too large to affect the trees,” an elderly Soliga told us. “The early season fires were called taragu benki [or litter fire]. The burning began after Sankranti [mid January] continued through Shivaratri [February-March] and completed by Ugadi [end March].”



Soligas used to



< > practice shifting cultivation until they were banned from doing so in the ‘70s



The advantage of such early burning was that the fires were less intense and there was less plant material that could burn in the heat of the summer months.



Colonial baggage To understand why the forest administration is so opposed to fire we need to look at colonial practice. The history of colonial forest protection begins with the control of fire, which the British saw as a primitive local practice that had to be banned. Fires were also believed to threaten timber operations that were at the heart of the colonial economic effort. Fire was banned and stories about its destructive consequences were circulated to impress urban and elite society of its adverse impacts on animals, plants and people. These stories have held such sway that even today the mere mention of a forest fire makes us react with shock. Stephen Pyne writing on the history of fire in Indian forests says that as a result of the training that they have received from Europe, Indian scientists ‘continue to distrust burning, as though it were still a stigma of primitiveness, a leprosy on the landscape’. Today Soligas feel alienated from the BRT forest: “They let our stomachs burn,” Madegowda of Monukai podu tells us. The authors are with the Ashoka Trust for Research in Ecology and the Environment.
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BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE



Running with the wolves Conlict with predators is made-to-order in the Deccani grasslands



Antarctic ice sheets have been stable for millennia Antarctica



JANAKI LENIN is not a conservationista but many creatures share her home for reasons she is yet to discover. @JanakiLenin
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ahendra Kattal nudged his sandal against the sun-bleached dog poop. “Wolf scat,” he said. We took a couple of steps across the rocky ground towards his large encampment, and he stopped to show me another turd. A few nights ago, a couple of wolves crouched at this spot and watched his camp, biding their time. They must have heard tender lambs bleating as they ran behind their mothers. Suddenly, a pack of dogs charged at us with their hackles up, barking ferociously, only to slink away at a sharp word from Kattal. At the camp that they call Konkanwadi, women and young boys tightened a long length of net within which some 2,000 corralled sheep settled down for the evening. In the dim light of sunset, the net was barely visible. To the wolves, the huddled sheep must seem like so many juicy kebabs on hoof. Did Kattal and his people expect the flimsy net to protect their animals? The shepherds’ living quarters were just as basic. Their families, including infants, lived under large peaked tents of blue tarpaulin sheets. No walls or doors to keep out the beasts of the night. Towering cave-riddled cliffs overlooked the camp. In an hour, wolves and leopards would emerge to stalk the land. Conflict with these predators was made to order. Wolves took domestic animals and shepherds killed wolves in retaliation. The only way to conserve wildlife is to provide large reserves, to keep it out of reach of people and their hoofed CM YK



property. Except this is not the scenario that plays out here in the Deccani grasslands. Kattal’s marigold yellow turban and the horizontal vermilion streak across his wife’s forehead marked them as Dhangars, a nomadic pastoral community. They followed the monsoon from the Konkan coast, 300 kilometres east, to the Deccan plateau, and when the season receded, they headed back. As long as the Dhangars camped with their animals in the grassland, the wolves lived well. Chinkara and black buck, native herbivores, were too few and far between in these areas to sustain them. Y.V. Jhala of the Wildlife Institute of India, who studied wolves for his PhD. thesis, estimated most wolves in these parts lived off livestock. Had I examined the wolves’ scats under a microscope, I’d most probably have found them chock



Thermal camera image of a fox on the prowl in the grasslands. (Top) Mahendra Kattal and his lock. Kalyan Varma



full of goat’s hair and sheep wool from Kattal’s flock. Although the wolves filled their bellies at their expense, the Dhangars didn’t begrudge the predators. “When a wolf takes one of our animals, our flock will increase,” Kattal said. “It will be blessed.” I thought he was alluding to the ecological adage: predators take the weak and sick, leaving the flock fit and strong. But, “Wolves are smart,” he said. “They don’t eat sick animals. They take only healthy ones.”



Living in harmony Short of whistling the wolves over and feeding them by hand, his wada or settlement seemed like an open house. True, building sturdy enclosures in a temporary camp was impractical. Only the ragtag pack of scrawny dogs that set up an unholy clamour at any approaching human or animal stood between the wolves and the Dhangars’ livelihood. In the U.S., the mere thought of wolves in the vicinity of their animals turns sheep ranchers apoplectic with rage. I found Kattal’s attitude incomprehensible. “So far I’ve seen 55 wolves this year,” he said. “How could you tell one from the other,” I asked. “I recognise them from the number of cubs in each group.” Even if he had seen the same wolves again and again, I was surprised by his nonchalance when he added, “I’ve lost 25 sheep to wolves so far.” For Kattal, the canids were as natural as the weather, and he accepted their presence unquestioningly. More than wolves, it was the bluetongue epidemic that kept him awake at night. He had lost 35 sheep to it already and two more were sick. He had a hectic time rushing on a motorcycle to the veterinary hospital in



the nearest town, with sick and dying sheep. When the last of the sun dipped over the horizon, darkness was sudden and total. Not one electric light glimmered anywhere on the horizon. Two lambs had broken loose from their enclosure and followed us around the wada . A wolf could have crept out of the darkness and snatched one. “No wolf will come close now,” he scoffed. “Aren’t we walking around? They’ll keep their distance.” “Do wolves come after you go to sleep then?” “No, they won’t dare because the dogs keep watch. When it rains, we all sit huddled in our tents. That’s when the wolves take our animals.” In one corner of his tent was an illustration of Ahalyabai Holkar, the extraordinary queen of the 18th century kingdom of Malwa. I didn’t know until then she was a Dhangar. There was also a picture of Khandoba, the deity of the community, astride a white horse with Banai, his Dhangar wife. Long after I returned home, reading Günther Sontheimer’s scholarly work on the Dhangars helped me understand Kattal’s words. According to Dhangar mythology, a lovelorn Khandoba slaughtered 9,00,000 sheep and goats and offered to resurrect them on the condition that Banai marry him. When she acceded, not only did the animals prance to life but their numbers doubled. “Sacrifice creates life out of death,” Sontheimer wrote of the Dhangar worldview. “Sacrifice to wolves increases the herd.” Earlier, the Dhangars spilled their animals’ blood ritually as a sacrifice to wolves. Over time, they directed the annual animal offering to Khandoba. When wolves took Kattal’s animals, they were only taking what was theirs.



The ice sheets of central Antarctica have been stable for millions of years when conditions were warmer than they are now, new research has found. Researchers from the Universities of Edinburgh and Northumbria studied rocks on the slopes of Ellsworth Mountains in Antarctica, whose peaks protrude through the ice sheet. However, the scientists are concerned that ice on the coastline is vulnerable to rising temperatures, though the discovery points towards the longterm stability of Antarctica’s ice sheet. They calculated that the mountains have been shaped by an ice sheet over a million-year period, beginning in a climate some 20 degrees warmer than present.



Human-bear conlict in the Valley Kashmir Valley There has been an escalation of human-animal conflict in Jammu and Kashmir, with a fourth of its forest divisions reporting bear-human conflict, according to a report in Down to Earth . The Asiatic Black Bear has been responsible for several human deaths, lowering peoples’ tolerance towards wildlife. Several factors have been attributed to the rise in bear-human conflict in the State, including land use change, the loss of habitat and forest degradation from livestock grazing, insurgency and development projects such as dam and hydro-electric power projects.



Caught in a storm Texas Nearly 400 migratory birds of brilliant plumage were killed when they smashed into an office tower in Texas while flying in a storm recently, according to a report in The Guardian . Workers arrived at the American National Building, the tallest skyscraper in downtown Galveston, last Thursday, and found the birds with feathers of blue, green, yellow and other hues dead on the ground. More than 20 species were among the 395 birds that died. The biggest group was Nashville warblers, followed by Blackburnian Warblers. The birds, coming from Central and South America, migrate to several parts across North America during the warmer months of the year.
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The bald man and his wife Grandfather only knew household saints like his mother. Here was his wife, a woman who thought marriage was politics that gives you the upper hand. Grandfather only knew household saints like his mother. Here was a woman who thought marriage politics. Their firstborn gave them great trouble—10 days of labour and a decided headache for doctors. When at last the offspring appeared, grandmother declared her intention to never inflict again the inconvenience of pregnancy on her stately person. Grandfather shrugged. It was her decision to make, he said, and she thought him strange. Marriage was to battle but nothing provoked the man—she wanted to prevail but where was the contest? Seven years passed before he asked for the secondborn—the firstborn would do well with company, he said. It was a gentle remark, and grandmother sat to contemplate. Soon, she agreed. Not because she savoured the production of life, but because her husband expected something of her, at last.



BY MANU S. PILLAI



P



erhaps it was because she still bleeds. Or perhaps, as they said, it was because a woman could “hardly” appear in the ironic nakedness of a loincloth. Either way, mother wasn’t permitted to set fire to her father. It was all a curious unfolding—the cremation saw no logs of wood; it was coconut husks they piled up. Grandfather was frozen after his night in the glass box. When we lifted him, his feet in my hands, I wondered if he might crack. He didn’t, and we put him on his bed of husks. He was supposed to be washed but how can you wash ice? So someone dabbed his face with a wet cloth. We were meant to dress him in new clothes. It was laid on him instead. A fine shawl was added for pretensions of dignity. Local politicians came bearing shawls of nylon. Only the corpse looked mournful. Mother was the firstborn of his two daughters. For reasons of sex, they said she wasn’t eligible to burn her father. They looked to me instead, the eldest male of his line. I had seen Mother wash grandfather some years before. The nurse was fired and the old man needed cleaning. She parked him on a stool and began with his toes. The father chatted weakly, and the daughter hummed an old tune. In the end he emerged, still decrepit but with the happy smell of Pears soap. Nobody had called mother ineligible to wash the man who birthed her, incapacitated with age and naked in her gaze. Burning him too was her right, I sentimentalised, declining what was pronounced my duty. In the end it was the son of the secondborn who wore the loincloth. It was he who brought fire to the ice.



Don’t look back The workers came before with the husks. Coconut burns faster, they explained between drags of the beedi. When grandfather arrived, horizontal under ugly shawls, they heaped sugar on him, and other commodities too. Then their palms produced dung. Cow dung, they said, seals heat. It is also auspicious, they cried, protesting my bewilderment. And grandfather was sandwiched between husk and dung. It looked like a large, grey rectangular cake, six feet in length, and oddly,



Illustration: Satwik Gade



When the skull cracked, the noise travelled a universe.



< > The visitors could at last leave. And then, when we were alone, the widow sat down for tea without smell. But really, it was an oven, fire breathing below. Don’t look back, ordered the priest, and we obeyed, dragging away the ritual flame. We defied his command afterwards to return; there were plastic bags everywhere and beedi stubs to remove. The priest was gone, and grandfather burned in silence. When the skull cracked, the noise travelled a universe. The visitors could at last leave. And then, when we were alone, the widow sat down for tea. ❋❋❋ The deceased was born into what was less a family and more a model of correctness. They lived by a river in a neat house built by an ancient grandfather—a blind tyrant of strange tastes. He liked bananas, and so bananas were



Notes from Boston BY NITIN CHAUDHARY
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ain hammered in consistently in Boston for the week I was there. It was cold without a hint of the sun. Despite the uninspiring weather, the city was reverberating with a youthful verve. I was in Boston to meet faculty and students from MIT and Harvard, and a bunch of start-ups. Innovation powers Boston. It’s perhaps one of the few global hotspots where academia and industry fuse into one another naturally. University professors are rewarded on incubation, research has to



Boston is thriving not



< > despite but primarily because of the brilliance of young minds from all over the world



have a commercial application, and students are encouraged via means of several business plan competitions and seed funding to start their own ventures. The fine thing about chasing ideas is that while doing so, the disparateness of its originators recedes in the background. A good idea is a great leveller: it doesn’t matter if the conceiver is of a different race, religion or sex. I met some odd collaborators in this visit. For instance, there was a 60-plus ex-management consultant working with an undergrad Chinese student on shaping a new form factor for drug delivery. Another team was an all-girls’ one with two second-generation Indians and one Chinese from MIT, working on an innovative delivery device. They had already secured a funding of more than a million dollars for their venture. I also met Chris, an American of Korean descent. I’d called him the night before to schedule a meeting and he came in a crumpled white shirt, with rumpled hair. He looked around, and not finding anything better, peeled off a Post-It to wrap and throw his chewing gum. He sunk in the chair and stretched back, while I stood in front in my polished shoes and sharp suit judging his appearance. He seemed not to notice. He pitched a brilliant idea, one that he had thought through and carefully nurtured for over a year. By the time he was done presenting, I was left impressed. Though I had decidedly kept the thought at bay, and was careful not to discuss American politics in my meetings, I was left with a lingering feeling



CM YK



that Boston is thriving not despite but primarily because of the brilliance of these young minds from all over the world. Curbs, or even a suggestion of them being unwelcome, would dry the brain gain that America so benefits from. What a loss that would be.



Back to school Despite the cold misty mornings, the varsity rowing teams don’t lax on their backbreaking morning practice. By the time I was at my breakfast table next to the window overlooking the Charles River, various teams—of girls and boys, lone rowers and full teams— were already in the water stroking their pedals in tandem with piston-like precision. Next to it, on a guide boat, is usually the coach shouting instructions from a speaker. Watching them practise with such fervid zeal, I reflected on my IIT days. Sports was big on campus; games were sharply contested and saw a fair share of audience, rivalries between hostels was serious business. Later, when I walked into the MIT building, with its labs and open collaborative spaces, I thought about how similar an environment IIT aimed to provide. IITs, MIT, Stanford, and similar schools are successful not because they shape brilliant engineers and researchers, but because they are able to attract the best of minds in the first place. While such an education should be accessible to all, the challenge to maintain uniformity in quality and experience means that only a few limited institutes with access to resources and autonomy are capable of doing so. Scaling up high quality education is a worthy challenge for any nation, albeit a darn difficult one. Trucks and pop-ups Boston being a city full of students has a large number of cafes and food trucks that offer terrific food at reasonable prices. One such is Clover, next to the MIT coop, which started as a food truck serving vegetarian food. It has now expanded to a brick-and-mortar café with a long queue of students and professionals lining up to grab vegetarian sandwiches. Then there is a bakery chain called ‘Flour’ serving delicious sandwiches and soups for lesser than $10 each. I am carrying back a list of such establishment that I hope to go through, the next time I am in Boston. But I am also sure new ones would have popped up by then. An adrenaline rush-seeking travel writer, the author lives in Malmo, Sweden, and hopes to travel the world in a boat.



hung from the roof of his bed. He liked to soak, so a tub of rock was carved for him. He set his grandchildren tasks of endurance to amuse himself. Sometimes he thundered in discontent. But nobody resented the invalid: the mother of the children was exact in her deference. The father was docile and invisible which also was a form of deference. Together, they were a pattern of undemonstrative propriety. Nobody laughed, and nobody cried. Nobody even spoke. The boys were studious and the girls were married. Grandfather was the eldest. He pored over textbooks, and he helped in the kitchen. He put his brothers through college and paid for his sisters’ weddings. One successful brother lived in a big house with a bathtub of enamel. But he



went first. When grandfather died, the less successful brother came, and all the sisters too. The man who survives is tall and straight. He has no teeth but was statuesque in sorrow. The sisters were bent. One, with an anguished face, sought food. While others paid homage to the corpse, the diabetic stole a meal from the dead man’s kitchen. Still, they had been taught well. For while there was grief, there was not a tear. When he first met the widow as a bride, grandfather arrived into a family unlike any he knew. This was no temple of decorum and civilised restraint—it was a house of impetuous, violent souls given to tantrums and forbidding arrogance. The women brooked no husbandly intervention, and the men squandered money and pampered mistresses. When grandmother, with the authority of her line, beheld this suitor of middle class dignity, she sniffed. Not enough hair, she observed, but perhaps amenable to control. Always marry a little beneath you, she once advised, for



Brandy and mutton The birth of the secondborn was easy. Illness, however, arrived. Grandfather cared for his laid up wife; he made her mutton soup and smuggled her brandy. The elders were horrified—his, about the brandy and mutton, hers, about the mutton only. Then they built a charming house and the elders were kept at bay. Years went by, and most of it they spent apart—she, in the house she owned; he, in distant parts, working on unknown projects. They exchanged many letters. “My dear madam,” began all of his, and “Dear husband,” wrote his wife. When he retired, they carried on in formal comfort. He had diaries and books. She had maids to steer. They threw out the letters and married the daughters. On the eve of his death, grandmother invited him to dine. I don’t feel like eating, he said, craving instead something sweet. She took to his bedside a piece of chocolate, which he swallowed whole. He wanted more, but she of vast and powerful build quibbled that an excess of chocolate is something to avoid. They lay in bed, as they did each night, and stared at the clock. At a certain time, he died. From faraway places, the first and secondborn arrived. I went too and sat beside grandmother. Gazing at the glass box in which the bald man froze, she sniffed again after a lifetime.



They exchanged



> many letters. “My < dear madam,” began all of his, and “Dear husband,” she replied He rarely ever asked for anything, said the widow. I wish I’d given him more chocolate. ❋❋❋ We went to a holy place with ashes that were actually bone. When the cake of dung and husk collapsed, the secondborn’s son drew them from the earth: pieces of skull, rib, and leg. They were placed in a pot, and the pot was placed in a box. The firstborn held this to her breast. A priest was found—a fat man with a quivering lip—and the rites began. He kept a golden phone in his underpants, where also he secured money. Business was good—many were those lined up with remains of their dead. Name, he demanded. R.K., said grandmother. Mother’s name, he scratched. K., she offered, remembering her own mother. Nobody cleared the confusion. The priest chanted mantras. Nearby, a goat squashed a fruit and put its tongue in the dirt. The priest in the black underpants told the secondborn’s son to throw the bones in the sea. The pot too must be left there, he said, to dissolve and disappear. It was vaguely philosophical, but the morning was hot. The sea was blue in the distance, but where we stood, it was grey. There were rotting flowers and splashing children. Those with the dead cringed, but only a little. The secondborn’s son went deep into the sea where at last he found a spot. Suddenly, without warning, the firstborn also waded in. Swiftly, she who bleeds and cannot wear the loincloth reached the chosen spot. And there, together, they emptied grandfather into the sea. All who saw the sight were moved. All the bones were gone. From a distance watched the widow, tearless and firm. When I die, she said, use the garden pond. The writer, who authored the award-winning The Ivory Throne , when not writing is busy trying to make a mean meen pollichathu .



Cofee mornings and afternoon teas ‘Brewed in a silver pot for mother, and in a Gibson of Stafordshire clay for father’ ternoon making hundreds of sandwiches on the dining table, newspapers spread far and wide to catch crumbs. I learnt over the years to make sandwiches quite efficiently. I would make a vast bowl of filling, one that included butter, cream or mayonnaise and spread them thickly. Edges were cut off several layers at a time. But while the children were really small, all they ate was the chips. The rest— sandwiches, aloo tikkis and chana bhaturas—was more for the mothers and attendant maids. So today, when I hear that children’s birthday parties are held in fast food restaurants, I empathise. When mine were small, noodles had just come into fashion. But I held firm against them. Today, if children only want burgers, hot dogs and pizza, and the establishment also provides entertainment, who can blame parents who hold the happy celebration there. No more magic shows, passingthe-parcel and treasure hunts. Now, there are adventure games and science-oriented shows. There are event managers now for children’s parties.



BY VASUNDHARA CHAUHAN
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he rustle of starched organdie napery, the clink of silver in translucent porcelain, the fragrance of coffee brewing, the sweet perfume of vanilla, the savoury aroma of frying… I think of all these when I remember my mother’s coffee mornings. And bemoan their passing. She was the Field Marshal of operations and so everything fell into place at the right time. Now I think no one has the time for socialising during the day, nor the expertise and infrastructure required for hosting it. Young women I speak to have this constant lament: their linen lies unused, gathering dust and yellowing at the folds; and there’s no help, so who’s going to starch and bleach, who’s going to wash long-unused china the day before, who’s going to fry hot rissoles and fish fingers while guests are coming to the table. Her tea was special. First of all, even the daily cuppa was brewed just so, in a silver pot for her, and in a Gibson, of red Staffordshire clay, for my father. When she had the girls over, sometimes she’d make a special orange-spiced tea in a clear glass Jena pot, with a long spout and elegantly curved handle. To this day, I regret how my father found and bought me an identical one and I let it be washed by a klutz. It was broken irreparably. Entertaining over tea and coffee was probably a legacy of our colonial past. As times and mores change, so do these rituals. According to the Larousse Gastronomique , tea is “A light meal in the afternoon, at which sandwiches, pastries, cakes, etc., are served with tea. A rather more substantial meal is high tea (or meat tea), which is taken particularly in the north of England, where the evening meal is replaced by tea served with cold meat, fish, salads etc., as well as buttered rolls, toast, cakes, etc.”



Tea and scones But the latter is another story, to which we were introduced by Enid Blyton. “Afternoon tea taken at five o’clock was launched by the Duchess of Bedford in about 1830 (at that time lunch was served quite early and dinner was served late). It provided an opportunity to display tea services made of porcelain or silver plate, to create recipes for cakes, biscuits (cookies) etc. and to lay down rules of etiquette associated with the occasion (the correct way in which to hold the cup, put down the spoon, etc.). An English tea sometimes includes sa-



SPICED ORANGE TEA (Serves 6) GETTYIMAGES/ ISTOCK



< >



One year, my mother drove down with the makings of a teddy bear cake for my son. It had liquorice whiskers and Nutties for eyes and a navel



voury canapés but the most common items are bread-and-butter, scones, muffins, crumpets.. cakes, biscuits, gingerbread, and shortbread, with jams and jellies, lemon curd, etc.” Sometimes, when I was home for the holidays, I accompanied my mother to her friends’ teas. They baked interesting cakes and cookies, they made delicate sandwiches, and their tables were beautiful. Today, I meet friends at the local coffee shop; everyone’s watching their weight and so we ask for several forks and share one slice of cake. If that. I’ve never invited anyone over for coffee. That we’re all working is a bit of an excuse. But one social responsibility I didn’t shirk for years was a tea party for the children on their birthdays. Preparations would start at least a



week in advance. One trip to buy the essentials: streamers and balloons; return gifts and wrapping paper, wafer chips; paper napkins and plates. Eventually I “invested” in a few dozen plastic plates. Then, a day in advance, The Cake would be baked. And every time, it had to be different. So, a sunflower one year, a butterfly another. Chocolate logs were still modish, so that. One year, my mother drove to Delhi with the makings of a teddy bear cake for my son. It had liquorice whiskers and Nutties—chocolatecoated buttons—for eyes and a navel. For one of my own birthdays, half a century ago, she made a chocolate covered wall and sat a Humpty Dumpty upon it. That was a family enterprise because my father made a small hole in a raw egg to drain out the contents, and then he painted on a face and devised paper trousers and a jacket. With the tip of a knife, he etched out bricks on the wall and an asparagus frond was attached, pretending to be a creeper. In my time, all I did was chivvy up the father of the house to blow balloons and attach them wherever he could. I would spend the morning icing The Cake— and stashing it in a safe spot on my overcrowded refrigerator—and the af-



1 orange About 12 whole cloves 1 lemon, sliced 1 two-inch cinnamon stick ½ cup blanched whole almonds ½ cup raisins ½ cup sugar 6 cups freshly brewed Darjeeling tea Preheat oven to 200 deg. Celsius. Wash orange and with sharp knife, score skin into diamond pattern. Stud each diamond with a clove. Place in shallow baking pan and bake, uncovered, 30 minutes. Meanwhile, in large saucepan, combine lemon slices, cinnamon stick, almonds, raisins and ¼ cup sugar. Add baked orange and over low heat, simmer, uncovered, for 15-20 minutes, stirring occasionally. Remove cinnamon stick and pour liquid into teapot or punchbowl, including orange. Combine rest of sugar with tea in a small pan. Heat gently till beginning to bubble. Pour into teapot/ punch bowl. Serve hot. From the once-forbidden joy of eating eggs to the pleasure of other people’s packed “tiffin” for journeys to the ingratitude of dinner guests, the writer reflects about every association with food. ND-X
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Easy like Sunday morning



LETTER FROM A CONCERNED READER



This is turning out to be the hottest year on record, so let’s ind out more about heat! resembles that, what is it (and other gases that do this) known as?



BY BERTY ASHLEY



1



James Prescott _______ was an English physicist and brewer. After he took over the family brewery, his scientific inquisitiveness led him to discover many laws which are still in use in physics. In honour of his work, the SI unit of heat was named after him as what?



9



This ubiquitous Indian spice mix usually has black and white peppercorns, cloves, cinnamon, black and green cardamom pods, bay leaf, cumin and asafoetida. The word it is known by refers to the fact that these spices are believed to elevate body temperature in Ayurvedic medicine. What spice mixture is this?



2



Which is the only temperature that is the same, both on the Fahrenheit scale and the centigrade scale? Meaning, regardless of which scale you are using, you are feeling the same chill!



10



Sabeer Bhatia launched this service on July 4, 1996, symbolising “freedom” from ISP-based email and the ability to access a user’s inbox from anywhere in the world. The name was chosen as it included the letters HTML, the markup language used to create web pages. What was this revolutionary service and what is it known as now?



5. Vulcan and vulcanisation 4. Sulphur 3. Spice levels in food 2. Minus 40 1. Joule Answers



‘The Heat is On’ is a hit song from the movie Beverly Hills Cop . It was composed and sung by Glenn



The safe level of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere is 350 parts per million (ppm). This March, global levels of CO2 passed 400 ppm. The last time CO2 levels were this high, humans didn’t even exist! CO2 traps heat inside the atmosphere and in turn heats up the air near the surface. This is exactly what we artificially create in a certain gardening resource. Because the effect of CO2



6. Louis Pasteur. The process is



7



8



pasteurisation



Milk taken straight from a cow might contain Mycobacterium tuberculosis and other more heatresistant of the non-spore-forming, disease-causing micro organisms. By heating to 72°C, and holding for 15 seconds, the treatment destroys most of the micro organisms that cause milk to spoil and thus prolongs the storage life of milk. This process is named after a French scientist who used the same method to heat beer and wine to preserve them better. Who was this visionary scientist and what is the process called?



7. The Eagles



Hephaestus is the Greek god of fire, including the fire of volcanoes, metalworking, and the forge in ancient religion and myth. The chemical process of converting natural rubber into a more durable material (discovered accidentally!) is named after his Roman counterpart. Who is the Roman god



6



Frey, who used to be in a globally renowned American rock band. The song is the highest charting song from anyone who used to be in that band. The band is named after a type of animal whose scientific name is ‘Aquila’. What band is this, whose most famous song is heard in and is about hotels?



8. Greenhouse gas. (Visit www.co2.earth



5



of fire and what is the process?



A molecular biologist from Madurai, our quizmaster enjoys trivia and music, and is working on a rock ballad called ‘Coffee is a Drink, Kaapi is an Emotion’.



for more info on this troubling issue)



4



In the Bible, this essential element of life is called brimstone and apparently hell smells of this. Indian alchemists were using it to make rasaśāstra in the 8th century. What is this element that when burnt melts to a blood red liquid while emitting a bright blue flame?



Wiki Commons



9. Garam masala



Capsaicin is a waxy compound found only in plants, and is an irritant for mammals, including humans, and produces a sensation of burning in any tissue it comes into contact with, probably as a deterrent against certain mammals and fungi. The amount of Capsaicin determines what factor of something we Indians love?



10. HoTMaiL, now Microsoft Outlook
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GOREN BRIDGE



Another ‘run your suit’ deal



Bionic hand ■ Camera affixed to the knuckles takes a picture of the object in front ■ Neural networks help the limb identify the object and grasp it ■ Reaction time is just a few milliseconds



North-South vulnerable, South deals BY BOB JONES



NORTH QJ965 64 10 8 5 Q 10 5 EAST WEST K 10 4 3 2 87 J98 AKQ3 Q32 A 42 KJ9873 SOUTH A 10 7 5 2 KJ9764 A6 The bidding SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST 1 2 Pass Pass 2 2 3 All pass Opening lead: Ace of



P



erhaps West should have kept bidding— perfect play would allow him to take 10 tricks in a club contract. He fancied his cards for defence so he chose to try for a plus score by defending. The ace of hearts lead won the first trick. West then cashed the ace of diamonds and the king of hearts before continuing with a low heart.



ECOTISM



Declarer ruffed in dummy and, certain that West would not have led the ace of diamonds from ace-queen doubleton, led a low diamond to his jack. This was a success, but what now? Should South attempt to ruff his last heart, East would surely over-ruff and South would still have a club loser for down one. South could cash the ace of clubs and lead a club toward the queen to set that card up, but there was no entry to get to it for a heart discard. After some thought, declarer envisioned an end position that would allow him to bring home his contract. South cashed the ace of spades followed by every one of his remaining diamonds, starting with the king to draw the last trump, of course. He came down to a three-card ending where he held the 10 of hearts and the ace-six of clubs. West had the queen of hearts and the king-nine of clubs, having cleverly discarded the jack of clubs on the last trump to try to mislead declarer. South made no mistake and exited with the 10 of hearts. West had to win and lead away from his king of clubs. Well played!



BY ASHVINI MENON



Bloody fool experts Respected Sir/Madam,



us talk about Non Performing Assets in nationalised banks? I almost hope you are well. You must be choked on a Good Day biscuit thinking, oh my god, this old (cashewnut). Unfortunately I surman has sent a letter again. Stu- vived. Dr. Shankaramenon sat in his pid fellow has no other work or chair and gave one Gettysburg Adwhat? Excuse me, mind your lan- dress about banking policy. Nonguage mister. You may be editor of sense was flowing out of his mouth daily newspaper, that does not mean like Silver Cascade near Kodaikanal. you are some Nawab of Arcot. After a few minutes, to avoid brain Sir/Madam, today I am writing to cancer, I said, “Doctor why don’t we share some recent thoughts on the leave all these complicated topics. horrible state of our country. Other- Maybe we can talk about some medwise, I had no intention of sending ical news.” He laughed and you any letter whatsoever. I am said that banking was not jobless. not at all complicated This morning, I nofor him. Apparently ticed that one of the because of daily newsplants on my balcony, paper and magazine one money plant, reading, he was now an had grown and expert in banking. Bloody spread into the balnonsense fellow. What cony of my neighyou know man? You don’t bour Dr. Shankaraeven know medicine menon. I got very properly. Eighty-five perirritated. First of all, cent of patients you give the plant is useless. paracetamol, and the reMany years ago, Mrs. maining, you told them Mathrubootham’s pray to god, only he can brother gave us the plant save. And then you Getty Images/ IStock as a wedding anniversary charge ₹80 for consultagift. I told her then itself, tion. And now, buffoon, what nonsense gift this is? Tiffin box you are teaching me banking? you can use for keeping coins and Sir/Madam, this is now a common small items like stamps. Casserole problem in India. Anybody who has you can gift to other people. One kilo gone to an English-medium college of apple you can eat. But what is this for two weeks thinks that he knows stupid plant that does not even have about every topic under the sun. the decency to grow by itself, I have Doctor will give lecture on banking. to put a stick? Dentist will give lecture on civil aviBut Mrs. Mathrubootham’s ation. Teacher will give lecture on brother said, “Anna , if you take care cricket. Pilot will give lecture on Britof it properly and it grows nicely, ish politics. Yoga teacher will give then a lot of money will come to the lecture on Mughal empire. My son house.” And because of that, today I will give lecture on demonetisation. am a crorepati with four Maruti (Ok, he is an expert on destroying Brezza, seven flat-screen TVs, one my money.) rose milk machine, and full-time AyThey will see one half-an-hour Inurvedic massage person at home. ternet video and then come and sit Sir/Madam, I am just joking. Actu- in my house and eat my head about ally, the plant is totally useless. In- terrorism. Then I will go and tell Mrs. stead of Money Plant they should call Mathrubootham, my dear Kamalam, it When Will My Bank Loan Finish life insurance policy is in the You Stupid Plant. almirah, please put some Vim bar in So, I went to Dr. Shankaramenon’s my filter coffee. house and said, doctor, I am sorry Sir/Madam, I am fed up of this. but my plant has gone into your bal- Will it be possible to find some space cony. Can you please let me cut the in your esteemed newspaper to ask plant so it does not cause you any readers to please stop talking nontrouble? Dr. Shankaramenon imme- sense about complicated topics? If diately called me inside and offered this is not possible, at least please me a cup of tea. Usually, the doctor you ask them to stop talking to one talks about some new problem he Mr. Mathrubootham of Anna Nagar? was with too much money in the My full address is given overleaf. bank or too much food in his fridge. Yours in exasperation, But today, suddenly Dr. ShankaraJ. Mathrubootham menon said, Mr. Mathrubootham let
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Programmed to perform four different “grasps”— picking up a cup, holding a TV remote, gripping objects with thumb and two fingers, or a pinched thumb and first finger ■



BY MIRZA MOHAMMED ALI KHAN



A



rtificial Intelligence (AI) is transforming our lives; and not in the mad scientist or apocalyptic science fiction kind of way. Well, at least not yet. From home automation to driverless cars, AI is at the forefront of many a pioneering technology—all aimed at making life easier. Now, AI is slowly finding its way to prosthetic limbs. Again, it’s not at the level you may have seen in movies (like Dr. Octopus in Spider-Man and his metallic tentacles), but marked improvements in prosthetic limbs and their functioning have been made. Researchers at Newcastle University, United Kingdom, have engineered a limb—a hand, specifically—that can “see” objects for itself. This is enabled by a camera affixed to the hand’s knuckles, that takes in the object close to the hand and the hand reacts by grabbing the object—all in a matter of



milliseconds. According to the abstract of the study submitted to the Journal of Neural Engineering, the engineers used a deep learning-based artificial vision system to improve the hand’s functionality. The engineers trained a neural network structure (a system modelled along the lines of the human nervous system) with pictures of about 500 objects that can be grasped. Objects were classified into four different classes of grasps and each object had 72 images to help the neural network identify it in detail. When tested on two amputee volunteers, they were able to grasp and move the targeted objects with an 88% success rate, the abstract noted. The user can also override the bionic hand’s functioning and control grasping actions by themselves. This study could pave the way to much more advanced breakthroughs in prosthetic limbs, such as connecting them to nerve endings to enable direct control over the limb. Now, that sounds like something out of Spider-Man , after all.



Across 1 Shake tower of strength (4) 3 Fellow enthralled by complicated maths, no novelist (6,4) 9 Level still without one floor covering (7) 11 Colourful display in fantastic bar I own (7) 12 Run into a wild, rough old animal (9) 13 Certain alien back in fashion (5) 14 Artist, good artist with clarity, finally sad about broken pen (7,5) 18 Not familiar with upper-class conduct, same all over the place (12) 21 One with force reflected about love for language (5) 22 Sorry about thousand libels, criminally elaborate (9) 24 Energy in motivation daughter gained (7) 25 Model army’s leader after survival seizing power (7) 26 Painting left strangely grainy (10) 27 Network becomes helpful to some extent (4)



game (5,4) 6 Sign of fortitude, having quarrel with superior in error (5,5,3) 7 Judges in time consumed by bias err badly (8) 8 Negative methods receiving notice in these times (8) 10 One doing less well than expected, suffering ruin, ached continually (13) 15 Beatles song certainly rated uncommonly



higher than unknown quantity (9) 16 Day in season, endlessly cheerful, described concisely (6,2) 17 Sailor breaking



rule or prepared to give a hand? (8) 19 Beautiful guess (6) 20 Refuse to accept hard defeat (6) 23 Stop working for lord (5)



Solution No. 2942



Down 1 Cancel article in disgust (6) 2 Approach keeping fringes of hair yellow (6) 4 Spanish article supporting fashionable guest house (5) 5 Travelling merchant hurt company with CM YK
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Facing the heat, Trump is planning a broad shake-up of his team



Pak. working on its line of defence at ICJ in Kulbhushan Jadhav case



Multiple savings bank accounts may add to your costs



At Venice Biennale, artworks mirror global conlicts
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A Hassan girl who was sold as a bride in faraway Bikaner Low sex ratio in States such as Rajasthan has apparently resulted in the creation of a human traicking network in Karnataka Sathish G.T. Hassan



Why Dawoodi Bohras prefer religious schools MUMBAI



In this religious school, secular studies are as much a part of the curriculum as the study of Koran. Little wonder that Dawoodi Bohras swear by jameas, the schools run by the community, for holistic education. The oldest jamea in Surat dates back two centuries. The irst jamea outside the subcontinent, in Nairobi — Aljamea-tusSaiiyah Arabic Academy — is now a multi-billion-dollar 14-acre campus. NEWS 쑺 PAGE 2 DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD



Industry concerned as GST deadline nears NEW DELHI



With no clarity on rules and tax rates, industry is in panic mode as the July 1 rollout deadline for the GST approaches. Also causing worry are logistics and back-end infrastructure issues. The GST Council is to meet in Srinagar on May 18 and 19, and the industry hopes that it will issue clariications on rules. BUSINESS



Gowramma had given up all hope of seeing her daughter again. The teenaged pre-university student, Suma, had gone missing on September 29 last year, and Gowramma had spent more than six months searching for her, waiting for her. The distressed mother had not dared to file a police complaint as someone told her Suma might have “eloped” with some “boyfriend”. Worried that the police might dig up dirt on her daughter, and that her family reputation would be in tatters, Gowramma chose not to approach official channels. Then, one afternoon, in March this year, she received a phone call from an unknown number. It was her daughter, Suma, at the other end.



“In the first call, she hardly shared information about her whereabouts. She said she was doing well and cut the call. And when I tried to call her back there was no response,” the mother recalls. But Suma called again. With some more details of her whereabouts. “That is when she told me she was in Rajasthan and wanted to come back.” With her meagre salary as a garment worker, Gowramma had no idea how to reach Rajasthan to bring her daughter back. Her husband had died a few years earlier and she had a son to take care of at home. She then approached the district vigilance committee on human trafficking. Based on her complaint, The Hindu carried a report on April 26. A judge in the Karnataka High Court took note of the



news report and through his subordinates, contacted the police and insisted on a thorough inquiry into the case.



Elaborate operation Thus began an elaborate operation to trace Suma in Rajasthan and bring her back



SUNDAY SPECIAL to her home in Hassan. Gowramma shared with the police the phone numbers from which she had received the calls. Two teams, including one headed by Additional SP Jyothi Vaidyanathan, left for Rajasthan and traced Suma with the help of the numbers. “We had not heard of human trafficking in Hassan in the recent years,” said an officer, a member of the team that visited Rajasthan.



Suma was away from home for seven months and she had travelled over 3,000 kilometres in that period. She told the police she was first taken to Bengaluru by two women, who assured her a job. “My mother was working hard and I wanted to come home after achieving something in life. As they assured me a job, I went to Bengaluru with them without informing my mother,” she said.
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Birds of a feather?
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BMS likely to demand Niti Aayog reforms



It did not take her long to realise that she had been caught in a trap of trafficking. She was taken to Chennai, where she was kept in a room. Many men came to see her. “The trafficking team had intended to marry her off in exchange for a big sum of money. As they could not arrive at a deal in Chennai, the girl was taken to Bikaner in Rajasthan,” said Superintendent of Police R.K. Shahapurwad. After reaching Rajasthan, she was first “married off” to an old man. The girl, however, refused to stay put with him, forcing the old man to “return” her to the broker from whom he had “purchased” her. Later, she was married to a 23-year old person, who is believed to have paid ₹3 lakh. Now, at 17, the girl is four months pregnant. She is be-



ing kept in a children’s home run by the Women and Child Development Department in Hassan.



Nationwide racket Gowramma is worried about the future of her daughter. Suma has reportedly told the officers that she would like to go through the pregnancy. She was also quite sympathetic to her husband, who, she said, did not illtreat her. While she wants the women who trafficked her daughter arrested, Gowramma is sympathetic to the daughter’s “husband” and mother-in-law. “They have taken good care of my daughter. If my daughter wishes, she may stay with the family when all the legal issues are cleared,” she said. The police, who investigated the case, stress the



need for a special team involving senior officers to bust what they suspect is a nation-wide racket of trafficking, fuelled by the low sex ratio in some parts of the country. “During the investigation, we could make out that many girls might have been caught by this trafficking network. But, so far, in Hassan, we have not received any complaint of a similar nature,” said R.K. Shahapurwad, SP of Hassan. The police team that went to Rajasthan have taken into custody the girl’s husband and mother-in-law, who “purchased” her . According to sources, efforts to nab the brokers involved in the whole incident are still on. The low sex ratio in Rajasthan is said to be one of the reasons for the trafficking.



Rats expose police role in liquor trade As many as 52 oicials under scanner in dry Bihar



NEW DELHI



The Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, the labour wing of the RSS, will likely pass a resolution at its annual conference later this month demanding reforms in the functioning of NITI Aayog. BUSINESS



Amarnath Tewary Patna
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North Korea willing to talk to U.S.: diplomat BEIJING



Pyongyang will be willing to hold talks with the U.S. if the conditions are right, a senior North Korean diplomat said. U.S. President Donald Trump said earlier this month that he would be “honoured” to meet Kim Jong-Un under the right conditions. WORLD
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Runway roadblock: Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport in Mumbai handles 45-48 aircraft per hour as per oicial estimates. The airport is saturated because it is restricted to operating on a single runway. Constant eforts are being made to reduce the runway occupancy time so that more lights can operate. EMMANUAL YOGINI *



Indian scientists unveil home-grown gold standard Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya weighs 20 gm and has the dimensions of a ‘Parle-G’ biscuit Jacob Koshy NEW DELHI



India now has its own standard bar of gold that is 99.99% pure and can be used to verify the purity of gold sold in shops. Despite India being one of the largest markets for gold, goldsmiths so far depended on imported reference gold bars to check the purity of their biscuits, coins and jewellery. Called the Bharatiya Nirdeshak Dravya (BND 4201), the bar, weighing 20 gm and with the dimensions of a ‘Parle-G’ biscuit (in the words of a scientist associated with its development), will mean that Indian jew-



ellers will no longer need to import gold bars to check the purity of ornaments. Last November, the India Government Mint (IGM), a unit of the Security Printing and Minting Corp of India Ltd, signed an agreement with the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) and CSIR-National Physical Laboratory (NPL) to develop the first gold standard. The NPL is the repository of standard units — such as the kilogram, the second, and the centimetre — in India and provides calibration services. So far, 200 gold bars — each 35 mm long, 15 mm wide and 1.5 mm thick —



Indian goldsmiths depend on imported reference gold bars to check the purity of ornaments. REUTERS *



have been made, director of CSIR-NPL Dinesh Aswal told The Hindu. He added that these could be a major source of revenue



in the future. “The gold bar would be 25% cheaper than the imported version and as a business (reference gold bars being bought by dealers for tests) could be worth nearly ₹1,000 crore per annum,” he added. While the bars will be made by the IGM, technical aspects, such as measurement, would be done by the BARC and certifying the purity of the bars would be the responsibility of the NPL. Mr. Aswal added that most of the gold references that India imported were sourced from Canada and Switzerland. The new bars being developed were 99.99% pure



with impurities of only 100 parts per million. “Development of this reference material indigenously will add to the Make in India campaign and will save foreign exchange as well as minimise the dependency on foreign countries,” the IGM said in a statement. The Department produces Standard Gold Bars of standard fineness and purity of 10g, 50 g, 100 g, 500 g and 1,000 g denominations. According to the World Gold Council, demand in India jumped 19% to $3.62 billion (around ₹19,000 crore) this quarter, with volumes up 16% to 92.3 tonnes.



In a crackdown on illicit liquor operations, Bihar police on Saturday raided the diara (riverine) areas of Patna and Hajipur and destroyed several drums of country-made liquor. In similar raids across the State, thousands of litres of seized illegal liquor were destroyed in presence of District Magistrates and Superintendents of Police following court orders. At a meeting of senior police officials of the Tirhut zone in north Bihar on Saturday as many as 52 policemen were identified as “aiding and abetting” the sale of illegal liquor in their areas. The superintendents of police of all 10 districts of the zone — Muzaffarpur, East Champaran, West Champaran, Bagaha, Sitamarhi, Vaishali, Sheohar, Saran, Siwan and Gopalgunj — were present in the meeting.



Accused identified “We’ve identified 244 persons active in liquor trade in north Bihar… as many as 52 police officials too have been found abetting the illegal business…the names of these erring police officials have been sent to the police headquarters for departmental proceedings,” Sunil Kumar, Inspector-General of Tirhut zone told journalists in Muzaffarpur. Mr Kumar also said the property of people involved in the illegal trade and vehicles used in illegal liquor transportation too would be confiscated and impounded.



Tough action: District Magistrate Patna Sanjay Agrawal (in blue shirt) and other oicials destroying the seized liquor bottles in Patna recently. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT *



In a new directive from the State Police, all officersin-charge of police stations will have to record every detail of seized illegal liquor like size of the bottle, quantity and brand and share the data with the Superintendents of Police of their respective districts, who in turn are required to inform the police headquarters.



Seizure and after Further, the seized liquor at the police stations should be destroyed in 15 to 30 days of seizure, the directive said. The SPs and other officials have been asked to complete investigations in record time in cases in which huge consignments were seized and take stern against the those involved. The action follows Chief Minister Nitish Kumar’s recent meeting with senior police officials on the illegal trade in the State and re-



ports of rats at police stations destroying bottles of seized liquor apparently having chewed through the stoppers. Mr Kumar asked police officials to crackdown on all those found involved in the illegal trade while attaching their property and impounding vehicles used in transportation.



Space crunch After the imposition of prohibition in April 2016, the police have seized over five lakh litres of smuggled liquor which are kept in police stations. As a result almost all police stations face a space crunch with some renting premises for use as godowns. More than 40,000 people have been arrested under prohibition laws in the last one year. Following random breathalyser tests, three drunken police officials were caught last week and sent to jail.
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The joy of learning lessons for life grows in a farm school in rural Tamil Nadu How a diverse group of children have created a deeply interconnected human and natural world at the Marudam Farm School in Tiruvannamalai Lalitha Sridhar TIRUVANNAMALAI



In 2008, a group of plucky educationists moved to the outskirts of the temple town of Tiruvannamalai in northcentral Tamil Nadu and started a school that believes in honest, empowering and potentially disconcerting inclusion. “Wouldn't acceptance be a better word?” asks Leela Arnon Bowley, 43, kindergarten teacher at the Marudam Farm School, a day school for about 100 children of locals, villagers, urbanites and expats, including students with CM YK



known indigenous variety of rice. “Learning is hands-on, children are physically and socially involved, and nature is never far from us,” says the soft-spoken Harish N.V., 26, teacher of social sciences. This year’s acute drought, however, is causing anxiety in the ecologically sensitive school, which recycles every drop of water.



disabilities and special needs, across economic backgrounds and denominations. “Ideologically, this was a great decision, but how was it going to work out pedagogically? That was the question,” recalls foundertrustee Poornima Arun, 43.



Nature nearby Visually, Marudam (Tamil for farmland) rises as a cluster of earthy, aesthetic structures set on eight agrarian acres. Artwork by the school community lies scattered about the almost entirely solar-powered



Full marks: Children at Marudam Farm School in Tiruvannamalai. SHAJU JOHN *



campus, where jackfruit, pomegranate and mango trees grow by paddy fields in which, two years ago when



the rains were copious, students cultivated several vegetables and madumuzhangi, a lesser-



Mutually beneficial Tiruvannamalai has been a lodestone for diverse settlers since the early 1920s, when the philosopher-saint Ramana Maharshi’s ashram came up here. Marudam’s



student body is thus a microcosm of society at large. “The peer learning that happens is simply incredible,” says Karthik Narayanan, 28, teacher of maths and gardening. A discussion on ground water, for instance, had village children pitching in with practical information on how wells are dug, and why the soil and bedrock matters, while the more bookish learners talked about aquifers and water tables. It is the sure-footed first generation learner from a goat-herding family that



leads her class on hiking trips, pointing to bird and animal life with a sharp eye, commanding the respect of peers older and younger than herself. “At Marudam, equality is more than theoretical,” says K. Pachaiappan, 29, the much-loved teacher of Tamil. Sustained by donations, Marudam never turns children away because they lack the money to pay fees, though the school intends to remain small and diverse. If cliques form, or someone has difficulty with sharing, resolution is found over animated debates in



‘circle time’. “Learning is natural and even unavoidable for children once they have the space and time to explore,” says Arnon Bowley. Marudam now awaits accreditation from Tamil Nadu’s Directorate of Matriculation Schools. One mother says her daughter wants to go to school even when she is unwell, and her initially reluctant husband has come to appreciate the school's impact on their child’s sense of anbu (love) and suyanambikkai (selfbelief ). The world could do with more of both. B ND-ND
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IN BRIEF



Studying the Koran, and also Einstein Jameas, community-run schools of Dawoodi Bohras, ofer religious education that embraces and teaches secular world view in Marol, Mumbai, studied in South London before joining the Nairobi jamea. “The jamea education is all-encompassing, while understanding that everything is coming from Allah,” she says. “I feel I have matured a lot and accepted my religion much more. While other teenagers struggle with the temptations of breaking barriers, I have a better perspective in life.”



Jyoti Shelar Nairobi



Narmada-like initiative to revive M.P. rivers BHOPAL



After completion of the ‘Namami Devi Narmade Sewa Yatra’ aimed at conservation of the Narmada river, the Madhya Pradesh government will launch a similar initiative to improve the health of other rivers in the State. “The government will launch the drive to rejuv-enate rivers like Kshipra, Parbati, Tapti, Tawa, Betwa, Chambal and Sindh, among others,” Chief Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan said. PTI



Rijiju unfurls tricolour at Attari-Wagah border ATTARI



Union Minister Kiren Rijiju unfurled a 107-foot-tall tricolour near the Indo-Pak. border at Attari-Wagah here on Saturday. He was here to inspect the checkpost and meet with BSF officers. A scanner will be installed at the checkpost to scan goods being imported from Pakistan, he said. PTI



U.P. may have ‘no school bag day’ on Saturdays LUCKNOW



The Uttar Pradesh government is considering a proposal to declare “no school bag day” on Saturdays in State-run schools. This was conveyed at a meeting chaired by Deputy CM Dinesh Sharma here. Children can engage in creative activities on Saturdays. PTI



Tripura to issue Aadhaar cards to Mizoram tribals AGARTALA



More than 32,000 Mizoram tribals staying in seven refugee camps in Tripura for the past two decades will be issued Aadhaar cards by the State government, an official said. The Centre had asked the State to provide Aadhaar cards to tribals to ensure hassle-free distribution of benefits to them. IANS



CM YK



When it comes to Muslim religious schools, the word that comes to most minds is the madrasa. But that’s not the only way Islam is taught to young minds. In the Dawoodi Bohra community, more and more parents are sending children to schools run by the community called jameas, which offer a holistic education. Students who study here often branch out to the same kind of higher studies students of other institutions would. And like the academically inclined anywhere, some choose to come back to teach in the jameas. The oldest jamea, in Surat, dates back two centuries, and teaches 900 students at a time. The Karachi jamea, started in 1983, has a 480student capacity and the Mumbai jamea, which started in 2013, has 300. A typical jamea schoolday runs from 7.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. Religious studies form a major part of the courses — time spent memorising the Koran is an important part of the day — but the syllabus also covers all the subjects one would find in a secular school. Students typically join a jamea after having finished seven or eight years of school, then spend 11 years at a jamea. The jamea years are divided into three sections, a basic or primary, for the first four years; years five to seven are secondary, equivalent to an undergraduate course; and in years eight to 11, students specialise, on par with a post-graduation degree, in one of three subjects with an Islamic focus: law and jurisprudence, literature, or history (which also includes world history).



One in Kenya The first jamea outside the Indian subcontinent, in Nairobi, Kenya, started small, with just over 500 stu-



Progressive outlook: The newly inaugurated campus of Aljamea-tus-Saiiyah Arabic Academy, in Nairobi, Kenya. This is the irst jamea that has come up outside the Indian subcontinent. JYOTI SHELAR *



dents in the past five years. But now, it has opened an impressively designed multibillion-dollar campus in the posh Nairobi suburb of Karen.



Grounded in faith The Aljamea-tus-Saifiyah Arabic Academy will accommodate 1,000 students and 200 faculty members. The 14-acre campus, which features architectural elements and motifs from North Africa, Egypt, Yemen and India, and sights of the Fatimi masjids of Cairo and North Africa, was inaugurated last week by Mufaddal Saifuddin, the community’s current religious head or Syedna, and Kenya’s President Uhuru Kenyatta. It aims at attracting stu-



dents from East Africa, the United States, the United Kingdom and Europe. At a time when international schools and colleges offer world-class education, what makes parents choose a more religious form of education? “The secular studies that you do, all the skills that you acquire mainly equip you to become a cog in the wheel of the working life. But in a jamea, the education is for you. It is not intended to get you a better job or better money. It is education in its true sense: to lift,” says Rashida Mustafa, a Manchester-based clinical psychologist. She sent her two sons to the Surat jamea; her older son, now 38, teaches at the



a jamea, the < > In education is for you. It is education in its true sense. Rashida Mustafa A Manchester-based psychologist



Surat jamea, and the younger one, 25, is pursuing a master’s degree in the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. “He too wants to work in the jamea but is awaiting an official appointment,” Ms. Mustafa says. She feels that the jamea experience has helped her sons to have an ‘enviable social group’.



‘All aspects of life’ Sarah and Amina Noman, 14year-old twins, studied up to the eighth grade in San Francisco, U.S., where the family



lives. Last year, their father Raj Noman, an IT professional, enrolled them in the jamea in Nairobi. “Our community’s fabric is such that religious education is important,” he says. “Both my girls were brilliant students in San Francisco and they will only become better with the jamea education.” He points out that jamea graduates have become lawyers, doctors and top-notch businesspersons. Sarah wants to become a surgeon, he says, while Amina is still figuring it out. “The kids not only get knowledge about their religion, they become well-grounded in all aspects of life.” Fatema Feroze, 16, whose father is the head of the English department at the jamea



Current world view Schools run by religious communities often face criticism that their students are unexposed to the outside world. The Dawoodi Bohras say this is a misconception. “The kind of diversity that we are exposed to is unimaginable,” says Adnan Abidali. “As a student in the jamea, I was exposed to a Londoner, I interacted with a villager from India as well as a student from Yemen.” The Surat jamea alumnus, who later went to Oxford, teaches economics, English and Arabic literature in the Nairobi jamea. “A jamea is not a school for preparing maulvis or the stereotypical type of Muslims,” Mr. Abidali says. “It combines Islamic sciences and theologies and other subjects without compartmentalising knowledge.” He points to the annual oral examinations as an example. At these, the Syedna and four other rectors throw questions at the students about topics ranging from the Einstein’s theory of relativity to gravitational fields and how they affect space time. “You will see people with long beards and white robes asking questions, but that is just the perception moulded through the kind of exposure people have.” (The Hindu attended the inauguration on invitation from the management of the Aljamea-tus-Saifiyah Arabic Academy in Nairobi.)



Modules on life skills to help students beat stress Vikas Pathak New Delhi



Starting from the coming academic year, technical colleges across India will be required to offer semester-long modules to help freshers adjust to college life and beat stress. The All-India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) wants all colleges affiliated to it — around 10,000 — to make these modules a necessary part of their course structure, without awarding any grades for them. The Indian Institutes of Technology, too, will have these modules, but the duration may be just a couple of months. The blueprint for the courses has been put in place by a professor at IITBHU, who was earlier with IIT-Hyderabad, where he developed the module.



Communication skills “The module will work on students’ communication skills, help them come to terms with failures in life, learn situational decisionmaking and negotiate dilemmas in life,” a senior official told The Hindu. Moral and ethical values will also be part of the module, he added. Colleges may also take help from NGOs or contact psychologists for the courses. “Since many students get into engineering courses without sound fundamentals, there may be classes to strengthen their concepts in maths and physics,” he added. Professors who have worked on such modules will conduct workshops for the faculty of engineering colleges to help them structure their modules. Plans are also underway to create online videos so that faculty in other colleges can get useful inputs to put such modules in place.



B ND-ND
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ELSEWHERE



China to invest $800 bn in Belt & Road in ive years Oicial says outlay serves as driving force for steady recovery of global economy Press Trust of India



Lighthizer conirmed as U.S. trade representative WASHINGTON



Reagan-era trade attorney Robert Lighthizer has been conirmed as President Donald Trump's U.S. trade representative, bringing a tough protectionist approach to national policy. The Senate conirmed Mr. Lighthizer, 69, by a vote of 82 to 14, with broad bipartisan support. AFP



U.S. border agency picks inalists to design wall SAN DIEGO



The U.S. federal government said on Friday it had settled on inalists to design President Donald Trump’s proposed border wall with Mexico, but it would not identify them. U.S. Customs and Border Protection said it would notify inalists over the next several days. But the agency declined to reveal how many were there. AP



Ohio man kills police chief, 2 care home staf KIRKERSVILLE



An armed man gunned down a new village police chief in Ohio, the U.S., on Friday and then killed two employees in a nearby nursing home, where he later was found dead, a sherif said. No nursing home residents were injured, nor were two hostages briely held by the alleged gunman. AP



G7 financial leaders reiterate forex pledges BARI



Financial leaders of seven leading world economies on Saturday pledged stronger cooperation against cyber crime on Saturday and not to use foreign exchange to gain competitive advantage, but stuck to their cautious wording on trade, the G7 meeting’s final communique showed. REUTERS



CM YK



Beijing



Chinese investments related to the Belt and Road initiative have totalled $60 billion since 2013, and Beijing plans to invest $600 billion to $800 billion in the next five years, an official said here. Ning Jizhe, vice chairman of the National Development and Reform Commission, was quoted by Global Times ahead of the two-day Belt and Road Fourm as saying that Chinese investments were expected to touch $120 billion to $130 billion a year over the next five years. “That would amount to $600 billion to $800 billion in total,” Mr. Ning said.



Clearing the way: Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, left, with Chinese President Xi Jinping ahead of the Belt and Road Forum in Beijing on Saturday. JASON LEE/GETTY IMAGES



Loans for project “This will be a big driving force for a steady recovery in the global economy, and for free trade and investment,” he said. The scrutiny of outbound investments by



Chinese regulators will not affect the Belt and Road projects, Mr. Ning said. On financing, he said China Development Bank and the Export-Import Bank of China have extended $110



*



China, Pak. ink pacts ahead of summit Press Trust of India Beijing/Islamabad



China and Pakistan on Saturday signed a number of infrastructure agreements to boost cooperation on the $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, including for the development of the strategic Gwadar port, ahead of the two-day Belt and Road summit here. The pacts were signed in the presence of Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and Chinese Premier Li Keqiang ahead of the muchpublicised Belt and Road (B&R) Forum beginning on Sunday. The pacts deal with increasing bilateral coopera-



tion within the framework of China’s ambitious Silk Road project, upgrading the main railway track between Karachi and Peshawar — referred to as ML-1 or Main Line-1, and an MoU for the establishment of a dry port in Havelian, Radio Pakistan reported.



Technical cooperation Three agreements were signed pertaining to economic and technical cooperation worth 3.4 billion yuan (about $490 million) for the strategic Gwadar port in southern Pakistan and East Bay expressway, a 19 km controlled access road under construction in Gwadar.



billion in loans for the Belt and Road projects by the end of 2016 and China has signed currency swap deals with the countries along the Belt and Road routes totalling 900 billion yuan.



Mr. Ning said from 2013 to 2016, Chinese companies invested over $60 billion in the countries and regions, creating more than 1,80,000 local jobs, and paid $1.1 billion in tax to local governments.



U.K. restoring systems after cyberattack



‘Will hold talks with U.S. under right conditions’



Associated Press



North Korea envoy cagey about South



London



Britain’s National Cyber Security Centre said on Saturday teams were working “round the clock” to restore hospital computer systems after a global cyberattack that hit dozens of countries forced British hospitals to cancel and delay treatment for patients. In Russia, where a wide array of systems came under attack, officials said services had been restored or the virus contained. The extortion attack, which locked up computers and held users’ files for ransom, was believed the biggest of its kind ever recorded, disrupting services from the U.S. to Russia and Spain. British Home Secretary Amber Rudd said 45 public health organisations were hit, but she stressed that no patient data had been stolen. The attack froze computers at hospitals across the country, with some cancelling all routine procedures.



Reuters Seoul



A senior North Korean diplomat, who handles relations with the United States, said on Saturday Pyongyang would have dialogue with the U.S. administration if conditions were right, South Korea’s Yonhap news agency reported. Choe Son Hui, North Korea’s Foreign Ministry director general for U.S. affairs, made the comment to reporters in Beijing as she was travelling home from Norway, Yonhap said. “We’ll have dialogue if the conditions are there,” she told reporters when asked if the North was preparing to hold talks with the Trump administration, according to Yonhap. When asked if North Korea was also preparing to talk with the new government in South Korea, of liberal President Moon Jae-in, Choe said: “We’ll see.” U.S. President Donald Trump warned in an inter-



Kim Jong-un view with Reuters in late April that a “major, major conflict” with the North was possible, but he would prefer a diplomatic outcome to the dispute over its nuclear and missile programmes.



Trump’s comment Mr. Trump later said he would be “honoured” to meet North’s leader Kim Jong-un under the right conditions. Ms. Choe was in Norway for so-called Track Two talks with former U.S. government officials, according to Japanese media, the latest in a series of such meetings.



Surprised by ICJ order, Pak. mulls next move Will argue at The Hague that India should irst exhaust all forums of appeals in Pakistan, say lawyers Mubashir Zaidi Karachi



Pakistan’s Attorney General’s Office in the Supreme Court building in Islamabad is witnessing unusual late sittings these days. India’s application in the International Court of Justice against the hanging of Kulbhushan Jadhav, who has been convicted of espionage in Pakistan, and the ICJ intervention have caught many by surprise in Islamabad. After a military court in Rawalpindi sentenced Jadhav to death on April 10, Pakistani authorities had turned a blind eye to India’s responses. India was denied consular access to Jadhav. No



lawyer in Pakistan was willing to take up his appeal. Just when the Pakistani government thought the Jadhav case was almost closed, India moved the ICJ at The Hague. The prime Minster’s Senior Adviser on Foreign Affairs Sartaj Aziz told reporters that Pakistan is examining the Indian move and the Foreign Office would soon respond in detail. The response is yet to come.



Line of defence On the other hand, Attorney General Ashtar Ausaf’s office is combing through bilateral treaties and agreements. Pakistan’s first line of de-



Kulbhushan Jadhav



fence to counter India’s plea was an agreement reached in 2008 on consular access. Clause VI of the agreement says a ‘decision to grant consular access in cases where detentions and arrests relate to political or security matters” will be taken “on the



merits of the case”. In the 1999 Atlantique incident, when a Pakistan Navy plane was shot down by India in the disputed Rann of Kutch area, the ICJ ruled in favour of India, saying it had no jurisdiction in the existence of bilateral agreements. Besides, Pakistani officials say the military court verdict on Jadhav is not final. “There are at least three forums of appeals left. One is the review in FGCM (Field General Court Martial), the second is the Supreme Court and the final is the mercy petition. Pakistan will argue before the ICJ that since appeals are available in Pakistan, the ICJ cannot take up the case,” a



lawyer associated with finalising Islamabad’s response said. Ali Nawaz Chohan, who served as a judge at ICJ during 2006-09, shares the same view. “Pakistan’s best defence is that India should exhaust all forums of appeals in Pakistan before contacting the ICJ,” he said. But he feared that the ICJ being very sensitive to human rights cases can overlook its aspect. “It can apply the Vienna Convention of the law of treaties of 1969 to which Pakistan is a signatory to override all local laws if it is convinced that any violation of human rights has taken place,” he pointed out.



B ND-ND
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What it means to work for Trump President exposed staf members to ridicule as he repeatedly shifted his explanation on Comey iring



Non-EU parents have residency rights: court ‘Child’s well-being is the objective’



Glenn Thrush Maggie Haberman Washington



‘Trump will not rush U.S. climate policy review’ FAIRBANKS



President Donald Trump will not rush his review of U.S. climate change policy and will do what is best for the U.S., Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said on Thursday. Mr. Tillerson is hosting the Arctic Council, where many were hoping for a renewed U.S. commitment to reduce emissions. AFP



3 civilians killed in Kabul bomb blast KABUL



An Afghan official said at least three civilians were killed here after their vehicle was attacked with a sticky bomb. Najib Danish, deputy spokesman for the Interior Ministry, said the victims are two female government employees from the water supply department and a small child. AP



‘Brexit had little impact on foreign students’ LONDON



Britain’s decision to leave the EU has had little impact on international students’ decision to study in the U.K., a recent survey has found. The International Student Survey 2017 was conducted by the student recruitment and retention solutions company Hobsons in January and February 2017. PTI



Egypt discovers new necropolis in Minya MINYA



Egypt’s Antiquities Ministry says it has found a necropolis with at least 17 mummies near the southern city of Minya, the first such find in the area. The discovery was made in the village of Tuna al-Gabal, on the edge of the western desert. The area hosts necropolises mainly for animals and birds. AP



U.S. President Donald Trump has never shown any reluctance to sacrifice a surrogate to serve a short-term political need, so he apparently did not think twice this week about exposing a series of staff members to ridicule as he repeatedly shifted his explanation for firing James B. Comey, the FBI Director. Mr. Trump, obsessed with the FBI’s investigation into Russia’s meddling in the 2016 election and increasingly frustrated by the hyperscrutiny of the Washington press corps, is more in need of effective spokesmen than ever, and aides say he is considering a broad shake-up of his team. But his career-long habit of viewing his public protectors as somewhat disposable, on vivid display after Mr. Comey’s sudden ouster, has not exactly been an incentive to step into the firing line on his behalf. After the “Access Hollywood” scandal, Mr. Trump raged at Rudy Giuliani, the former Mayor of New York, for going on TV to defend him, arguing that he wanted to attack Hillary Clinton, not play defence. Corey Lewandowski, Trump’s 2016 campaign manager until he fired him, repeatedly groused to friends that he was forced to absorb all the criticism for the campaign’s practice of confining reporters at rallies in small pens. Mr. Trump, he told two people close to him, had ordered him to do it — but placed the blame on Mr. Lewandowski when reporters complained about it.



Demanding a lot “Trump is putting a lot on the backs of his spokespeople, while simultaneously cutting their legs out from underneath them,”



said Alex Conant, a Republican strategist and a former adviser to Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla. “There is nothing more discouraging or embarrassing for a spokesman than to have your boss contradict you. In political communications, you’re only as good as your credibility.”



Dysfunctional system The view that the communications dysfunction begins at the top of the White House organisational chart is bipartisan. “The most hazardous duty in Washington these days is that of Trump surrogate ,” said David Axelrod, a communications and messaging adviser to former President Barack Obama. “You wind up looking like a liar or a fool, neither of which is particularly attractive.” Over the past few days, Mr. Trump deployed his two top aides — his press secretary, Sean Spicer, and Sarah Huckabee Sanders, a top deputy — to deliver dubious or false information about his decision-making process. He asked Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein to draft a letter documenting Mr. Comey’s shortcomings to leave the impression that it was Mr. Rosenstein’s judgment and not his own that led to the dismissal — an idea that was reinforced by Vice President Mike Pence, who was part of the small group of advisers who planned Comey’s ouster in near secrecy. On Thursday, Mr. Trump himself vaporised every version of the Comey story his defenders, including Mr. Pence, had laboured so earnestly to put forward. “I was going to fire Comey — my decision. There is no good time to do it, by the way,” Trump told NBC anchor Lester Holt. “I was going to fire regardless of the recommendation” made by Rosenstein, he said. NYT



Osama’s son bent on avenging father’s death: ex-FBI agent



Vidya Ram London



Tough gig: White House Press Secretary Sean Spicer at a daily brieing for the media at the White House in Washington, D.C.,on Friday. NYT *



Search on for FBI Director Attorney General Rod J. Rosenstein will conduct the interviews. Chief among the White House’s concerns is that the Senate confirmation process go smoothly. Here are some of the choices being discussed inside the White House:



MAGGIE HABERMAN JEREMY W. PETERS Washington



President Donald Trump has broadened his search for a new FBI director in recent days, moving to install a leader who would be viewed as independent from the White House amid the backlash over his abrupt dismissal of James Comey. Four candidates will be interviewed Saturday, according to a person familiar with the meetings: Andrew G. McCabe, the acting director of the FBI; Sen. John Cornyn, R-Texas; Judge Michael J. Garcia of the New York state Court of Appeals and the former U.S. attorney for the Southern District of New York; and Alice Fisher, a former top Justice Department official who could be the first woman to run the agency. Attorney-General Jeff Sessions and Deputy



● J. Michael Luttig, a former



Justice Department lawyer and federal appeals court judge who was appointed by the first President George Bush. Mr. Luttig left the Bench in 2006 to become general counsel of Boeing. ● Rep. Trey Gowdy, R-S.C.,



a former federal prosecutor, oversaw the Benghazi special investigation in the House. ● Mike Rogers is the former



chairman of the powerful House Intelligence Committee, who



represented Michigan and once served as an agent in the bureau. ● Raymond W. Kelly, the



former New York police commissioner, is said to be seen as outside the top tier of candidates because the job is a 10-year appointment and at 75, he is older than many of the other prospects. ● Kelly Ayotte, the former



New Hampshire attorney general, has been pushed by some of her Senate colleagues and some Republican advisers to the White House who believe that she would easily be confirmed. ● George Terwilliger, who



helped lead George W. Bush’s recount efforts in 2000 and served as deputy Attorney-General under Mr. Bush’s father, is another name being batted about.



Indian citizens whose young children who have European nationality could benefit from a new European Court of Justice ruling. The ruling, which came late on Wednesday, clarifies residency rights for non-EU parents, who have had a child with an EU citizen, if they were able to show a relationship of dependency between them and the child. “For example, if you are an Indian national residing in a European Economic Area (EEA) country, you may be able to claim a right of residence in that country on the basis of your relationship with an EEA national minor child,” says Kamal Rahman, head of the immigration group at law firm Mishcon de Reya in London. “To do so, it would be necessary to show that there is a relationship of such dependency between you, as the non-EEA parent, and the child that if you were denied a right of residence in the EEA, the child would also be forced to leave, and therefore deprived of the benefits of EEA citizenship.” Cases such as these will usually come about where there has been a breakdown in the relationship between the parents of an EEA national child (one of whose parents’ is an EEA national, and the other is not).



Open approach While rights of residence already exist under European law for non-EEA parents who are the primary careers of minor EEA national children, Wednesday’s ruling appeared to provide a more open approach, said Mr. Rahman. “It clarifies that non-EEA parents may have a right of residence even where the
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Take that



Hamza bin Laden reportedly poised to lead al-Qaeda Press Trust of India Washington



Osama bin Laden’s son Hamza is poised to lead a stronger, larger al Qaeda and is “bent on avenging” his father’s death, according to a former FBI agent familiar with the personal letters seized in a dramatic US raid that killed the al Qaeda leader in Pakistan’s Abbottabad. Hamza, about 28 year old now, wrote those letters when he was 22 and had not seen his father bin Laden in several years. Ali Soufan, the former FBI agent who was the bureau’s lead investigator of al Qaeda after the 9/11 attacks, told CBS News the letters reveal Hamza to be a young man who adores his father and wants to carry on his murderous ideology. The letters collected in



the raid by helicopter-borne U.S. Navy SEALs at a secure high-walled compound in Abbottabad, a garrison town north of the Pakistani capital, Islamabad, in May 2011 have now been declassified. Only a handful of U.S. military and senior officials around then U.S. President Barack Obama knew of the raid that was reportedly in the planning for months.



Leadership potential For a new episode of ‘60 Minutes’ on the network, Mr. Soufan described one of those letters from Hamza: “He tells him that...he remembers ‘every look... every smile you gave me, every word you told me.’” Hamza also wrote this in a letter: “I consider myself to be forged in steel. The path of jihad for the sake of God is what we live.”



Soufan said Hamza’s potential as a leader was recognised years ago when he was still a boy. He was used in propaganda videos, sometimes holding a gun. “He was a poster kid for the al Qaeda...and for members of al Qaeda, who were indoctrinated with these propaganda videos, he means a lot to them,” Mr. Soufan said. This January, the U.S. named Hamza a “specially-designated global terrorist” — the same classification bin Laden had. He even sounds like his father, said Mr. Soufan. “His recent message that came out, he delivered the speech as if it’s his father... using sentences, terminology that was used by Osama bin Laden.” Hamza has recorded four audio messages in the last two years.



Most vulnerable “It is currently very unclear how the rights of those residing in the U.K. by virtue of European law will be affected after Brexit. Those who are most vulnerable are those such as highlighted in Wednesday’s ECJ ruling, being the non-EEA family members of EEA nationals, including those who derive their right of residence from their child, or another EEA family member.” The ECJ ruling originates from the case of Venezuelan national who had a child with a Dutch national in the Netherlands and then lived in Germany. Because she was unable to get a right of residence, she could not claim social assistance and child benefits. The Luxembourg-based court said authorities had to take into account the right to family life and best interests of the child, including the impact that the non-EU parent losing their residency would have on the child’s emotional and physical well-being.



‘Assad seizes airbase from Islamic State’ Agence France-Presse Beirut



Returning ire: A Palestinian protester hurls back a tear gas canister ired by Israeli troops during clashes in the West Bank village of Beita, near Nablus, on Friday. REUTERS *



From MBA in India to minimum wage in U.S. Deepak Singh’s book is a portrayal of his struggles and those of his co-workers in America



Syria’s army captured an airbase in eastern Aleppo from the Islamic State group on Saturday, after more than two months of fierce clashes, a military source and monitor said. The Jarrah airbase had been under IS control since January 2014, when the jihadists seized it from rebels who had captured it a year earlier. “Regime forces took control of the Jarrah military airport after heavy fighting,” said Rami Abdel Rahman, director of the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights monitor. “The majority of the jihadists have withdrawn, and regime forces are carrying out clearing operations in the airport,” he added. Syria launched an offensive against IS in eastern Aleppo province in midJanuary, backed by Russia.
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Trump the poet? Who knew! Words put together as a ‘collection of poetry’ in Norway



Varghese K. George



it may be a bad decision. “My wife and my boss at BBC said don’t do it. But I didn’t listen to them, left everything and came to the U.S. Hoping that I would find a better job in America, the land of dreams,” recalls Mr. Singh. He joined his wife in a student accommodation in Charlottesville, where Holly had enrolled for a Ph. D at the University of Virginia.



Washington



The story of an Indian with high educational qualifications ending up in a job overseas that he would never do in India may sound familiar, but Deepak Singh has made that journey into a unique book. How May I Help You? An Immigrant’s Journey from MBA to Minimum Wage, published by California University Press in February, is not only about the fall of a proud, well-to-do youth from his homely comfort in Lucknow to a sales job in Virginia hinterland, but also about the daily struggles of others who worked alongside him. The book has been in the works for the past six years and Mr. Singh’s account of an immigrant has found resonance in the current political environment in the U.S. Now a freelance writer, Mr. CM YK



other EEA parent is ‘willing and able’ to assume sole responsibility for the child”. However, Mr. Rahman noted that the ruling went against U.K. government policy and that it would be unclear whether and how the ruling will be implemented in the U.K. “This is, of course, particularly uncertain in light of the U.K.’s decision to leave the European Union. At Mishcon de Reya, we have been assisting increasing numbers of clients who wish to secure their residency in the U.K. under European law in advance of Brexit and there is understandable anxiety among both EEA nationals and their non-EEA national family members currently residing in this country.”



The cover of Singh’s book



Singh has been interviewed by the National Public Radio and Atlantic, among others. When Mr. Singh decided to leave a journalism job with the BBC in Lucknow in 2003 and head to America, following his love — Holly, a Fulbright scholar who was in India then — he was advised



‘Go to the floor’ “Soon, reality hit me. Radio jobs that I would find were all volunteer work without pay. Lot of advertisement I saw, ‘help wanted’— and started filling in applications — from grocery stores to book stores. And finally when I got this, I was told to go to the floor and start selling, on day one,” Mr. Singh says. The electronic gadget store required a lot explain-



ing to potential customers, and understanding of the product. “I could not understand the customer or the product, and the customer could not understand me. There were too many problems. I was frustrated — the only job I got, i could not even do that. I felt embarrassed and tried to hide when Indian customers walked in. Slowly I overcame the embarrassment, but then the manager told me I got one month to improve my performance or quit,” he recalls. Mr. Singh then started copying his boss — “sentence by sentence” in his sales pitch, and it began to work. But the first cheque was another rude awakening to a new life. Seven dollar an hour, 40 hours a week. “I was earning less than what I was earning in Lucknow,” he says. “I had thought of Amer-



ica only as a rich country. When I started working, I saw a lot of sadness.”



Unseen poverty The new reality helped him learn about his own self also, says Mr. Singh in the book. There is poverty in America, though you cannot see it normally. America is a great country. But there is a side that people rarely talk about in America and people in India do not understand about America.” How May I Help You is half about Mr. Singh and half about the lives and struggles of the people who worked with him. After two years into the job, he left it and spent more than a year in Lucknow, where the book took shape in his head. Mr. Singh now writes for several American publications and appears on radio stations, as a freelance journalist.



Agence France-Presse Oslo



“I know words... I have the best words,” Donald Trump said one day in his superlative way. Now those words by the new U.S. President have been put together as a “collection of poetry” in Norway. Who knew? Trump the poet? “What Trump says is closer to poetry and fiction than to reality,” said the Norwegian man who created the collection, Chris Felt.“We’re appalled that his rhetoric which seems to have little thought or preparation behind it could have won an electoral campaign,” Mr. Felt said. The book’s tongue-incheek title is Make poetry great again — a play on Mr. Trump's campaign slogan “Make America great again”. The content is composed



Creepy vibes: Among the bits turned to poems are words about his daughter Ivanka that Mr. Trump said 10 years ago. AP *



strictly from speeches, interviews and other statements that the 70-yearold has given over the years. Among the choice bits turned to poems in the book are words about his daughter that Mr. Trump said around 10 years ago. “I have said



if Ivanka were not my daughter, perhaps I would be dating her” Mr. Felt said the words may be “terribly macho, pitiful and confusing but when the quotations have space around them I see other facets of him”. B ND-ND
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Will the fox hunters be back?



A city of historical symbols



Kissinger, an idea that lives on



Aamir Khan’s soft power coup in China



South Sudan’s many rebellions



It’s perhaps unsurprising that in Britain’s ideologically charged general election campaign, long-standing divisive issues have come into play. Among the most recent to spring onto the scene is fox hunting with dogs. The tradition, which supporters say dates back to 1534 when farmers in the county of Norfolk began chasing foxes with dogs as a form of pest control and started to take place in an organised way from the early 17th century onward, was banned 12 years ago under then Labour Prime Minister Tony Blair. However, the possibility of that ban being overturned was raised by Prime Minister Theresa May, who has pledged to allow a free vote by MPs in Parliament on the issue. “As it happens, personally, I have always been in favour of fox hunting,” she said earlier this week. Despite its long history, fox hunting has been controversial for many decades. Attempts to ban or restrict it date back to the late 1940s. The issue has also attracted strong public involvement and lobbying. Some opponents have taken to active forms of disruption, with a “hunt saboteurs” association dating back to 1963 continuing its work. “Most hunts are carrying on as they did before,” reads its website, which also documents ongoing “illegal hunts”. However, fox hunting attracted some public support as well. As many



Hours before the French election results were to be announced on May 7, it was declared that in the event of an Emmanuel Macron victory, celebrations would be held at the Esplanade du Louvre, the sprawling square flanked on three sides by the historic Louvre Museum. In itself, the choice of Louvre could not be questioned as it is a world-renowned Parisian monument. Besides, it is architecturally beautiful, immaculately maintained, and the river Seine flows majestically by its side. But Parisians of different hues, accustomed to symbols of a more palpable history, were not too pleased with the choice. “What a choice! It’s neither left nor right. It’s an insipid mix of everything – just like his politics!” quipped a news-stand vendor. Sarah Ternat, a film editor, grimaced sceptically. “They could at least have left the Louvre alone. It’s more a symbol of art than history.” Paris is a city of historical symbols. The columns and arcs and “palaces” of Paris were never allowed to fall into neglect and passive worship, as they were constantly invoked and re-invoked by the clamorous protests of the French have-nots. As a result, these monuments over time turned into myths of modern history.



American foreign policy in the past half a century is perhaps personified in Henry Kissinger, and the 93year-old is finding an all new life under the Trump administration, four decades after he left government. He pursued his preference of order over justice by crossing many moral and legal boundaries and immortalised realism in a memorable dictum: “The illegal we do immediately. The unconstitutional takes a little longer.” Mr. Kissinger’s visit to the White House, the day after Donald Trump sacked James Comey as Director of the FBI, took place even as the media was already comparing the President’s action to how President Richard Nixon got rid of officials who were investigating him in 1973. Mr. Kissinger was a key member of the Nixon coterie and the only one to have survived the Watergate scandal. During the unscheduled meeting at the Oval Office, they discussed Syria and Russia. “He’s been a friend of mine for a long time... We’re talking about Syria, and I think that we’re going to do very well with respect to Syria and things are happening that are really, really, really positive,” Mr. Trump said. It was Mr. Kissinger who navigated a breakthrough in U.S relations with China, setting the stage for Nixon’s visit to Beijing in 1972. He appears to have emerged as Mr. Trump’s ad-



Aamir Khan may have staged a soft power coup in China. His earthy, grassroots advocacy in Dangal of gender rights, set in semiurban but aspirational India, has struck an emotional chord with a young, curious, techsavvy generation of the “Middle Kingdom”. Netizens have already set alight Weibo — the Chinese equivalent of Twitter — with fulsome praise of Mr. Khan, and the breezy, noncondescending, but powerful messaging of his film. One viewer praised the actor as India’s national treasure. “There is a reason why Aamir Khan is India’s national treasure! Every work of his is a great contribution to India which has a huge impact on society. When will we have such a real artiste that serves the people?” Others have focussed on the film’s powerful attack on India’s male-dominated culture. “The film is a great blow to India’s male-dominated society because it expresses the positive attitude of equal rights.” In the Chinese culture, where boys are preferred over girls, the film’s portrayal of a spirited father and his daughters, who smash the gender barrier through wrestling, has found a natural connect in China. The cultural obsession with boys in China is reflected in a stubborn and yawning gender gap. The preference for a male child, reinforced by the one-child policy, abandoned only recently, has meant that a majority of parents have used every trick in the game to avoid the birth of a daughter. In 2004, 121.2 boys were born for every 100 girls. If the trend were to continue, there would be 30-35 million more men of marriageable age than women in the not-so-distant future. The negative social impact of this imbalance is not hard to imagine. This is not the first time that an Aamir Khan movie has touched the proverbial million hearts and minds of young Chinese cinemagoers. His 3 Idiots was also a runaway hit. That is again not surprising. As in India, Chinese parents invest heavily in the future of their children, funnelling them into a broadly strait-



Lieutenant General Thomas Cirillo spent the last year mostly sitting in his office, drinking tea and reading newspapers. Officers would come to greet South Sudan’s Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, appointed by President Salva Kiir to oversee military supplies. He’d leave at 2 p.m. He wasn’t involved even in paperwork. “They put us in the dark completely,” he said. In February, Mr. Cirillo, the highest-ranking Equatorian in the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA), resigned, accusing the force of orchestrating a “tribally engineered war”. He also slammed President Kiir for “planned violations” of the 2015 peace deal signed with his former deputy, Riek Machar, that stalled an already two-year-long civil war. President Kiir is accused of turning the country’s army into a tribal militia, mostly recruiting from his Dinka tribe, and of “ethnic cleansing” of other tribes. Mr. Machar, who hails from the Nuer tribe, heads the rebel group SPLA-in-Opposition, and is now under house arrest in South Africa. Mr. Cirillo has set up a new rebel movement of about 30,000 fighters. He wants to overthrow the President. “People were asking me, ‘Thomas, you were part of the system’,” he said in an interview in Addis Ababa. He said his duties were usurped by Paul Malong, Mr. Kiir’s chief of



fox hunting tradition, which < > The dates back to 1534 when farmers in Norfolk county began chasing foxes with dogs as a form of pest control, was banned 12 years ago as 4,00,000 people turned out for a “Liberty and Livelihood march’, which focussed on the needs of rural communities, in 2002. During a rally in 2004, on the day the House of Commons voted through the legislation, five protesters made it into the Commons chamber. While the legislation eventually passed through the House of Commons with a sizeable majority, the Labour government was forced to invoke the Parliament Act (only used in exceptional circumstances) after the House of Lords refused to pass the bill.



Far too left Could the Bastille, the birthplace of the slogan liberté, égalité, fraternité, have served as a celebration venue for Mr. Macron’s victory? The answer is no. The Bastille has a history far too left to suit the neither-left nor-right taste of Mr. Marcon’s political movement. The Bastille was a fortress-prison where the French Revolution had begun on July 14, 1789. Since a part of this fortress was also an armoury, angry crowds had first converged here in search of gunpowder. The gates were kept firmly shut. The prison was thus stormed and the events that followed rapidly cascaded into the French Revolution. Forty years after the revolution, during the July 1830 revolution, a brass column



columns and arcs and < > The “palaces” of Paris were never allowed to fall into neglect and passive worship, as they were constantly invoked by the protests of the have-nots



has connected key < > Kissinger Chinese oicials to the President’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, who engineered a turnaround in ties hit by Trump’s election rhetoric viser on two trouble spots — North Korea and Syria. In a low-key meeting on April 27 in New York, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi and Mr. Kissinger “conducted in-depth exchanges on the issues of common concern, including the Korean peninsula situation”, according to the Chinese Foreign Ministry. In December, he visited Beijing, where he was received warmly by President Xi Jinping, who told him: “Dr. Kissinger, I am all ears to what you have to say about the current world situation and the future growth of China-U.S. relations.” Since then, Mr. Kissinger has connected key Chinese officials to the President’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, who engineered a turnaround in ties hit by Mr. Trump’s election rhetoric.



netizens have already set < > Chinese alight Weibo, the Chinese equivalent of Twitter, with fulsome praise of Aamir Khan, and the powerful message of his ilm, Dangal



general Thomas Cirillo, < > Senior who quit the South Sudan army, says President Salva Kiir is turning the liberation army into a tribal militia dominated by his Dinka tribe staff and a fellow Dinka. Command meetings “stopped” and were replaced by sessions between Mr. Malong and other close aides of the President. Intelligence and armoured and artillery units became “controlled on a tribal basis.” Mr. Malong used his powers to “build and consolidate the military strength of ‘SPLA militia’ for implementing the ‘Dinka Agenda”, Mr. Cirillo wrote in his resignation letter. Mr. Kiir this week replaced Mr. Malong with the deputy for administration, without giving any reasons. Presidential spokesperson Ateny Wek Ateny describes Mr. Cirillo’s account as “fabricated”. But not everyone is convinced. “Time and again, Mr. Kiir and Mr. Malong have done nothing to stop acts they know to be contrary to international law,” said Payton Knopf, the former coordinator of the UN Panel of Experts on South Sudan. “This includes arming militia out of state funds outside the purview of the SPLA.”



Renewed hopes The issue has continued to rumble under the surface of politics. Former Prime Minister David Cameron had pledged MPs a free vote in both 2010 and 2015, but the attempt to overturn or weaken the legislation never materialised as it became clear that they simply didn’t have the numbers in Parliament to support it. In addition, polls over the years have suggested high levels of public support for the ban (over 80%). However, with the Conservatives now projected to win with a comfortable majority, supporters of hunting have renewed hopes of overturning the legislation. The 2017 election could provide the “best opportunity” since the ban and the “best we are likely to see in the foreseeable future”, Lord Mancroft, the head of the Council of Hunting Associations, wrote in an email leaked to the Mirror tabloid. While the debate has ostensibly focussed around issues such as population control and animal welfare, it has also been a focal point for Britain’s class divisions, with hunting seen by many as the preserve of the elite. Unsurprisingly, the unusually candid comments by the Prime Minister have been seized on by her party’s opponents. Some have contrasted the government’s insistence on stubbornly citing the results of the Brexit referendum as the reason for pursuing a hard Brexit, while going against public sentiment on this issue. Others have questioned the sense of reviving the issue at a time when Britain ought to be fully absorbed in the Brexit process. Another section has pointed to the irony of MPs being given a free vote on this issue while in likelihood being denied a “meaningful free vote” on the final Brexit deal. On social media, Labour supporters drew on a slogan that had been used in past elections, with images of plaintive foxes next to the caption, “Vote Labour…or the fox gets it!”



was erected at the Bastille square to immortalise the memory of 1789. La Place de la Bastille has since been a symbolic venue as much of protest as of freedom. It was also here that former socialist French Presidents (François Mitterrand and François Hollande) held their memorable victory celebrations. Could Mr. Macron have opted for other historical places such as the Concorde square and the Arc of Triumph? The answer again is no. The Concorde, where the guillotine was installed during the period of revolutionary excesses, is paradoxically associated with the memory of the victory celebrations of Jacques Chirac and Nicolas Sarkozy, both right-wing Presidents. The Arc of Triumph was also considered unsuitable for its militarist connotations. So the Louvre was finally chosen as the venue. When the celebrations commenced, with thousands of French bleu-blanc-rouge flags fluttering against the translucent background of the Louvre Museum, it did not appear to be a bad choice at all. The crowd was still cheering into the void, when a young and solemn-faced Mr. Macron walked out of a gate of the Square Court at the back and slowly made his way, as though followed by the halo of his own future, towards the stage. When Mr. Macron stood behind the lectern, silhouetting against the dazzle of the glass pyramid behind him, it seemed that the choice of the Louvre was even charged with an inescapable sense of history. After all, was the pyramid against which Mr. Macron had chosen to speak not the symbol of François Mitterrand, the man whose thoughts were an inspiration to the young new President and the very man who had commissioned the erection of this glass monument for the city of Paris?



The lobbyist Mr. Kissinger’s influence is matched by the wide revulsion that he invokes among many citizen groups and progressive politicians. He has advised lobbying firms promoting the interests of Chinese companies in America for decades. The fact that he has not registered himself under the Foreign Agents Registration Act has also been criticised by many. “I am proud to say Henry Kissinger is not my friend,” Senator Bernie Sanders, who ran against Hillary Clinton for the Democratic nomination last year, said, when she described him as a friend. Mr. Trump’s meeting with Mr. Kissinger was the fodder for a lot of commentary on his Nixonian instincts, but the former diplomat would have held equal sway over Ms. Clinton too if she were the President. During the campaign she said she was “flattered when Kissinger said I ran the State Department better than anybody had run it in a long time”. Reviewing his book World Order in 2014, she wrote: “Kissinger is a friend, and I relied on his counsel when I served as Secretary of State.” She went on to suggest that Mr. Kissinger, President Barack Obama and herself shared the same view regarding American leadership in the world. Mr. Kissinger compared Nixon’s bombing of Cambodia between 1969 and 1973 — kept secret from the American public — to Mr. Obama’s drone strikes against Islamist militants. “I think the principle is essentially the same... You attack locations where you believe people operate who are killing you,” he said. Mr. Trump could also be part of that long-held, domineering narrative of American foreign policy soon.



Star power Mr. Khan’s PK broke records when it hit Chinese screens in 2015. The movie’s frequent telecast on state-television channels, subsequently, further embellished the actor’s star identity. Unsurprisingly, Dangal has also made a powerful statement at the Chinese box office. Within four days of its release, it crossed the ₹100-crore mark, well past the ticket sales recorded by the blockbuster PK. Its earning was second only to the weekend revenue generated by Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2. “The eye-opener at the Chinese box office this past weekend was the arrival of the Aamir Khan vehicle, Dangal, in the No 2 spot,” reported Asia Times. It added: “It has been a long road to China, but the weekend take of $11.2 million was worth the wait.” Dangal’s softpower push, at least for now, appears to have redrawn the focus on what binds the Indian and Chinese people, rather than what pulls them apart. Posts on Weibo are demonstrating that many Chinese netizens are openly admiring the quality of some Indian films. “India’s films are getting more and more ahead of us. Their films dare to point out their country’s issues but we can’t,” said a post.



On the President’s orders Mr. Cirillo said the President was never serious about peace even when he signed the 2015 agreement that allowed Mr. Machar, who had been in exile since the civil war broke out in 2013, to return to Juba and resume the office of the Vice-President. Five days after the pact was reached, President Kiir assembled Mr. Malong, Mr. Cirillo and other top generals in the palace to tell them not to demilitarise Juba, violating the deal. He ordered the generals to secretly stockpile arms in the capital and disguise some military units as police units. By the time Mr. Machar returned to Juba in 2016, the SPLA force had “tripled”. Besides, the army had even planned “to assassinate” Mr. Machar. His deputy chief of staff for administration Lieutenant General James Koang Chuol said the attempt took place in the palace. Mr. Machar fled the country again when fighting resumed. Throughout the war, Mr. Cirillo said, the government consistently avoided deploying soldiers from nonDinka tribes, and armed Dinka civilians. Many civilians from Mr. Machar’s Nuer tribe were massacred. An African Union Commission of Inquiry, in 2014, noted that a number of reports had concluded that some of the rights violations in South Sudan could amount to crimes against humanity. Mr. Cirillo would agree. He describes a series of recent SPLA operations as “ethnic cleansing”.
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jacketed bookish system, which has little room for creativity or openness to careers that are out of sync with the traditional script. On the streets of any Chinese metropolis, it is common to see children in their typical tracksuit uniforms, heading into cheerless classrooms, lugging heavy haversacks, full of books. If there is affluence in the family, the long day is not over without piano or violin classes, or a mandatory Americanised push to the basketball court.
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‘Eggsacting’ standards: Eggs with low viscosity and thin shells are preferred for making the confection. As one rotten egg can spoil an entire batch, selecting eggs of the best quality is an important part of the process.



Claim to fame: Besides its port, pearls and salt pans, Thoothukudi is famous for its macaroons, which many believe were introduced here by the Portuguese.



Key ingredient: The quality and quantity of cashew nuts used is also key to the process. Most bakeries source high-grade nuts from Kerala. Any reduction in the quantity of nuts can afect the quality of the macaroons.



Port of confections The crunchy macaroon may have been brought to Thoothukudi by the Europeans, but it is the localised version that is popular in the country, and abroad too. text and images by Shaju john



There is no apparent French connection to the Thoothukudi Macaroons. In this port city of Tamil Nadu, legend has it that it was the Portuguese sailors who introduced this sweet, a coconut and almond-filled mouthful delight, some time in the 14th century. It was later appropriated and localised, and now goes by the moniker Thoothukudi macaroons. Another legend revolves around how the Portuguese took some Tamil labourers as slaves, and taught them how to make macaroons. The conical-shaped macaroons have a resemblance to a NorthIndian savoury variant, samosa, but have little in common to the flat, sandwich counterparts devoured elsewhere in the world. As was reported in this very paper a few years ago, the macaroons have a certain je ne sais quoi, which makes them a hit with gourmands. The Thoothukudi macaroons have an enviable following, which takes it around the globe. With over 100 baking units and 50 bakery outlets, the macaroons are exported to Australia, France, the U.S. and countries in the Gulf. They retail at Rs. 750 a kg. A bakery unit is headed by a master, under whose baton the macaroons are baked to perfection. The oldest baker in town is 80year-old Dorariaj, who works at Dhanalakshmi Bakery, again the oldest in the city. He says the quality of macaroons is declining with each passing day. The reason? The tendency of bakers to reduce the cashew component in the macaroons. Dorairaj should know a thing or two about quality. He had honed his skills at the Ceylon Bakery, the first bakery that introduced macaroons to the Thoothukudi public.



Conical treats: The sweets have three major ingredients: eggs, cashew nuts and sugar. They are crunchy on the outside, and have gooey cashew crumbs inside.



Attention to detail: Mixing sugar and egg white is a delicate process and supervised by the master in each bakery.



Grand master: Dorairaj, 80, the oldest master of macaroons in Thoothukudi, explains what goes into the making of a perfect specimen.



The last step: Raw macaroons are then put into ovens for baking. Specially made chambers maintain an uniform temperature for hours to ensure the cookies are evenly baked. CM YK



Tryst with ire: The mix is then squeezed on to metal trays, which are lined up for baking.



Shaping up: The next step is illing the inal mix of egg white, sugar and cashew in a cone made of butter paper. B ND-ND
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Conical treats: The sweets have three major ingredients: eggs, cashew nuts and sugar. They are crunchy on the outside, and have gooey cashew crumbs inside.



Attention to detail: Mixing sugar and egg white is a delicate process and supervised by the master in each bakery.



Grand master: Dorairaj, 80, the oldest master of macaroons in Thoothukudi, explains what goes into the making of a perfect specimen.



The last step: Raw macaroons are then put into ovens for baking. Specially made chambers maintain an uniform temperature for hours to ensure the cookies are evenly baked. CM YK



Tryst with ire: The mix is then squeezed on to metal trays, which are lined up for baking.



Shaping up: The next step is illing the inal mix of egg white, sugar and cashew in a cone made of butter paper. B ND-ND



CM YK



B ND-ND
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TO RICHES



Road construction companies build through multiple models. Which ones are good bets for the investor? Here’s our take



Seetharaman R



It’s generally been a bumpy ride for road projects, with infrastructure funding challenges and weak toll revenues. But after the 2014 parliamentary elections that saw a new government take over at the Centre, a series of changes were made to the rules governing road projects — from extending the time for premium payment to three years after project completion, to the 5:25 rule to refinance projects after five years. This helped boost confidence among investors, to some extent. Also, the Centre decided to foot the bill itself so as to spur highway construction. Increasingly, roads were laid using construction models under which the government assumed the risk of revenue collection arising from the fluctuation in traffic volume. This helped highway construction increase from 1,435 km in 2013-14 to 6,397 km in 2015-16. With the fortunes of the road segment appearing promising now, you, as an investor, might be tempted to take a look at infrastructure stocks and even bet your money on them. But before you do so, here are some issues you need to understand. For instance, what parameters do the Centre and the different authorities apply when choosing one road construction model over another? What are the constraints in executing each model? How should an investor evaluate the risks before investing in a company? Here are some answers.



Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) Before the advent of the public-private partnership (PPP) model — in which the risks and returns from a road project are shared — projects were built through the engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) format. Companies adopting this model faced almost no risk, barring the road construction risk. So the margins of these companies were also much lower.



CM YK



For instance, the net profit margin of Dilip Buildcon, a major EPC player, was just about 5 per cent in FY16. Investors who prefer lower risk can consider these companies. Under this format, the government authority that owns the project hires one or more private companies (or another public company) to construct the project. Private players bid for the projects and build it within a pre-specified cost and time. The asset is owned, operated and maintained by the government authority. These projects, often conceptualised by the Central and State governments did not have an immediate profit motive but were often intended to boost economic activity, ease trade and act as an enabler to increase industrial activity in a particular region.



Risk The company that wins the construction contract builds the road using a fixed price or item rate contract. In a fixed price contract, the private player who builds the road takes the risk completely to construct the asset for a pre-specified sum of money. Variations in raw material, labour and other expenses are managed by the constructor. In the case of item rate contract, the cost of construction is submitted to authorities at pre-specified time intervals. The submitted bills are paid back to private contractors. Here, unlike the fixed price contract, the risk of price fluctuation in raw materials and other expenses are borne by the government agency. But in many of the projects, the cost assessed by the project granting authority may vary considerably from that of the private players. This can be attributed to time delay between assessment by the government appraiser and start of the construction of the project after the bid is accepted. These differences are often negotiated through price variation clause, which gives partial allowance for the government body to have a share in the expense variation, both favourable as well as unfavourable. This does not mean the private contractor will not



own any risk. The built road should meet certain performance standards as defined in the contract documents for a pre-specified period of time (2-3 years) — called the defect liability period. The private party is liable for any shortfall in quality during this time period. Also, when the competition in the EPC space increases, it may lead to bids at lower price, thus cutting the margins.



Company scorecard Many companies have a mix of EPC and other form of road contracts in their portfolio. Over the last three years, the EPC order book of many listed companies has witnessed sound growth. For instance, between 2013-14 and 201516, the order book of EPC major Dilip Buildcon more than doubled to ₹10,778 crore.Similarly, the order book of KNR construction was at ₹4,238 crore at the end of December 2016. This is more than four times its 2015-16 revenue (of ₹995 crore). The 2015-16 revenue is 11 per cent higher than its 2013-14 revenue. Another EPC major, PNC Infratech, reported revenue of ₹2,395 crore for 2015-16, about 76 per cent higher than 2013-14 revenue. For instance, of the 4,171 km of roads constructed by the NHAI in 2015-16, nearly 75 per cent is through EPC. Though there are issues due to land acquisition, the Centre is focussed on increasing the rate of road construction to about 20,000 km per annum over the coming years. A sizeable portion of this is expected to go to EPC players. But, currently, the stock price of some of the major players in this space seems overvalued. Investors can consider buying these stocks factoring in corrections from a long-term perspective. The price to earnings ratio for KNR Construction, PNC Infratech and Dilip Buildcon is currently 23, 17 and 28 times, respectively; this is much higher than their three-year average. Build, Operate and Transfer (BOT) Unlike EPC where the investor has no capital commitment in the asset, BOT players invest a sizeable portion of their equity in



the asset created. So, an investor in search of higher return and who can stretch his portfolio by assuming a higher risk should opt for stocks of companies operating under this format of road construction. Here, the private player owns the asset and recovers his investment through toll charges or collects a fixed annuity from the government for a contractually pre-specified period of time (typically 15 to 30 years). The fundamental assumption behind this framework is that a private player is equally capable of assessing economic conditions and offering better value for money, even in case of mammoth infrastructure road projects. But considering that a road is a public good and involves multiple stakeholders, it is equally important for government to negotiate and decide on the terms and conditions of the contract before building the project.



ally or annually to the private player and the traffic risk is completely borne by the government body (contracting authority). But the catch is, the purchase agreement should be honoured by the government authority.



Company scorecard The valuations of companies such as IRB Infrastructure (IRB), a major player in the BOT-Toll format, are attractive enough. Although, IRB’s order book saw a drop from ₹11,348 crore in 201314 to ₹9,745 crore in 2015-16, it increased to ₹12,011 crore at the end of December 2016. With a healthy revenue and profit, the price to earnings ratio is about 14 times, just equal to its threeyear average. Besides, with the successful investment trust offering from the company, its debt burden should be further eased. Similarly, Ashoka Buildcon, another major BOT and EPC player in the road sector, had an order book of ₹6,220 crore as of December 2016, more than two times its 2015-16 revenue. Risk With a strong diversified The private player, besides Highway portfolio, the company’s owning the project, is also construction price to earnings ratio, at 47 responsible for operation increased times, is trading much and maintenance once the higher than its three-year from 1,435 project is commissioned. If average of 34 times. Inthe project is expected to km in 2013- vestors should wait for corhave a rate of return 14 to 6,397 rections before eyeing this (through toll collection) km in 2015- stock. greater than the commen- 16. due to surate risk (construction, the reforms Hybrid Annuity Model (HAM) regulatory, operation and initiated by maintenance, expected The hybrid annuity model the Centre traffic flow and revenue colframework was conceptuallection and political risks) ised to bring back private taken by the private player capital into road building. to build and operate, the The first half of 2016-17 saw private player pays an upmore than six times’ infront premium or a yearly crease in HAM projects premium (often a per cent awarded from its gross toll colleccompared to tion) to the government a mere 350 agency as compensation. odd km awarAlso, in case of BOT-toll ded in model, the private players 2015-16. are expected to own the So, in what way is this hytraffic risk, often conbrid model different from sidered the tie-breaker for the rest? Simply put, these the success or failure of the are contracts that help adproject. Historically, inapt features from several vestors in this segment excontract models to arrive at pect their annualised rate of the most suitable model return to be 16-18 per cent. given the macro-economic IRB Infrastructure Ltd is and local environment. Unone of the most successful der HAM, the Centre builds players in this segment. 40 per cent of the road With the new governproject through the EPC ment taking over, informat while the rest is vestors were eased of built using the BOT-Antheir pain, albeit parnuity format. tially, through the Risk premium deferment clause (for the first three The operation and years from the start of maintenance responsoperation of the project). ibility rests with the Despite this, the number private player for the of takers for this format has contracted period of time. come down from the 2012 Just like the BOT-Annuity highs. contract, the government With revenue projections pays a semi-annuity/annuity subdued, especially during premium to the developer, the initial years of the prothus shouldering the traffic ject, premium, interest and risk. debt repayment are cause Though the private for concern. player needs to finance part However, this problem is of the road construction, a mitigated in the case of well assured return from BOT-Annuity contract. the government body for a Here, the contracting aupre-specified period of time thority pays a pre-specified is a comfort factor. But with sum of money semi-annuthe number of hybrid annu-
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ity projects increasing and the government assuming the traffic risk at a consolidated level across many HAM projects, the risk of payment may well be backended. So, this short-term bias to increase the length of highway network may pinch the pockets of the exchequer in the long term.



Company scorecard However, many players have started bidding for these projects to diversify their revenue risks. So, with companies in the EPC, BOT and O&M segments, such as Dilip Buildcon, MEP Infrastructure, Sadbhav Infrastructure and PNC Infratech, winning projects in this segment, a commensurate adjustment to the return expectations for these companies needs to be factored in over the long run. Operate, Maintain and Toll (OMT) The government authority often maintains projects through various contract models such as short-term tolling, long-term tolling and operation & maintenance & Toll (OMT) contracts with private companies. Risk For investors, it is a safer bet compared to BOT projects. Most of these concession contracts vary anywhere between one and 15 years. While the short-term and long-term tolls carry very minimal risk, the private player assumes the traffic risk in the OMT format. In all the three cases, the toll revenue is shared with the government at a pre-specified proportion. Company scorecard MEP Infrastructure Ltd, the only listed road player in this segment, operates across all three formats. The revenue from operations increased from ₹1,198 crore in 2013-14 to ₹2,007 crore in 2015-16. For the nine months ending December 2016, profit after tax was at ₹97 crore compared to a loss of ₹28 crore during the same period a year earlier. The valuations of stock price, at ₹68 per share, are about 70 per cent higher than a year earlier. Although the current price to earnings ratio may seem cheap at 10 times compared to its historical average of 13 times, the historical valuation needs to be taken with a pinch of salt owing to past depressed earnings . Infra Investment Trust This is the new kid on the block. Investors with a strong appetite for risk can purchase these units. Inv-IT helps companies monetise healthy revenue-generating infrastructure assets comfortably, thus easing debt burden. The trust, usually sponsored by an infrastruc-



ture company, is required to invest 80 per cent of its investments in revenue generating asset. The rest can be invested in under-construction infrastructure asset or securities of infrastructure companies. IRB Infrastructure Ltd, a major road developer, is the first to come up with a successful Inv-IT, oversubscribed more than eight times. IRB transferred six of its revenue generating road assets to the fund, which is managed by the investment manager appointed by IRB and the asset managed and maintained by a project manager. However, with 90 per cent of the distributable cash flow from the projects mandated to be distributed to investors, yields are subjected mainly to the risk of traffic flow and the ability of the project manager to add new revenue generating assets. While the investment in other construction projects and infrastructure securities can be risky, it will spice up the returns.



Our take Besides IRB, MEP Infrastructure has also been given the go-ahead by SEBI to create Inv-IT fund. Although the initial estimate of 11-13 per cent yield for IRB Inv-IT fund may seem lucrative, the minimum secondary market lot size of ₹5 lakh per unit should be a dampener for the average retail investor. But a high net worth individual can definitely consider exposing up to a maximum of 5 per cent of his portfolio to this investment vehicle. Toll-Operate-Transfer (TOT) But going forward, investors and private players can be expected to benefit more as the Centre increasingly contemplates projects bid through the Toll-Operate-Transfer model. The Centre is expected to identify close to 75 projects (4,500 km total length) with annual toll collection of close to ₹2,700 crore for this TOT model. Through this TOT model, the Centre can transfer the road asset to a private player for a period that can span anywhere from 25 to 50 years (or even more) for a one-time upfront premium payment. The incrementally increasing lengths of highway network envisioned by the Centre through Bharath Mala and Port connectivity projects can be expected to be partly financed through this TOT model. The private player operates, maintains and collects toll revenue. MEP Infrastructure will be one of the frontrunners to benefit from this. B ND-ND
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Bank Interest rates BANK FD FD INTEREST RATES



Decoding SBI’s latest home loan rate cut rowers — that is, those taking home loans from May 9 onwards. For those in the affordable housing segment, the EMI is straightaway less by about ₹440 for a ₹30-lakh loan over a 15-year period. The 25-basispoint reduction can be a huge draw for those looking to buy homes in this segment. For others, for loans up to ₹75 lakh, the 10-basispoint reduction would mean EMIs that are around ₹350 lower for a ₹60-lakh loan over a 15-year period. That’s about ₹63,000 in interest savings over the entire tenure of the loan. Interest rates for old borrowers, on the other hand, move based on their respective contracts. In case of floating rates that are pegged against a benchmark, rates move depending on the direction and quantum of movement in the benchmark rate. Thanks to the RBI introducing the MCLR structure last year, there are two benchmark rates to reckon — MCLR and the erstwhile base rate. Let us consider MCLR first.



New borrowers The recent changes are, no doubt, good news to new bor-



Old borrowers under MCLR Borrowers who took loans after April 2016, have their home



Radhika MerwiN



FOREIGN Citi Bank DBS Bank Deutsche Bank HSBC Scotia Bank StanChart



8 per cent, the effective loan rate (remember the spread will remain the same at 25 basis points) works out to 8.25 per cent from April this year.



The leading bank’s action impacts varied sets of borrowers diferently Home loans are set to become cheaper for a set of borrowers, thanks to SBI’s recent cut in rates across various categories. The bank has categorised loans up to ₹30 lakh — mainly for the affordable segment — into a new category. Borrowers under this category will be charged 25 basis points less than earlier on their home loans — 8.35 per cent for women borrowers and 8.4 per cent for others. For loans above ₹30 lakh and up to ₹75 lakh, the bank has trimmed rates by 10 basis points to 8.55 per cent (8.5 per cent for women borrowers). For loans above ₹75 lakh, rates remain unchanged and the bank continues to charge 8.7 per cent (8.65 per cent for women). With these tweaks, the bank is offering one of the best deals in the market, at least in the affordable and mid-income segment. But there is more to these cuts than meets the eye. The marginal cost of fundsbased lending rate (MCLR), that the central bank introduced in April last year, has created a wide divergence in rates for SBI borrowers.



Bank



loan rates pegged against SBI’s one-year MCLR. But unlike under the base rate system, where a revision in base rate was immediately reflected in lending rates of all loans benchmarked against it, under MCLR based pricing, lending rates are reset only at specific intervals, corresponding to the tenure of the MCLR. In the case of SBI’s home loans, for instance, as the loans are benchmarked against the oneyear MCLR, lending rates will only be reset every year. SBI has lowered its one-year MCLR by 120 basis points



between April 2016 and now. Hence, there are a whole set of borrowers who are charged varied rates, depending on when they took the loan over the past year. In April 2016, one-year MCLR stood at 9.2 per cent. The effective loan rate then worked out to 9.45 per cent. Borrowers who took loans then would have continued to pay higher EMIs through last year, despite the MCLR trending down. But these borrowers have gained substantially since April this year, as their loans have been reset to the existing MCLR. With one-year MCLR at



Old base rate borrowers While borrowers under MCLR have had a lot to cheer about, old borrowers under base rate have not found much respite. While SBI has been wielding the scissors on the MCLR, it has only tinkered mildly with the base rate. Having been held at 9.3 per cent from October 2015, the base rate is down by just 20 basis points, to 9.1 per cent, now. These borrowers still pay 9.35 per cent interest (spread of 25 basis points). Banks do, however, allow borrowers to switch into the new MCLR regime. But do take note of the switching options that each bank offers before deciding to move. Remember, though, that with the RBI’s rate cut on hold and interest rates likely to move up over the medium term, shifting to MCLR — where the pace of increase or decrease in rates is higher — can pinch you when rates inch up. Hence, it may not make sense for you to switch if you are towards the end of your loan tenure.
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POINTS TO NOTE 앫 Recent cuts beneit new borrowers alone 앫 Loans taken under MCLR are reset at speciic intervals 앫 Borrowing rates under the base rate are still steeper CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



Rate hike? Shifting to MCLR can pinch you when interest rates in the economy move up



Holding multiple savings bank accounts is quite common. While one account could be a zero-balance salary account with nil charges for many transactions, the others may be normal savings accounts. Having many accounts adds to your costs. Here’s what you should know :



Costlier transactions When we shift jobs, we often retain our old salary accounts, which then turn into a normal savings account. But a lot of free perks associated with a salary account vanish into thin air once your account becomes a regular savings account. Many transactions, such as online transfers (NEFT), additional cheque books within a quarter or issue of demand draft, that were free for a salary account, become chargeable for a regular account. All banks generally charge ₹2.5 per for money transfer (NEFT) up to ₹10,000 and ₹5 for transfers between ₹10,000 and ₹1 lakhs. ICICI Bank offers only 20 cheque leaves free for a single quarter and charges ₹20 for every additional cheque book of 10 leaves in its regular



*



savings account; whereas, for an ICICI Bank salary accountholder, there is no cap on the number of cheque books. HDFC Bank issues free demand drafts up to ₹25,000 for salary account holders. For a regular savings account, however, it charges ₹50 for a DD up to ₹10,000 and ₹5 per thousand thereafter. While most salary accounts are zero-balance accounts, you must also maintain a minimum monthly average balance in a regular savings accounts which would range between ₹2,000 to ₹10,000 depending on the location. A penalty is levied if you fail to maintain this average balance. Axis Bank requires you to maintain an Average Monthly
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Balance (AMB) of ₹10,000 if you live in a metro city. It levies a penalty of ₹10 for every ₹100 shortfall in the required balance or ₹350, whichever is lower, if you fail to maintain the balance.



Auto debits You must also spare a thought as to how you would route your auto debits. When you switch jobs, you can transfer monthly sums from the new salary account to the old bank account and continue the regular operations. That way, if you have mapped all your investments, loan repayment, bill payments to the old account, you are saved the trouble of intimating the



Choose wisely For reasons of convenience, you might open an alternative bank account. But do your homework to see if you can sign up with banks that are more generous. Sahil Arora, VP & Head of Payments Products, Paisabazaar.com says: “New-



Mutual funds’ returns matter, certainly, but do track their expense ratios too Dhuraivel Gunasekaran



Mutual fund investors usually focus on ‘returns’ and seldom look at costs — popularly known as ‘expense ratio.’ But expense ratio is equally important, given that higher expenses can eat into funds’ returns over the long run. Here’s a look at what constitutes expense ratio and understanding the SEBI norms that cap such expenses based on the type of fund. Mutual funds typically incur two types of expenses. One is non-recurring expenses that are incurred during the launch of a fund. These expenses are borne by the fund house and not charged to the investors. The second is recurring expenses — fees and expenses charged for managing the scheme. It includes investment management and advisory fee, trustee fee, marketing and selling expenses, etc. These expenses are calculated against the daily average net assets of the fund. The NAV of each day is actually calculated after accounting CM YK
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for such expenses and hence borne by the investors. Under the existing norms prescribed by SEBI, mutual funds are allowed to charge a maximum recurring expenses or total expense ratio (TER) not exceeding 2.5 per cent of the fund’s net assets in case of equity funds.



Cap on expenses The cap is set lower for debt and index funds at 2.25 per cent and 1.5 per cent respectively. SEBI guidelines further specify the limits of TER based on the size of the corpus. For equity schemes, fund houses can charge 2.5 per cent for the first ₹100 crore, 2.25 per cent for ₹100 crore to ₹400 crore, 2 per cent on the next ₹400 crore to ₹700 crore and 1.75 per cent on above ₹700 crore. For debt, the limits are 25 basis points lower for each slab. However, it is very likely that you may have come across a fund that has an expense ratio



far higher than the prescribed caps. This is because, an additional 30 basis points can be charged by the mutual fund if the inflows come from beyond the top 15 cities; another 20 basis on other permissible expenses. Fund houses can also charge for the service tax on the management fee. Hence, an equity fund with a corpus up to ₹100 crore may end up charging an expense ratio upto 3.3 per cent. It is worth noting that the securities transaction tax (STT) that a fund pays while churning its portfolio does not form a part of TER as per SEBI norms. However, investors have to cough up STT while redeeming their units at the rate of 0.001 per cent of total proceeds.



Some charge more As per the latest expense ratio data (source: NAVIndia and ACEMF), there are about 34 funds, including close-ended



schemes that charge higher expense ratio of more than 3 per cent, for instance, Baroda Pioneer Large Cap fund (3.26 per cent), Sundaram World Brand Fund-Sr III (3.04 per cent), DSPBR Technology.com Fund (3.02 per cent) etc. While the higher expense ratio in some cases can be justified by their lower asset base (less than ₹100 crore), some others such as IDBI Prudence Fund (corpus ₹326 crore), IDBI India Top 100 Equity Fund (corpus ₹439 crore) and DSPBR Natural Res & New Energy Fund (corpus ₹197 crore) that have higher corpus also sport higher expense ratio of 3.12, 3.08 and 3.08 per cent, respectively. Investors have to be cautious while investing in close-ended funds as many of them charge relatively higher expense ratio than their open-ended counterparts. For instance, the average expense ratio of the closeended equity oriented funds as



Go direct The market regulator made it mandatory for mutual funds to launch ‘direct’ options in late 2012. Since there are no commissions to be paid to intermediaries under this route, the expense ratio under direct plans, are notably lower than that for ‘regular’ plans. Savvy investors, who can cherry pick mutual funds on their own, can opt for direct plans to benefit from the lower expense ratio. Remember though, that expense ratio should not be your only criteria for choosing a mutual fund. A sound track record of delivering consistent returns is critical to achieve your long term financial goal.
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ACTION PLAN 앫 Map all investments and payments to your salary account 앫 Charges are steeper in regular SB accounts 앫 To maximise beneits, do your homework before opening an SB account CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC



of March 2017 was 2.7 per cent while it was 2.4 per cent for open-ended equity oriented funds.



Varying expenses Among funds with larger asset base, Franklin Build India Fund (corpus Rs 873 crore), ICICI Pru Select Large Cap Fund (corpus Rs 754 crore) and MOSt Focused Midcap 30 Fund (corpus Rs 1,305 crore) charge relatively higher expenses of 2.8, 2.65 and 2.57 per cent respectively. Meanwhile, the funds like Quantum LT Equity Fund (corpus Rs 730 crore), ICICI Pru Focused Bluechip Equity Fund (corpus Rs 12,843 crore) and DSPBR Focus 25 Fund (corpus Rs 2,267 crore) charge relatively lower expenses of 1.25, 1.67 and 1.75 per cent respectively.
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Holding several savings bank accounts could be costly; banks w ith less rigid rules may help Gurumurthy K
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WEF: With effect from. The figures in bold are the highest interest rates offered for the particular deposit period. Some banks offer higher interest rates for high value deposits.



How to juggle your savings accounts age banks like IDFC Bank and DBS offer products with zero charges. IDFC offers to open a savings account online with no transaction charges and unlimited free ATM withdrawals across any bank network. Digibank by DBS, also offers a zero balance account with unlimited free ATM transactions”. In order to reduce your costs, experts suggest that you need not accept to avail a debit card from the alternative account. Since a debit card comes with a charge, you could instead go only with the ATM card for the second account . You can also save on charges for non-maintenance of minimum balance by opening a zero balance account available with many banks now. For example Kotak Mahindra Bank’s recently launched Kotak 811, IndusInd Bank’s Indus Small Account and SBI’s Basic Savings account are a few that allow you to maintain a zero balance even in your regular account. But remember in these cases, while the charges on maintaining the average balance will be saved, other charges that are applicable to a regular savings account will still be levied.



5.25 6.10 6.00 5.00 4.00 7.00



WEF



INDIAN - PUBLIC SECTOR



BANK SMART



change in bank account to these institutions and going through all the related procedures. Otherwise, you can route all your auto debits to the new salary account. Transferring the investments and other payments to the new salary account may take time. But the big advantage is that since the salary is getting credited to this account, you don’t have to worry about missing any payments or transfers due to lack of funds. Satyam Kumar, CoFounder, Loantap says: “It is always better to map all your investments and payments to the salary account. The other accounts should only be your backup account. This can be used only when you have trouble in operating with the base bank at times like, say, when your debit card is lost or stolen.”



Years Less than 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 5 1 year



This is the age of rapid prototyping, a kind of “let’s see if it works” phase for the uninitiated. This represents an aggregation of technologies, into making the banking experience for customers better. We’re talking of technologies such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, motion and eye ball tracking, advanced biometrics, activity tracking, human machine interaction data and specialised mathematical algorithms.



Data-driven customer experience BFSI players have realised the importance of using data for competitive advantage and are spending billions in storing them in-house or in Cloud based storage. This data is then used to make each customer experience different, and helps add a healthy multiplier to a firm’s top-line and bottom-line. Picture this. A migrant worker from UP reaches Mumbai for the first time. A virtual assistant connects with him and provides the top taxi hailing app recommendations. It starts automatically covering him for eventualities like theft of luggage, health and travel, etc. based on his pattern of spending and activities. Later, when he receives his first salary, it reminds him of remittance options available for his brother’s college fees. What are we seeing here? An all-pervasive experience that is not just a brash sales pitch but a concierge-type experience that is both friendly, accurate and seamless. So, what will it take to get this done? There needs to be a central intelligence that analyses every facet of a customer’s life, and rapidly identifies inflections and interventions that can be directly linked to either incremental goodwill (to induce stickiness) or revenue. Banks around the world are trying to create such engagements with customers. Some prime examples are mBank in Poland and Atom Bank in the UK. Closer home, DBS India is trying out AI-based interactions with its customers for things like service and advisory. The writer is Managing Director, India & South Asia, FIS.



Scope for upside An equity fund with a corpus up to ₹100 crore may have an expense ratio up to 3.3 per cent, against the 2.5 per cent cap laid down by SEBI



B ND-ND
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Not ready for GST’s July start: industry Businesses are worried about getting back-end infrastructure ready in time and testing the systems TCA Sharad Raghavan NEW DELHI



Karnataka Bank Q4 net proit up 30% at ₹138 cr. NEW DELHI



Karnataka Bank reported a rise of about 30% in net proit at ₹138.37 crore for the last quarter ended March 31, 2017. It posted a net proit of ₹106.79 crore during January-March period of 2015-16. Total income during March quarter rose to ₹1,606.19 crore in 2016-17 from ₹1,447.68 crore. For iscal ended March 2017, net proit increased to ₹452.56 crore, up 9%, from Rs 415.29 crore in 2015—16. PTI



‘Amul a bigger brand than other FMCGs’ KOLKATA



Amul is a bigger brand than others in the FMCG segment, including transnationals, Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF) Limited managing director R.S. Sodhi claimed. on Saturday. He said that if sales outside the formal distribution channel in Gujarat were included, Amul’s turnover would be ₹38,000 crore, making it the highest in the FMCG segment. PTI



New format to monitor price of medical devices



The industry is worried about getting its back-end infrastructure in place as the July 1 deadline for the rollout of GST nears. Businesses are concerned whether they would have sufficient time to test the infrastructure once the rules and rates are finalised. Industry experts said the issues at the forefront that companies would like to have greater clarity on including the place of supply norms for service companies, how to deal with situations when the bill and shipping locations are different, the norms for the valuation of goods in order to transport them, and the reconciliation of e-way bills. “From the systems perspective, we should not worry on the tax rates as those can get entered in the master data in a day’s time,” Rituparno Mukhopadhyay, Executive Director, PwC Consulting. “However, the bigger issue is how to configure the systems. The final re-



lease of the GST patches from the ERP providers is getting delayed due to the rules which are yet to be finalised and with a new requirement like e-waybill having come up lately.”



ERP systems “There are concerns about pricing because the rates still have to come out,” Archit Gupta, Founder & CEO ClearTax.com. “Rules are being clarified every day. Industry strongly feels it is not ready. The ERP systems have not come out with GST packages so that causes the industry a lot of grief because it is looking to comply, but it needs more time and clarification to be ready.” The GST Council will be meeting in Srinagar on May 18-19, and the expectation is that it will issue wide-ranging clarifications regarding the rules applying to various aspects of the new tax regime. “A fair share of large industry players are close to being ready as key rules are still in draft stage and is expected to be finalised at the



Gold climbs a second day on global cues Buying by jewellers lends support



have configured the system to calculate a destinationbased tax.



Cynosure of eyes: The GST Council will meet in Srinagar on May 18-19, and is expected to issue clariications on the rules. May 18-19 GST Council meeting,” Hari Shankar, chairman of CII’s GST committee said. “The concern is more for smaller players in the ecosystem the vendors, distributors, retailers etc, and how well they are prepared as GST readiness is required across the value chain.”



Idea posts ₹325.6 crore loss Cites ‘unprecedented disruption’ caused by Reliance Jio Press Trust of India New Delhi



NEW DELHI



Press Trust of India



Drug price regulator NPPA has inalised a new format to collect data to monitor price movement of 19 medical devices. In a notiication, National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA) said it has come out with a new format as reaching a consensus on classiication may not be possible due to diverse opinions among the medical devices industries. “A new format based on Form—V prescribed under DPCO, 2013 has been prepared..,” it said. PTI



Gold maintained its upward trend for the second day on Saturday, gaining another ₹25 at ₹28,575 per 10 grams on positive global cues and sustained buying by local jewellers at the bullion market here. Silver followed suit and gained another ₹200 to ₹38,600 per kg on increased offtake by industrial units and coinmakers. Traders said that besides a firm trend overseas, sustained buying by local jew-



New Delhi



ellers mainly kept gold prices higher. Globally, gold rose 0.24% to $1,227.7 an ounce and silver moved up 0.83% to $16.44 an ounce in New York in Friday’s trade. In the national capital, gold of 99.9% and 99.5% purity inched up further by ₹25 each to ₹28,575 and ₹28,425 per 10 grams respectively. It had gained ₹150 on Friday. The sovereign, however, remained unaltered at ₹24,300 per piece of eight grams in limited deals.



Bashed by a severe tariff war, telecom operator Idea Cellular on Saturday reported a consolidated loss of ₹325.6 crore in the three-month period ended March 31, 2017. The company had posted a profit of ₹449.2 crore in the same period a year ago. For Idea, this is the second consecutive consolidated loss in two back-toback quarters as the company viewed the OctoberApril period as particularly harsh and a ‘period of telecom discontinuity’ “The Indian wireless in-



Srikalahasthi Pipes may be debt-free in irst quarter



Cofee Day arm to buy 2 companies



To raise ₹250 cr. through qualiied institutional placement



NEW DELHI



N. Anand CHENNAI



Srikalahasthi Pipes Ltd., (SPL) (formerly Lanco Industries), is likely to become debt-free during the first quarter of the current fiscal, said a top official. “Our board had recently approved raising of funds up to ₹250 crore through qualified institutional placement,” said G.S. Rathi, whole-time director, Srikalahasthi Pipes. “This money will be raised during the first quarter of 2017-18. Within the next few months, the company will become debt free,” said Mr. Rathi.



‘Cutting costs’ “If you look at our balance sheet, we are already debt free in terms of term-loans. This would help the company to further reduce the finance costs of SPL,” he said. The funds will be used for



The place of supply rules for service companies and how to treat transactions where the billing address is in a different state from the shipping address were the main issues of concern for the industry, according to experts and industry players. At the moment, the ERPs



In the pipeline: The irm will use the funds raised to expand its coke oven plant and to increase power plant capacity.



expansion of coke oven plant and increasing the capacity of its captive power plant at a cost ₹65 crore. About ₹150 crore will be used to repay external commercial borrowing loan and buyer’s credit. The balance ₹35 crore will be used for funding organic and inorganic growth, he said. Last year, SPL expanded the capacity of its plant at



Chittoor from 2.25 lakh tonnes per annum to three lakh tonnes per annum at a cost of ₹100 crore. “We will start reaping the benefits of increased capacity from the current fiscal,” Mr. Rathi said. For the quarter-ended March 31, 2017, SPL’s standalone net profit fell 31% to ₹31 crore due to a steep rise in prices of coking coal.



e-waybills The reconciliation of e-waybills is also a big problem since they require the recipient to accept the e-waybill to close the transaction. This will involve a major behavioural change in India, according to industry experts. “Also, final ERP upgrades are expected to happen only around June first week after rules are finalised which leaves very little time for testing from an industry perspective if July 1 is the appointed date,” Mr. Shankar said. “Whenever GST comes, whether July 1 or in September, we would have to brace ourselves for some chaos,” Mr. Mukhopadhyay added. “However in case it gets delayed until September 1, we will have some time to configure, test the systems and get the vendors trained as there are many process changes which will impact them post GST setting in.”



Jio’s entry has hurt Idea’s inances. REUTERS *



dustry witnessed an unprecedented disruption in the second half of financial year 2016-17 on account of free voice and mobile data promotions by the new entrant



in the sector,” Idea Cellular said in a statement. Reliance Jio made its disruptive entry into the Indian mobile market space in September last year by making voice calls and 4G data free as part of its promotional offer that continued till March this year. Total revenues of Idea Cellular declined 13.7% at ₹8,194.5 crore from ₹9,500.7 crore it registered a year earlier in the corresponding quarter. Idea also posted its first-ever annual consolidated loss at ₹404 crore for 2016-17 compared to a profit of ₹2,174.2 crore in 2015-16.



Facing lak: NITI Aayog is encroaching on other Ministries’ work, according to the BMS.



BMS likely to demand reforms in NITI Aayog ‘Think tank imposing policy decisions’ Somesh Jha NEW DELHI



The labour wing of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh, may pass a resolution in its upcoming annual conference in May demanding reforms in the functioning of the government think tank, NITI Aayog. The trade union criticised the body for “unilaterally imposing” policy decisions on various Ministries, including disinvestment and labour reforms. “NITI Aayog is encroaching into other ministries’ work,” BMS general-secretary Virjesh Upadhyay told The Hindu. “They are dictating the agenda on the future of public sector units, labour reforms and various other issues. They do not involve important stakeholders in their discussions.” The BMS will be holding its 18th all India annual conference meeting in Kanpur on May 22-24 which will likely be inaugurated by Labour and Employment Minister Bandaru Dattatreya. The union will present a resolution to about 3,000 state executive and industrial federation members demanding reforms in NITI Aayog structure, Pawan Kumar, zonal organising secretary at BMS said. The NITI Aayog recently called for “greater flexibility in labour laws” by introdu-



cing fixed-term employment in all industries and easing compliance burden for startup companies, in its draft three-year action agenda presented before its governing council meeting headed by the Prime Minister with all chief ministers on its board. “There is a wonderful tripartite system working in the country which is shaped by visionary people like Dr. B.R.Ambedkar,” said Saji Narayanan, former National President, BMS and newly appointed Vice-Chairman of Standing Labour Committee. “There are about 40 tripartite bodies at national level which shape reforms in the labour system. That mechanism should not be disturbed by anybody, including NITI Aayog.”



‘Consult trade unions’ “The NITI Aayog should consult trade unions, employers and state governments before suggesting policy changes which unfortunately it is not doing,” Mr. Narayanan said. “The tenor of labour laws in India has been to heavily protect those workers who manage to land regular, formal-sector jobs. But overly high levels of protection simultaneously discourage employers to hire workers on a regular basis,” according to NITI Aayog’s draft agenda.



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



Coffee Day Enterprises, which runs a coffee chain under the brand name Cafe Coffee Day, said on Saturday its subsidiary Sical Logistics will acquire majority stakes in two small-sized companies involved in logistics, and warehousing and distribution business. “The company’s subsidiary Sical Logistics Ltd. have approved the proposal to initiate the process to acquire majority equity stake in a company in the express logistics business with an annual revenue of ₹40 crore and to execute necessary agreements to proceed further in this regard,” according to a BSE filing. The Board of Directors of the unit also approved a plan to initiate the process to acquire majority stake in a company in warehousing and distribution business with an annual revenue of ₹20 crore.



Cotton acreage likely to increase by 7% Many farmers are shifting from water-intensive crops this year M. Soundariya Preetha COIMBATORE



The area under cotton may increase by 7% during the 2017-2018 season on the back of a ‘normal’ monsoon — as has been forecast — and better price realisation by farmers during the current year. Consumption by textile mills is also forecast to recover by 2% due to competitive prices for cotton yarn products, capacity expansion, and resolution of the adverse impact of demonetisation, according to the International Cotton Advisory Committee. Official data showed that area under cotton in 20152016 was 118.77 lakh hectares and production was 338 lakh bales. For the 2016-2017 cotton season (October 2016 to September 2017), producCM YK



Cotton blossoms: A normal monsoon, as forecast, and better price realisation may lead to a higher output.



tion is expected to be 351 lakh bales and the area was 105 lakh hectares. K.N. Viswanathan, vicepresident of Indian Cotton Federation, said sowing had started in the northern States — Punjab, Rajasthan and Haryana — and the indication was that the area



would be higher. Karnataka has also reported the beginning of cotton sowing. Many farmers are shifting to cotton from water-intensive crops this year, increasing the commodity’s output. J. Thulasidharan, president of the federation, said the expectation was that



area under cotton could be up in the country by 10% to 12% next season. Sowing will start in a majority of the areas next month. Seed companies said the demand for cotton seeds would rise to 52 million packets from 46.5 million packets last season. Globally, cotton output is estimated to be higher for 2017-2018. Even cotton futures prices for December 2017 are lower than those for July 2017. If the monsoon is good, as expected, cotton prices might decline. Cotton prices went up to ₹45,000 a candy and are at ₹43,000 a candy now. The prices have to be steady for the benefit of the sector. “But, the prices might not fall drastically,” Mr. Viswanathan said. B ND-ND
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Budget hotels seek lower GST rate The sector, constituting 80% of the hospitality industry, fears high rates may threaten viability: FICCI Yuthika Bhargava NEW DELHI



Power Grid board okays MTN, masala bond issue NEW DELHI



Power Grid said its board has approved the proposal to launch a $1 billion medium term note (MTN) programme to mobilise funds from international markets, and issue of rupee-denominated masala bonds to raise up to ₹5,000 crore. The board also approved an investment of ₹186.17 crore for a transmission system to evacuate power from NLC Ltd.’s power plant of 1,000 MW at Neyveli. PTI



GMR Infra to sell stakes in coal mining entities NEW DELHI



GMR Infrastructure is eyeing a stake sale in its Indonesian coal mining entities. GMR Energy Netherlands BV and GMR Infrastructure Overseas Ltd. have entered into agreements with PT Golden Energy Mines to sell 100% stake.The company also aims to sell its convertible bonds in “PT Dwikarya Sejati Utama, PT Duta Surana Internusa, PT Unsoco and PT Barasentosa Lestari.” PTI



MobiKwik to invest ₹500 crore by 2018 BENGALURU



Digital payments irm MobiKwik said it would invest ₹500 crore by 2018 towards merchant and user acquisition. MobiKwik chief business oicer Vineet Singh said the company was eyeing about 10 million merchants in 2017 and 150 million users by 2018. He said, “We are planning to invest around ₹500 crore in the next 8-10 months in merchant and user acquisition.” PTI



‘M-wallet transactions should not be charged’ CHENNAI



The Bank Employees Federation of India has demanded that SBI, the country’s largest public sector bank, withdraw its proposal to levy charges on transactions made though the bank’s mobile wallet. Last week, SBI had said it would introduce a facility through which withdrawal of cash at ATMs using the bank’s mobile wallet would attract a charge of ₹25. PTI



CM YK



India’s budget hotel industry has sought to be treated on par with small food outlets and dhabas and taxed at the lower rate of 5% under the upcoming Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime to be rolled out from July 1. Such hotels — charging less than ₹2,000 a room per night — make up about 80% of the hospitality market in India and have sought a differential treatment compared with larger luxury hotels that are likely to face an 18% GST rate.



Higher room rates The industry, in a representation to Revenue Secretary Hasmukh Adhia and several State finance ministers, has warned that a higher rate would force hotels to pass on the increased cost to customers, making budget hotels “unviable.” The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and



Industry (Ficci), on behalf of the budget hotel industry, has written a missive to Mr. Adhia and also met finance ministers of several states, including Maharashtra, Kerala, Gujarat and Odisha to apprise them about their concerns. State finance ministers could consider the issue at the 14th GST Council meeting to be held in Srinagar on May 18 and 19. The Council is likely to deliberate on and finalise the tax rates that will be applicable to different goods and services under the new indirect tax system. A Ficci official said there is a fear that budget hotels will be clubbed with big hotels under the rate of 18%. “Affordability of budget hotels will go away completely. They will not remain budget hotels any more. This can also have a negative implication on tourism in that particular state... impacting the State revenues also.” Ficci has pointed out that



in the taxes will leave no choice for these hotels but pass on the burden to the end consumer… Hotel accommodation with less than ₹2,000 per night room tariff should be please put under the 5% GST rate structure,” Mr. Singh wrote in his communiqué.



Tax cloud: Ficci said if buget hotels were clubbed with big hotels, afordability will go away completely. REUTERS *



a 5% GST has been fixed for small food and beverage outlets, restaurants and dhabas. Hence, the logic of a low tax rate without any exemptions should also extend to the budget hotel sector. “Currently, there is an exemption from service tax if the room tariff is less than ₹1,000… This exemption was



Smart Card IT Solutions to invest ₹200 cr. to expand



provided in the year 2012 and has remained unchanged despite the price rise due to inflation,” A. Didar Singh, Secretary General at Ficci said in the letter to the Revenue Secretary. Hotels pay service tax in addition to luxury tax that varies across States. “Any substantial increase



‘Seeking consensus’ “We will shortly be meeting ministers from U.P., Rajasthan and also the Goa Chief Minister… We are meeting them as they are part of the GST Council. As and when the rates get fixed, there has to be a consensus from everywhere,” a Ficci official told The Hindu, adding that ministers from Telangana, Assam and M.P. have been briefed on the issue. Mr. Singh said that a lower GST rate for this category of accommodation will significantly increase domestic and foreign travel, thereby increasing tourism-induced employment and revenues.



SPR-Binny’s Chennai project to open in FY21 ₹1,100-crore venture seeks EoIs N. Anand CHENNAI



SPR City, a joint venture floated by SPR group and Binny Ltd., will become operational by 2020-21, said a senior official. “We have received all the necessary approvals and the G.O. We will roll out the project in the next five to six months,” said Navin Ranka, Director, SPR. Financially backed by the Piramal group, the promoters have begun seeking expressions of interest for the ₹1,100-crore wholesale market complex branded ‘Market of India’, coming up in North Chennai. The 70-acre Binny Mill premises will also host highrise apartments in two phases, an international school, a three-star hotel, commercial offices for support services, a fire service centre, a multiplex and a business expo centre,



Lalatendu Mishra MUMBAI



Smart Card IT Solutions, a leading maker of debit, credit and smart cards, has announced plans to invest ₹200 crore during this year to double manufacturing capacity and to set up card ‘personalisation bureaus’ at multiple locations as Government fuels a move toward digitisation. The company currently manufacturers 1.2 million smart cards daily at its manufacturing units in Pune. “We foresee that the use of smart cards will grow in many-fold,” Deven Mehta, Chairman and Managing Director, Smart Card IT Solutions said. “To cater to that, we will be investing ₹200 crore this year. The investment will increase our existing manufacturing capacity by 100%. And we have also decided to set up four personalisation bureaus at different locations in India, which will require investment.” He said the company would fund the expansion



Deven Mehta



through internal accruals and fresh equity infusion by the promoters. So far the company has invested ₹250 crore in setting up manufacturing facilities in India.



‘Digital India’ Following the Digital India drive, the company is eyeing orders from the Government which has announced its intention to issue 30 million Kisan Credit Cards for farmers. The Government has also announced to issue smart Aadhar cards with chips to



an estimated 18 crore senior citizens India. Of its current capacity of 1.2 million cards per day, 800,000 cards are sim cards which go telecom operators, 350,000 cards are banking cards and about 100,000 cards are Government ID cards which include driving licenses, registration certificates, vehicle registration certificate and health cards. The company’s planned ‘personalization bureaus’ will help in supplying cards as per the individual requirement of clients in a more secured environment. Cards will be manufactured elsewhere, but will undergo personalisation including insertion of chips inside the cards at these bureaus. Apart from catering to the requirement of the domestic market, the company plans to become a global supplier of smart cards as well. It is setting up an office in Dubai. “We want to enter into the markets of Africa, Sri Lanka and Saudi Arabia. But the cards will made be in India,” Mr. Mehta said.



among others, to make it one of the largest townships of its kind. According to Mr. Ranka, Market of India will have 11 markets spanning 4-8 acres each, 18 kms of trade corridor, truck terminals and LCV parking facility and 11 acres of built-up space for warehousing. Each floor will be named after the traditional markets of Chennai such as Burma Market, Ritchie Market, Mint Market and Kasi Chetty market.



Chefs, ryots spur ITC’s food business Specialists decide on the ratios of the condiments that give the right taste Indrani Dutta



Funding by internal accruals, fresh equity from promoters



The 70-acre Binny Mill premises will also host high-rise apartments.



KOLKATA



ITC’s hotels and the firm’s engagement with farmers are helping the company to get a head start in the food business, where it is looking to be the market leader within two years, an official said. “ITC’s enterprise strengths provide a key competitive advantage, allowing it to deliver differentiated offers in the marketplace,” said B. Sumant President FMCG Businesses ITC. Within a span of a little over a decade, ITC’s food business has secured a firm foothold and is now the third-largest player by annual sales after Parle and Britannia, according to the latest Nielsen report. “The culinary expertise of ITC chefs at over 100 group hotels lends invaluable strength to our foods business. They understand the Indian palate and help us make new offerings”, he said. The company’s “ agrisourcing capabilities help it source directly from the farm-gate...the strategy of going beyond the market has helped ITC offer superior



Plate full: ITC has more than 1,700 wholesale distributors for its new FMCG products.



quality and consistency.”



Improved practices He said that ITC has also worked with Jharkhand farmers to introduce them to, better wheat varieties, improved agriculture practices and even engage with agri-equipment companies to manufacture time and labour-saving devices for the production of wheat. On the range of spices that ITC has recently introduced in New Delhi, he said that the company worked with farmers to ensure that they followed an integrated pest management programme,



making the products compliant with Indian and European standards. ITC’s chefs then step in decide the ratios of the condiments that give the right taste. On ITC’s FMCG new business target of ₹1 lakh crore by 2030, Mr. Sumant said, “For this, we will have to look at FMCG categories across the board. We will keep growing our portfolio in all segments.” ITC has recently introduced a ghee brand, partnering milk producers in Bihar. It also set up its first dairy plant in Munger, he said. Products such as fresh milk



and other dairy-products is also on the cards. The empowerment of 40 lakh farmers through the e-choupal initiative has yielded dividends in sourcing wheat, coffee, fruit pulp and dairy products. Rural markets have been an important component of its non-FMCG business growth, Mr. Sumant said. ITC’s rural –urban contribution in terms of the market segment is now 25:75. “Rural growth is a combination of both same-store growth and penetration.” ITC has established a trade, marketing and distribution infrastructure. ITC has more than 1,700 wholesale distributors for its newFMCG products. “ We reach out directly to over 2 million outlets and indirectly to over 4 million,” he said. Manufacturing through a mix of its own and outsourced units, building integrated manufacturing and logistics hub and cold storages across the country is ITC’s focus area. It is building 20 integrated hubs, aimed at taking manufacturing units close to the market.



B ND-ND
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U.S. retail sales rise broadly; consumer prices rebound



EU could spoil Uber’s cross-country road trip



Reports combined with labour market data point to pickup in economic growth



‘Ride-hailing service can be regulated as a transport irm’



vehicles and apparel. Rental costs increased 0.3% after a similar gain in March. The core CPI increased 1.9% on a year-onyear basis, the smallest gain since October 2015, after rising 2% in March. Still, April’s increase was above the 1.8% average annual increase over the past decade. “To some extent, this new weakness in price inflation is due to competitive pressures rather than weak demand, so the Fed can afford to discount it,” said Paul Ashworth, chief U.S. economist at Capital Economics in Toronto.



Reuters WASHINGTON



In blow to Trump, GE backs NAFTA, Mexico MONTERREY, MEXICO



General Electric on Friday praised Mexico as a big part of its future and said the company is “very supportive” of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) that U.S. President Donald Trump has threatened to ditch. GE CEO Jef Immelt said on a visit that Mexico had great potential and was not properly understood. Reuters



FCA recalls 1.25 million trucks for software bugs WASHINGTON/DETROIT



Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV (FCA) said it would recall more than 1.25 million pickup trucks worldwide to address a software error linked to reports of one crash death and two injuries. The erroneous code could temporarily disable the side air bag and deployment of seat belt pretensioners during a rollover. Reuters



U.S. retail sales increased broadly in April while consumer prices rebounded, pointing to a pickup in economic growth and a gradual rise in inflation that could keep the Federal Reserve on track to raise interest rates next month. The reports on Friday added to labour market data in suggesting the near stall in economic activity in the first quarter was an anomaly. But a moderation in year-on-year inflation led financial markets to dial down expectations of at least two more rate increases this year. “The economy picked it up a notch from the slow start earlier this year, but the inflation fires are not burning brightly and this will likely keep the Fed on just a gradual pace for interest rate hikes later this year,” said Chris Rupkey, chief economist at MUFG Union Bank in New York. The Commerce Department said retail sales rose 0.4% last month after an upwardly revised 0.1% gain in March. Sales rose 4.5% in April on a year-on-year basis. Economists had forecast overall retail sales increasing 0.6% last month. Excluding automobiles, gasoline, building materials and food services, retail sales gained 0.2% after advancing 0.7% in March. These so-called core retail sales correspond most closely with the consumer spending component of gross domestic product. The economy grew at a 0.7% annualized rate in the first quarter, held back by



Back to the aisles: A tightening labour market has boosted consumer sentiment as the outlook for wages improves. AP *



the weakest increase in consumer spending in more than seven years. The Atlanta Fed estimates GDP will rise at a 3.6% pace in the second quarter. In a separate report on Friday, the Labor Department said its Consumer Price Index rose 0.2% after dropping 0.3% in March. The rise in prices suggested that March’s decline, which was the first in 13 months, was an aberration. In the 12 months through April, the CPI increased 2.2%. While that was a slowdown from March’s 2.4% increase, it still exceeded the 1.7% average annual increase over the past 10 years. Financial markets are pricing in more than a 70% chance of a rate hike at the Fed’s June 13-14 policy meeting, according to CME Group’s FedWatch program. But the likelihood the U.S. central bank will raise rates



twice before the end of the year fell after Friday’s data. The Fed lifted its benchmark overnight interest rate by 25 basis points in March and has forecast two more hikes this year. Prices of U.S. Treasuries rose and the U.S. dollar weakened against a basket of currencies after the release of Friday’s data.



‘Competitive pressures’ Gasoline prices jumped 1.2% in April after falling 6.2% in March. Food prices rose 0.2% as prices for fresh vegetables recorded their biggest increase since February 2011. The so-called core CPI, which strips out food and energy costs, edged up 0.1% last month, reversing March’s 0.1% dip. The monthly core CPI was restrained by declines in the prices of wireless phone services, medical care, motor



Wage outlook buoys Consumer spending is being supported by a tightening labour market, marked by an unemployment rate at a 10year low of 4.4%. A third report on Friday showed consumer sentiment rose in early May as the outlook for wages improved. Motor vehicle sales increased 0.7% in April after three straight months of decreases. There were hefty gains in sales at building material and electronics and appliance stores. But sales at clothing stores fell 0.5%. Department store retailers have been hurt by declining traffic in shopping malls and increased competition from online retailers, led by Amazon.com. Retailer J.C. Penney Co Inc. said on Friday its net loss widened to $180 million, or 58 cents per share, in the first quarter. On Thursday, Macy’s Inc. reported a 4.6 % drop in first-quarter sales. Sales at online retailers jumped 1.4% in April.
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May wants powers to punish social media



Powering Bangladesh’s growth



Carol Ryan LONDON



A European court might be about to spoil Travis Kalanick’s cross-country road trip. His ride-hailing service Uber can be regulated like any other transport firm according to an EU legal opinion. That could jeopardise Kalanick’s hopes of ever getting European single-market protections. The opinion released on Thursday isn’t binding but will have a big influence on an imminent ruling that is. The Court of Justice of the European Union has been asked by a Spanish court to decide whether Uber is a transport company, and thus subject to local laws, or an information society service that deserves protection from undue national regulation. That category includes services like digital platforms for booking flights or hotel rooms, and is subject to lighter rules.



Long-term implications If the court backs the opinion, little will change immediately for Uber. It is already subject to the same restrictions as traditional cabs in many member states. For example its Uber POP service, where private individuals pick up fares, is banned in Germany. And it recently pulled out of Denmark altogether after new



Legal roadblocks: The European court’s ruling may determine Uber’s ability to operate in some markets. REUTERS *



laws imposing mandatory fare meters made it impossible to operate. Longer term, the effect would range from a total inability to operate in some markets to increased operating costs in others both of which would weigh on the company’s future earnings, and valuation.



COMMENT Kalanick still has reason to hope the ruling goes in his favour. At stake is unencumbered access to Europe’s market of 500 million potential passengers. If Uber can prove it is simply an app rather than a transport company, it could be entitled to the special perks given to other information society services. The European Commission actively discourages national



governments from placing undue restrictions on them. That would help Uber in its frequent scuffles with taxi unions and local authorities. The now-likelier outcome being labelled a transport company would be unhelpful at a time when there are already questions about the group’s business model. It would embolden incumbent taxi services to lobby for protections, as well as damage the line Uber lawyers are currently peddling in employment tribunals across the U.S. and Europe that the firm is nothing more than a digital platform connecting consumers to self-employed drivers. The ride gets rougher from here on in. (The author is a Reuters Breakingviews columnist. The opinions expressed are her own)



WEEK AHEAD IN MARKETS



Technicals stand out amid quiet U.S. market post earnings season The biggest worry for some analysts is the lack of concern



LONDON



British PM Theresa May has pledged to create powers allowing her to punish social media and communications companies that fail to look after users’ data, and to demand cash from irms to pay for policing the Internet. Social media irms have been criticised for not doing enough to stop extremist content online. Reuters



NEW YORK



BlackRock backs climate measure at Occidental BOSTON



BlackRock Inc. said it voted in favour of a successful shareholder proposal calling for more climate change reporting by Occidental Petroleum Corp., in the irst sign the world’s largest asset manager was backing up its tough new talk on environmental matters. BlackRock has $5.4 trillion under management. Reuters



doesn’t stay strong enough, which I think it will, that would be a risk to the market. Its a matter of momentum remaining strong enough.”



Reuters



South Asian tiger: A worker at an aluminium utensils factory in Dhaka. Bangladesh’s economy is forecast to expand 7.5% in the inancial year ending in June, according to the South Asian nation’s government. REUTERS



As the strongest earnings season since 2011 draws to a close, and with the S&P 500 and Nasdaq Composite hovering near record highs, the biggest concern for some market analysts is, well, the lack of concern. The largest daily move on the S&P 500 in almost three weeks was only 0.4%. The small daily moves are partly the reason for a more than 20-year closing low hit this week on the CBOE Volatility index, a measure of investor anxiety. “Most of what you’ll find that is outright negative will have to do with sentiment,” said Marc Pado, president at DowBull.com in San Francisco. “People worried about the market on a technical basis are worried because there is too much complacency or optimism, but not on an indication that there is some kind of top.” The S&P 500 posted record closing highs twice this week, but both were lower than the intraday high set March 1, just below 2,401. The intraday record



Stakes rise: A low volatility index may be masking other risks, say analysts. REUTERS *



high set Tuesday, near 2,404, doesn’t signal a breakout from the resistance level set some 11 weeks ago. Precisely because of the sideways move, momentum has not mirrored what was seen in early March. The 14-day momentum measure of the S&P peaked this year on March 1. On Friday it closed at its weakest level in nearly three weeks. “The bigger risk now (to the stock market) would be overbought conditions, even more overseas than in the U.S.,” said Katie Stockton, chief technical strategist at BTIG in New York. “If momentum



Breadth thinning The Nasdaq Composite, which closed Friday almost 4% above its March 1 close and set intraday and closing records this week, is showing a particularly damning pattern in terms of breadth. The 50-day average of advancing names on Nasdaq peaked this year in midJanuary and is in a clear trend lower. It hit its lowest level this year on May 5, and the spread with the 50day average of decliners has been in and out of negative territory since early March. Waning breadth suggests the market advances on less than solid ground as fewer and fewer stocks participate to the upside. On the S&P 500 the 50-day advancers average is at its lowest level since the Nov. 8 U.S. presidential election. However, with the index trading basically sideways since the March record, the signal can be misleading.



*
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Snap earnings ‘miss’ shows misreading of analyst ‘expectations’ Analysts ailiated with the underwriters of the company’s IPO had far lower revenue expectations than those at investment irms not involved in the share sale REUTERS SAN FRANCISCO



A widespread view on Wall Street was that Snap Inc. fell short of revenue forecasts when it posted its first quarterly results as a public company, triggering a big sell-off in its shares. In fact there were two distinct camps of forecasters, which suggests the earnings “miss” was a matter of interpretation, and other factors were behind the stock’s decline. A Reuters review of 19 predictions heading into Snap’s earnings report on Wednesday shows that analysts affiliated with the underwriters of Snap’s initial public offering in March had far lower revenue expectations than investment firms not involved in the IPO. Nine investment firms that were not underwriters preCM YK



dicted on average that Snap’s revenue would grow slightly from the prior quarter to $168.4 million, even though the company in its IPO prospectus had estimated a decline due to the seasonal nature of its advertising business. Analysts affiliated with 10 underwriters forecast on average that revenue would hit $138.4 million, $30 million below the estimate of the non-underwriting firms. Snap reported $149.6 million in revenue, well below the average forecast but comfortably beating the estimates of the bullish analysts affiliated with the underwriters. In principle, all analysts work from the same numbers. But analysts affiliated with Snap’s underwriters, for example, may have followed the company for a longer



period of time. At investment firms, stock analysts are walled off from the investment banking business, and there is no evidence they shared information on Snap.



Incentive to estimate Analysts with “buy” ratings on a stock have an incentive to set quarterly estimates that the company is likely to beat, because upbeat results tend to boost stock prices. But a bearish analyst could be driven to put forward a high estimate that the company is likely to miss. With the first-quarter reporting season nearly complete, 75% of S&P 500 companies’ earnings per share beat analysts’ expectations, while only 18% of companies missed, according to Thomson Reuters I/B/E/S. “The volatility in the stock



was the function of an incredibly difficult set-up where the most bullish financial expectations corresponded with the most bearish sentiment,” said James Cakmak, an analyst at Monness, Crespi, Hardt & Co. His firm, not an underwriter, expected revenue at $169.9 million. Going into Snap’s earnings announcement after the market close on Wednesday, anticipation was high about what kind of user growth the company’s Snapchat messaging app would show and how much ad revenue it was bringing in.



Warning ignored Ahead of time, the firm said in securities filings that it expected a seasonal decline from its $165.7 million in revenue during the final quarter 2016. Not everyone believed



Snap’s warning, though. “Some people may have taken these words more literally, and some less so,” said Shebly Seyrafi, managing director at FBN Securities. FBN was on the high end of the estimates, at $195.6 million, because “it is not uncommon for high-growth companies to grow through Q1,” Seyrafi said. In Snap’s case, it did not, and the stock plunged as much as 24% after hours on Wednesday to $17.58. On Friday, it rose 6% to $19.14. But the share reaction cannot really be explained by missed forecasts, because a close reading shows that any shortfall was marginal at best. Snap seemed to have missed a different kind of expectation, or maybe hope, that it would blow past forecasts. When that did not happen, the stock sank.



Information bias: A bearish analyst could be driven to put forward a high estimate that the company is likely to miss. REUTERS *
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Summer holiday thrills and the takeaways



Revisiting the house of dreams Here was laid the foundations of success for an aspirational set of rural families



Saritha K.



Manju Gupta



O



n a recent visit to the heartland of India, I went back to the house of dreams. The landlord was no more and his descendants occupy it. The house is in good condition: the wooden beam ceiling, the rough stone floor and the thick brick walls were as they were. The only sign of modernity inside was a large LCD television in the bedroom. As I walked through the freshly white-washed premises I tried to pick up the vibe, the energy that had fuelled the passion of its residents half a century ago, making them aspire and persevere. In the summer of 1950, a tonga stopped at this house, newly built in what was then a nondescript neighbourhood. It was a hot and humid night, a tiny detail which the travellers still remember because their luggage got drenched in the rain. Four young boys and their mother had moved there from a village in pursuit of education and a better life. They had rented the premises for fifteen rupees a month, a princely sum, considering that milk was fifty paisa a litre and their father’s salary as a headmaster in the village school was just eighty rupees. A monthly contribution by the boys’ elder brother had made this move possible. As they brought their wet belongings into the house they noticed that the landlord had still not hung the doors. They were further alarmed to find someone sleeping in the backroom. They nudged him awake and he left quickly saying he was merely looking after house. The house was chosen for its loc-



ILLUSTRATION: DEEPAK HARICHANDAN



ation. The government high school was a short distance away. The water source, a well, was at the end of the street. A lake further away was used for major water-consuming activities such as washing linen. A street lantern just across the road that was filled with enough oil to last the night served as an additional light source. The house was built like a train, one room leading into another, at the end of which was a kitchen that opened into a small courtyard. The well-ventilated front room was the study. The rest of the house filled with smoke when food was cooked but this wasn't a matter of concern. A bed sheet hung on the doorway sufficed till the doors were finally installed. The house remained their humble abode until the boys moved away for higher education. The youngest stayed the longest, for two decades,



till he completed his doctorate and started teaching in the university. By then running water and electricity had arrived, making the well and the lamp post redundant. But this story is not about the four brothers who went on to become, respectively,a district collector, a veterinarian, a paediatrician and a professor. It is about the five sisters who lived with their grandmother on the floor above them. Incidentally, the veterinarian fathered me and I grew up listening to the inspiring tale of the gritty girls in free India. Their father, a landlord, lived in a nearby village and looked after the farmland. He had no formal education but had the wisdom to educate his daughters and the resolve to face the inconvenience it entailed. This, at a time when less than 5 per cent of all girls attended



high school. Hardworking and intelligent, the girls grew up to become well-placed professionals. The elder three chose what were then unconventional fields such as mechanical and electrical engineering, took their doctorates from Indian Institutes of Technology and retired as professors and deans. They achieved this feat despite many social and cultural barriers, often being the only girl in the class. They continued to use their maiden names and collectively brought more honour to the family then their two, less illustrious brothers. Students where the three sisters taught often joked that the name of the institute stood for Madame Agnihotri, not Maulana Azad! (The sisters retired as professors from the Maulana Azad National Institute of Technology, Bhopal, where they used their maiden



name, Agnihotri.) These two seemingly similar tales of urban migration have vast differences. He having been a headmaster himself, it is easy to understand my grandfather’s predilection for education, but what drove the father of the girls remains a mystery. Never having attended school, perhaps, he felt its necessity more acutely. In any case it is commendable that unlike the average son-crazy Indian he saw potential in his daughters. This story comes as an inspiration at a time when the sex ratio and female literacy rate refuses to show significant improvement in many parts of the country despite the chants of Beti bachao, beti padhao. The perception that educating girls is a waste of resources as they would leave for their marital homes is the main reason for this disparity. We need to change this mindset of the people. For this we have to move beyond the handful of Laxmi Bais, Indira Gandhis and Kalpana Chawlas and honour the lesserknown women achievers amongst us. There are millions of role models and the common person will easily connect with them. While leaving the home where I took my first footsteps, I wondered whether it was as inanimate as it seemed. Nine professionals strived for excellence living here, sheltered from the elements, drinking from the well. It is hard to dismiss its role in the scheme of things, for it may have been very basic but it ably housed dreams.



M



y April mornings started with newspaper, tea and a bundle of brochures. The brochures were all about the camps and holiday coaching sessions that came as a harbinger of the summer holidays. It made me nostalgic and took me down the memory lane to my school days. Those days we yearned and waited impatiently for the summer holidays. There weren’t too many summer camps (except computer classes and scouts and guides camps). I felt a sense of loss going through the brochures. I could have sharpened and optimised my skills if such camps were available during my school days. But soon the thoughts took a U-turn; yeah, my summer holidays were not that bad. The best thing we had then was to visit our grandparents. Our cousins and neighbours all formed a big gang. We used to play a variety of indoor games like carroms and Ludo. We got our dose of Vitamin D by engaging in games such as shuttle badminton and cycling. We spent time reading books borrowed from the library and participating in local festivals. We used to visit the zoo, museums and other interesting destinations. Most of the time was



spent in the company of nature, green fields and crystal-clear streams. We had our arts club, with generous donations from our elders to take care of the expenses for our dance and skit performances. There were also contests and prizes for the audience. In short, we were interning in Finance and Event Management. Looking back, I feel the summer holidays helped me groom myself and polish my skills. We had so many practical situations to boost our talent in an enjoyable manner. The games and other activities and the proximity to nature strengthened physical and mental stamina and interpersonal skills. Leadership and team-building skills deepened a sense of value for relationships. These were some of the takeaways of holidays. Wish I got summer vacations in my corporate career as well! [email protected]
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Nightly scents and the city



Nudging 60, in digital mode



Olfactory expeditions along the streets can be a fascinating experience



It would seem that there never was a better time to be a senior citizen



Jabeen Naz



T



he dreaded summer is in full swing and all that anyone can think of are long cold drinks and holidays in the hills. Walking in the sweltering heat, even at night, is no longer pleasant. But having started on half-hourly walks every night, as a reluctant concession to creeping age and the threat of diabetes in the genes, I persevere. The dimly lit streets offer few visual distractions. What keeps me entertained on these nocturnal sojourns are, surprisingly, the varied scents of the night. What scents, you might ask. Unless it’s the ubiquitous stench of ammonia that no amount of ‘Swachh Bharat’ has managed to banish? That too, sadly. But there is more. Armed with pepper spray and an ancient phone that no self-respecting thief would dream of snatching, I set out at about eight every night. As soon as I step out I take a deep breath of the night air, heady here with the fragrance of Chinese honeysuckle. The intrepid vine has climbed a rain tree near our garden gate. The poor tree has been shorn of most of its foliage, leaving it bare and forlorn. As a result, the honeysuckle has been getting plenty of sunlight this year, and is in glorious bloom. And we, though deprived of the cool shade of the rain tree in the day, have been



blessed with scented nights instead. C'est la vie. As I continue down the street the not-unpleasant smell of burning leaves, from the small fires set by the watchmen to keep mosquitoes at bay, takes over and becomes all-pervasive. As I head to the corner of the road, past a large apartment building, even the faintest breeze sets off unseen wind chimes tinkling. The music soothes me and I stroll on happily.



Food aromas Turn the corner and suddenly the air is redolent with the aroma of roasted chicken and barbecued lamb, pepper, garlic and half a dozen other spices. The culprit, a little Arabian restaurant, enjoys good business on most nights. Couples, all dressed up for a night out, often whizz past on motorcycles, exuding happy anticipation along with scents of cologne and cosmetics. There is also an interesting variety of street dogs assembled here. They apparently dine off the aroma, as I’ve never seen anyone actually feeding the poor things. Some of the parked cars have drivers waiting patiently inside. As I pass by, curls of cigarette smoke sometimes drift out, along



with snatches of music. One night, the unmistakable scent of baby talcum powder drifting out of one such car took me back to those days when my own children were babies. And I was seized with a nostalgic yearning for the uncomplicated joys of young motherhood. Shrill, angry wails soon brought me back to earth and I hurried on, deciding that teenage angst and university woes were a fair trade-off for nappy rash and colic. One must learn to count one’s blessings. The strong scent of jasmine from the strings sold by a little old lady soon takes my mind off the temptations of shawarma and dajaj. I walk on, past dark and silent gardens, breathing in the



faint fragrance of frangipani and coral jasmine that waft out. Just before I reach the end of the road and turn back towards home, only on those nights when the breeze is right an elusive fragrance teases my senses. It took me several days to pinpoint the source — pink and white blooms apparently growing on a woody vine coiled around a fair-sized tree. Intrigued, I drove by the next morning for a closer look and found a tree bearing fleshy, interestingly shaped pink and cream flowers on long woody inflorescences. A little research showed it was the cannonball tree, so named for the shape of the fruits. Called nagalingam in Tamil, the tree is often planted near Shiva temples.



Unidentifiable ones What makes these olfactory expeditions truly fascinating are the occasional unidentifiable scents. Faint, tantalising and mysterious, they keep my interest piqued, and have me going back for more. These walks have taught me a few things, about botany and about life: that even the mundane can be fascinating, if only one takes the time to stop and smell the flowers. In this case, literally. [email protected]



Shoba Raja



S



oon as an official member of the seniors’ club I can claim concessions in air and train fares, hotel tariffs, out-of-turn access to counters at banks, and quicker access to god at crowded temples. But the best part? Today’s 60 is not just a number, its digital! My husband and I are probably part of an Indian generation of several firsts. We live in our own home (that is, we don’t live with our children), manage our finances, organise our travel and are generally happy to be managing our lives. Linking in makes it easier; instant gratification, in fact. At 60 that’s not a bad thing, it’s a super convenience. Let me explain. Our home is located outside the city, which means I get to enjoy salubrious surroundings while the city is choking in foul air. But it also means getting to any place from here requires covering distances, pot-holed roads and traffic. But I don’t have to get anywhere unless I want to. I just need my computer, or my phone will do too. I order groceries, select the time I want it and voila! there’s the delivery van at my gate. For my special brand of coffee I message the supplier, pay online and my coffee arrives at my doorstep. Bill and credit card payments, recharges, money transfers, tax payments, flight or train bookings, all without getting off my seat.



In the run-up to the senior digits I have moved further up Maslow’s hierarchy to improve my wellness quotient. A fitness band around my wrist keeps me informed of how many more steps I have to walk today to keep my heart in good shape. It helpfully also points out how many steps I walked briskly and how many I cheated this morning! A mix-match of wisdom from several gurus distilled through an assortment of Apps provides me a unique set of yoga asanas and meditation techniques that works for me. Bhajans, fun songs, retro, jazz, classical — I can listen to any music I want. Surely it’s a lot easier now to steer body and mind closer together? Electronic alerts regularly inform me of movie releases, theatre productions and concerts, prodding me to make bookings. First thing I do? Swipe into my phone of course. In minutes it’s all done. Armed with M-tickets we brave the roads, Google-



mapping our way. What if we don’t feel like driving? Ah need my phone App…… to book a taxi ride. On lazy days I simply watch a movie on my computer. Like any true bibliophile I love to touch and smell books, caress their musty covers and tattered pages. But just the thought of driving to get one has me turning to online delivery platforms. I end up loading a bunch into my tablet and feel smug carrying a well-stocked library with me wherever I go. Keeping in touch is now a constant. WhatsApp, FaceTime, Facebook, Skype…. I am spoilt for choice. Updating with children living abroad and with siblings is joyfully seamless. I have also become appreciably ‘digi-social’ — a phrase I recently learnt, used to describe someone who is “overly social using the internet”. And why not? I now have the time and the inclination. Bonding with friends and extended family can be uplift-



ing. What's more, I can connect but need not always commit. So I can ‘like’ something, message a conversation, post a smiley, share photos or I can NOT do any of it. It’s really up to me. No one seems to mind. Social media comes with some collateral benefits. I can keep track of news, live-stream events far away, learn about the goodness of soaked almonds and banana bread... Hoping to keep the grey cells ticking, I combine consulting work with volunteering. I don’t ‘go to office’ anymore, have ‘meetings’ with people I rarely meet and with others I have never met. I have revived my enthusiasm for writing encouraged by the fact that when newspapers ignore my articles I can call them blog posts and resend to a bunch of captive readers. If you are a millennial reading this you are probably rolling your eyes right now thinking, “I’m supposed to be impressed? Get a life!” Okay, so my smartphone is my only cool device, I don’t check reviews before eating out; I’m not into Instagram, gaming, drones or any of those useful startup Apps. But Hey! At least my intelligence isn’t artificial, it’s for real. Come on guys, cut me some slack here. I’m trying aren’t I? And, to my soon-to- be fellow-seniors: Let’s wire up folks; virtual is the new real. [email protected]



Kite ights, spirited duels up in the skies More on the Web



The edgy excitement of kite-lying, taming the wind that sustains the lift and fending of the competitors Chandramohan Nair



C



hanga chait! The piercing and excited cry, literally ‘the kite is cut’, rang out on a pleasant afternoon in the Indian Aid Mission compound in Kathmandu. A kite had just been cut and vanquished after a spirited aerial duel and was now drifting downwards. Half a dozen kids in the 912 age group, all peering into the sky, hands cupped over eyes, willed the kite to land safely within the compound. When it was clear the kite would do so, there were exuberant whoops and then a mad frenzy to catch the kite before it touched down. This was a spectacle repeated many times during the fortnight of Dashain, the auspicious festival in Nepal. Kite-flying was an integral CM YK



part of the festival and the skies would be full of them — in all shapes, sizes and colours. Some people believed that kite-flying was a way of requesting the rain god Indra not to send down any further rain and to bring prosperity to the kite-fliers. Others believed kite-flying was a way of contacting and honouring ancestors or of guiding the recently deceased to heaven. I was part of that group of youngsters and the thrills of being part of two kite-flying seasons in the mid-1960s are fresh in my mind. Initially we were happy just watching the kite fights and running to reclaim those that landed in our compound. Sometimes there would be heartbreak when a gust of wind would take the kite to a neighbouring property, much to the delight of the children there.



On other occasions the kite would get entangled in the branch of a tree or come to rest on the roof of one of the compound buildings. The best climbers in the group would then have to undertake the somewhat hazardous act of retrieving the kite. Later on, when we were able to cajole our parents into giving us some pocket money we proudly became kite-flyers ourselves. The kites we could afford were small and the string ordinary and short in length, but it was always exhilarating to get the kite airborne. The take-off required perfect coordination between the person holding and releasing it and the flyer who would then have to deftly pull and loosen the string in turns. During my second year in Kathmandu, we had become



confident enough to take part in kite fights. We got kites, a wooden lattai to spool the string and lengths of manja string coated with powdered glass to make them abrasive. We had to be careful not to cut ourselves with the string. Mastering the lattai also took time. On a clear Saturday afternoon we were finally ready for our first kite fight. There were no fighter kites in the vicinity when we launched



our lovely green-and-yellow kite. We took turns with the lattai and soon friendly winds blowing northwards had taken ours to a vertiginous height. After an hour it appeared there was no one to challenge us and we prepared to pull down our kite. It was then that we noticed, to our east, a large red kite gaining height rapidly. The speed and smoothness of the ascent indicated the flyer was skilful and experienced. The kite seemed a good distance away and we kept admiring it while pulling down our own. All of a sudden, the red kite made a sharp move towards ours. There was no mistaking the menace and intent. We had our hearts in our mouths; our first fight was going to be against a professional. But we were a plucky and wily
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bunch and game for it. With the attacker closing in, we loosened our string fast. A kite gets cut when the string is taut and the point of contact is static, so the trick was to let our kite float without losing control. We veered our kite sharply away signalling a desire not to engage. The evasive manoeuvres continued for some time. The attacker, sensing that we might get away without engaging in combat, made a reckless bid to intercept us. The red kite spun out of control. All we had to do was to bring our kite down fast and across it to make the cut. A win in our first kite fight was unbelievable and the jubilant shouts of ‘Changa Chait’ echoed in our compound! [email protected]



Whither philosophy? The philosophy community needs to prove its particular relevance in today’s India MUZAFFAR ALI



Storm in a haircut Can a woman sport short hair and escape being judged? SANHITA CHATTERJEE



Dealing with depression How to help young people cope with the blues KRITHIKA CHANDRASEKAR
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IN BRIEF



Venice Biennale taps artistic angst in a divided world Oldest contemporary art fair relects on a world shaken by conlicts, wars, increasing inequality and the rise of populism dition that they are volunteers. They are given a subjective space, they are not being objectified.” An immigration lawyer and psychological counsellor are among the 90 volunteers participating. The project aims to help the migrants learn skills, and build self-esteem, while exploring a platform that could be repeated in other contexts.



ssociated Press Venice



A.R. Rahman to attend Cannes ilm festival MUMBAI



Oscar-winning composer A.R. Rahman will walk the red carpet at the 70th Cannes film festival with the lead cast, director and producers of trilingual magnum opus Sangamithra. The film stars Shruti Haasan in the title role, while Jayam Ravi and Arya are the chief male protagonists. IANS



Political engagement is central to the artistic dialogue at the Venice Biennale, the world’s oldest contemporary art fair, that opened on Saturday. From the main show, “Viva Arte Viva” curated by Christine Macel, to 87 national pavilions throughout the historic city centre, artists are contemplating the world around them and giving a voice to under-represented populations. Ms. Macel said artists “are able to respond to this moment of complexity” even if art “should not be reduced to politics.” The show runs till November 26. Here are some highlights:



Welcome sign: Asylum seekers make lamps as part of the “Green Light” workshop by Danish artist Olafur Eliasson in Venice. AFP *



Selena Gomez set to release new single LOS ANGELES



Singer-actress Selena Gomez is set to release her new single Bad Liar on Thursday. Gomez also unveiled the cover art of the single on social media. “#BadLiar. 5.18,” she captioned the photo, which featured a woman lying on a rocky shore in a sundress. The song title was written on her left thigh. PTI



Green light project Berlin-based artist Olafur Eliasson’s “Green light” is an on-site workshop where 100 migrants create lamps lit by



ROME



Italy’s antitrust watchdog said on Friday it was imposing fine of €3 million on WhatsApp for allegedly making users to agree to sharing their personal data with Facebook. Other “unfair terms” include allowing for unexplained interruptions to service and only the provider having the right to terminate the agreement.REUTERS



asson says being a migrant is not an identity, but a condition. “What we see is ourselves,” Mr. Eliasson said.



“The migrants [in the workshop] are a little bit like actors in a play. Fair enough. But I am doing it on the con-



Brexit melancholy Phyllida Barlow’s show of sculptures for the United Kingdom’s pavilion titled “folly” isn’t about overtly about politics, but that did seep into the work as the Brexit campaign raged around her. “As I was making the work, I began in April, before the referendum, I had this sense of unease, melancholia really, about this idea of occupying the British pavilion and what it means to be British ... when it’s leaving Europe and I feel I’m European,” Ms. Barlow said. She said the mood permeated her sculptures, which while robust “show fragility, and a sense of things being uneasy.” For the Hungarian pavil-



Illegal journeys With cinematic tableaus, photographer Tracey Moffatt recreates scenes of “journeys, secret journeys, illegal journeys,” in a series called “Passages” for the Australian pavilion. The opening photograph features a mother grasping a child seen through a fog looking out over the sea. “The baby is squirming. The baby will leave her. She might be giving the baby away for her passage. There are many scenarios,” Ms. Moffatt said.



once lived on earth



Pope canonises shepherd siblings believed to have seen the Madonna 100 years ago Reuters



Pope Francis gave the Catholic Church two of its youngest saints on Saturday, canonising shepherd siblings believed to have seen the Madonna 100 years ago in a Portuguese town that is now a major pilgrimage site. Hundreds of thousands of people, many of whom slept outdoors to hold their places, broke into applause as the Pope proclaimed the siblings — Francisco and Jacinta Marto — the newest of the Church’s saints. The two died at the ages of 10 and 9 years old, within three years of the 1917 apparitions, making them the youngest saints of the Church who were not mar-



tyrs. The Virgin of Fatima is venerated by Catholics around the world, a following underscored by the many national flags fluttering in the huge crowd, estimated at more than half a million. Marie Chantal, 57, a devotee, travelled more than 9,000 km from the island of Reunion in the Indian Ocean to attend the ceremony. “I am very emotional because this Pope is truly merciful and close to the people and I think he will bring us many good things,” she said.



Care for the vulnerable In the homily of a huge outdoor Mass, Pope Francis prayed that the Madonna would protect the most vul-



Light moment: Pope Francis exchanges his hat with a child at the Shrine of Our Lady of Fatima in Portugal. REUTERS *



nerable members of society, “especially the sick and the disabled, prisoners and the



unemployed, the poor and the abandoned”. Two huge tapestries made from cen-



tury-old photographs of the children dressed in the traditional peasant garb of the times hung from the church that is now the focal point of the sanctuary visited by about seven million people each year. The story of Fatima’s shepherd children has captivated Catholics since their first reported vision on May 13, 1917. The Church believes the Madonna gave three children, Francisco and Jacinta Marto and their older cousin Lucia Dos Santos, three messages, the so-called secrets of Fatima. Dos Santos became a nun and died in 2005 at the age of 97, and efforts are on to make her a saint as well.



Asian News International



Fossil studies of a 5-millionyear-old “winged serpent” has helped identify a new species of ancient snakes. A sinkhole in eastern Tennessee in the U.S. holds the clues to an important transitional time in the evolutionary history of snakes. The fossils come from the Gray Fossil Site, near East Tennessee State University, where lead author Steven Jasinski and co-author David Moscato pursued their Master’s degrees. The researchers named the new genus and species Zilantophis schuberti. “Snakes don’t have arms or legs, but they have high numbers of vertebrae,” Mr.
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INTERVIEW | AZIZ ANSARI



Sharing a lived experience



Heralding the rain



The co-creator of comedy series Master of None feeds on creativity



< >



Melena Ryzik



Aziz Ansari, 34, has been a master of many pursuits — he is the co-author of a best-selling book, Modern Romance, about love in the internet age; sold out Madison Square Garden for his stand-up tour; and has emerged as a thoughtful voice for South Asian artists and Muslim families. He delivered a moment-defining monologue, hosting Saturday Night Live the day after Donald Trump’s inauguration. Season 2 of his comedy series Master of None, released on Friday, starts out in Modena, where protagonist Dev (played by Ansari) is hand-rolling tortellini and having adventures à la The Bicycle Thief. Do not invite Mr. Ansari to an Italian restaurant casually. Having spent several months living in Italy last year, working in restaurants, the comedian is “hypercritical,” he said, about what makes the perfect raviolo. Mr. Ansari’s pasta-making stint — at restaurants including the tiny Mario Batali favorite Hosteria Giusti in Modena — tied into Master of None, whose first season ended with his character, Dev, jetting off to Italy on a pasta-making journey of his own. Which came first, the story line or Mr. Ansari’s obsession? “I secretly knew that if I wrote a story where my character lives in a small town and learns how to make pasta, I could to go to a small town in Italy and justify it as research,” he said. Mr. Ansari’s immigrant family has been a secret weapon: His parents play scene-stealing versions of themselves on the show, and his younger brother, Aniz, is a writer. The series is CM YK



ion, artist Gyula Varnai discusses the “viability and necessity of utopias” in his show titled “Peace on Earth.” He uses many defunct communist symbols, including a reproduction of a large neon ‘Peace on Earth’’ sign from a building in Hungary, to a rainbow made of 8,000 pins bearing Cold War-era symbols.



Catholic Church gets two of its youngest saints A ‘winged snake’ FATIMA



Italy ines WhatsApp over data sharing with FB



green bulbs from simple materials. Visitors can engage with the migrants, maybe asking their stories. Mr. Eli-



Dutch self-image The Dutch pavilion examines the Netherland’s self-image as progressive and tolerant, which has been put to the test during Europe’s refugee crisis. One film explores how the Dutch self-narrative papered over the difficult assimilation of mixed-race children of Dutch and Indonesian parents after Indonesia’s independence. Artist Wendelien van Oldenborgh discusses the issues in three short films. Because the children



entered the country smoothly as Dutch citizens, vast differences in their experiences have been overlooked.



LAND O’LAKES



You always hear that people come up with ideas in the shower — when I live in these places, it’s like living my whole life in the shower.



“Master of None” was an immediate critical success. What did you want to do differently this time?



[Netflix] wanted me to go back right away, and I said, we really need a break; I dumped all my ideas in the first season. Me and Alan [Yang, the co-creator] said, what do we feel best about [from Season 1], and it was probably “Parents” [about being children of immigrants, which won an Emmy for its writing] and “Mornings” [about relationships], and “Indians on TV.” We wanted all the episodes of Season 2 to have that level of ambition.



■



*



personal, so don’t expect Season 3 anytime soon. “I’ve got to live my life and have some stuff happen,” Mr. Ansari said. Edited excerpts from the conversation. Your Italian on the show is pretty good — did you pick it up easily?



I did three weeks of lessons. I realized that I waste so much time on the internet that if I didn’t, I could speak every language fluently.



■



Was this trip to Italy life-changing?



It was. I always had been scared of the idea of going some place by myself, and not knowing anyone. I realized, how many more years of my life am I going to have where I don’t have anything that keeps me tied down? I just want to explore living in these places. It really helps me creatively. You always hear that people come up with ideas in the shower — when I live in these places, it’s like living my whole life in the shower.



■



Did it also help you



disengage from social media? ■ When I’m shooting the show, I give my phone to my assistant. I feel like it’s a life-sucking force. You read about [the director] Christopher Nolan — he doesn’t have a phone, and it seems to work out for him. I saw him once, and I didn’t ask about “Batman.” I asked him, how does this work out for you? His wife was like, he doesn’t have a phone — but I do. So that’s the secret: Fall in love with someone who has a phone.



How did you prepare for the “SNL” monologue? ■ I didn’t go anywhere for Christmas — I just went to the Comedy Cellar [the New York club] every day. I would do 8, 9 shows a night. The mood [after the election] just kept changing. [The monologue] kept changing, even between rehearsal and the show. It was a lot of pressure to have on set; that’s why I worked so hard on it. I think I pulled it off.



How do you feel now, as an artist in the Trump era? ■



I have Trump fatigue. It



Body farm opens in U.S. for research Associated Press



becomes repetitive: He said this crazy thing, and he didn’t apologise! You realize, I don’t know if this is news anymore. It’s more like reading soap opera rumours.



On the rise: Actor Aziz Ansari lanked by his parents, Fatima and Shoukath Ansari. AP



Jasinski said. “These are often the bones that palaeontologists use to identify fossil snakes.” Zilantophis bore wingshaped projections on the sides of its vertebrae. In life, these were likely attachment sites for back muscles. These features are what inspired the name of the new genus, derived from Zilant, a winged serpent in Russian mythology. “It’s about the size of the pointer finger,” said Mr. Jasinski. “ It probably lived in leaf litter, maybe doing a bit of digging and either eating small fish or more likely insects. It was too small to be eating a normal-sized rodent,” Mr. Moscato said.



One thing you tackle is religion and being a lapsed Muslim.



I thought about doing an episode where it’s humour that’s all based on this religion. Larry David or Woody Allen would do Jewish humour; I’ve never seen that with Islam. And there’s things that made me laugh with my family, where it’s someone pretending to be more pious than they really are — it felt like something we hadn’t seen before.



■



There’s also, essentially, a music video about pork.



That was very fun and filling to film. There’s no body double — that’s really me, eating all those ribs.



■



New York Times News Service



Cosy cradle: A baya weaver bird gives inishing touches to its nest on the outskirts of Hyderabad. They breed during the monsoon. K.V.S. GIRI *



A “body farm” where researchers can study how corpses decompose will open next week in the Tampa Bay area in the U.S. with the burial of four donated bodies. Officials broke ground on Friday on the Adam Kennedy Forensics Field. It’s the seventh such facility in the nation and the first in Florida’s subtropical environment. The oldest and most famous body farm in the U.S. is at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville. Officials in Florida hope their farm, to be used at first by detectives and forensic anthropologists at the nearby University of South Florida, will draw scientists from other countries and grow to be the largest in the world.



Five immigrants vie for Miss USA title They share stories of growing up with both opportunities and challenges Associated Press Las Vegas



Five of the contestants vying for the Miss USA title have a message to immigrant girls and women watching the pageant this weekend: Set goals, work hard and don’t stay in the shadows. The contestants know what they are talking about as they were all born in other countries and immigrated to the U.S. at young ages as their families pursued their versions of the American Dream. The women are now U.S. citizens. Miss Florida Linnette De Los Santos, Miss North Dakota Raquel Wellentin, Miss Hawaii Julie Kuo, Miss Connecticut Olga Litvinenko and Miss New Jersey Chhavi Verg faced both opportunities and challenges as immigrants. Ms. Wellentin and her family left the Philippines over safety fears when she was two years old. Their first



In the limelight: Indian-American and Miss New Jersey Chhavi Verg, right, is one of the ive immigrant contestants in the Miss USA competition. AP *



taste of American life was in the small community of Enderlin, North Dakota, where she and her siblings felt isolated. “Nobody wanted to talk to me at all. I came home one day and I asked my dad ‘Why am I so different? Why isn’t anyone talking to me?’” Ms.



Wellentin said. “My dad told me, ‘You know, you are not different. You are very unique yourself. You have to be strong and really accept this negativity from other people and have it motivate you.’ I still keep that in my mind.” Their situation improved



when they moved to the larger and more diverse Fargo, North Dakota. “I want to tell people that they need to make sure that they should not allow anyone to tell them that they can’t do something because only you can determine your future,” she said. Ms. Litvinenko moved to the U.S. with her family after her mother won the lottery for a green card. She was three when they relocated from Ukraine a few years after the Soviet Union collapsed. The 27-year-old business owner ventured into pageants when she could no longer play basketball after injuring a foot in high school. She won Miss Connecticut Teen on her first try but had to compete five times to reach the Miss USA competition. Her persistence, Ms. Litvinenko said, shows that every effort counts. B ND-ND
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THE LEAD 쐽 BY UMA MAHADEVAN-DASGUPTA



F



or more than 400 years, the plays of William Shakespeare have been read, performed and adapted across the world. Not only with the reverence that is due to the venerable Bard, but also, fortunately, with utmost irreverence: such as the delightful comic version of Hamlet that was brought to India last year by the British travelling group of cycling actors ‘The Handlebards’. With glorious silliness, the four performers combined the intricate and entertaining plot with a message of frugality — Avoid lavish productions! Travel everywhere, but travel light! Yes, it felt entirely appropriate to be watching this daft performance of a Shakespearean tragedy, with the fight scene enacted using kitchen spoons and ladles, in a restaurant lounge in Bengaluru; and not only because of the trill of cycle bells and the message about environmental sustainability. I still laugh when I think of the spoons and ladles. This year there was also the superb Piya Behrupiya by The Company Theatre, a magnificent musical version of Twelfth Night directed by Atul Kumar. One of the many delights of this rich, gorgeous nautanki -style adaptation is a kind of meta-commentary in which the play dialogues with the looming background figure of Shakespeare. Like the best adaptations, Piya Behrupiya is not only a tribute to Shakespeare but an innovative masterpiece in its own right.



Taming Shakespeare’s shrew From Ian McEwan to Anne Tyler to Margaret Atwood, it’s been a full season of the Bard of Avon’s adaptations, particularly in iction



Many adaptations It has been a full season of Shakespeare adaptations, not only on the stage but also in fiction. The most successful adaptations are those that feel as if the writer would have written them anyway, with or without the original text.



< >



Shakespeare has something for everyone, because that’s who his audience was: everyone, from high to low and back again



One example is Ian McEwan’s riveting Nutshell , in which an eerily articulate foetus (his mother listens to Radio 4) tells the story of how his mother and uncle are plotting to kill his father. The novel draws its epigraph from Hamlet : “Oh God, I could be bounded in a nutshell and count myself a king of infinite space — were it not that I have bad dreams.” With its themes of greed, lust and indecision, this intelligent crime thriller is set in the London of today and in a Europe filled with uncertainty. A century after Virginia Woolf and Leonard Woolf set up the Hogarth Press to publish the best of contemporary fiction, Hogarth has commissioned a series of Shakespeare adaptations by some of the most popular contemporary novelists. As part of this series, Anne Tyler’s Vinegar Girl is a retelling of



Many voices A rehearsal of Atul Kumar’s Piya Behrupiya, an adaptaion of Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. Shiv Kumar Pushpakar



my least favourite Shakespeare play, The Taming of the Shrew . I have never liked the play, for the sexism and misogyny of its language and plot. Tyler’s version is set in modern-day Baltimore where Kate Battista, in her late twenties, keeps house for her eccentric scientist father and her teenage sister. After Kate got sent home from college for being rude to the professor — such is the fate of so many outspoken girls in STEM fields — she never went back to college. She now works as an assistant teacher at a preschool. A feminised profession: there is only one male teaching assistant in the preschool. This is one of the rare times when an early childhood classroom setting features in a novel, and Tyler makes the most of it with her ear for comic dialogue. One of the children’s fathers wants to talk to Kate



about his daughter’s finger-sucking. Kate doesn’t mince words: “Chances are she’ll stop soon enough, once her fingers grow so long that she pokes both her eyes out.” Outspoken Kate! Even in the 21st century, outspoken women are viewed with disapproval. Kate’s father is trying to set her up with Pyotr, his brilliant graduate student at Johns Hopkins, because Pyotr (Petruchio!) needs a green card. Thus, four centuries after Shakespeare’s original play, women continue to be tamed into secondary roles. Tyler’s Kate makes a valiant attempt to convince her teenage sister that men have a harder time of it today, being confined in rigid definitions of masculinity: but it’s a weak argument in this context and, like Bunny, we aren’t convinced. Maybe that’s what Shakespeare intended too: that linger-



ing feeling that all’s not well and hasn’t ended as well as it might have.



Retelling The Tempest Also part of the Hogarth Shakespeare series is Margaret Atwood’s brilliant Hag-Seed , an inventive adaptation of The Tempest set in a prison. Felix Phillips, a reclusive theatre director, develops a production of Shakespeare’s final play with a cast of prisoners inside a correctional institution. And why not? As he explains to his players, “Shakespeare has something for everyone, because that’s who his audience was: everyone, from high to low and back again.” Indeed, adds Felix, it is due to sheer luck that we even have the plays at all: “He had no intention of being a classic! He was simply an actor-manager trying



to keep afloat. It’s only due to luck that we have Shakespeare at all. Nothing was even published till he was gone. His old friends stuck the plays together out of scraps — bunch of clapped-out actors trying to remember what they’d said, after the guy was dead!” It is assumed that enacting Shakespeare will be harmless expressive therapy for the prisoners, but Felix knows that theatre is an extremely powerful form of expression. The guards at the prison grin as they let him through: “What could Felix possibly be suspected of smuggling, a harmless old thespian like him? It’s the words that should concern you, he thinks at them. That’s the real danger. Words don’t show up on scanners.” The novel shows how Shakespeare’s



language and plot become stepping stones not only to literacy but also to the education of the mind and the heart. This is the function of literature. “Watching the many faces watching their own faces as they pretended to be someone else – Felix found that strangely moving. For once in their lives, they loved themselves.” The best adaptations tell the stories afresh; at the same time, they do not merely bear traces of the original, but also continue to speak to the original text. Adaptations bring the comfort of recognition, but also the intellectual delight of the new. Set in contemporary times, they shine a light on enduring questions. The writer is in the IAS, currently based in Bengaluru.



REVIEW



It can happen here



■



A gripping debut novel that is a dystopian work that speaks directly to the ongoing changes in India’s politics and society 쐽 BY KESHAVA GUHA



T



he rise of xenophobic and authoritarian nationalism in Europe and the United States has prompted a huge surge of interest in dystopian fiction. Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and George Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four have returned to bestseller lists; Sinclair Lewis’ ironically titled It Can’t Happen Here has been rediscovered as a prescient warning of the possibility of fascism in the U.S.; new novels by Omar El Akkad and Mohsin Hamid point to the dystopias that will result from a failure to address our current problems. It is no surprise that the rapid growth of militant Hindu nationalism is starting to provoke a similar interest in India. Speculative fiction in general is an underdeveloped area of Indian writing in English. Leila, Prayaag Akbar’s debut novel and the first book to be pub-



Leila is set in the



< > near-future (perhaps 2030), in an unnamed city that seems like a cross between Mumbai and Delhi CM YK



lished by Simon & Schuster India, is a dystopian work that speaks directly to the ongoing changes in India’s politics and society. But Akbar’s novel is much more than timely: it succeeds both as social criticism and as a gripping narrative, smoothly and movingly told.



Ominous foretelling Leila is set in the near-future (perhaps 2030), in an unnamed city that seems like a cross between Mumbai and Delhi. Like Delhi, the city centre comprises a zone of sarkari bungalows set in obscenely large and lush plots; like Mumbai, it was once vibrantly cosmopolitan, with citizens from every community in India living and working side-by-side. Shalini, the novel’s narrator, grows up in the city as the daughter of uppermiddle-class and presumably uppercaste Hindu parents who are devoted to the city’s cosmopolitan ideals. Her father watches in uncomprehending horror as tribalism takes over his city. What begins as residential segregation by dietary restrictions (a proxy for religion) becomes a total Balkanisation of the city into community-specific “sectors”: “Tamil Brahmin Sector, Leuva Patel Residency, Bohra Muslim Zone, Catholic Commons, Kanyakubj Quarters, Sharif Muslimeen Precinct, Maithil Acres, Chitpavan Heights, Syrian Christian Co-op, Kodava Martials....”



The cosmopolitans, we discover, enabled the rise of



< > tribalism: through their elitism and their cowardice These sectors are exclusive and can be entered only with permission. Their gates are guarded by Repeaters, brutish young men who are informally empowered by the city Council to enforce segregation and other repressive norms. Their reign of terror is justified by a xenophobic appeal to tradition—as opposed to Western cultural influences— and by the belief that the new rules preserve purity. “Purity For All” is the Repeaters’ slogan. Segregation by community is accompanied by rigid patriarchy, the ostracism of widows, and extreme inequality; all this imposed, once again, in the name of purity. Shalini’s father dies of a broken spirit. But she is determined to live a free life in the old cosmopolitan way. She marries Riz, her high school boyfriend, and they make a life in the East



End, the only mixed sector, a prosperous oasis for those who reject the new order. They have a daughter, Leila, and secure admission for her at their alma mater. Their happiness and optimism stand in stark contrast to life outside the East End. But the reader knows, from the opening chapter, that Leila will go missing and that, on the same day Riz will be killed. Even as the East End is officially mixed, a Hindu-Muslim couple is too much for the Council to tolerate. A gang of Repeaters storm Leila’s birthday party, batter Riz to death, and abduct Shalini. But they fail in their stated objective: to take Leila, who is to be brought up by the Council so that she chooses purity over her parents’ dissolute values. Leila and her nanny, Sapna, have disappeared altogether.



Leila Prayaag Akbar Simon & Schuster India ₹599



The rest of the narrative follows Shalini’s quest to find her daughter. The Repeaters take her to a Purity Camp for unclean women. From there, she sent to live alongside other widows in the Towers, outside the city. She is physically and mentally weakened by the tragedy, and becomes dependent upon drugs supplied to her by the Council: but the drive to be reunited with Leila keeps her alive.



Holding up a mirror At its human core, Leila is a story of imperishable maternal love. As social criticism, it is concerned with the longterm decline of Bombay/Mumbai’s cosmopolitanism, as embodied by the thuggish Marathi chauvinism of the Shiv Sena and MNS — the likely inspiration for the Repeaters — and the increase in residential social segregation. Akbar’s concerns extend beyond Mumbai to the forces that seek to repudiate the founding values of the Republic of India: that see India as a collection of antagonistic communities, and fear the notion of individuals finding their own paths to happiness. No particular community or party is his target: instead, he points to how reactionaries of all faiths and castes use



appeals to community and tradition to impose a repressive, patriarchal order. But, both as a novelist and as a critic of Indian society, Akbar is too sophisticated to present an easy dichotomy between tribalism and cosmopolitanism. He lays bare the snobbery and hypocrisy of the liberal cosmopolitans as well. Shalini is a smug and often uncritical elite who uses the phrases “good background” and “good family” to mean people like herself —that is the wealthy — and bans Leila’s nanny Sapna from kissing the baby or using the furniture. The cosmopolitans, we discover, enabled the rise of tribalism: through their elitism and their cowardice. Akbar’s prose is smooth and full of arresting sensory detail that nonetheless pushes the narrative forward. Like Karan Mahajan, he uses a contemporary Indian English, free of the Anglicisms that marked so much earlier Indian fiction. Akbar and Mahajan point to the overdue emergence of an Indian literary English that has escaped the realm of the Senior Cambridge essay. The novel’s only weaknesses of note are in the construction of its dystopia. As speculative fiction, Leila is oddly unimaginative. This is most true of its generic, Suzanne Collins-style names: “the Council”, “Sectors”, “the Towers”, “the Slum.” There is a missed opportunity here, to use language creatively to invent names that reflect the culture and ideology of the tribalists, and the book’s explicitly Indian setting. At other points, such as the Purity Camp, which is run by an enigmatic bald man called Dr Iyer, the book runs dangerously close to cliché: it is redeemed, each time, by Akbar’s gifts as a storyteller and by the sheer humanity of this particular story. Keshava Guha is a writer based in Delhi



ND-X
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NOSTALGIA



PUB CRAWL Former U.S. president Bill Clinton is teaming up with his golf partner and bestselling crime writer James Patterson for a new book. Titled The President is Missing, publisher Penguin Random House released a statement from Clinton that said, “working on a book about a sitting president, drawing on what I know about the job... has been a lot of fun.” Clinton left office in 2001. Pulitzer Prize winner Colson Whitehead has also been shortlisted for the Arthur C. Clarke Prize for science fiction. Whitehead’s sixth novel, Underground Railroad, tells a story of two slaves and their quest for freedom from the Georgia plantations. They follow the underground railroad, which is actually a network of safe houses, and Whitehead creates a magical railway route. The first Clarke award was handed out in 1987 with Margaret Atwood winning for The Handmaid’s Tale. This year’s winner will be announced on July 27. Call it screen fatigue or whatever you will, but the printed word is back. New data suggests that people are giving up e-reading and buying books off the shelf. According to Publishers Association, sales of e-books plunged 17% in the U.K. in 2016, while sales of physical books was up by 7% in the same period. The same trend has been seen in the U.S. as well, with e-book sales plunging 18.7% in the first nine months of 2016. Children’s books have seen brisk sale, in both hardback and paperback. Colouring books too are flying off the shelves. The film adaptation of Dutch writer Herman Koch’s dark satire The Dinner is ready for commercial release, starring Richard Gere and Laura Linney. Structured around a five-course dinner, it is the story of two sets of parents and the extent they will go to, to cover up a crime committed by their children. It debuted at the Berlin Film Festival in February, with most reviewers saying American director Oren Moverman had stayed true to the original, exposing the darkness in society through his characters.



A modern-day Swami and Friends A Narayanesque and mildly satirical melancholia arising out of the onslaught of urbanisation 쐽 BY ZAC O’YEAH



■



A



The Small-Town Sea Anees Salim Penguin Random House ₹599



father whose name we don’t know, but who is referred to as Vappa, dies on the very first page of this novel, and the narrative thereafter is painstakingly jotted down by his grieving 13-year-old son, whose name we also don’t know. After having been diagnosed with terminal cancer, Vappa decided to leave the big city and move back to the small seaside town where he grew up, perhaps to come full circle now that his body was withering away. However, before leaving the city, which too remains unnamed, Vappa took his son to the small rented chamber where he spent years writing his three first novels. ‘We stepped into an empty room that had damp patches on the walls and a fine film of dust on the floor. The air was musty, ranked of sawdust.’ Vappa points to the spot where his writing desk used to stand. He sent the three manuscripts to a British literary agent who never responded, but to whom this current novel — written by the son — is addressed.



comes a foreshadowing of tragedies to come. The story is rich in such metaphorical imagery, where almost everything echoes something else. Another example: the small town has changed and Vappa’s childhood friends have grown up. One is a fisherman, another is a coconutplucking Peeping Tom, but they have no clue that their old classmate became an award-winning novelist, because people don’t touch newspapers here. For Vappa it doesn’t matter much; in their company he indulges in a childhood nostalgia that, ironically, passes over the head of the child narrator, who is too busy trying to grasp the links between his and his father’s childhoods.



Dreamy sequences Along with his son, Vappa brings his wife and one-year-old daughter to this town, the name of which we’re not told, though we may assume that it is Varkala where Anees Salim grew up. This curious nomenclatural lacunae soft-focuses the text into one of those dreamy black-and-white film sequences of old Hollywood cinema, but in its own peculiar way gels with the general ambience of this waiting for the inevitable. The dying Vappa is protective of his son—who of course is his only future—so, although they live by the sea, the boy is warned off the beach. This admonition creates an aquaphobia in the narrator and be-



Malgudi echoes Although too small to have a pizzeria, the town has, along with the rest of Kerala, become a global beach destination overrun by foreign tourists with pockets full of dollars. But these are ephemeral, glimpsed in passing such as ‘a longhaired, bare-chested foreigner sitting on the doorway of a lodge, strumming a guitar’. Instead, we are invited to wallow in a distinctly Narayanesque and mildly satirical melancholia resulting from the gradual extinction of slow-paced, humdrum small-town life by the onslaught of urbanisation. The narrator even hints at the possibility of introducing a Malgudi-type sketch map of the town, as he sees it, into his text.



POETRY WIRE



VIPIN CHANDRAN



< >



The dying Vappa is protective of his son—who of course is his only future—so, although they live by the sea, the boy is warned of the beach



He explores this small world with his mischievous orphaned classmate Bilal, who spies pirate ships when he climbs treetops and has no qualms about begging cash off the white people to spend on cool drinks. The boy’s embarrassment at his friend’s antics turns to disdain which slowly but surely makes the story darker. What began with envy towards a friend and rivalry grows into bitterness, aggression, and a disturbing sadism towards pigeons. At the book’s midpoint, we return to Vappa’s funeral but his death is belittled by the fact that only two semi-paparazzi photographers turn up. On the same day



that the obituary is published, his son sees it being turned into one of those paper cones in which peanuts are sold. The only inheritance the boy has, apart from the memories he describes in these letters to the silent literary agent, is the bathroom cabinet’s worth of fragrances that he uses to keep the scent of his father alive. But his loss also leads to a sense of maturity or as he writes, ‘From here I will walk alone.’ That core of loneliness is the fulcrum for this evenly balanced plot, an existential angst brought home by the terrifying fact that the boy cannot reach out for emotional or



intellectual relief to the phoney and perfidious adults who surround him. There’s something about the sombre that simply makes it irresistible; a bit of darkness is all that it takes to lighten up any piece of fiction. In The Small-Town Sea, Salim wades out into water so deep and dark that a film adaptation of the novel could almost have been titled One Wedding and Four Funerals. But in the final pages I see what Salim may be trying to accomplish—a Swami and Friends suitable for the darkness of the 21st century combined with an Indian response to that eternal growing-up classic, The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger. The writer’s latest comic detective novel set in Bengaluru is the bestselling Hari, a Hero for Hire.



20TH CENTURY KERALA



A whole new worldview



Death of a diaspora



An anthology that pushes the limits of language and boundaries



A tale of loss and longing, and being and belonging 쐽 BY GEETA DOCTOR



■



I



쐽 KEKI N. DARUWALLA



T



he Tamil diaspora is probably next only to the Malayali diaspora in scale and numbers. The genocidal war in Sri Lanka has given a tragic fillip to the exodus. Hence, Tamil poets write from all quarters of the globe. A fine volume, In Our Translated World: Contemporary Global Tamil Poetry — edited by Chelva Kanaganayakam, a professor at University of Toronto — has landed on my table. It is as comprehensive as such a volume can be. A major share of the book is taken up by Sri Lankan Tamils, and one can’t grudge them this, plagued as they were with trauma and displacement. The next shareholders are obviously poets from Tamil Nadu, followed by Malaysia and Singapore. The Sri Lankan section is slightly predictable with poems on killings and displacement. The very first poem is ‘When Someone is Killed’ by Alari (Abdul Latif Mohommad Ribaz). When someone is killed/ what’s the big deal?/ Blood will flow/ turn the green grass/ into a field/ of red Hibiscus flowers. Later, the jasmine scented air/ will then carry the odour of/ the rotting corpses..., and so



Poetry can’t escape



< > reality. Poet, critic,



and poetry itself seem small against the backdrop of Jafna on. The next poem, by Ahilan Panckiyanathan, talks of an abandoned village — the echoes of war are obviously around. My only complaint with the poem is the stanza The wounded moon/ cowers under the clouds/ and sobs. This is a no-no. There is a term for this sort of writing — ‘pathetic fallacy’. Rains shouldn’t weep, moon shouldn’t sob. In a poem by Abi (Habibullah), a professor of Tamil in Chennai, the sun ‘grazes’ on a forest that has been burnt into ‘a heap of charcoal’.



Echoes of history A poem like ‘The Alienated Land’ by S Vilvaratnam reads like the history of Tamils in Sri Lanka. It starts: With the coming of the Outsiders/ that night/ rooted lives were plucked/ all the people left./ At dawn the village looked/ like a CM YK



Sri Lankan Tamils at a refugee camp in Vavuniya in 2009. AP



land/ emptied of the floodwaters of life. Near the end, we get the stanza: The harbour fading behind,/ covered in the sorrow/ of the elder/ who had not come/ even to say goodbye. The old wouldn’t leave the land. In Tamil, the poem must be more searing. ‘A Baby in Cap and Boots’ by Solaikkili, whose name is Uthumalebbe Mohommed Atheek — why must everyone write under a pen name? Is it fear or a fad, as it was with Urdu poets — starts with a bang: There will be a time/ when babies will leap/ out of wombs wearing/ everything:/ military caps, trousers, boots, moustaches/ A knife at the hips. Slowly, the poem drifts into excess: The coconut trees will bear/ bombs in bunches. And later: If you planted watermelon/ land mines will sprout. Yes, fine striking images these, but you can’t help thinking the poet has gone over the top. Keep something in reserve and leave a bit to the imagination. Some of the Serendib poems are not up to scratch, like ‘My Arrival from Ancient Times’. First, the translation is clichéd: I have been appearing/ from time immemorial. Then we have lines like this: my vibrant feet dipped and dipped in the fire... One does not know whether to fault the translation or the poem itself. Burnt forests appear in many poems. Poetry can’t escape reality. Poet, critic, and poetry itself seem small against the backdrop of Jaffna. It is silly to make generalisations, but the Indian section is more about moving away from home. Devathachan starts his poem ‘My Century’ with a woman sobbing as My bus moves away. It ends with the lines: How long am I to be absent?/ As far as possible—/ as long as this century. Why are the poems in the Indian section also so terribly bleak? T.K. Somasundaram, who writes under the name Kalapria, has a poem, ‘Immortality’, which is all about a corpse, and no one comes near the house except priests and pall bearers. What is the poem trying to say?



The women poets come off worse on the bleakness scorecard. Malathi Maithri from Puducherry tells us in her poem that every organ of my body/ turned into an animal or bird/ and started moving away from me. The poem ends with the lines: Women who went into the jungle/ to gather firewood/came back and told me/that they saw my vagina/roaming the hills/like a butterfly. What’s all this in honour of ? As a critic, I could have dug for meaning and metaphor in the poem, but sorry, I am in no mood to make the effort. Smile in a while, madam, life ain’t that bad. Relax and write. As if this was not enough, Kutty Revathi, social activist, holding a degree in Siddha medicine, has a poem entitled ‘Yoni Growing Teeth’. She writes that she is not a stupid bird, nor an animal from a world of wild dreams/ spreading my vagina to the seeds of power. If declaimed well, this kind of thing could elicit applause. But I am not convinced of the intrinsic value of such verse. H.G. Razool plays with Islamic theology in a fine poem ‘The Word of Allah’. Sukumaran has a magnificent poem titled ‘Kabir is Weaving’, regrettably too long to be quoted. There’s a lot of good poetry from the Tamil diaspora in Canada, Singapore and France. In a poem from France, Vasudevan brings toddy and a Mozart requiem together. Ants and their dispersal become a metaphor for the diaspora in a poem from Canada by Thirumavalavan: Exile is not easy/ even for ants. And when Ilavalai Wijayendran from Norway asks an elder about his children, the answer is: They have gone to Canada/ to harvest fields of cash. To conclude, as Kanaganayakam points out, it is the need of the last three decades of Tamil poetry to “push the limits of language to express a whole new worldview,” and “refashion the future”. That’s what we get here. The writer is a poet and novelist.



n this exquisitely woven tale of loss and longing that grips the small community of Jews who have lived for centuries in a village in Kerala, Sethu, resurrects a familiar figure of early 20th century fiction—the existential hero. Except that it’s not just one titular person but a tiny microcosm of lives that he studies as they wriggle under the lens of his own experience. It’s also the coming of age of a small rural community at the cusp of Indian Independence. Caught in the glare of choices made in the name of nationbuilding led by Nehruvian ideas of progress and modernity, as well as the promises of a more egalitarian society by the comrades preaching communist ideology in Kerala, Salamon, the designated survivor in Sethu’s narrative, struggles with the burden of memory that defines being Jewish. The year 1948 when David BenGurion, the first prime minister of the newly, if hastily, cobbled state of Israel calls upon Jews to return to the promised land awakens a suppressed memory in the minds of the Jewish community. The phrase “the next year in Jerusalem”; the strangled call of seagulls perching on the deck of a ship come unbidden into the nighttime rambles of Salamon. They remind Eshimuthimma, his grandmother, that they are ‘The Chosen People’. They are the scattered tribes of the Jewish diaspora that have been blown to the ends of the earth to toil until the time comes when they can reclaim their place in the land of their fathers.



Roots and identity The moment of their ascent, or



Old glory Jew Town in Kochi. D.N. Prakash



< >



Aliyah: The Last Jew in the Village Sethu; trs Catherine Thankamma Harper Collins ₹399



‘I cannot be just a Jew, can I? There is a world outside being a Jew...’



Aliyah, is what the novel hints at divining. Never mind that these very people, the Black Jews, or Malabari Jews as they are called, belonged to the first wave of émigrés from the Middle East. They are quite different from the White Jews, or Pardesi Jews who dominated the society of Cochin in their time. The Malabari Jews had been assimilated into the very soil of their adopted land for centuries along the Western seaboard of the Indian peninsula. The lemming-like race to pull up their Kerala roots and make for the Holy Land is what powers the imagination of the author as he asks: Who are we? Where do we belong? Does the land mean anything any more, even as in one of the most telling images, every Jewish bride is encouraged to tie a small pinch of the ancestral soil in one end of her bridal wear as she leaves the parental house for the last time. Is displacement and change the only constant in our lives? In a sense are we all Jews yearning for the call to a promised land that may



never be ours? Or as one of the characters Binder Daveed who cannot be persuaded to leave argues: “I will tell you truthfully Soloma. I am a Jew through and through, and I am proud of being one. But I cannot be just a Jew, can I? There is a world outside being a Jew. A strange topsy-turvy world that we do not understand.” The village, Chendamangalam in Ernakulum district, is Sethu’s own. It is the topsy-turvy world to which he returns to reflect upon the questions of being and belonging that are at the heart of his novels. As he explains in an afterword with Catherine Thankamma, the translator who has rendered his often dream-like evocations of the tangled inner life of his protagonists with a luminous intensity of her own, Chendamangalam was one of the earliest Jewish settlements on the western coast. He recalls that there were at least 200 Jews in the area around a synagogue. They had a formidable presence in the village. As described in certain set pieces, the introduction of the first newspaper in the village, the installation of electricity, the telegram, a typewriting institute, were all part of the churning that Salomon’s family contributed to the village.



Women as change agents Sethu’s women are portrayed as the catalysts of change. Rebecca, Salamon’s mother from the Jew town at Cochin, is a progressive young woman who comes riding a cycle. Esther, Salamon’s older uncle’s wife, has a Persian ancestry and a Baghdadi upbringing that creates its own tensions in the narrative. As for Elsie, Salamon’s sometime love interest, she is from a Christian family. She precipitates the crisis that leads to Salamon’s surprising decision. Is it an ascent or a descent? As in Sethu’s novels, the enigma is that of not knowing. A Sethumadhavan (born June 5, 1942), to expand on the writer’s preferred name, is the gentle colossus of modern Malayalam fiction. He has written over 35 books. He won the Kendra Sahitya Akademi Award for Adayalangal and earlier for Pandavapuram in 1982. His tenure as Chairman of the National Book Trust was summarily terminated in 2015, by the NDA government in their aim to replace cultural and educational institutions with their own chosen people. The author is a Chennai-based writer and critic. ND-X
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BROWSER



TRANSLATION



Reputations Juan Gabriel Vasquez Bloomsbury ₹399 A noted political cartoonist is forced to confront his past as his life as an artist is celebrated publicly. Questioning the power of memory and the media, and their ability to distort, inform and destroy, the writer plays with the past and present, challenging our perception of the truth.



The signiicant other A collection of Urdu stories that question implicit generalisations about writings from small towns 쐽 BY TABISH KHAIR



■



A



n anthology of Urdu short stories translated into English is rare enough these days. An anthology of 20th century Urdu short stories written by writers mostly based in Bihar and translated into English is almost unheard of. That is why Nameless Lanes, translated and edited by Syed Sarwar Hussain, deserves attention. Nameless Lanes contains 18 stories by Urdu writers based for much or all of their life in places like Patna, Kako, Gaya and Bhagalpur. Of these, I knew one well and had heard of two. All the others are new even to me, a writer from Bihar. It redounds to Syed Sarwar Hussain’s and his Singapore-based publisher’s credit that such an anthology has been published at all, along with the required introductions to the authors and their works. Like all anthologies, this is a mixed bag of stories, some of which appeal more than others. They also range from stories that are closer to the traditional dastaan form in sensibility and stories that are entirely modernist in ethos, as well as many in between. There are stories that are deeply located in a particular ethos and stories that reach out, beyond place, province and language, to the entire world. Of course, I need hardly point out



Nameless Lanes Trs Syed Sarwar Hussain Kitaab International ₹349



that both options are legitimate ones.



Important voices One cannot really generalise about such an anthology, and yet its stories can be used to question many implicit generalisations about small towns and writing from small towns. Above all, the erroneous assumption that such writing hardly exists — an assumption that runs through not just post-colonial Anglophone criticism but can also be encountered at times in official bhasha circles with their inevitably metropolitan prizing or ignoring of the rest. It might enlighten many a postcolonialist to take a look at Ghyas Ahmad Gaddi’s Baba-Log in this anthology. It is a quintessential story of the kind of colonial/imperial hybridity that post-colonialists often champion, except that the Old Uncle of this story goes beyond many of their notions of



hybridity. Ghyas Ahmed Gaddi was one of the names I had encountered before, as — for personal reasons, for he was married to my aunt — was the Gaya-based writer and editor, Kalam Haidari. Haidari’s story Nameless Lanes, which gives the anthology its title, is an excellent version of the modernist story in a small-town setting, informed by a progressive sensibility. It is less a story than a deceptively controlled ramble through the more decrepit lanes of a town like Gaya during which the reader encounters various stories and senses an understated indignation at a society that disallows so many other stories. Ilyas Ahmed Gaddi’s Ajayib Singh is a simple but effective tale, about a lonely Sikh truck driver in Chotta Nagpur and his sad-humorous choice between the ‘tribal’ woman he wants to marry and the dilapidated truck he adores. Shakila Akhtar’s A Yard-long Shroud is a stark narrative of contemporary wretchedness that reminds one of both Premchand and Ismat Chughtai, while Mohammed Mohsin’s The Mysterious Smile is a psychological character sketch of a girl who smiles at the news of death. Taking us up into the hills, Qamarul Tawheed’s Pine Cottage delves into the mixed feelings that a daughter and an early-widowed mother have for the same man,



MIGRATION



Domina L.S. Hilton Bloomsbury ₹399 This follow-up thriller after Maestra marks the return of femme fatale Judith Rashleigh. Set in the world of Europe's glamorous elite with questionable art dealers and the mafia, Domina has a bit of scandal, intrigue and mystery, and is the second part of a promised trilogy.



< >



and the inadvertent betrayal that it culminates in — all of it narrated, intriguingly, in the voice of the ghost of the dead father-husband. There are other stories that are worth a read, though some strike me as less successful, either because they are overtaken by the angst that is always a lurking danger, especially for intelligent people in small towns, or they are hobbled by the inability of English



to fully replicate the more highflown passages of Urdu prosody. But in general, this is a welcome publication, and one can only hope that bigger and richer publishers will show as much initiative. We need more translations, especially from the less metropolitan parts of India. The writer is a poet, novelist and critic based in Denmark.



IN SHORT



Broken lives, fragmented state



Songs of experience



An attempt at seeing through India’s cracks



On Kashmir, her joys and pain



쐽 BY CLAIRE CHAMBERS



쐽 BY SUDIPTA DATTA



T



e live in difficult times, amid strife and war and daily struggles for existence. Over the past few months, there have been bursts of trouble in many places of the country, from Manipur in the northeast to Chhattisgarh in central India. But the news emanating from Kashmir has been of grave concern, with the State slowly descending into chaos and uncertainty. There seems to be a complete breakdown of trust between the administration and the people, and the healing touch appears to be missing. In that bleak backdrop, will a book of poems by noted Kashmiri poet and writer Ayaz Rasool Nazki help? The epigraph—While I sang the songs of light, they blinded all my eyes—sets the tone for this collection, his first in English. Holding up a mirror to the harsh realities of the present in a place that is called paradise on earth, he moans: They came/ and put the landscape on fire/ the tulips/ of multitude of colours/ a thousand hues/ and then they withered/ ash to ash/ colour to colourless. But soon enough, shaking off his melancholy, the poet writes: I will sing light/ in this dark night/ words of rays/ will pierce the air/ and sentences/ will light up the sky. In his poetry, Nazki represents Kashmir, “its ethos, its pain, its



his is a novel of interlinked stories by one of India’s finest newer writers. Each chapter stands alone, yet together they add up to a glorious but searing commentary on the ‘state of freedom’ (or otherwise) in the independent Indian state. Carefully patterned, with recurring motifs, and ouroboros-like in shape, the text’s odd- and evennumber chapters link to each other. In narrating the scattered lives of migrants and internally displaced people, on the move and on the make, a fragmented form is a sensitive and powerful choice. The protagonist of one chapter may resurface again as a peripheral player in another. Through his apparently piecemeal structure and elements of the fantastic and oral ghost stories, Mukherjee bends realism in profound ways. Chapter I’s protagonist is an NRI based in the U.S. Countering a sense of displacement as he watches his six-year-old son becoming increasingly American, he takes the boy on a whirlwind tour of north India’s Mughal sites. Already upset by concealing from his son the gory evidence of a construction worker who fell to his death near their Agra hotel, in Fatehpur Sikri the father encounters a threatening tout with a face like a fox’s. Further disturbed, he ushers the boy away, even though he doesn’t appear to have seen anything. During the return journey, another fox-man confronts them, tapping at the car window alongside an animal in chains. The story unfolds the father’s realisation that he now looks at his homeland through a tourist’s gaze, as ‘an utterly foreign country’; its timbre is of foreboding and dread.



Double lives Written in the first person and set in Mumbai, Chapter II foregrounds the theme of employerservant relationships. Its narrator is another NRI, a young Bengaliheritage man who ‘lives a divided life’. He works for a hipster design company in London but is also writing a cookbook about India’s regional cuisines. On a sojourn at his parents’ home near Bandstand Promenade, he becomes intrigued by their new cook Renu’s truculent manner, rivalry with another maidservant, and erratic catering. She repeatedly insists that he sample the food from her village in Medinipur. To his parents’ classist chagrin, on a visit to relatives in Calcutta, he takes the opportunity to stay with Renu’s family. He soon uncomfortably realises that they could ill afford to host him. A rare tale of upward mobility emerges of Renu’s nephew having received a scholarship to study in HeidelCM YK



This House of Clay and Water Faiqa Mansab Penguin Random House ₹499 A debut novelist explores a story of forbidden love in the complex world of Pakistan. Set in Lahore, this is the story of lonely Nida, married to an affluent political family, and how a meeting with a fluteplaying hijra, Bhanggi, in the dargah she visits impacts both their lives.



They also range from stories that are closer to the traditional dastaan form in sensibility and stories that are entirely modernist in ethos, as well as many in between



W



MOHAMMED YOUSUF ■



A State of Freedom Neel Mukherjee Chatto & Windus



berg, Germany. Initially, the narrator thinks: ‘Something in this broken country worked’. However, this male success comes at the expense of Renu’s daughter, whom the woman valued less than her brother’s son. As such, she saved to support the boy’s education while marrying the girl off young. Chapter III marks a ‘shift in tonal gear’, to adapt one of Mukherjee’s well-wrought phrases, and readers plunge into the lives of India’s precariat. Lak-



Her life is not



< > fragmented. To her, it has unity and coherence... How can movement from one place to another break you? shman can barely support his joint family, particularly since his twin brother has apparently deserted wife and children under cover of moving away to work as a builder. Lakshman chances upon a baby bear, abandoned by a qalandar, and pins his hopes for a change of fortune onto making him dance. The bear is as much a character as any of the text’s human protagonists, allowing Mukherjee to reflect on anthropomorphism and animal



cognition as well as human abjection. The most ambitious section of the book is IV, which is divided into (shattering) chapters of its own. These trace the narrative arcs of two childhood friends, Soni and Milly. The girls belong to indigenous people of Jharkhand, oppressed by the police and forest officers on the one hand, and Naxalite fighters on the other. Despite a thirst for knowledge, Christianconvert Milly finishes her schooling at age eight to become a servant. She ends up escaping from modern-day enslavement in Bandra, Mumbai. Soni, her prospects blighted by family members’ experiences of illness, alcoholism, and rape, becomes a militant. In a chance encounter between the pair as young women, Soni challenges Milly to join her in the Communist Party on account of her ‘broken life’. Towards the end, Milly silently formulates a riposte that also functions as commentary on the book’s structure: ‘Her life is not fragmented. To her, it has unity and coherence. She gives it those qualities. How can movement from one place to another break you?’ The final, unpunctuated, firstperson chapter, which cannot be explored in detail here, is the most fissured in terms of both content and form. And yet, it is this that gives the book its overall cohesion and a sense that this is, after all, a novel rather than a short story sequence. Like a kaleidoscope’s broken shards of glass that form a beautiful pattern, Mukherjee’s fragmentary vision is richer than any attempt to paper over India’s cracks. A senior lecturer in global literature at University of York, the writer is author of Britain Through Muslim Eyes.



■



Songs of Light Ayaz Rasool Nazki Writers Workshop ₹200



past, present and future”. So, we have ‘Uptown Kashmir’ and ‘Downtown Kashmir’, two short poems that describe the contrasting ways of life between the past and present in Kashmir. In ‘Uptown Kashmir’, there are Glass windows/ for the blind/ high ceilings for the dwarf/ wide roads for closed minds/ huge mansions for small men; in ‘Downtown Kashmir’, They had/ latticed windows/ they had/ vision/ they had/ low ceilings/ they had heart/ they had narrow lanes/ they had open minds. There’s a prayer too for children: this generation/ and the next and the next/ let them have their childhood/ oh Lord! As he writes in the preface: “The despair, hopelessness and violence that have afflicted Kashmir naturally inform all our creative endeavours... There must be a world beyond and in spite of Kashmir but our blinded and blindfolded eyes cannot see it.” If this is Nazki’s endeavour to “sing” the joys of Kashmir, he succeeds despite the “veil of pain”, reminding us of Shelley’s poignant line: Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought.



Blue skies, eye candy Love in lak jackets and a sweet ode to the IAF 쐽 BY SHEILA KUMAR



A



nuja Chauhan’s latest doesn’t stray too far from her template: feisty heroine, gorgeous hero, as much external conflict as internal (maybe more of the former here, given that the backdrop is the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War), much toe-curling passion, an interesting gaggle who make up the supporting cast and healthy dollops of humour—all unspooling at a rapid clip. No, scratch that last one, here the mise-en-scene is set up slowly, deliberately. Everything goes swimmingly but steadily for a long while. Until bam! it’s time for some action. From then on, it’s action all the way to the breath-



■



Baaz Anuja Chauhan HarperCollins ₹399



less finale. Our hero, Ishaan Faujdaar aka Baaz, is a fighter pilot from Haryana who is rapidly shucking off his rustic Jatness and pulling in all the suaveness and hotness he can manage; his cuteness is validated not just by the women around the Air Force station of Kalaiganga or Kolkata but even across in Dacca. Our heroine, Tehmina Dadyseth, is a Bawi who is torn between her inner pacifist and



her fast spinning-out-of-control feelings for the Gnat-borne Baaz. This, then, is where trains khata-khat, where everyone across the board asks ‘aise kaise’, and closes an argument with ‘then what’.



Shades of Top Gun It’s a war story but the attendant patriotism is handled deftly, easily and the tale is all the better for the light touch. Of course, the depredations of war too, is given the butterfly treatment, horror lite as it were, but maybe that’s just how Chauhan’s constituency would have it. So. It’s 400 pages of a smooth run, with shades of Top Gun and Govind Nihalani’s Vijeta. There is as much der-



ring-do by Baaz as by his girl, ‘Tell-me-na’. And it’s clear that much research went into the book. Chauhan steers the reader through sorties, dogfights up in the air, planes brought down, men brought down, the winds of anger, intolerance and cruelty that blow through West Bengal and the former East Pakistan, realpolitik as practised by Pakistan, the US the former USSR, the Mukti Bahini, and more. And the reader takes in just what they want to: the futility of war, the courage of the armed forces, love in flak jackets, and above all, a sweet ode to the IAF. The writer is a manuscript editor and author based in Bengaluru. ND-X
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ALL ABOUT US



THOUGHT FOR FOOD



The sound of silence



Flavours of Bengal



Is the essential conversation between writer and reader getting drowned out?



A new cookbook woven around stories of people and places 쐽 BY RAHUL VERMA



I



쐽 ADITYA SUDARSHAN



B



e it a mobile phone or a coffee shop, conversation always requires an intermediary. Now, the more praiseworthy the intermediary, the more it humbles itself, knowing that it exists for the sake of the interlocutors and not the other way around. But when the dead medium seeks to displace and dominate the living person, then conversation collapses. Sitting with someone in a restaurant where the music is deafening, you might still be able to say something about the headlines in the newspaper, or gesture to what is going on in the street outside. But you will never be able to communicate anything more invisible and essential, because these things lie deeper in your heart and mind, and need an attentive quiet in which to be spoken and listened to. So if a community continually struggles to write and read about itself, and is especially bereft when it comes to works of the imagination, then, before we conclude that it has nothing to say, we must ask some questions of the intermediary concerned. We would then note a curious thing. The novel, which in the 1980s and 1990s was the great pride of Indian English writing, has now practically disappeared from our publishers’ catalogues. Instead, short pieces of various kinds proliferate—a trend brought to a head by the ‘made for the mobile phone’ content of Chiki Sarkar’s Juggernaut Books. This change corresponds to a larger inversion of circumstances. In the heyday of the Indian English novel, it was difficult for anyone who did not have a connection, preferably in the Western literary establishment, to be published. The ‘foreign agent’ became a kind of Holy Grail, particularly after what David Godwin did for Arundhati Roy. Today, things are more democratic, even communist. Juggernaut, the trend-setter, invites submissions from everybody, and is rapidly developing the kind of to-and-fro between



Much on ofer Visitors browsing through new titles at the Jaipur Literature Festival. Rohit Jain Paras



< >



Literary festivals, once proud of harbouring liberal voices, now ind themselves opened up to the religious right



writers and readers that we have hitherto associated with the likes, shares and comments on Youtube. But one thing has not changed in all this revolution—the same thing that did not change when Lenin’s Politburo replaced the Russian Tsar. It is the dictatorship of the intermediary; in this context, the publisher, and the drowning out—now in one way and now in another—of the essential conversation between writer and reader. Indeed, this was easy to spot when publishing was an ivory tower and the most celebrated Indian novels were being produced by a handful of names largely based in the West. But it is even more pronounced today, when all are apparently wooed. For instance, Juggernaut’s home page is dominated by opportunistic non-fiction and home-grown smut by the joyless and the frivolous. That the smut is apparently rubbing shoulders



with editions of Joseph Conrad or Rabindranath Tagore indicates not broad-mindedness (let nobody be fooled!), but palpable mockery. For the driving anxiety is not that the Indian English community should have nourishing literary conversations but that the intermediaries should prosper or, to use the devilish term much in vogue, should have ‘fun’. A similar impatience underlies another phenomenon of the last decade: the disappearance of book reviews amid the rampant growth of literary festivals. These are two diametrically opposed ways of handling a complex literary output. One may respect the individual writer as a writer by paying attention to his or her book, and in the process also be attentive to those the book addresses and those it does not; or, because the former is not fun, one may put the men and women on display all together in the atmosphere of a festival. In the latter case, the demarcations between different audiences and communities are soon lost, wounding the identity of the reader, and the particulars of each book are glossed over, distorting the writer’s words. That all this damage is wrought with the participation of readers and writers and even their well-wishers proves the seduct-



ive power of the stratagem. I am not, therefore, criticising publishers or the organisers of literary festivals, for they too can be honestly taken in by the destructive forces at work, and it is to these forces that I am calling attention. Ultimately, not only do they destroy literary conversations, but they also destroy the intermediaries they are working through. Literary festivals, which were once proud of harbouring liberal voices, now find themselves opened up to the religious right. Likewise, publishers who may be acutely conscious of fighting misogyny find themselves degrading women every day via the books they publish. So, there is no future to this course. A respect for literary conversations, a desire to be attentive to the best of them, and a corresponding humility towards writers and readers, is the only way our publishers can avoid a sticky end. But even in the meantime, for our community, there is no cause for despair. For when conversation is made impossible, it drives us to silence, and in silence, the very greatest story may be told. The writer has spent the last decade writing novels and wrestling with the things described over the course of this column.



n one corner of my otherwise disorderly bookshelves is a neat pile of Bengali cookbooks, written in English. It’s orderly because I often need to consult them. Friends who come home tend to demand Bengali food, for they believe that a halfBengali with a Bengali wife will know everything that needs to be known about Bengali cooking—how to, say, cut pumpkins for chorchori, a vegetable mix; when to add curd in doi maachh, or yoghurt fish; and how thick the poppy seed paste should be in aloo posto. I get by, not because of the Bengali connections, but because of these wonderful cookbooks. They come in all sizes and shapes, and are full of drool-worthy pictures. And they tell you everything about Bengali food— from fritters and fish curries to luchi and sandesh. My Bengali recipe books underscore a long-held belief of mine—that when it comes to food, Bengalis are more passionate than their compatriots elsewhere. Where else, but in Bengal, will you get football clubs to fight over food? An East Bengal victory leads to a celebration of the hilsa; a Mohun Bagan win means a spike in prawn prices. Not surprisingly, a cookbook in a Bengali home is as important as the harmonium in little Tutul’s room.



New addition Last week, I added to my collection a new book called Bengali Cooking: Seasons & Festivals. I first met its BengaliAmerican author, Chitrita Banerji, about 12 years ago when she was in Delhi researching for her book, Eating India: An Odyssey into the Food and Culture of the Land of Spices. I met her again some months ago, and she told me that Bengali Cooking, earlier published as Life and Food in Bengal, was making its India début. It makes for a delightful read because it is not just about food. It speaks of differences in the food habits between those from East Bengal and West Bengal, special dishes cooked during festivals and the impact of the seasons on the kitchen. And every now and then, she writes about a dish that makes me want to rush to the nearest fishmonger’s.



Wiki Commons



I have been marking out recipes that I hope to try out someday. If I am not lynched by the hilsa-loving family— which believes that doing anything experimental to the fish is like adding a moustache to the portrait of the Mona Lisa—I will try out a Bangladeshi dish of hilsa cooked with coconut milk Banerji recommends. My first attempt at cooking Bengali food, however, was with the traditional doi maachh. I found the recipe in a cookbook called Curry Curry Curry. Written by Ranjit Rai, it includes some easy recipes for Bengali dishes. And the doi maachh always turns out well. Another favourite of mine is Minakshie Dasgupta’s Bangla Ranna: The Bengal Cookbook. Its lau chingri— shrimps and bottle gourd cooked with masalas and a bit of ghee—is a constant hit. What I love about these volumes is that many of them are not just cookbooks. The Calcutta Cookbook by Minakshie Dasgupta, Bunny Gupta and Jaya Chaliha, for instance, chronicles the city, with food as the protagonist. In the Bengali language, I am told there are food books for all occasions, so much so that if you line them up, they will snake up from Delhi to Chittagong. I do not read Bengali, but I am happy with the books in English. And the way they are proliferating, one day I hope they’ll cross Thanjavur. The writer, who grew up on ghee-doused urad dal and roti, now likes reading and writing about food as much as he enjoys cooking and eating. Well, almost.



BOOKENDS



REPRISE



A bookworm inds her utopia A 20-year-old working at an independent bookstore is keeping reading alive 쐽 BY SHASHANK BHARGAVA



Leonardo DiCaprio as Jay Gatsby in Baz Luhrmann’s 2013 movie adaptation.



The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald 쐽 BY SUDIPTA DATTA



I



n 1925, when F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby was published, it sold less than 25,000 copies. The short nine-chapter novel of love and longing and the essential loneliness of being, about a young, handsome, fabulously rich — however dubious the source of his wealth — man’s attempt to win back the heart of an upper-crust girl who had cast him off, didn’t awe the critics either, though some of the best writers of the time including Edith Wharton and T.S. Eliot embraced it warmly. The story is narrated by Nick Carraway, who has just moved east to New York from the mid-West to try his hand at the bonds business, armed with a “familiar conviction” that “life was beginning over again”. Hoping to live the American dream, he moves in at West Egg, a slightly less-fashionable neighbourhood than East Egg across the bay, home to the rich and beautiful. To the right of Carraway’s “weather-beaten cardboard bungalow” is a huge mansion with 40 acres of lawn and garden where Jay Gatsby lives. We first meet Gatsby as he wanders into his lawn in the night, as Carraway watches, staring at what seems like a “single green light, minute and far away”, at the end of a dock. That’s where Daisy is, the love Gatsby lost to a wealthy, but philandering and bullying Tom Buchanan. Fitzgerald uses a layered tragic love story to bring the Jazz Age of the 1920s alive, with its immense possibilities, of both enchantment CM YK



and disenchantment. He also recreates the eternal conflict between imagination and reality, thus making the book leap to the universal. When Gatsby is reunited with Daisy in Chapter 5, she “tumbled short of his dreams—not through her own fault, but because of the colossal vitality of his illusion”. Gatsby is left questioning the ephemeral “quality of his present happiness”, regret seeping in for a moment lost. Gatsby is obsessed with time, but doesn’t want to yield to it: “Can’t repeat the past? he cried incredulously. Why of course you can!” But of course he can’t. As the narrator says, “Gatsby believed in the green light, the orgastic future that year by year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that’s no matter—tomorrow we will run faster, stretch out our arms further... And one fine morning — So we beat on, boats against the current, borne back ceaselessly into the past.” The tepid reaction to the novel he gave his all deeply disappointed the writer but, ironically, it’s when Fitzgerald died in 1940, when he was only 44, that there was a revival of Gatsby . As the great Fitzgerald scholar Professor Matthew J. Bruccoli says in his introduction to New Essays on The Great Gatsby , published in 1985, “Critics praise timeless works, but a timeless work is one that people keep reading.” Gatsby has been on every Best Books of the Century list and has sold millions of copies worldwide, and counting. The writer looks back at one classic each fortnight.



T



he idea of being surrounded by books in a quaint little space, reading all day, meeting fellow booklovers, and getting paid for it — it must the best job in the world for a bookworm. And Mahika Chaturvedi, 20, a Delhi University student, has that job. A sales assistant in Delhi’s legendary The Bookshop, Mahika is clearly loving it. She hard-sells books, describing them in hyperboles and, if you’re still not convinced, even offering to buy it for you. She knows what to recommend if the book you’re looking for is unavailable, and the right author to introduce you to if you’re looking for someone new to read. I find her sitting behind the counter diligently cataloguing books. When she sees me, the first thing she asks is if I have finished reading Amulet by Roberto Bolano, which she had recommended on my previous visit. We spend the next half hour talking about Bolano and other obscure authors before I ask her how she landed this job. On a visit to the store last summer, she had asked the person who held the position then if she could “maybe just dust books for them”. It turned out she could do more. The position was going to fall empty in a month, and she was asked to send in her resume. She did along with an email saying



At home Mahika Chaturvedi recommends books to eager customers. Shashank Bhargava



she thought “it a wonderful opportunity to give my bit back to literature for all that it has done for me.” They must have sensed her enthusiasm, because her interview was short — just a chat about her pay check.



Literary possibilities For Mahika, the place has always been a kind of sanctuary that single-handedly opens up a gateway of literary possibilities. Before starting, she had romantic notions about the shop. “I thought I’ll just help out with books, fall in love... but no, there’s actual work involved.” Now, she feels the responsibility that comes with working at a place as iconic



as this. “I have seen the zeal in the eyes of my co-workers. How all of us squeal in joy when we find something truly priceless. It isn’t work at all, as tiring as it can be,” she says, clearly bitten. Apart from cataloguing and stocking, Mahika helps customers find what they are looking for, and recommends books that she hopes they’ll come to love. In an indie bookstore, the relationship with customers is the heart of the business. “You cannot be scared of initiating conversations,” Mahika says, talking of how this means chatting intelligently about books, remembering customers, remembering their reading habits. For example, Mahika never misses a



chance to share interesting trivia about a book someone likes. Neither does she hesitate to push books she loves herself. “I’ve turned three people into dedicated Bolano fans,” she claims proudly (and that’s not including me). I ask if she ends up buying books from the store, and find that she has an ongoing credit account, to be deducted from her next salary. There are other perks too. One of the biggest, as she says delightedly, is meeting her icons. “Do you know I’ve met Shyam Benegal! And Arundhati Roy! Vikram Seth even signed my diary.” On her first day at work, her boss asked her to refrain from “fan behaviour”, but the day she saw Roy, Mahika dropped everything on the ground and started crying. Later, she composed herself and managed to tell Roy, “There are people who really appreciate what you’re doing.” Mahika even has her own vision for The Bookshop. She wants to organise more activities, collaborate with schools to arrange field trips to the store, and is determined to find ways for this generation to read more books. Hearing her fervour and optimism, I feel that maybe this is what every bookstore needs, if it hopes to survive (and grow) in what is now an increasingly unpredictable market. A freelance journalist, the author writes on literature, culture and the arts



WHAT WE LIKE Familiar Murakami



Best under 40



W



E



hen Haruki Murakami’s collection of stories, Men without Women, was announced, everyone was eager to find out whether it would be anything like Ernest Hemingway’s novel of the same name, published in 1927. Hemingway’s 14 early stories deal with themes that would occupy his later writing: casualties of war, uneasy relationships between men and women, sport and its heroes. There are bullfighters and boxers, gangsters and gunmen, and the stories are a macho display of toughness. Murakami’s seven stories are subtle, and about men who find themselves alone. Whimsical and funny—it has the familiar Murakami motifs, including cats, The Beatles and baseball.



very decade Granta magazine asks a panel of judges to choose the best American writers under 40 for a special Best of Young American novelists issue. The 21 writers in the 2017 list just out are diverse and dynamic and provide a “snapshot of the exceptional talent working across the country”. On the list are Yaa Gyasi, born in Ghana raised in Alabama, whose first novel Homegoing won the National Book Critics Circle Award for Best First Book and Karan Mahajan, who grew up in Delhi and lives in Austin, Texas, and whose The Association of Small Bombs was one of the 10 best books of 2016 in The New York Times Book Review list.



ND-X
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